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P.PETROVA
ABSTRACT
The rapid expansion of tourism degrees over the last 30 years has been fuelled by
the expansion of Higher Education, the popularity of tourism as an area of study,
and the attraction of tourism careers. However, the tourism industry has not
always been involved in these developments, nor appreciative of tourism degrees.
Tourism employers have suggested that tourism graduates do not meet their
needs, and voiced concern about the relevance of tourism degrees. Yet, there has
not been a comprehensive study which explores employers' perceptions of the
value of tourism degrees. This thesis aims to address this by providing an in-depth
exploration of how tourism employers perceive the value of tourism degrees. To
achieve this aim, a mixed method approach was adopted. A qualitative approach
to this study was employed in its first stage. The findings from this stage were
used to inform the second quantitative stage. The results indicate that the
perceived value of tourism degrees is based on both its employment relevance and
academic status.
From an employment perspective, the majority of jobs available to graduates are
entry level jobs which do not require holding a degree. These jobs are often
customer facing, with what employers term as 'personality' being considered a
key requirement. Tourism degrees are not seen to contribute to graduates meeting
this requirement. Rather, they are seen to contribute to gaining knowledge of the
industry, which incidentally is low on the employers' list of requirements. The
importance of relevant work experience where skills such as customer-service
skills can be developed and demonstrated should thus not be overlooked. Work
experience schemes based on cooperation between universities and the industry
could also have a positive effect on graduates' employability not only by
expanding their work experience, but also because such cooperation is often
linked to a more positive view of the value of tourism degrees.
Where jobs which do require holding a degree are concerned, employers indicated
that tourism degrees do not provide an advantage. They associated tourism
degrees with new universities, and perceive graduates from new universities to
exhibit deficiencies in higher level graduate skills. This suggests that although the
expansion of HE was designed to meet the needs of the economy, employers may
not be convinced of its benefits. The results indicate that regardless of whether the
tourism degrees provide good, sound academic base, if employers associate them
with former polytechnics and lower academic standards they will still opt for
graduates from elite institutions and more traditional degree subjects.
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1 CHAPTER I : INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
1.1 Research background
The number of undergraduate tourism courses in the UK has increased
dramatically over the last three decades - from two in 1 972 (Ryan, 1 995) to eighty
in 200 1 (Busby and Fiedel, 200 1 ), with the number of students growing from
twenty in 1 972 to over four thousand by the end of the twentieth century (Airey,
2005). This growth is well beyond the rate of growth in the industry in general
and its needs (Airey and Johnson, 1 999; Ryan, 1 995) and this has led to
universities being accused of not providing graduates with the required skills
(Airey, 2005).
The speed of this development has resulted in a lack of uniformity and
standardisation of courses, increased the obstacles faced by tourism graduates in
the labour market (Airey and Johnson, 1 999) and led to confusion amongst
tourism employers of what is on offer (Evans, 1 993). Dale and Robinson (2001 )
have suggested that this confusion could restrict employment opportunities for
tourism graduates, while reports in the literature suggest that tourism employers
are not convinced that tourism graduates can meet their requirements, and this, in
tum, may have the effect of limiting their future career prospects (Amoha and
Baum, 1 997; Baum, 1 995; Thomas and Long, 200 1 ) . Furthermore, traditional
graduate jobs (i.e. graduate training positions) in the tourism industry are almost
non-existent, with the exception of larger tourism organisations (McKercher et al. ,
1 995).
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Tourism degrees are not a prerequisite for employment in the industry, and
tourism employers often recruit non-graduates who demonstrate the generic skills
required to work in tourism (Dale and Robinson 200 1 ). Graduates have been
overwhelmingly faced with entry-level positions which are operational and
clerical in nature and do not utilise fully the skills taught during the students'
university education (Kusluvan and Kusluvan, 2000). The proportion of managers
with degree-level qualifications in tourism is also low compared to other
industries (DfEE, 2000; Kusluvan and Kusluvan, 2000). There are indications of
a lack of recognition of the value of tourism degrees among some tourism
managers, threatening the future prospects of tourism graduates (Baum, 1 995;
Thomas and Long, 200 1 ) .
Airey (2005) notes that the expansion of tourism degree programmes has also
been influenced by an increase in provision of vocational education, and by
students increasingly choosing courses which offer a clear linkage to job
opportunities. Furthermore, UK universities have been overwhelmingly marketing
their courses as vocational and as leading to direct employment (Airey and
Johnson, 1 999; Stuart, 2002). There has been some indication that this way of
promotion has proved successful - as tourism courses are popular among students
(Airey and Johnson, 1 999; Leslie and Richardson, 2000).
However, tourism graduates have experienced difficulties in securing suitable
tourism jobs upon graduation and had instead pursued employment in other
industries (McKercher et al.d, 1 995). Those who succeed in securing employment
in tourism are also likely to leave the industry; reasons for leaving range from low
job satisfaction to poor employment conditions, absence of motivating factors and
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low pay (Kusluvan and Kusluvan, 2000; Lam et al. , 200 1 ; Ross, 1 997). Yet
people are a fundamental resource in tourism organisations (Kusluvan and
Kusluvan, 2000), and the quality of staff reflects subsequently upon the quality of
the business (Leslie and Richardson, 2000). Good quality staff contribute to
competitive advantage and deliver added value to the service the business
provides (Cooper et al. as cited in Page et al. , 200 1 ). Hence, the quality of tourism
organisations is derived from the interaction between the customers and
employees, and depends on the right "fit" of the employee to their position
(Amoha and Baum, 1 997; Page et al. , 200 1 ). Having the right people manage
tourism businesses is also key to business success, however, the S ector Skills
Council for Tourism has identified a lack of leadership skills in the industry
(Kent, 2006).
The development of high quality personnel and good management skills are
arguably addressed in tourism higher education provision (Stuart-Hoyle, 2003). In
2006, the Sector Skills Council for the Hospitality, Leisure, Travel and Tourism
industries, People l st, estimated that only 1 2% of travel and tourism graduates find
jobs in travel or tourism, compared to 60% of hospitality students in areas related
to their degree (Kent, 2006). The findings indicate that the tourism industry may
not taking advantage of these skills, despite claims that tourism degrees are
relevant and offer good career prospects (Stuart-Hoyle, 2003) .
Good management skills ar e even more important a s changes in the economy
necessitate that the modem tourism manager is able to "identify, define, master,
and orchestrate the six basic functional areas of management: administration,
finance, human resource, marketing, operations, and research and development"
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(Formica, 1 996: 3 1 7). Similarly, Baum et al. ( 1 997) suggest that future tourism
managers would need to be knowledgeable about HRM, multicultural skills,
environmental awareness, public health issues and strategic planning. Another
change in the graduate labour market is the introduction of student fees and the
continued increase in student debt (Appendix 1 ). It would not be unreasonable to
conclude that graduates would be eager to gain proper return from their
investment. However, the trends outlined above suggest it may be increasingly
difficult for tourism graduates to generate a proportionate financial return on their
investment in completing a degree course. This is in contradiction to the equity
theory (Ronnen, 1 986; Scholl et al. , 1 987) stating that graduates' return should be
commensurate with their investment.

1.2 Rationale for the study
The trends discussed above have not gone unnoticed; a number of studies have
looked at graduate employers' requirements in general (Ineson and Kempa, 1 996;
Stewart and Knowles, 2000; Williams and Owen, 1 997), more specifically into
tourism and hospitality employers' requirements

(Baum, 1 995; Ineson and

Kempa, 1 996; Mayo, 1 997). However, some studies of tourism and hospitality
employers' requirements (Baum, 1 995; Chung, 2000; Ineson and Kempa, 1 996;
Lam et al. , 200 1 ; Lee-Ross, 1 999; Li and Kivela, 1 998; Mayo, 1 997), although
referring in their titles to 'tourism and hospitality' or 'tourism' , actually addressed
issues in hospitality only, whilst others (Littlejohn and Watson, 2004) appeared to
use the terms interchangeably. However, hospitality is but one part of the tourism
industry, and thus cannot be seen as fully representative of the tourism industry.
Holden (2000) points out that among the core types of businesses in the tourism
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industry are travel agents and tour operators, the airlines, visitor attractions and
the international accommodation sector. Holloway ( 1 989) further notes that
sectoral organisations, destination organisations and tourism organisations are all
elements of the tourism industry. When this is taken into account, the number of
studies specifically dealing with requirements in tourism appears limited. Such
studies include Busby et al. 's (1 997) investigation of the key skills required in
tourism sandwich placements and Kelly's ( 1 998) investigation of the education
and training requirements for regional tourism operators in Australia.
The need for research into requirements of the UK tourism industry, rather than
the hospitality industry alone, also arises from some inherent differences between
tourism and hospitality. These differences include the fact that hospitality is more
clearly defined and has a narrower focus. "Students who enrol in hotel and
catering courses are clearer about the type of training they will receive and the job
opportunities upon graduation" (Cooper et al. , 1 992: 236). However, in tourism
courses, the vocational outcomes are less clearly defined and tourism graduates
choices are likely to be more diverse than those of hospitality students (Baum, et
al. , 1 997). This is partly a result of the wide variety of industries in the tourism
area, which impacts on students ability to realistically evaluate their j ob prospects,
as well as on employers' ability to evaluate the relevance of tourism degrees to
their specific sector or organisation (Cooper et al. , 1 992). Furthermore, amongst
the variety of tourism undergraduate degrees in the UK, some degrees do not
include hospitality (e.g. Tourism Management), but rather focus on tourism and
leisure, travel and tourism, sport and tourism or solely on tourism. The Quality
Assurance Agency of Higher Education (2000) clearly distinguishes between the
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areas of tourism and hospitality - the hospitality sector being "characterised by a
core which addresses the management of food, beverage and/or accommodation in
a service context" while tourism includes activities such as "tour operators,
airlines and hotel companies, as well as public and not-for-profit bodies such as
tourism boards" (Quality Assurance Agency of Higher Education, 2000: 1 3).
The Subject Benchmark Statements draft for consultation, published in June 2007,
points to the following range of titles of undergraduate programmes concerned
with tourism
•

International Tourism Management

•

Tourism and Business Management

•

Travel and Tourism Management

•

Tourism Marketing

The list also included titles such as: Eco-tourism, Adventure Tourism, and
Entrepreneurship in Travel and Tourism, and programmes which link hospitality,
leisure and sport with tourism. This range of degrees programmes reflect what is
considered to be a Tourism Degree, where some have larger tourism content than
others. Crucially, the differences between tourism and hospitality necessitate the
development of a better understanding of the specific employment requirements
of the tourism industry (the range of sectors forming the tourism industry are
explored in section 2.4).
Determining the requirements of the tourism industry is deemed important by
both the tourism industry and academia (Churchward and Riley, 2002). Weiler
and Joyal (2007) suggest that exploring tourism employers' views may provide a
different lens at which to view and understand the relationship between HE and
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employment. In addition, Ladkin (2005) points to a gap in the literature about how
graduate skills are valued by the tourism industry. It is suggested that knowing the
needs of employers may help focus and possibly improve the career prospects of
tourism graduates, as armed with this information they would be better able to
focus their career plans and personal development
However, there are indications that the differences between tourism education and
tourism employment may expand beyond the issues of employers' skill
requirements. For example, Jensen (200 1 : 5) suggested that the skills gap in the
tourism industry is explained by the "lack of skilled labour and a tendency of not
regarding qualifications as important" and Woodley and Brennan (2000) point to a
lack of communication between higher education and employers, suggesting that
other 'external' factors may also affect tourism graduates' transition into
employment. Peacock and Lad.kin (2002) point out that the debate about the
relevance of tourism degrees is centred around whether specific tourism
knowledge and skills or generic management skills are needed, but argued that
more research is needed on the interaction between the tourism industry and
universities, suggesting that this relationship may hold answers about improving
the employability prospects of tourism graduates.
Furthermore, the purpose of HE (as set in the Dearing Report) and the purpose of
tourism degrees (as discussed by Stuart-Hoyle, 2003) have, to a large extent
focused on preparing graduates in general for the world of work, and tourism
graduates for careers in tourism (Busby, 200 1 t; Airey and Johnson, 1 999). As
such, employers' views are important if these stated purposes are to be achieved.
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1 .3 Aims and objectives
A study exploring the perceptions of tourism managers, not only with regards to
the perceived skills match, but also their views of the value of tourism degrees ind.
general, may bring about a better understanding of the employers' perspective.
Accordingly, insight may inform both HE as well as graduates' decision-making
and thus impact positively on graduates' employment prospects. This thesis
examines in-depth the perceptions of one of the key stakeholders of tourism
higher education - the tourism industry. The thesis explores employers' views of
tourism degrees; available points of entry, requirements, perceived importance of
degrees and overall perceptions of provision. Crucially, it allows for areas and
factors outside the skills/knowledge and training/education debate to emerge.
The overall purpose of this study is to explore the perceived value of tourism
degrees to the tourism employers. More specifically, the objectives are to:
a)

Explore the range of entry points for tourism graduates in the tourism

industry;
b)

Investigate whether there is a perceived skills match between the skills and

knowledge taught at university, and those required by the industry;
c)

Investigate the perceived importance of tourism degrees in securing jobs in

tourism;
d)

Understand the tourism industry' s perceptions of tourism degrees.

1.4 Methodology
As most studies into employers views focus on the issue of industry needs (Tribe,
2005) and tourism careers and employment (Ladkin, 2005), there appears to be
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limited, if any, in-depth studies which focus on understanding employers' views
of tourism degrees. The presumption in studies about tourism industry needs, or
tourism careers and employment, is often that issues of labour market and skills
requirements are key to employers. Although, objectives 1 and 2 of this study are
concerned with these aspects, as the literature suggests their importance, this
research is essentially exploratory in nature, it gives the opportunity for employers
to voice where they see the value of tourism degrees, and what they see as
important to them. Hence, in order to address these areas of investigation, the
research methodology started with a qualitative stage, where semi-structured in
depth interviews were conducted with tourism employers, using a combination of
snowball and purposive sampling. This research gave an opportunity to explore
tourism employers ' views and opinions about the value of tourism degrees. Once
these views were analysed, the thesis then moved to evaluate to what extent these
views were shared across the tourism industry, in view of the variety and diversity
of sectors it includes.

1 .5 Structure of the thesis
This thesis consists of seven chapters, the first chapter sets the background of this
research, as well as the aims, objectives and methodology outline.
Chapter 2 sets the scene for the whole thesis, by exploring five key areas, linked
to the issues under investigation. In the first section of the literature review, an
overview is given about the challenges of the knowledge economy and
globalisation, as well as political pressures on creating a mass Higher Education
(HE) system. The creation of a two-tier HE system is also discussed, where 'old'
universities which had university status prior to 1 992, were joined by 'new'
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universities, which were given university status as a result of the 1 992 Further and
Higher Education Act (Williams and Light, 1 999). Some of the implications of the
Government' s ' Widening Participation Agenda', including the 'dgraduatisation'
(Harvey et al. , 1 997) of jobs, and decreased graduate wage premiums, are also
discussed.
The second section of the literature review continues with issues related to the
graduate labour market and how it has been affected by the changes in HE in
recent decades. The third section of the literature review starts with discussing the
diversity of the tourism industry, followed by exploring skills, key to securing
job s in tourism upon

graduation.

This section also explores whether the tourism

employers expect tourism graduates to meet their requirements. It finishes with an
in-depth discussion of the characteristics of tourism employment, and the
available points of entry (first j obs in tourism) for tourism graduates.
The fourth section of the literature review starts with exploring the effect of the
Government HE policy on tourism degrees. It also explores the purpose of
tourism degrees, and the difficulties of situating tourism knowledge. It then
concludes with exploring issues surrounding tourism graduates ' employability.
The fifth section of the literature review explores the relationship between higher
education and industry and where tourism degrees fit in a typology of course
employment relationships .
Chapter 3 presents the methodology which was employed to address the primary
research objectives. It starts with an overview of the two key paradigms, and their
associated approaches to answering research questions - qualitative and
quantitative. It then explores the different techniques which are associated with
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these paradigms, and justifies the data collection techniques and other aspects of
the research design - including sampling. As both approaches ( qualitative and
quantitative) were used in the primary research, Chapter 3 explores the specifics
of each in chronological order, starting with the qualitative which is then followed
by the quantitative.
Chapter 4 reviews the qualitative results from the Stage 1 . First, three key groups
of issues, emerging from this stage, related to the education value of tourism
degrees are reviewed - employers personal background, their educational
perspectives and their perceptions of the quality of tourism degrees. These are
then followed by the two key groups of issues related to the employment value of
tourism degrees - the opportunities for employment and the perceived abilities for
employment.
Chapter 5 reviews the quantitative results from Stage 2 of the study, following the
structure of the questionnaire survey. Firstly, the characteristics of working in the
industry are reviewed. Secondly, results are related to the employment prospects
of tourism graduates are presented. Thirdly, employers' views of tourism degrees
are explored. Fourthly, their views of higher education in general are presented.
Chapter 6 presents the analysis and discussion of Stage 1 and Stage 2 results. It
compares the results of both stages and analyses the key themes emerging from
the primary research. These are then discussed in relation to key messages from
the literature.
Chapter 7 is the concluding chapter o f this thesis. It summarises the key literature,
and the trends and conclusions from the primary research. It attends to the
limitations of the study and the contribution to knowledge. Finally, there is a
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discussion o f the implications of the findings and makes recommendations for
future work.
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2 CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The development of tourism degrees, and current claims of oversupply of tourism
graduates discussed in Chapter One, cannot be considered separately from the
Government' s policy in HE, and in particular its focus on the widening
participation and skills agenda, developed in response to the economic and
societal changes of recent decades. The 'Widening Participation' and ' Skills
Agenda' initiatives are discussed in Section 2.2 of this chapter. These initiatives,
in tum, are likely to influence graduate labour market trends and hence these
aspects are discussed in Section 2.3 of this chapter. Tourism employers' views of
tourism degrees are likely to be based on previous experiences of working in the
tourism industry (referred to as 'the industry' from this point onwards). The
tourism industry i s identified in Section 2.4, where specific characteristics of
working in tourism are reviewed. Arguably, tourism higher education has
developed in response to both the Government' s HE policy, and to tourism
industry needs. Tourism higher education has its own particular characteristics of
development and issues it faces. These are discussed in Section 2.5. While Section
2.6 discusses the range of links between HE and the tourism industry which may
form the basis of the way the value of tourism degrees is perceived.
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2.2 The knowledge economy
2.2.1 Economic challenges facing the UK economy
This section o f the literature review discusses the challenges facing the UK
economy and how the Government' s HE policy has attempted to address these
challenges. In the past, the key focus of the economy was on producing goods,
and improving industrialised processes, while the focus of education was technical
rationality, looking to "applying the achievements of science and technology to
the well-being of mankind" (S chon, 1 983a: 3 1 ). Since the late 20th century, there
has been a move towards a knowledge based economy. Recent developments in
science and technology, where new discoveries are becoming a daily o ccurrence,
has promoted a need to fill knowledge based occupations to keep up with these
changes (Jarvis et al., 1 998). The growth of the knowledge economy,
globalisation, and technological changes have resulted in changes in what is
needed from the workforce, and influencing the new focus on continuous
professional education (Jarvis et al., 1 998, Blackstone, 200 1 ).
Thus the industrialized world is focusing on maintaining its place at the forefront
of innovation and technology, which will make it competitive in the knowledge
based economy (Blackstone, 2001 ). This has led to a decline in the importance of
manufacturing sectors, and the concurrent increase in financial and other service
sectors, where the base resource is knowledge (Littlej ohn and Watson, 2004). The
UK Government ( and indeed the wider industrialised world) see the comparable
advantage of its economy in the knowledge based goods and services, and success
in the knowledge based economy is based on an adequately skilled workforce,
now and in the future. Increasing the number of graduates so that the total number
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of highly skilled workers is sufficient to enable competition with other
industrialised countries becomes of increasing importance (HM Treasury, 2004).
The Government sees a well skilled workforce as advantageous in responding to
the technological change which permeates society today, as skilled workers are
better at adapting to such changes, and are able to compete in the global market
(HM Treasury, 2004).
Other than keeping at the forefront of technology and innovation, the UK
Government is also concerned with the skills levels and low productivity of the
British workforce, compared to its competitors. According to the DfEE (2000),
productivity, as measured by output per worker in the UK, is 1 3 % lower than
Germany, 2 1 % lower than in France and 3 6% lower than the US. Productivity is
seen to influence the "relative success and prosperity of an economy" (HM
Treasury 2004: 1 ). Hence, the Government believes it needs to improve UK
productivity to levels, to make them comparable with other industrialised
countries.
The Government suggests that the low productivity is at least partially explained
with the low skills levels, as skills levels are seen to boost productivity and
encourage investment (HM Treasury, 2004). Improving the skills of the workforce
is seen to directly contribute to improving productivity (DfEE, 2000). Thus to
keep at the forefront of the knowledge economy, the Government has increased
investment in R&D (research and development), while in order to improve its
human capital, the Government has focused on changing HE to better respond to
these changes. Hence HE is seen as having a central role to play in the
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development of the knowledge economy, and ensuring competitiveness in the
global market (Blackstone, 200 1 ).

2.2.2 The widening participation agenda
As noted above, the Government sees the success and prosperity of the economy
as dependant on the productivity of its workforce: "Growth in the stock of human
capital is essential for economic growth, and hence the government' s agenda is
driven by the desire to stem the 'productivity shortfall" (Lee, 2002). The
Government perceives skill levels to directly and indirectly affecting businesses.
A direct positive effect is seen to result from employees' skills such as initiative,
problem solving and communication (DfEE, 2000) . The indirect positive effects
of the workforce skill levels enable effective capital investment and technical
progress. The demand for skills is even higher with changes in organisational
structures, where hierarchies within organisations are becoming flatter and
responsibility is decentralised - leading to traditional simple tasks evolving to
' complex

multidimensional projects'

(Jensen,

200 1 a: 1 8 1 ).

Hence the

Government' s Skills Agenda is focusing on improving and changing education at
all levels, including HE provision in the UK.
The British Government is of the view that HE delivers "the advanced skills that a
knowledge-intensive economy values" (HM Treasury, 2005 : 8). In the 1 980s the
Government estimated that the percentage of young people going to university
was not sufficient to fill all the knowledge-based j obs in society (Jarvis et al.,
1 998). Thus it undertook a policy of HE expansion by allowing polytechnics to
assume university status (Jarvis et al., 1 998).
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In the 1 990s, the Government commissioned the Dearing Report ( 1 997), which
investigated HE, and how changes in direction of HE could better respond to the
changes in society. Lord Dearing set the new direction of higher education, stating
that the purpose of HE is:
"To inspire and enable individuals to develop their capabilities to the highest
potential levels throughout life, so that they grow intellectually, and are well
equipped for work, can contribute effectively to society and achieve personal
fulfilment;

To increase knowledge and understanding for their own sake and to foster their
application to the benefit of the economy and society;

To serve the needs of an adaptable, sustainable, knowledge based economy at
local, national and regional levels;
To play a maj or role in shaping a democratic, civilised inclusive society" (HEPI,
2003).

Dearing saw HE as contributing to the individual, the economy (the knowledge
economy to be precise), and society at large. Barnett ( 1 994) noted that since the
Robbins report in 1 963, HE has been seen as an economic benefit, not only to
graduates, but also to society at large. According to Lord Dearing, HE is not only
about the intellectual development of students, but also about equipping them for
employment and work in the future. Similarly to Dearing' s vision of HE, Barnett
and Coate (2005 : 43) suggest that curricula focus in the future could respond to
the changes in the world of work by developing relevant skills. Barnett and Coate
(2005) refer to Bennet et al. ' s (2000) schema of HE curriculum, including five
intertwined elements - disciplinary content, disciplinary skills, generic skills,
workplace awareness and workplace experience. Thus the purpose of HE is
clearly set within the context of skills development, the workplace and the
economy.
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Barnett (1 994: 2) makes the point that HE cannot be understood separately from
the economy, as the labour market is central in the planning of courses as well as
to students course choices. The Government' s plans for HE are closely linked to
the needs of the knowledge based economy. Its' widening participation agenda in
HE is designed as a direct response to the needs of the knowledge based economy,
and to addressing the low productivity of the workforce. It no longer sees HE as
'minority pursuit for the academic' , the aim is to get:
"more young people to get higher education qualifications, gaining the advanced
skills that a knowledge-intensive economy values. So we are aiming for the
proportion of 1 8-30 year olds benefiting from higher education to rise towards
50%" (HM Treasury, 2005: 8).

Widening participation in HE, however, is only partially based on business
reasons. Kogan (2002) suggests that the end of the dual system of universities and
polytechnics was a result of the meeting of interests between some directors of
polytechnics and Tory ministers in their aim of expanding vocational education
and HE, at relatively low cost. Brew (2006) argues that in modem society there is
the expectation o f education being available to the wider population, regardless of
class or status, which has led to pressure from the electorate over the
Government' s approach to HE. The Government (HM Treasury, 2004) sees the
expansion of HE as a determinant of income distribution of the economy and thus
education is seen to reduce income inequality, as mass HE is based on equality
and access (Brew, 2006).
Thus, both political and economic reasons have prompted the UK Government to
exert pressure on HE. The Government has increased the number of university
places, and made universities more accessible (Brew, 2006) while at the same
time, to maintain and strengthen the position of leading universities, the
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Government has committed extra funding to established research institutes (Brew,
2006). This is done as old universities are seen to produce leading edge research
which gives a unique competitive edge in the world economy. This agenda is
pursued with changes in the process of funding in HE, which manifests in the way
the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) funding is allocated (Duke, 2003). The
RAE has legitimised the heavy concentration of public funds for research to a few
universities. This way of funding has continued despite a report by the House of
Commons "The Future of Higher Education" (House of Commons Education and
Skills Committee, 2003), recommending that research funding should be spread
out and not limited to few institutions. Focusing research funding on few elite
institutions has resulted in a strong research focus of ' old' universities - the main
difference between ' old' and 'new' universities (Williams and Light, 1 999).
This apparent division in HE, consisting of research-led and teaching-led
institutions is seen by Brew (2006: 1 2) to question "conventional ideas of what a
university is", and challenges the idea of the university as an elite institution
(Brew, 2006) and by implication, questioning the conventional idea of what it
means to be a graduate. One important question is, has the widening participation
agenda achieved its objective for providing access and opportunities to students
from a variety of backgrounds who would not normally consider going to
university (Williams and Light, 1 999)? Another related question is would these
students be associated with the new universities they graduated from? Duke
(2003) for example suggests that the new universities are suffering from being
seen as deficient and inadequate by employers, hence would such perceptions
reflect on graduates from new universities?
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The expansion of the higher education sector post 1 992 has led to more diversity
in student profiles (Williams and Light, 1 999), including the increase of part-time
and mature students, and students with non-traditional educational backgrounds,
where instead of the traditional 'A' level route students enter HE based on
recognised work experience. Even for the traditional route, the student profile is
changing with the lowering of the 'A' level grade standard required (Williams and
Light, 1 999) led to complaints by some employers of decreasing standards and
graduate skills deficiencies (see Appendix 1 ). Nonetheless, Williams and Light
( 1 999) suggest that the ' old' universities and particularly the top 1 2 research
universities have maintained the rigour of their entry requirements. This suggests
that students with lower A level grades would tend to enter the 'new' universities,
thus creating a two-tier educational system where old universities retain their
research focus and traditional student profile, while the new universities accept
'non-traditional' students, or those who are less academically gifted. Opening HE
to such students is aligned fully with Government policy as:
"Qualifications should not be seen as a minority pursuit for the academic . . . those
who do not succeed first time round should be confident of a second chance, and
as many further chances as they need" (HM Treasury, 2005 : 7).

The UK Treasury in 2004 pointed out that the flow of young people entering
higher education institutions (HE Is) depends on their educational attainment and
prior knowledge and skills, which enable students to manage the demands and
benefits from university education (HM Treasury, 2004). Thus "higher education
institutions will usually set minimum qualification requirements to gain access to
their courses." (HM Treasury, 2 004: 23). It is therefore logical to expect that if the
number of places increases, these requirements would need to be lowered in order
to allow for a wider proportion of the population to enter higher education.
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Alternatively, a higher proportion o f students would need to achieve higher
grades. This has indeed been the trend in recent GCSE and A level exam results,
which has led to claims in the media of grade inflation (BBC News, 2001).
In addition, changes in HE such as the introduction of foundation degrees, which
are two year vocational courses, may also result in a shift of perceptions of what a
degree involves and what to expect of graduates. Foundation degrees have strong
employer involvement and are typically available to graduates who would not
normally consider going for a degree level qualification.
Tench (200 1 :96) makes the link between employers' perceptions of intellectual
and practical deficiencies, and the increasing number and range of students in HE.
Thus non-traditional graduates could be potentially disadvantaged in the graduate
labour market by such views, which may result in maintaining social inequalities,
which the widening participation agenda was designed to address.

2.2.3 Employability of graduates
The expansion of HE has led to a substantial increase in the number of entrants in
the graduate labour market. Thus employers may no longer use qualifications as a
screening device (Brown et al., 2003), they may however shortlist on the basis of
type of university. Furthermore personal qualities will become more important
(Brown et al., 2003). The danger is that this may lead to j obs being "assigned to
social elites with appropriate cultural capital" (Brown et al., 2003 : 2) - in other
words traditional graduates with good A level results who have graduated from a
traditional university. This is particularly important as employability depends on
more than just meeting the requirements of a specific j ob, but also on "how one
stands relative to others within a hierarchy of job seekers" (Brown et al., 2003 : 9).
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If this is the case, it is a worrying development, particularly if students from
disadvantaged backgrounds graduate from newer, less reputable universities,
which may disadvantage them in the labour market, regardless of their own
personal qualities.
As discussed above, recent developments in HE are focusing on HE contributing
to the growth of the economy by developing well skilled employable graduates.
Employability is seen to be as closely interrelated with HE (Cranmer, 2006) and
with being successful in the global knowledge economy. Investment in the
employability of the workforce, as Tony Blair the former British Prime Minister
put it, is "the best economic policy we have" (Brown et al., 2003 : 1 1 ).
The UK Government sees the move to employability as providing a more even
playing field. It aims to transform the UK into a high-skill economy, where
everyone can benefit from the opportunities that the global economy offers,
regardless of their background or social status (HM Treasury, 2004). The
Government's policy considers employability as reflecting the demand for
technical, scientific and professional workers, while the numbers of semi-skilled
and unskilled jobs are declining(Brown et al., 2003 ). Hence, the expansion of HE
is seen to respond to increasing demand for knowledge workers, leading to a
larger number of people occupying professional positions, which were previously
reserved for a small, elite group of people. Brown suggests that:
"Today, employability represents a power shift because intellectual capital can no
longer be controlled by organisations. This has led to a significant increase in the
economic power of knowledge professionals" (Brown et al., 2003 : 1 1 ).

Employability and skills are seen as closely related, however, some
educationalists view this attempt of the Government to focus on skills and these
kind of ' deliverables' from higher education, to result in the ' commodification of
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knowledge' (Hyland, 200 1 ). Barnett expressed concern that these changes in HE,
and the increasing importance of employability may lead to a narrowing of human
consciousness. "Understanding is replaced by competence; insight is replaced by
effectiveness; and rigour of interactive argument is replaced by communication
skills" (Barnett, 1 994: 37). While Jarvis et al. ( 1 998) argue that the focus of HE
on labour market needs has lowered its status. He notes that in the 1 960s and
1 970s the aim of education was to produce a rounded individual, an educated
person, rather than a just a person ready for work (Jarvis et al., 1 998). Jarvis et al.
( 1 998) also observed a move from theoretic al to practical, and the move towards
professional/vocational education, employers increasingly became 'customers' of
HE.
Another consequence from this focus on employability is in the responsibility of
the individual taking precedence, while businesses are absolved from
responsibility of their workforce such as pension funds or redundancy payments
(Brown et al., 2003) Indeed Coopers and Lybrand ( 1 998) suggest that employees
need to be adaptable, flexible, and capable of managing their own career
development. Thus the focus of HE according to this policy should be in
equipping the individual with the skills to meet employers requirements, as well
as the flexibility to adapt to changes in employment and labour market needs.
However, focusing on employers' needs may overlook some of the key functions
of HE, which Wals and Jickling (2002: 223) describe as "searching for ethically
acceptable options for responsible action". The one thing which according to W als
and Jickling separates education from training is that it encourages creativity and
self determination. However, Hyland (2001 ) argues that since 1 970, a process of
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commodification of knowledge has permeated different levels of education, from
schools, to universities. Similarly, Barnett ( 1 994) expressed concerns that the
changes in HE, and focusing on vocational element of degrees may lead to
narrowing of human consciousness, while Williams ( 1 985) dispelled these
concerns but rather saw the danger of vocationalism in HE, as not so much in its
focus on employability, but in the "narrow specialisation in providing the
qualifications that individual employers deem to be necessary for the graduate' s
first job" (Williams, 1 985: 1 9). All these trends moving away from Wals and
Jackling (2002) idea of education.

2.3 The graduate labour market
2.3.1 Changes in the graduate labour market
In this section, the impact of changes in the economy and HE policy in terms of
the graduate wage premium, student debt and graduatisation of jobs is discussed.
Graduate labour market trends are relevant to the investigation at hand, and could
potentially give an indication of what expects tourism graduates in the labour
market.
Traditionally, being a graduate meant a secure future as a manager and a
guaranteed good salary (Jameson and Holden, 2000). Thus research about the
graduate labour market in the 1 980s had adopted the axiomatic view that "you can
expect a better job with a degree than without one" (Brennan and McGeevor,
1 98 8 : 45). Unfortunately, for the majority of students in the 1 990s, this became a
thing of the past, as fewer graduates were able to secure traditional graduate jobs
(LaValle et al. 1 996). The job for life was also disappearing as the focus moved
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towards continuous skills development (Jarvis et al., 1 998). Thus during the
1 990s, research focused upon evaluating the development of mass education and
shifts in graduate career management (Doherty et al., 1 997); including the
predominantly negative impact of these developments on the graduate labour
market (Jameson and Holden, 2000; Binks, 1 996; O'Reilly et al., 1 999; Connor
and Pollard, 1 996; LaValle et al., 1 996) .
The change of direction in research is due to the current growth of number of
graduates in the labour market "generating a glut of prospective candidates for
graduate positions and subsequently an increase in the competition for such
posts. " (Doherty et al., 1 997 : 1 73). The graduate labour market is now less
predictable, changing more rapidly and becoming more competitive (Connor and
Pollard, 1 996). These trends are believed to be the result of two factors: an
uncertain economic environment and an increase in graduate numbers (Jameson
and Holden, 2000). In 200 1 , "Over 3 00,000 graduates competed for less than
1 5,000 elite jobs" (Brown et al., 2003 : 9). There is a decreased likelihood that
"graduates will follow traditional career paths in large firms. " (Jameson and
Holden, 2000: 246). If graduates can not secure a graduate job, they may be
forced to accept jobs that do not offer the fast-track opportunities of a
management-training scheme career path. These jobs do not require degree level
qualifications and the high level skills graduates offer, leading to the knock on
effect of 'graduatisation' of many jobs previously filled by non-graduates
(Jameson and Holden, 2000; Lee-Ross, 1 999).
A study conducted by Mora et al. (2007) shows that there is a high level of
disappointment when graduates cannot use their knowledge and competencies at
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work. The danger of this is that the economy may not be talcing full advantage of
the higher level skills that graduates offer to the labour market, thus not utilising
the potenti al of such individuals, as well as arguably wasting the HE investment.
For example, graduates may be unable to provide the economic contribution that
the Government education policy intended.
It could be argued that the graduatisation of jobs is a direct result of the
Government's widening participation agenda, and that the expansion of university
education has increased the competition for graduate level jobs. As a result of
these developments, research into the graduate labour market is increasingly
focusing on what skills are most valuable to employers' (Heskett et al., 1 994;
Brindley and Ritchie, 2000).

2.3.2 New challenges to graduates
Another concern is that the move towards vocational elements of the HE
curriculum (e.g. foundation degrees), combined with the widening participation
policy, has resulted in people taking up degrees instead of vocational
qualifications. There has been falling numbers of young people taking traditional
technical and associate professional level qualifications, whilst at the same time
the number of graduates is increasing (DfEE, 2000). The consequence of these
developments is that employers would employ graduates in positions which
require technical or associate professional qualifications, which has been behind
some complaints from employers that graduates have inadequate skills levels
(DfEE, 2000).
Recent headlines in the media (see Appendix 1 ), have included reports of the
falling confidence of students regarding their future career prospects. These
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concerns have focused around student debt, the difficulties of securing graduate
employment, and increasing stress level of young people in their 20' s. Yet, Brown
(2003) suggests that graduates do believe that their degree will lead them to a
better paid job and a good career in the future, and the Government argues that the
wage premium from holding a degree is beneficial to most graduates, and
sustained over time (HM Treasury, 2004). However the increases in the number of
degrees in the last decade is unprecedented, with 44% of young people now in HE
in the UK (HM Treasury, 2005), hence graduate premium predictions may need to
be revised to take into account recent developments (Appendix 2). Furthermore,
the graduate wage premium in 1 995 was at 37% higher earnings, compared to
non graduates (Teichler, 2000), and has decreased to 25% in 2004 ( HM Treasury,
2004). With a number of reports confirming the narrowing of the graduate
premium gap (BBC, 2005a; Coughlan, 2005), it now takes 1 2 years for graduates
in full time work to overtake earnings of non graduates. Furthermore, job
confidence among graduates is currently falling. Only 2 1 % of graduates in 2005
were confident of starting a full-time graduate position, compared to 49% in 1 998
(BBC, 2005b).
Another effect on the graduate wage premium is that it varies considerably
according to the subjects students read at university (HM Treasury, 2004).
Woodley and Brennan (2000) for example, point to graduates from medicine and
engineering earning more than average, social sciences earning about average, and
humanities earning below average. There are also reports that employers prefer
and indeed target graduates from old universities (Pitcher and Purcell, 1 998;
Woodley and Brennan, 2 000), while others (Stuart, 200 1 ) suggest that employers
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not only report preferences towards graduates from old universities, but also hold
prejudices against graduates from some new institutions. As the majority of
tourism degrees are provided in post 1 992 universities, this study would explore if
tourism employers share this preference for graduates from old universities and
whether they hold prejudices towards tourism degrees.
However, on the other side of the debate, there is the argument for the positive
effect of "graduatisating" jobs (Harvey et al., 1 997), where jobs grow with the
abilities of graduates. Indeed at a corporate level, many companies are going
through a process of delayering and flattening management structures which puts
more responsibility on their workforce as their careers are no longer defined
within one company or organisational structure (Friedman, 2005 ; Finegold et al.,
2000).
These new challenges in the modem business environment have been reflected in
changes in the human resource (HR) processes of employers. Grant suggests
(2002) that HR needs have changed partly as a consequence of the increasing
number of graduates, where the focus has moved away from formal qualifications,
onto flexibility, team work and learning potential. Furthermore, the realities of
organisational life today, such as the rapid introduction of new technologies,
require the ability to adapt to constant change, and increasing competition for
skilled jobs in the global economy (Friedman, 2005). Such challenges are
arguably better faced by graduates. "Universities in particular have a role in
developing in their students so-called dynamic qualities (Poschm, 1 99 1 ) that
allow them to critique, construct and act with a high degree of autonomy and self
determination" (Wals and Jickling, 2002: 223). Wals and Jickling also suggest
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that the need for flexibility and coping with changes in society - values, interests,
norms, are all required attributes of graduates in the modem economy. Tourism
employers' requirements including skills and qualifications may show whether
they see degrees or graduate attributes (Wals and Jickling, 2002) as important to
their businesses, while their views on tourism graduates abilities may show to
what extent tourism graduates are expected to have these graduate attributes.
The increasing number of graduates and changes in career structures, means that
employees no longer enjoy the security of jobs for life (Herriot and Pemberton,
1 995); graduates need to acquire skills valuable to the employer that would enable
them to transfer from job to job with ease. "Expectations are, increasingly, built
around mobility and change and the anticipation that an individual may move
between companies and sectors at a number of points within a working life . . d.
while recognising that specific technical competencies can readily be acquired in
the work place" (Baum, 1 995 : 1 90). Transferable skills play an important role in
the potential employability of graduates (Stewart and Knowles, 2000), and so
does work experience (Cranmer, 2006).
The challenge for graduates is to ensure that they enter (or re-enter) the world of
work equipped with the skills which are considered to play a vital part in the
international success of UK businesses and enable them to compete in the global
economy (Friedman, 2005). The recommendations of the Dearing Report (1 997),
for example, emphasises HE as being fundamental to the social, economic and
cultural health of the nation, and contributing not only through the intellectual
development of students, but also equipping them for employment and work
(Stewart and Knowles, 1 999: 37 1 ). Thus this research aims to explores and
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understand tourism employers perceptions o f the value o f tourism degrees,
including both whether tourism graduates are perceived as well equipped for
working in the tourism industry, as well as whether tourism degrees are seen to
contribute to graduates intellectual development.
In summary, this section has reviewed the consequences of widening participation
and the increased supply of the number of graduates in the labour market.
Changes in tuition fees and funding of universities have resulted in an upward
trend in student debt (Johnson and Mok, 200 1). These changes have led to
diminishing the value of HE (Morgan, 2004). Therefore, graduates would look for
an increased likelihood of employment, and vocational opportunities would
become key to students' degree choice (Dale and Robinson, 200 1 b; Morgan,
2004)). Thus graduates may b ecome increasingly concerned with the extrinsic
value of HE. Morgan (2004) also suggests that changes in government funding
and the introduction of tuition fees have resulted in the increasing importance of
the labour market value of the degree. This also raises the question of whether
tourism graduates are likely to have a higher or lower wage premium compared to
graduates from other disciplines.
In this section of the literature review changes in graduate labour market, as a
consequence of the changes in HE (Section 2 .2) were discussed. It is suggested
that these may impact on the perceived value of HE in general and tourism
degrees in particular. The following two sections (2.4 and 2.5) of the literature
review focus specifically on developments within the tourism industry and
tourism higher education, and the possible implications on the perceived value of
tourism degrees.
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2.4 The nature of the tourism industry
In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of this chapter a number of issues surrounding the
Government' s HE policy were discussed. One such issue was the low productivity
of the UK workforce. This concern is even more pronounced in tourism, as the
productivity of the tourism industry is the lowest of any sector in the UK, a third
lower that the US, and half as low as France (People 1 st, 2006). To respond to the
low productivity of the workforce, the Government is working on expanding the
number of highly skilled workers via its Widening Participation Agenda (HM
Treasury 2004). The consequent increase in the number of undergraduate
programmes in the UK has also increased the number of tourism degrees. With
this increase have come claims from the tourism industry that tourism graduates
are not able to meet their HR needs, hence questioning their value (Amoha and
Baum, 1 997; Thomas and Long, 200 1 d; Baum, 1 995). It may be expected that the
perceived value of tourism degrees may be affected by employers' views about
whether tourism graduates meet the requirements of tourism industry. This section
examines what graduate employers in general, and tourism employers in particular
see as the key requirements graduates need to meet to work in the industry.
Employability of tourism graduates may be affected not only by whether tourism
employers perceive them to meet their requirements, but also by the types and
number of opportunities for employment available in tourism. Thus, this thesis
also investigates available points of entry into tourism. Here, recruitment practices
in tourism are also discussed, as they may limit or extend opportunity for graduate
employment. Such practices may also vary across sectors within the tourism
industry. Churchward and Riley (2002: 84) point out that this diversity makes HR
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and education planning in tourism a difficult task, thus they encourage any
contribution to "the limited literature in this field" . This thesis attempts to offer
such a contribution.

2.4.1 The diversity of the tourism industry
Identifying the tourism industry needs i s a difficult undertaking (Evans, 1 993),
largely due to the difficulties of identifying what tourism is (Morgan, 2004).
Ladkin (2005 : 438) notes that "any analysis of the tourism labour market is
problematic due to the sheer size and diversity of the tourism industry" Ladkin
notes that the first difficulty is in defining tourism. Section 2.5 of this chapter
discusses the difficulties in identifying tourism knowledge according to the
boundaries of the tourism industry. Younell ( 1 998: 9) succinctly explains the
complexity of defining tourism, the boundaries of tourism knowledge and tourism
industry:
"This is due, in most part, to two principal factors, namely the broad nature of the
subject and the fact that the tourism industry comprises a multitude of diverse,
yet interrelated, industry sectors. If we consider that the study of tourism
impinges on such disciplines as geography, psychology, sociology, economics,
anthropology, planning, business studies, politics and economics, to name but a
few, it is easy to understand the difficulty in agreeing a workable definition. On
the industry side, sectors as diverse as hotels, leisure centres, local government
planning departments, airlines, conservation bodies, travel agencies, museums,
transport providers and entertainment complexes all lay claim to inclusion in any
definition of tourism."

All these sectors are then associated with their own specific labour needs, which
are subject to change as a result of altering customer expectations (Go, 1 998) and
contain tourism labour markets which are dynamic in nature (Lad.kin, 2005).
Churchward and Riley (2002) comment that not only are tourism degrees spread
over a variety of fields, but so are tourism occupations. There is a frustration
amongst tourism researchers with the multiple definitions of tourism (Ayres,
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2006) and an ongoing debate about how the tourism industry should be defined
(Riley et al. , 2002). Dale and Robinson (200 1 ) refer to the apparently
interchangeable terms of tourism, leisure and hospitality, used to describe
industries, academic departments and degree programmes. Busby (2001 ) notes
that tourism is comprised of too many sectors, and indeed too many professional
bodies - such as the Tourism Society, the Institute of Travel and Tourism, and the
Chartered Institute of Transport that look after particular sector' s interests.
Peacock and Ladkin (2002) argue that the variety of sectors in the tourism
industry presents an additional difficulty in analysing the relationship between
higher education and the tourism industry. While Baum et al. (1 997) suggest
different requirements will be relevant to different sectors in the tourism industry.
Furthermore different views on what tourism industry involves, may lead to
particular interpretations of the differences between travel and tourism, and thus
they may prefer degrees with one (e.g. travel) or the other (e.g. tourism) in their
names.
In order to research tourism industry views, the author needed to adopt a
definition of the tourism industry, and the sectors that it consists of. Settling on a
definition of the tourism industry is a difficult process (Riley et al., 2002) as there
are numerous ways of defining the tourism industry, and the sectors it represents.
Yet, what is clear is the importance of the Tourism sector to the UK economy.
According to DfES :
"there are approximately 9,058 employers in this sector. Approximately 80% of
those are in travel, 1 0% in tourism and l 0% in the events sub-sector. The
maj ority of those organisations are based in England. About 80% of the
employers are SMEs with the remaining 20% being taken up by big employers.
Overall the sector employed about 1 05,000 people in Great Britain both in full
time and part-time jobs. About 87% of the jobs are full-time, and 6 1 .6% of the
total numbers employed are female" (DfES, 2002: 1 7).
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Association of Graduate Careers Advisory Services (Rea, 2006) suggest the
following structure of the industry: tour operators; travel agents; ground handlers;
tourist boards; local authorities; tourist information centres; tourism consultancies.
Riley et al. (2002) stress that the tourism industry stretches well beyond
hospitality and include a number of other sectors and activities: transport; tour
operators; travel agencies; tourist attractions; conference business; tour guides;
tourist information services; souvenir shops, beach vendors; relevant government
offices; NGOs; and educational establishments (see Table 2-1 below).
The Sector Skills Council (Peoplel st) identifies the following sectors: Hotels;
Restaurants; Pubs, Bars and Nightclubs; Contract Foods; Members Clubs; Events;
Gambling; Travel Services; Tourism Services; Visiting Attractions; Holiday
Centres; Self Catering Accommodation. The Sector Skills Council definition
focuses largely on hospitality and leisure sectors and avoids travel sectors (such as
airlines.) Yet travel often forms part of an integrated tourism company, e.g. a
charter airline being part of a tour operator group, thus it can not and should not
be excluded from the tourism product altogether as it forms a valuable part of the
industry.
The variety of sectors in tourism may also manifest itself in a variety of
requirements posed to potential employees and thus a tourism degree may be
more relevant to some sectors more than others. Hence a skills listing for the
tourism industry requirements could be problematic. However, there are certain
skills which are expected, by definition, in any j ob . These skills would enable
graduates to secure jobs in a range of sectors and better adapt to the fluid and
changing nature of modem careers.
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Table 2-1 : Sectors of the tourism industry

This thesis

AGCAS
(Rea, 2006)

Riley et al. (2002)

Peoplelst

✓

✓

✓

Travel Agents

✓

✓

Visitor
Attractions

X

Tourist Boards

✓

Local Authorities

✓

Education
Providers
Ground Handlers

Tour Operators

✓

and
(tour guides)
X

and
(Tourism Services)

✓

and
(Travel Services)

✓

X

but
(relevant
government offices)
X

X

X

✓

X

✓

X

X

Ground transport;
Scheduled
airlines;
Charter airlines
Hotel/B&Bs

X

(transport)

(Travel Services)

X

X

Tourism
Consultancies
Other

✓

X

X

conference business
souvenir
shops,
beach vendors
NGOs

Events
Pubs, Bars and
Nightclubs
Restaurants
Contract Foods
Members Clubs
Gambling

but
and
(tourist information (relevant
centres)
government offices)
(tourist information
centres)

Holiday
Hotels;
Self
Centres;
Catering
Accommodation
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2.4.2 Employer requirements
The Department for Education and Employment (DfEE) defined transferable
skills as "skills which are required in almost any job", (DfEE, 1 998, as cited in
Stewart and Knowles, 2000: 68). Further, it listed the following skills as most
important transferable skills:
•

Basic literacy and numeracy

•

The ability to work well with others

•

Communication skills

•

Self-motivation

•

The ability to organise one's work

•

A basic capability to use IT

Transferable skills enable graduates to transfer between jobs and industries. These
skills play an important role in potential employability of graduates within large,
medium and small organisations (Stewart and Knowles, 2000), in particular in the
current labour market where the number of graduates is increasing and they no
longer have the luxury of a job for life (Herriot and Pemberton, 1 995). The
expectations are that graduates would move between jobs in different companies
or sectors throughout their working life, and thus the focus will move away from
technical competencies onto transferable skills (Baum, 1 995). The 'key skills'
expected of graduates specifically are:
"Communication skills;
Numeracy;
The use of information technology;
Knowing how to learn" (Coopers and Lybrand, 1 998: 4).
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The Coopers and Lybrand' s (1 998) report outlines the following 'personal

attributes' that are deemed to have value in the graduate labour market: "selfd
reliance, adaptability, flexibility, drive, nous, creativity" (Coopers and Lybrand,
1 998: 5).
Marhuenda et al. (2004) identify the following characteristics which are
comparable to transferable skills, which tourism employers use to describe a
' good worker'd:
•

IT skills

•

Interest in the work itself

•

Commitment to learning

•

Assuming responsibility

•

Organisational commitment

Grant (2002) points out that as a result of the increasing number of graduates,
companies are becoming less reliant on formal qualifications, and more reliant on
flexibility, learning potential and team working abilities. Peacock and Ladkin
(2002) found that employers place transferable, people skills above tourism
knowledge, where tourism knowledge is just seen as a value added ( confirming
r
Baum' s 1 990 findings). Peacock anµ Ladkin (2002) also refered
to companies

preferring relevant experience, compared to degree-level qualifications. Brown et
al. (2003) suggests that qualifications may be advantageous for j obs which require

them, but can limit employment opportunities for jobs that do not.

2.4.3 Employers views on graduates' abilities
Employers want graduate recruits who are educated, and can demonstrate a wide
range of attributes, not least the traditional high-level abilities of analysis,
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reflection, critique and synthesis (Harvey, 2003). This view suggests that "The
single capacity that employers seek in those with higher education qualifications
is intellectual capabilities of a high order" (Coopers and Lybrand, 1 998: 3).
Employers also want intelligent, rounded people who have a depth of
understanding, can apply themselves, take responsibility and develop their role in
the organisation (Harvey, 2003), while "those in work increasingly need to be
flexible and adaptable, to work in teams and to manage their own career
development." (Coopers and Lybrand, 1 99 8 : 3).
Coopers and Lybrand ( 1 998) and Harvey (2003) argue that employers want
intellectual capacity of a higher order, yet graduate recruiters have identified the
following as their top ten requirements, starting with the most important (Ward
and Pierce, 2004: 4):
"motivation and enthusiasm
interpersonal skills
team working
oral communication
flexibility and adaptability
innovative/productivity
problem solving
planning and organisation
managing own development
written communication".

This list includes skills which are closely linked with transferable skills
requirements, while intellectual capabilities are not included. The discrepancy
between the Government' s views, as indicated in Coopers and Lybrand' s ( 1 998)
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report, about the importance of intellectual capabilities and graduate employers'
actual requirements. This could lead, on the one hand, to a potential mismatch
between what is developed in a degree and the requirements in the labour market.
On the other hand, it may point to a lack of awareness among employers of the
intellectual skills developed in higher education. It may also imply that employers
need more basic skills as a foundation before examining other attributes.
Employers often claim that graduates are unprepared for employment and lack
vocational skills (Hassan et al., 200 1 ). Hence, from an employers' an ability to
meet the requirements for first j obs may be key.

2.4.4 Government's view on graduates' attributes
The issue of skills match between skills developed by universities, and required
by the industry, is closely related to the issue of employability. The HM Treasury
(2004) sees employability as dependent upon meeting employers skills needs.
Coopers and Lybrand analyse four aspects of skills concerned in promoting
employability (Coopers and Lybrand, 1 998 : 3):
"Traditional intellectual skills;
The "new" core or key skills;
Personal attributes deemed to have market value;
Knowledge about how organisations work and how people in them do their jobs".

Under ' traditional intellectual skills' they point to the following (Coopers and
Lybrand, 1 998: 3 ) :
"Critical evaluation of evidence and its interpretation;
"error-free" reasoning;
The ability to sustain a logical argument and reach a conclusion that can be
defended as reasonable;
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The ability to analyse and synthesise information;

The ability to compare and contrast theoretical explanations and to integrate
different methodologies;

Thinking flexibly and making connections between different parcels of
knowledge;
Evaluating professional practice and challenging taken for granted assumptions;

The ability to model problems mathematically and to attack them quantitatively".

The 'key skills' in the report were discussed above under the transferable skills
discussion. The report identifies the following 'personal attributes' :
"Being rigorous in the design of one's projects

Being aware of ethical issues, knowing the limitations of one's data and the
techniques used to collect and analyse it;

Being open-minded to challenges to the status quo and willing to examine an
issue from several points of view;
Reasoning from evidence while tolerating other interpretations of that evidence;

Being aware of gaps in one ' s knowledge and being prepared to learn from others
as well as independently" (Coopers and Lybrand, 1 998: 4).

The final category that (Coopers and Lybrand, 1 99 8 : 4) outline as key to
employability is 'knowledge of how organisations work' . They believe that "this
is a central element of the rationale for students to undertake structured work
experience, placements of employer-defined projects during their programme."
Coopers and Lybrand (1 998) . see the benefits of structured work experiences as
first hand experience and knowledge of how organisations work, enabling them to
confidently start their work in the industry.
Coopers and Lybrand' s groupings show that the Government' s view of graduates'
abilities includes an in-depth review of ' Graduateness ' , while the graduate
employers requirements discussed above were mostly skills oriented, raising the
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question o f whether employers themselves are aware o f the graduate attributes
developed in HE.
Studies tracing the extent to which employers are satisfied with graduates suggest
that there is a skills gap between the needs of graduate employers and the outputs
of the education system. Employers frequently complain that graduates do not
possess the required skills, at the same time academics may contest whether it is
the job of universities to provide skills training. While Baum et al. ( 1 997) argues
that the tourism industry benefits from this closer integration between human
resource, education and labour market policies. Woodley and Brennan (2000)
refer to four reasons which may lead to this perceived gap:
•

Employers ignoring the need for life-long learning and skills up-dating;

•

A lack of communication between higher education and employers;

•

Perceived threats to academic autonomy if closer links were made;

•

Indifference and inconsistency of industrialists in identifying what they
want.

If these four reasons are seen as conditions which may lead to a perceived gap
between the needs of employers and HE outputs, this raises the following
questions:
•

Are tourism employers aware of the importance of life-long learning and
skills updating?

•

Do tourism academics see closer links with the tourism industry as a
potential threat to their autonomy?

•

Is there good communication between universities producing tourism
graduates and the tourism industry?
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•

Is there an inconsistency of employer requirements, and to what extent do
tourism employers require tourism graduates?

•

What does 'graduateness' mean to employers?

The last three of these questions fall within the focus of this research. Before
discussing tourism employer' s requirements specifically, there will be a brief
discussion of the reasons behind the growth of the tourism industry and the nature
of tourism employment. The purpose of this discussion is to establish any
specifics of the tourism industry which may affect the perceived value of tourism
degrees.

2.4.5 Characteristics of tourism employment
In Chapter 1 , an overview of the growth of tourism degrees was provided.
According to Busby and Fiedel (200 1 ), this growth was a result of:
•

An appreciation of the importance of vocationally trained workforce to
competitiveness (from the government perspective).

•

Sustained student interest and associated low cost of running tourism
degrees (from the universities' perspective).

•

Steady growth of the services industries (from an economic perspective)

•

Increase in the recognition of the importance of tourism (from a political
and economic perspective)

The rapid growth of the tourism industry in the last century, combined with the
accessibility of tourism careers, has resulted in a number of home-grown (self
made) managers in the tourism industry progressing quickly through the ranks of
tourism businesses (Riley et al., 2002, Busby and Fiedel, 200 1 ). The sector
briefing for tourism from the AGCAS (Association of Graduate Careers Advisory
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Services) points out that most senior executives in tourism have started their
career at entry level and have worked their way up (Rea, 2006). A considerable
proportion of them do not hold a degree level qualification (Littlejohn and
Watson, 2004), and thus there is a reported shortage of professionals in tourism
who are adequately qualified (Marhuenda et al., 2004).
In general, the Government estimates that "the likelihood of holding any formal
learning qualifications falls dramatically with age. A 40-49 year old is more than
twice as likely to possess no formal qualifications compared to a 20-29 year old;
and a 50-59 year old is almost as likely to possess none." (DfEE, 2000: 29).
Generally, senior managers tend to be older individuals and therefore less likely to
hold a degree. Furthermore, a large proportion of tourism businesses are SMEs,
which also tend to have a lower proportion of managers educated to a degree
level, (Jameson and Holden, 2000). According to the DfES (2002: 1 7), 80% of the
9,058 employers in the travel, tourism and event sector are SMEs. Peoplel st
estimates that this accounts for nearly half (45%) of the workforce (Peoplel st,
2006). SME managers are less likely to hold degree qualifications, with 27%
having no education or training qualifications at all. The proportion of SME
managers in tourism with no qualifications is more than double the 1 2% of the
workforce as a whole (DfEE, 2000). Consequently, a smaller proportion of
tourism managers, compared to other industries, are educated to degree level
(Kusluvan and Kusluvan, 2000; Littlejohn and Watson, 2004; Cooper, 2001 ;
Ritchie, 1 993).
As a result of the lack of degree level qualifications among tourism employers,
many of them do not demand that their staff have formal training (Ayres, 2006;
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Mason et al., 2003 ; Jameson and Holden, 2000). Tackling the lack of qualified
labour is seen as key to improving quality and competitiveness in the tourism
industry (Jensen, 200 1 ) . Tourism employment is often seen as attractive as it may
be perceived as glamorous, offering travel opportunities and variety of tasks
(Szivas et al., 2003 ; Petrova, 200 1 ). However tourism employment is also
characterised by relatively low pay, high levels of mobility, long hours, low
training and a questionable link between qualifications and pay (Riley et al., 2002;
Szivas et al., 2003). Furthermore, Riley et al. (2002 : 1 5) suggest that there is a
"partial detachment of pay from levels of skills" and as discussed above a "lack of
credentialism in the industry," questioning whether there is a degree culture in the
tourism industry (Busby and Fiedel, 2001 : 5 a1 8). This thesis explores whether
managers hold degree level qualifications and if holding a degree is required to
work and manage in the industry.
A lack of managers with degree level qualifications, according to Woodley and
Brennan (2000), may contribute to a perceived gap between employers' needs and
graduates skills. Graduate training schemes are virtually non existent and would
mostly be available within large tour operators, hotels or airlines (Ladkin, 2005).
Furthermore, the lack of appropriate graduate positions in tourism may result in
graduates being employed in non-graduate jobs. The DfEE (2000: 27) suggests
that the employment of graduates in the absence of applicants with technical or
associate professional qualifications, is one of the main factors behind employers'
complaints of graduates lacking technical and commercial skills (Cranmer, 2006).
Thus this study explores employers' perceptions of tourism graduates' abilities for
both graduate level jobs and non-graduate level jobs.
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Peacock and Ladkin' s (2002: 3 95) discussion about the relationship between
tourism higher education and tourism refer to the following ' cultural barriers'
between HE and the tourism industry:
"the industry does not see training as a contributing factor to its competitiveness,
and training is not seen as important;
qualifications are not a requirement to work in the industry, indeed there are few
barriers to entry;
a career in tourism is often seen as a low-status career;
managers in the tourism industry who have often not had a higher education
themselves tend not to value an educational background".

This thesis does explore the importance of qualifications in recruitment as well as
the link between managers' qualifications and their views of tourism degrees, as
these barriers may affect the perceived importance of tourism degrees in securing
a job in tourism.
If degrees are not important, what are the key requirements for potential
employees? There have been a number of research studies investigating employer
requirements of potential graduates, both in the wider labour market, and specific
to hospitality and tourism (Baum, 1 995; Ineson and Kempa, 1 996; LeBrutto et al.,
1 995; Mayo, I 997). Such studies conducted in the 1 980s and l 990s concluded
that many employers gave low priority to matters of subj ect knowledge in
preference to personal attributes in the decision to employ graduates (Stubbs and
Keeping, 2002). Similarly, tourism employers see general intellect and personality
as more important than the degree subj ect itself (Busby and Fiedel, 2001). In
entry-level, customer service positions interpersonal skills and general capabilities
were considered more important than work skills, as practical work skills were
seen to be easier to train for (Finegold et al., 2000). Some of the skills named as
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most important to tourism employers included good customer service skills;
problem solving skills; people skills/positive working relationships; and
management skills (Baum, 1 995; Ineson and Kempa, 1 996; Mayo, 1 997; LeBrutto
et al., 1 995). Similarly tourism employers, perceived the following skills to be
most commonly lacked by employees (Peoplel st, 2006) : customer service,
communication, team working and technical/practical skills. Some authors
(Amoha and Baum, 1 997; Li and Kivela, 1 99 8) have suggested that there is a
considerable gap between what tourism degrees teach and what the tourism
industry needs. This research explores employers' views on whether such gaps
exist, as this may indicate what impact they may have on the perceived value of
tourism degree.
Furthermore, "fewer than 1 6% of managers and supervisors (in tourism) are
appropriately qualified compared with over 50% in other sectors" (DfES, 2002:
1 1 ) and a lack of credentialism and focus on personality characteristics, suggest an
existing culture of low barriers to entry in tourism. It is likely, therefore, that
tourism graduates may face difficulties finding a job in tourism (Brown et al.,
2003 : 1 5). Stewart and Knowles (2000) suggest that recruiters from large
organisations attempt to assess graduate applicants against the competencies
demonstrated by existing senior management, and it follows that if the managers
are not graduates, these competences may be different from some of the key
characteristics of graduates.
The scope of the tourism industry and associated jobs in tourism is vast, hence
identifying specific job requirements would be difficult to achieve within the
resource constraints of this thesis. However, where employers put the emphasis is
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equally important (e.g. personality, skills, knowledge), as it may indicate the
perceived importance of tourism degrees in recruitment. Indications from the
literature, discussed above, suggest that qualifications are not considered as
important in tourism (Jensen, 200 1 ), compared to personality characteristics and
transferable skills (Busby and Fiedel, 200 1 ; Airey and Johnson, 1 999), however
there is little to suggest whether tourism employers perceive tourism graduates to
meet their skills and personality requirements. With regards to the importance of
qualifications, recent studies (Dalton 2006) suggest that since the turn of this
century, tourism employers are increasingly recognising specialist qualifications
when recruiting and encouraging the acquisition of qualifications for their
employees. Furthermore, Jensen (200 1 : 7) suggests that qualification levels vary
according to types of occupations, with "staff in administrative positions tend to
be better educated than staff in service operations". Thus this study would provide
an current snapshot of the importance of degrees in general, and tourism degrees
in particular.
Determining the tourism industry's needs in terms of staff characteristics (skills,
education, etc.) is deemed important by both tourism industry and academia
(Churchward and Riley, 2002). Churchward and Riley (2002) discuss the
difficulties of j ob classifications, and identifying the different knowledge and
skills used at different levels. They found that not only are tourism degrees spread
over a variety of fields, but so are tourism occupations. Boack and Coolican
(200 1 ) suggest that identifying the job positions is a necessary first step before
identifying job requirements. Yet Ladkin (2005 : 43 9) notes that "in relation to
tourism, the list of occupations is seemingly endless". Considering the
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occupational and business diversity in tourism, identifying employers' perceptions
of skills match in the industry requires some simplification.
The importance of qualifications in securing employment in tourism is also likely
to have an impact on the value of tourism degrees. If tourism qualifications in
particular are seen as important to securing a j ob in the industry, that would
suggest they are valuable to employers. Alternatively, a lack of qualifications
culture, i.e. if qualifications are not seen as important to securing a job in tourism,
this may make it more likely that the value of tourism degrees may be perceived
negatively.

2.5 Developments in tourism higher education
The issue of the value of tourism degrees can not be considered separately from
the issues surrounding hi gher education, and in particular, the widening
participation agenda, as the expansion of tourism degrees has been at least
partially the result of these developments (Stuart, 2002 ; Airey, 2005). Tourism
degrees are a recent phenomenon, and thus their development and growth has
inevitably been affected by the development and growth of higher education at
large (Airey, 2005). Similarly, the issue of tourism graduates' employability
cannot be discussed apart from general trends in graduate employability,
economic growth and employment rates. In Section 2.2, the demands of the
knowledge economy, government policy in HE, and the implications for
graduates ' employability were outlined. Here, the issues surrounding tourism
graduates employability in particular are reviewed, in the context of the HE
developments discussed in Section 2.2 and the graduate labour market
developments discussed in Section 2.3.
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2.5.1 Tourism degrees: a case of Widening Participation Policy
implementation
The reasons for the growth of the number of tourism degrees are specific to each
stakeholder in tourism HE (Airey and Johnson, 1 999; Petrova and Mason, 2004;
Dale and Robinson, 200 1b; Airey, 2005).
•

The Government

As reviewed in Section 2.2, there has been an increase in HE provision, with an
emphasis on vocational courses (Airey and Johnson, 1 999) and the economic
contribution of HE. Similarly, the tourism industry is seen to contribute
significantly to local and national economies (Dale and Robinson, 2001b) .
•

The tourism industry

Dale and Robinson (200 1 b) claim that the growth of tourism degrees has been
fuelled by the rapid expansion of the industry. Airey (2005) notes that the growth
of the tourism industry has prompted educational institutions to be more aware of
demands of the sector. Yet, unlike other vocationally relevant subjects, tourism
degrees have been developed without the guidance of any professional body
(Stuart, 2002).
•

Academia

Classroom based humanities and social science degrees are in general much
cheaper to run compared to science and medicine courses, and the expense per
students is considerably lower (Williams and Light, 1 999). Tourism programmes
are low cost, attract significant number of applicants (Airey and Johnson, 1 999;
Busby and Fiedel, 200 1 ), and are run mostly in 'new' universities (Stuart-Hoyle,
2003 ; Morgan, 2004; Busby et al. , 1 997).
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•

The students

Tourism is seen as a growth industry providing good employment opportunities
(Airey and Johnson, 1 999) in common with courses such as media studies (Stuart,
2002), tourism degrees are popular among students, and are perceived as an
interesting and enticing subject to study (Petrova and Mason, 2004b). In a large
scale study Pitcher and Purcell ( 1 998) looked at why students embark upon higher
education. They found that a significant proportion of students chose a degree in
an area they intended to work, while a much smaller scale study (Petrova and
Mason, 2004a) looking at tourism students' reasons for embarking on a tourism
degree found that an even larger proportion of students intending to work in
tourism (Appendix 1 2 - Publications). These sets of :findings are consistent with
Roberts' (2006) view that students choose to study tourism as they intend to have
a career in tourism. If the above overview of the developments in tourism degrees
and the roles played by the key stakeholders is conducted in view of Trawler' s
(2002 : 4) policy implementation staircase (adapted from Reynolds and S aunders,
1 987) the following emerges in Table 2-2. The polity implementation staircase
reviews the life of a policy from a national to institutional, departmental,
classroom/offices, and students.

2.5.2 Tourism degrees and their association with new universities
The expansion and growth of tourism degrees is largely a phenomenon associated
with new universities. Stuart-Hoyle (2003) states that in 1 998/9 of the 50 higher
education institutions (HEI), who offered tourism degrees:
•

3 1 (62%) were new universities,

•

7 (1 4%) were university colleges,
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•

7 (1 4%) were old universities, and

•

5 ( 1 0%) were colleges of HE

Whether employers associate tourism degrees with new universities may also
affect their perceptions of the value of tourism degrees, as the discussion in
Section 2.2.2 suggested employers may associate deficiencies with new
universities and non-traditional students. A related issue is the decrease in student
applications for tourism courses. Over the 5 year period between 1 995 and 2000,
the fall of applications coincided with the increase of number of places with the
acceptance rate falling from 1 0.9 : 1 to 5 .4: 1 (Stuart-Hoyle, 2003).
This may indicate that students with lower standards of qualifications were
accepted for these places. Once again, if employers perceive tourism graduates to
be less academically able, and tourism degrees are seen to attract such students,
this may affect their overall perceptions of their value. If tourism graduates are
perceived as academically weaker compared to graduates from other degree
courses, they may not be seen as being of graduate calibre and, as a consequence,
tourism graduates may not be short listed or employed in graduate level jobs.
Instead, they may be employed in positions which do not require degrees. As
discussed in Section 2.3, the danger of this would be that graduates become
disillusioned, their skills are not taken advantage of, and if these positions require
specialists skills not possessed by the graduate, this may lead to dissatisfaction
about tourism degrees on behalf of employers. Thus the perceived value of
tourism degrees is explored in this research in the context of both graduate and
non-graduate job opportunities.
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Table 2-2: Policy implementation staircase - the implication for tourism degrees

Level

Trawler's model (2002 : 4)

National

Central government makes formal
HE policy and established funding
regime.
Vice chancellors and their top
teams interpret and respond to
policy in different ways.

Institutional

Departmental Heads of department balance
competing pressures, employ,
reject or ignore demands for
compliance, employ, negotiate or
the
discursive
reconstruct
repertoires in which policy 1s
encoded.
Classrooms, Academic staff in different
offices,
departments and HEis apply,
common
ignore or adopt policy as they
rooms
think appropriate, only some of
which reaches them and they
receive and interpret the policy
instructions m different and
sometimes unpredictable ways.

Students

Students respond in unpredicted
ways, changing relationships and
practices in teaching and learning
situations. New situations often
develop
unintended
as
consequences of disturbance to
the status quo.

Tourism HE development (from
the literature discussed above)
Widening participation agenda,
new vocational courses established
largely in new universities.
Vice chancellors adopt tourism
courses as they are relatively cheap
to run, there is an implicit industry
link, and hence a claim of
vocational relevance of the
degrees.
Departments
adopt
tourism
degrees, according to their
academic strengths and interests,
so that to limit, the need to recruit
new members of staff is limited
(Stuart-Hoyle, 2003).
Academics
develop
courses,
according to their individual
academic interests, rather than
government or industry interests,
which partly contributes to the
wide knowledge base which
underpin tourism studies (Stuart
Hoyle, 2003). This in some cases
results m departing from the
vocational focus of tourism
degrees.
Students are enticed to study
tourism as tourism suggests images
of excitement and glamour; the
course content is seen as
interesting and less academically
challenging. Furthermore they
believe there will be good and
varied employment opportunities
upon graduation. (Petrova, 200 1 )

Dale and Robinson (200 1 b ) note that the lack o f academic credentials o f tourism
(in comparison to other subject areas i.e. humanities) is evident in the lack of
recognition of tourism as a discrete research area in the RAE (research assessment
exercise). Similarly Tribe (2003b: 228) notes that "tourism research is not
considered an important, significant or distinct cognate area by those in positions
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of p ower i n the aca demic communi. ty i n the UK". T rib e also notes that touri.sm
research did not ra te well i n co. mpari. son to other ar eas of r esearch, wi th the
highest score achieved i n the field b eing 4 out of 5 i n the RAE. Stuart (2.0 02)
notes tha t touri sm suffers from lack of resp. ect as an academ ic sub.ject, as well as
b eing p erceived as fun an.d fri volous sub ject b y students, and hence attracti ng the
less academi.cally able.

2.5.3 The purpose of tourism degrees ·
Stuart-Hoyle' s (2 0 03 : 53) research suggests that two- thi r ds of tou r ism
undergraduate programm es state prepari ng students fo r work in the i ndustry as
thei r cor e p urp ose, whi le the remai ning one- thi rd "prepare students fo r work in the
w ider sense, or seek to use the study of touri sm to develop students academi cally
or intellectua lly." Stuart- Hoyle (2 003) also points out that almost half of the
tou rism degrees w hich claim to prepar e graduates 'for' the t our ism indu stry, state
that kn owledge and academic develop ment is their core m ethod fo r p r epari ng
tourism grad uates ' fo r' touri sm, while knowledge an d academic Such
discrepanci es of statem ents of purpose an d actual delivery may lead to confusio.n
am ong b oth stu dents and employers of wha t tourism degrees ar e ab. out. "B.otteri ll
an d Trib e (20.0 0 : 8) have su ggested that two di.stinct types of curri.culum have
em.er ged, one of which i s essentially vocational and design ed around i ndustry
needs, and an 'academi cist' curri.cul um which ' b r ings an awareness of a wider set
of activit.ies which constitut e t ourism'.s wid er society and world" (Stuart,
2 0 02 : 1 4) .
Stuart-H oyle (2 0 0 3) categori sed touri sm degrees on a conti nuum accordi ng to
thei r vocati onal or ac ademi c focus, while Dale and Robi nson (2 0 0 1b) suggest that
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there are three types of degrees - generic tourism degrees (e.g. Tourism Studies),
which are at the academic end of Stuart-Hoyle' s vocational-academic continuum,
product/market degrees (e.g. Rural Tourism) and functional degrees (e.g. Tourism
Marketing). Functional degrees are at the vocational end of Stuart-Hoyle's
continuum. The range of tourism degrees provided by universities means that
there is no common agreement about the nature of management skills provided by
the tourism degrees (Kent, 2006).
Vocational preparation

Academica/
Knowledge expansion

...◄--------------------�
Vocational: sole purpose is to prepare students for career in Tourism
Academic: sole purpose is to develop students intellectually and academically
through the study of Tourism
Figure 2-1: Stuart-Hoyle's (2003) tourism degrees continuum

The most common purpose of tourism undergraduate programmes is to prepare
students to work in the industry, and the most common title of tourism degrees is
'Tourism Management' (Airey and Johnson, 1 999). Tourism management degrees
are degrees which have a clear focus of preparing graduates for a career in
tourism, which use predominantly business/business management courses within
their curricula. "The key purpose of the maj ority of undergraduate tourism
programmes is claimed to be the preparation of graduates for a career in the
tourism industry" (Stuart-Hoyle, 2003 : 62). However, the extent to which
institutions actually deliver programmes which meet this aim varies significantly.
Stuart-Hoyle' s (2003 : 54) research indicates that "the award title does not
necessarily reflect the programme' s actual aim and approach", but rather the
degrees have reflected the academics' areas of interest and specialism (Stuart,
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2002). Busby and Fiedel (2001 ) found that vocational, career and industry issues
are key elements stressed in materials given to prospective students,
demonstrating a predominance of vocationalism in tourism degrees.
There are a number of implications from these trends. First, if tourism degrees are
seen to have a variety of purposes, this may lead to confusion of what a tourism
degree entails, and uncertainty among employers about the nature and content of
tourism degrees. This may therefore limit employment prospects (Dale and
Robinson, 200 1b). Second, the apparent mismatch between the stated purpose of
the degree and actual content and teaching methods may lead to confusion
amongst tourism graduates and tourism employers of what tourism degrees are
really about.

2.5.4 Situating tourism knowledge
Tourism is a relatively new area of study, and the academic community still
perceives tourism as emerging and evolutionary in nature (Stuart, 2002). The
tourism curriculum is flexible and varied in content (Stuart, 2002), focus and
delivery (Stuart-Hoyle, 2003) and such variety is partly the result of the organic
way tourism courses have grown and developed (as described by Stuart-Hoyle,
2003). Airey (2005) sees two distinct dangers in respect of tourism provision.
First, that it remains solely vocational, and secondly that it turns away from its
industry connections. Notably, there is an ongoing debate in academic circles
about whether tourism degree content should be standardised (Airey and Johnson,
1 999, Tribe, 2004). Busby and Fiedel (200 1 ) describe both the arguments for and
against a core curriculum, where those against see diversity as a key to the future
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of tourism degrees, w hile tho se fo r claim that it wo uld allow fo r compar ison and
recognition from other discipl ines, employers and prospective studen ts.
Situating tou ri sm kn owledge is p roving diffi cult. The knowledge is w ide ranging,
w it h the 20 01 Research Assessment Exercise (RA E) subm issions being a good
indication of that variety ( Tribe, 20 0 3b ) . B usiness and Managem ent, G eograp hy,
Arts and D esign, were the to p th ree units of assessments under which tourism
research output w as assessed, with a further tw enty eigh t areas under tourism
related research sub mitted. Th is variety b egs the question "what is th e nature of
tourism knowledge?", "I s there a b ase of systematic, scientific knowledge?", or
indeed "W hat is tourism theory?" (Riley et al., 2002).
An othe r issue with the subj ect area is that there is no such thing as a touri sm
p rofe ssion. Wh at does a tourism professional do, or indeed what is a tourism
p rofessional? As Schon (198 3: 23) suggest s " how ca n a profe ssion ground itself in
science when its ends are confused or unstab le?", furth erm ore as noted previously
t here is no sin gle profession al body in tou rism, hence the in herent pro blem with
convincing touri sm managers that touri sm degrees cater fo r their particular
b usiness n eeds.
Edgar Schon 's (198.3) three components of professional knowledge related to
touri.sm degrees in the fo llowing manner:
1) "An underly ing discipl.ine or b asic science com ponent upon w hi ch the practice
rests or from whi ch it develop s" (Sc hon, 1983 : 2 4). Tourism studies are cro. ss
disc ip.lined, they overspi ll to areas suc h as b usiness studies, geography, sociology
and many more. In.deed T rib e (200.4) refe.rs to th e ' indi scipline' of tourism, and
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suggests that that tourism should b e conceptual iz ed as two fi eld s - the b usiness of
touri sm an d th e non.- business aspects of tourism.
2 ) "A n appli ed science or "engineering" component from which many day- to- day
diagn ostic pro cedures and problem- solutions are derived" ( Schon, 198 3: 24 ). If
there is not fi xed profe ssional ac tivity, work practices may vary thus there ar e no
diagnostic procedures or probl em- solutions, whi ch appears to be th e case in
tou rism.
3) "A ski lls an d attitudi nal comp onents that concern s the actual performance of
services to the client, using th e underlyi ng b asic and applied knowledge" (S chon,
198 3: 24). Social changes appear to have affected the third elemen t of
profe ssional know ledge. The modern economy an d the learning society requir e
gr aduates to cope with am bigui ty, change, to b e abl e to qu estion an d r einterp ret
concepts and ideas, and to b e comfortable to share those and work with others
(B.arn ett, 1994). Skil.ls and atti tu de requirements in tourism are num erous (see
S ection 2.4.), however the key requi.rements do not refl ect Barnett'.s (1994)
concern s, rather cus tomer service skills ap. pear central to worki ng in tourism and
hospitality (Baum, 1995; Finegol.d et al., 20.0 0; I neson and Kempa, 1996; Mayo,
199 7; LeBrutto et al., 199 5).
The discussion above suggests that touri sm degrees do not meet the criteri a fo r
profe ssional knowledge i n this sense (S.chon, 198 3). Link ed to that cri. teria is
Glaz er'.s clas.sifi cati on of profe.ssional ex. pertise where he talks ab out " maj.or' and
' near maj or' profes sions (S chon, 198 3). A s discussed earl ier, in S ection 2. 3, the
UK G ov ernment' s own statistics indicate that a considerab le differ ence exists
between th e fi nan ci al return from different types of degrees (HM Treasury, 20 0 4),
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with graduates from areas such as engineering and law earning particularly high
wage premiums. Interestingly, those degrees are the ones that Schon ( 1 983)
identified as 'major' professions. Schon (1 983 : 23) suggested that the minor
professions are characterised by "shifting, ambiguous ends" and changes in
practice and are thus unable to create "a base of systematic, scientific,
professional knowledge". Indeed, tourism as a new area of research is still
struggling to get recognition from established areas of research, and more
traditional universities (Tribe, 2003b). Furthermore, the range of sectors
comprising the tourism industry creates difficulties in identifying professions
within tourism (Busby, 2005).
In sum, there is an ongoing debate in tourism circles about where tourism
knowledge is located, and little consensus about defining the tourism industry,
and a lack of a systematic, scientific knowledge base and no definite body of
knowledge to claim as part of tourism theory (Tribe and Airey, 2005). According
to Schon' s classification, there is not really a tourism "profession". Thus it may be
difficult to prepare graduates for working in tourism, unless maybe in the case of
functional tourism degrees (Dale and Robinson, 200 1 a) which prepare graduates
for a particular type of activity (or profession) within tourism. A lack of
professional relevance of tourism degrees may have an effect on the perceived
value of tourism degrees and tourism graduates' employability.

2.5.5 Tourism graduates employability
The Government's education policy considers students' ability to manage change
and to maintain different kinds of employment throughout their career as very
important.
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"Employability can be defined as the relative chances of finding and maintaining
different kinds of employment" (Brown et al., 2003 :9).
Employability is often discussed in relation to skills levels. It has been defined by
the Enhancing Student Employability Co-ordination Team (ESECT) as:
"A set of achievements - skills, understandings and personal attributes - that
make graduates more likely to gain employment and be successful in their chosen
occupations, which benefits themselves, the workforce, the community and the
economy" (Little, 2003 : 1 ).
As this thesis is concerned with tourism employers' perceptions of the value of
tourism degrees in relation to how they may impact upon the employability of
tourism graduates, thus the Higher Education Academy' s Hospitality, Leisure,
Sport and Tourism Network (HLSTN, 2004: 1 ) definition for employability has
b een adopted. HLSTN defines employability as "the potential of a student to gain
a graduate level job following graduation", as well as a "set of achievements that
enhance students' capabilities to operate self-sufficiently in the labour market",
and "being able to maintain employment and have the flexibility to deal with
change".
In discussing tourism graduates' employability, two terms are being introduced by
the author in this thesis 'immediate employability' referring to securing a first job
soon after graduation (usually within 6 months), and ' long-term' employability,
referring to graduates' ability to secure j obs throughout their career. If tourism
employers value tourism degrees, they may be more likely to employ tourism
graduates and hence perceive tourism graduates to be employable. Considering
the vocational focus of tourism degrees, it may be expected that tourism
employers would have a positive view about the employability of tourism
graduates. However, as discussed iabove, this appears not to be the case.
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Researc h by O ' L eary and D eegan (20.05.) i nto whether touri.sm degrees co.ntri.bute
to gra duates employabi.li.ty i n Ireland foun d th at s tud ents found functi onal subj. ects
such as mark eti.ng to b e b eneficial i n fi ndi.ng their first jobs i n touri.sm, more than
their touri.sm degrees. Roberts (20.06) found that touri.sm graduat es i n the UK felt
that the degree prepar ed the m well for the sec tor, ye.t also s uggested th at a tourism
degree was not es senti al for a c areer i n touri sm. Ayres (2 0 06) fo und that HE was
bec omi ng i ncreasingly i mp ortant for A ustr ali an emp loyer s i n touri sm, howev er
there was no sp ec ific pr eference for a particular typ.e of degree. Simi larly,
Kni.ght' s (2 0.0 6 .) research foun d that UK gradu ates, i n ge.ner al, saw th at their
degree contri buted to their employabi li ty, as it dem onstrate d th at they have an
academic abi li ty, intelli gence, motivati on and de termi nati on.
Generally, uni versi ty education i s in tended to gi ve i n- depth knowledge that c an be
uti lised and bui lt on through one' s c areer, in additi on to the i ntellec tual abi li ti es
which ensure the conti nued dev elop ment of an i ndivi dual an d their abi li ty to
wi den their hori zons contin uously (C oop er s and Lybrand, 1998). Such int ellectual
attri butes and skills, i nc lude compreh ensi on (int erpretation), app lication, an aly sis,
synth esi s, and evaluati on (B loom, 195 6 ). The Hospi tali ty, L ei sure, Touri sm, Sport
QAA subj ect be nchm arks (20 0 0 : 6) state that a typical tourism degree would
i nc lud e a range of i ntellectual skills, such as the ab ili ty to research; cr itical ly
asses s and evaluate e vi dence; cri tic ally i nterpret data and tex t; describ e and
an alyse informati on; ap ply know ledge to the soluti on of fami li ar and unfami li ar
problems; dev elop a reas oned argum ent and ch al lenge assump tions; take
re sponsibi lity fo r ow n learning and c areer and profe ssi onal dev elop men t.
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Vocational relevance, transfe rab le skills and work experience w ere also seen to
imp rove employment p rospects of grad uates ( Cranm er, 20 06 ) . W ork experi ence
shows employers 'proven' abil ity to function and deliver i n a w ork envi.ron ment,
thus facilitating ' immediate' emp loyability (Knight, 2 0 .0 2). In tellectu al at tributes,
skills and work experience play an im portant role i n securing a job upon
graduation. This is par ticularly relevant to graduate trai nin.g jobs. The needs of an
employer for such job s are differen t to their needs fo r en.try level jobs. Pitcher and
Purc ell (199.8) fo und that employers prefe.rred graduates from old universities.
G raduating from an ' old ' university seems to b e p erceived is an assur ance that the
grad uate will not only perform well in their first j ob, but als o in futu re jobs
( Cran mer, 2006 ) . The fac t that nearly 45% of the youn g peop le curr ently go to
university may m ean that fo r traditional grad uate jobs, employers may prefe r
graduat es from ' ol d' universities as their acad em ic c redentials an d the perceived
depth and breadth of academ ic skills ensures th eir ' long term' employab ility.
Graduate train in g schem es are us ed by compani es to choose the best individuals,
an d trai n them to become the leaders of the futu re (Doherty et al. 199 7). This is
not to say that graduates from non- traditional institutions may not be ab le to
perform just as w ell. There are in deed plenty of real life examples of people
without higher education reaching t he top of the busines s w orld. Thi s may
how eve r suggest that if gr aduates from new univ ersities have not been cultivated
i n the en vironm ent of stu dents from w ell established reputable old universities,
employ ers m ay prefe r to mak e the appar en tly " safer" choice - social elites with
th e appropriate cuhural cap ital (B rown, 20 0 3). In s uch positi ons th e subjec t of the
degree is l ess relevant (Busby and F iedel, 2 0 0 1; Stub bs and K eeping, 20 02). The
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implication may be that 'traditional' graduates with a long list of academic
achievements are perceived to be at an advantage, thus tourism graduates may be
perceived at a disadvantage for such positions.
Where non-graduate tourism jobs are concerned, employers may need graduates
to step in, 'hit the ground running' , and start delivering. Some positions are about
being able to deliver now. Employers recruiting for such jobs may look for
relevant work experience, and/or proven ability to function in the world of work.
Cranmer

(2006)

observed

that work

experience

facilitates

graduate' s

employability. Mason et al. (2003) found that work placements contribute to
graduates' immediate employability (within 6 months), while Pitcher and Purcell
(1 998) found that work experience during studies (if relevant to the degree
studied), helped employability prospects. The different requirements for entry
level jobs and graduate training schemes may impact on the perceived value of
tourism degrees. For example, graduate training schemes often look for candidates
which are strong academically. Whether tourism degrees are perceived as such
may have an impact on the way the value of tourism degrees are perceived. This is
equally valid for lower level jobs which require particular skills and work
expenence.

2.5.6 Issues affecting employability prospects
The Sector Skills Council for Tourism (People l st) suggested that the tourism
degrees provision "bears no relevance to demand" (Kent, 2006), Busby (2001 )
found that the concept o f 'credential inflation' (oversupply o f graduates), was
closely allied to the growth of tourism degrees, Stuart (2002: 1 73) also noted that
"there is an emerging case of supply outstripping demand", while there has been
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som e recognition and concern among lectur ers that universities ar e producing
tourism graduates who no longer m eet the needs of the industry.
Th e name " tourism" implies an obvious career link betw een touri sm higher
edu cation and the touri sm industry, yet it is presumptuous to ex pect that tourism
degrees provision includes touri sm industry inp ut (Stuart, 20 02). I ndeed the
common route into lect uring on touri sm courses i s mainl y academic an d thus
inv olve ment of tourism profe ssionals (i. e. those who work in the industry) in
delivering a touri sm curricul um can be incidental and ad hoc ( Stuart, 2002). Y et,
there may be benefits of such links which should not be overlooked and in
particular the benefi ts to stude nts' employab ility . Cranmer (20 06.) discovered that
em ploym ent- based exp erience and emp loyer investm ent in courses had a positive
effect on gradua tes' immediate employability and helped smooth the transition
into emp loym ent. Dale and Rob inson (200 1b) identified cooperation betw een the
tourism i ndustry an d universi ties as a key factor in a llay ing tourism ind ustry's
concern s of oversupply of touri sm graduates. M ason et al. (20 03) claim ed that
em ployer investm ent in course design contributes to the qual ity of initial
empl oym ent fo un d by graduates upon graduation. Stuart (20 02) saw th e link s
be tween touri.sm degrees and the tourism industry as m utual ly benefi.cial, and
recommended them.
B usb. y and F iedel (20.0 I ) note that calls fo r b etter link s b etween tourism degrees
an d the tourism industry have b een prevalent since the 1990 s and Litt lej. ohn an d
Watson (20.0 4 : 413) suggested th at " a cal.l for collaboration is, once agai.n nothing
n ew". T hey, however, see the diversity and fr agmentation of the touri.sm indu stry
as a k ey barri.er to such cooperation ( Littlej ohn and Watson, 200 4 .) .
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2.6 The relationship between degree courses and employment
There are different relationships between society and higher education across
disciplines. Precisely because higher education is performing a range of economic
and cultural functions, there will be a number of different stories to tell about its
character and its connections with society (Jarvis et al. , 1 998).

2.6.1 The learning society
In the 1 960 s and 1 970 s, the aim of higher education was to produce a rounded,
educated individual, rather than a person ready for work, thus focusing on what
some have called the 'intrinsic value' of the degree, (Jarvis et al. , 1 998). A
curriculum which is designed to focus on the intrinsic value of a degree is
sometimes called the "liberal curriculum" (Tribe, 2 001 ; Barnett and Coate, 2005).
Liberal education has intrinsically valued ends (Bailey, 1 984).

Tribe (2002 )

suggests that where curriculum is aimed at the vocational ends of employability,
the purpose of education is extrinsic (they are for external uses), where curriculum
is aimed at the liberal ends, the purpose is intrinsic, it is valuable for its own end.
However discourse in HE has changed, and now there is talk of skills, learning,
and employability. Williams (1 985) has suggested that an intrinsic view of HE
could prevail as long as the graduate labour market is buoyant. In this case,
students could engage in a variety of areas of interest with little concern for their
future employability, a situation Williams (1 985) claimed has been welcomed by
students and academics in the past. However as seen in Section 2.3, changes in
HE policy have led to an increase in the supply of graduates, and there have been
claims that the supply is starting to outstrip demand.
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The supply and demand ratio first led to difficulties for students securing
employment in 1 979, when employers started focusing on particular types of
degrees when recruiting graduates. According to Williams ( 1 985), the kinds of
positions where graduates were recruited were: graduate training programmes
which looked after the long-term employer needs; specialists in specialist
functions (e.g. accounting); and potential junior and middle management jobs,
which have previously not required degrees.
Since then (1 979) there has been a vocational refocusing of HE, which has, to a
large extent, been a result of the Government exerting control over HE in order to
promote development of the skills seen as necessary for a modem economy (see
Section 2.2). Thus a key purpose of HE has been concerned with preparing
students directly for employment (Hyland, 2001 ). Hence, the vocational relevance
of degrees has become even more important with new vocational degrees being
introduced to HE (Hyland, 2001 ).
The demand from industry for work related skills (as well as the other factors
discussed in Section 2.2) brought about what has been conceived as the "learning
society", and with it more government involvement in HE provision. Individual
learning is increasingly valued in terms of the contribution to the economy, which
may lead to a loss of academic autonomy, and increasing involvement of the state,
industry and other agencies in what goes on in university (Hyland, 2001 ). The
learning society requires individuals to develop their capabilities to the highest
potential through life, so that they grow intellectually, are well equipped for work,
can contribute effectively to society and achieve personal development (Dearing
1 997: 3 as cited in Stuart, 200 1 ). These changes in direction of HE have lead to a
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HE curriculum, which involves "learning how to learn" (Boak and Coolican,
2001.: 43 ), which indicates teaching skills which enable the individual to respond
to needs in the world of work and to rediscover new talents within themselves.
Boak and Coolican' s (2 001) view endorses both the extrinsic and 'intrinsic' views
about the value of degrees. However Jarvis et al. (1 998: 22) argues that the
"curriculum has become a mere commodity in a society based on market principle
of consumer souverenty". Thus supporting the intrinsic focus of HE. The extrinsic
focus is on "producing students with an opportunity for personal, intellectual and
social development that may lead indirectly to improving their career prospects"
(Williams, 1 985: 8 1 ). The extrinsic value is important to 'manpower planners' and
'human capital theorists' (Williams, 1 985 ). The intrinsic value of education is
important to 'educationalists' (Hackett, 2001 ), those propagating a liberal
curriculum (Tribe, 2 00 2 b). However, degrees are varied in name, purpose and
curriculum, where some are intrinsic in nature, and not specifically designed to be
vocationally relevant (such as humanities) while others are vocationally focused
and prepare students for a particular career (such as medicine). Often however,
degrees may have a dual focus on both academic development, as well as on
preparing students for employment (Boak and Coolican, 2001 ) .

2.6.2 Types of course - employment relationships
The issues discussed above i.e. the changes in global economic realities, their
impact on the UK economy, and the effects of the Widening Participation policy
on the graduate labour market, have all had an impact on the links between the
tourism industry and HE. As discussed above, tourism degrees were developed as
a response to the growth of the tourism industry, and its vocational needs (Airey,
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2005). Academics responded to these needs, but they also expanded the
boundaries of tourism by pursuing their own research interests (Stuart-Hoyle,
2003). Airey (2005) points that in the 1 990s a clear division of tourism degrees
occurred where some moved away from the business and management area, with
degrees such as anthropology of Tourism. Airey also notes that existing
vocationally focused business tourism degrees were enriched with areas of study
not directly linked to vocational outcomes of the degree, as the academic
scholarship attracted to the area of study would bring their own area of expertise
and interest to the curriculum design (Stuart-Hoyle, 2003).
The variety of degrees, generally, in purpose as well as content, has resulted in a
varied and complex interaction between the degrees and the labour market
(inevitably shaped by characteristics of both). A model of course-employment
relationships was developed by Brennan (1 984), and later adapted by a number of
authors, among them Willian1s (1 985) Stuart-Hoyle (2003), and Busby (2001).
Such an adaptation, for the purposes of this thesis, was also conducted by the
author, and shown in Table 2-3 below.
The purpose, subject area and vocational relevance of a degree determine where a
degree stands along this typology, as well as the labour market regulation
(whether degrees are explicitly required) conducted by employers. In considering
the variety of tourism degrees (Section 2.5 of Chapter 2), one key question
concerns whether the relationship between tourism degrees and the tourism
industry fits comfortably within one (or more) of the types listed in Table 2-3. If
there is not a degree of fit, this may influence the value of tourism degrees in the
labour market.
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Table 2-3: Types of course employment relationships (Based on Brennan, 1984, Williams, 1985, Busby, 2001, Stuart-Hoyle, 2003)

Type Course-employment relationship
A
A degree is both necessary and sufficient for
practice in a particular occupation, graduates
present the only source of employees.
A degree which is not a licence to practice, but
B
prepare students for a particular occupation
A degree is the necessary base for further
C
training for a particular occupation
A degree which is regulated in part by the need
D
of the profession, there is thus a non-graduate
route into work.
A degree which is partially regulated by the
E
profession, and gives the base for further training
before professional qualification
A degree which is partially regulated in an area
F
of rapidly changing knowledge. The professional
field and academic area share a collliUon subj ect
matter.
G

I-I

A degree with an open market, yet employment
relevant educational base, useful to employers
from a wide occupational field. Employers are
more interested in individual attributes than type
of courses.
A degree with an open market and not directly
employment-relevant (non-vocational courses).
Graduates may possess characteristics of value
to employers.

Description of programme
Higher education as occupational
preparation, academic staff have
professional experience.
Completion of courses does not represent
'qualification' In professional terms.
Minimal professional regulation of
curriculum.
Higher education as occupational
preparation.

Sub_j ect areas
Phannacy, medicine

Tourism degrees

NIA

Engineering

NIA

Psychology

NIA

Education, social work

NIA

The course represents an element of Accountancy, law
employee training which otherwise will
be undertaken by the employer.
Courses provide a useful basis for a Social sciences
career decision.

Courses are designed to produce Business
graduates for wide variety of employers.
computing

Curricula is independent of employer Humanities,
needs, courses are designed aground science
educational consideration.

NIA

'Product'
based
Tourism Degree or
Tourism
Degree
with 'studies' m
their name
studies, e.g.
Tourism
management
degrees;
Tourism Degrees
'for' Tourism
pure e.g.
Tourism
studies degrees;
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For example, in type A, holding a particular degree is crucial for graduates' ability
to secure a job in that occupation, while there is no competition from other
graduates. Alternatively type H, would mean that tourism degrees may have only
a limited value in securing a job after graduation.
There are a variety of definitions of the tourism industry, (Section 2.4), and a
number of descriptions of tourism degrees have been offered (Section 2.5),
ranging from International Tourism Management to Tourism Anthropology
(Airey, 2005 ; Busby, 2001 ).
Thus locating tourism degrees on this continuum may prove to be a difficult task.
The variety of tourism degrees is largely a result of their history. The first tourism
degrees in the UK were "highly vocationally oriented" (Airey, 20 05.: 15 ), however
tourism was also often situated within other academic disciplines such a
geography (Airey, 2005 ). Since the 1 9 90 s, courses have started to include areas
not directly relevant to the management and operation of the tourism industry e.g. tourism impacts and tourism as human activity (Airey, 200 5).
The Hospitality, Leisure, Sport and Tourism Subject Benchmarks (LTSN, 2 000.:
7 ), identify three key foci of hospitality, leisure, sport and tourism degrees, each
with different vocational outcomes:
1 ) Where the degree title contains 'management', the focus is on developing
"vocationally relevant managerial skills and knowledge", and "ability to evaluate
and apply vocationally relevant concepts" (LTSN, 20.00.: 7). The second degree
type is
2) where the title contains the word ' studies' , there is no direct expectation of
vocational relevance, for such degrees. However there is an expectation to gain an
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understanding of "specific fields", demonstrate knowledge of a "subject domain'',
and be aware of the range of disciplines on which the field of study is based
(LTSN, 2000).
3 ) The third focus is more relevant to sports science degrees - it notes that where
the title contains ' science' there is no vocational relevance expected. Rather, there
i s an "understanding of the philosophical basis of scientific paradigms" and
"competence in the scientific methods of enquiry, interpretation and analysis of
relevant data" (LTSN, 2000: 7).
Of those three categories of degrees, the first two are directly relevant to the
tourism domain. For instance, Busby (2001 ) claims that a degree such as tourism
management may accord more with types E and F in Table 2-3 (of the course
employment relationship). Type E, Busby argues, exists in the public sector, who
have started regulating selection (and advertising for tourism graduates) and
engaging in a type E relationship (see figure 2-3 above). Thus he duly
demonstrated that the interrelationship between the degree and the industry
depends on not only the content and purpose of the degree, but also on the
p erceptions and actions by the industry.
The author' s interpretation of types A to E in Table 2-3 is that these degrees are
professionally relevant and there are professions in the labour market which
would be available to graduates completing their studies. It is questionable
whether many (or any) tourism degrees fall under Busby' s type E offering
partially regulated entry in some tourism sectors. Even if partial regulation exists,
the degree does not give the base for further training before a professional
qualification (Stuart-Hoyle, 2003) and it is not a route into a specific job (Dale
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and Robinson, 2001 b). As discussed in Section 2. 5, there is no such thing as a
tourism profession, thus failing to meet the criteria of types A and E, although
there may be an argument to be made, that a specific tourism degree such as
tourism marketing (defined as 'functional' by Dale and Robinson, 2001b) may be
better suited here.
Types F, G and H have a particular professional relevance, and could describe a
type of link that exists between tourism degrees and the tourism industry.
However, such a link may vary, according to the nature of the tourism degree
itself.
Busby and Fiedel (20.01 ) argued that the type F description aptly reflects the
relationship between tourism and tourism degrees, and that the professional field
and academic area share a common subject matter, which forms a base for some
vocational relevance albeit that employers may be antagonistic of graduates from
such an area. Such degrees do not present an explicit preparation for a specific
occupation, thus excluding functional degrees or degrees with management in
their title, or degrees 'for' tourism (Busby and Fiedel, 2001 ). However, product
degrees (Busby and Fiedel, 2001.) and degrees 'about' tourism, or degrees with
'studies' in their title may also fall under this category. Busby and Fiedel (2001)
allocated a very small number of degrees they examined to this category,
indicating they are less common in HE.
Type F refers to areas of rapidly changing knowledge. Indeed tourism as a
relatively new area has changed rapidly over the last 40 years, and is still doing
so. A type F relationship refers to common subject matter between HE and the
labour market. The commonality being in the term tourism - which is shared both
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by the industry and field of study. Yet perspectives on the common subject matter
vary. A tourism employer may also be interested in tourism planning while the
degree may be concerned with cultural imp acts of tourism development.
Tourism degrees with 'management' in their title (LTSN, 2000), or degrees which
prepare graduates 'for' tourism (Stuart, 200 1 ), may be well suited for type G.
These degrees are vocationally relevant; although they may be useful for a range
o f opportunities in tourism sectors. Busby and Fiedel (200 1 ) note that many
tourism degrees occupy the open market and have a subject area relevant to
employment (see Table 2-3). Thus tourism degrees with a business focus were
allocated to type G. Within this relationship type, tourism graduates would be
facing competition from business graduates. As discussed in Section 2.2 - how
universities offering tourism courses and the graduates themselves compare in the
hierarchy of courses and other graduates respectively, are likely to be an important
determinant of their employment prospects, and thus the perceived value of the
degree to employers. Thus references to how tourism graduates are perceived to
compare to other graduates would be explored in this research.
Type H refers to degrees which focus on the 'intrinsic' value of education. Subject
area is not as important, as graduate level skills and abilities. The degree is not
directly relevant to employment and graduates compete in the open market
(Williams, 1 985). Hence this type of provision offers no particular relevance or
advantage in securing a j ob insofar as the course content is concerned.
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Indications in the literature suggest that a certain type of perception ( or action)
from tourism employers may impact on this typology. For example, in type H, if
the purpose of a degree is academicist/liberal in naturei (Tribe, 2002a), and
graduates compete in the open market with the graduate skills and abilities they
have developed as part of these degrees, they may face difficulties in the open
labour market if their academic value is perceived negatively. As discussed
earlier, most tourism degrees are taught in ' new' universities and the graduates
from new universities, are sometimes perceived unfavourably in comparison to
graduates from traditional universities.
This section has shown that the variety of tourism degrees, and the ways they are
defined and described makes it difficult to detennine their place within this
typology. A further difficulty is presented by Stuart' s (2002) research which
found the existence of a 'two-faced' curriculum, where the stated purpose of the
degree is a vocational one, but the content of the degree does not appear consistent
with its purpose. This is compounded by the difficulty in defining the tourism
industry, as the definition in itself may affect the type of relationship between
tourism degrees and the tourism industry. A better understanding between
universities teaching tourism degrees and the industry, could help develop a type
of relationship which is more beneficial to tourism graduates' career
opportunities.

i

Liberal education focuses on freedom of thought, the motivation for studying is intrinsic,

knowledge is the end goal of the pursuit (Tribe, 2002b)
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2.7 Summary of Chapter 2: Literature Review
In this chapter, a variety of influences on the growth and developments of tourism
degrees were discussed. Firstly the evolution of tourism HE was set against the
background of HE policy changes in recent decades, which provided a response to
the new challenges of a globalised, knowledge-based economy.
Issues specific to tourism include the rapid growth of tourism degrees, which vary
in focus - ' for' or ' about' tourism, as well as according to underlining disciplines.
There are also suggestions about mixed messages of what the curricula involved,
including student expectations of vocational relevance. Furthermore, working
practices in tourism such as long working hours and low pay (Baum et al. , 1 997)
may affect graduates' long-term commitment to the industry. The characteristics
of tourism employment and the HR needs of tourism businesses may also have an
impact. These may affect recruitment and retention of tourism graduates and thus
influence employers' views of tourism degrees.
Issues of employability were also discussed, as well as the difficulties of
identifying specific tourism careers and relevant skills requirements. The
difficulty in establishing job requirements was considered in terms of skills, work
experience, knowledge and personality characteristics, and as part of exploring the
perceived importance of these elements to tourism employers.
To establish the perceived value of tourism degrees, the primary research looks at
the views of the tourism industry's about tourism degrees, and whether they
perceive tourism degrees to address their needs. Such views may also affect the
employability of tourism graduates. This research attempts to ascertain to what
extent tourism graduates are seen to meet employers' requirements, and to be of
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' graduate calibre'. If tourism graduates are not seen to be of graduate cali bre, the
consequence may be that large numb ers of touri sm graduates ar e emp loyed in non
graduate p ositions, or th at their value is not app reciated or visib le to tourism
e mp loyers. One of the imp ortant questions addressed by this thesis is ho w
comp etitive tou rism students are in the graduate lab ou r market, and whether
touri sm gr aduates are am ong those gr ad uates w ho struggle w ith securing grad uate
level jobs after graduation.
The pe rceived emp loyab ility of tourism graduates, th eir p erceived ability to meet
emp loyers' requirements, the imp ortance of tourism degrees in securi ng a job in
the industry, and the k inds of jobs ava ilab le to tourism graduates may all
p otentially contribute to the empl oy ers' p ercep tions of the value of tou rism
degrees. This is also true w ith regards to the p erceived value of tourism degrees in
terms of the academ ic ab ilities of to urism graduates, as compared to other
gra duates. These questions are closely related to the obj ectives of this research.
The fo llowing chap te r discussed th e methodology adop ted in answ eri ng th ese
questions.
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3 CHAPTER 3 : METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to outline the methodological approach used to
address the research problem of this thesis and employed to answer the research
questions. The chapter starts with reviewing and comparing the two major views
about how research should be conducted, the constructivist and positivist research
philosophies. This is then followed by a discussion of the advantages and
disadvantages of combining the two approaches. Since both approaches were used
in this research, the discussion of both stages will be presented separately and in
chronological order, starting with the qualitative approach adopted in Stage 1 and
then followed by the quantitative approach used in Stage 2 to enable the
researcher to clearly account for the approach adopted (Creswell, 1 994). The
techniques employed within each stage are also reviewed and discussed in this
chapter chronologically. Here in this chapter, some results (in particular with
regards to Stage 1 ) are included to point to improvements and modifications of the
emergent research design. No results outside of this context are presented here.

3.2 Research philosophy
In the beginning of this study, the author set out to explore individual viewpoints
on the value of tourism degrees and how issues such as education, employability
and society, among others may inform the perceived value of tourism degrees. In
doing this, a number of assumptions were made by the researcher about the social
world. The author sees human behaviour and the social world as complex, fluid
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and shaped by culture (Hammersley, 1 989). She expected that it will probably not
be possible to replicate the results as these may evolve over time (Saunders et al.
2003), as society, the economy, and education provision changes. The author also
accepts that it would probably be a difficult process to reduce the richness and
complexity of human perceptions and values to a small set of variables
(Hammersley, 1 989).
According to Saunders et al. (2003) and Hemmersly (1 989), these beliefs reflect
closely the underlining

assumptions

of the constructivist philosophy.

Constructivism looks at people' s values, beliefs and attitudes towards a certain
phenomenon (Saunders et al. 2003). It assumes that the nature of reality
(ontology) is socially constructed, and rejects the notion that there is such a thing
as an objective reality (Mertens, 1 998). In constructivism, the way reality is
studied ( epistemology) is through the eyes of people making sense of their
experiences and meanings (Bryrnan, 1 988). The constructivist researcher strives to
understand events and behaviour in their own context and is concerned with
process, as it accepts that reality can change (Bartunek and Myeong-Gu, 2002;
Frankel and Devers, 2000b). Thus constructivist research is often emergent and
flexible, it evolves with the process of data gathering and can change to reflect the
viewpoints it uncovers (Bryrnan, 1 988; Mertens, 1 998). The research conducted
for this thesis was emergent, it first focused on exploring the range of views and
issues surrounding the perceived value of tourism degrees, adopting a
constructivist approach (Stage 1 ).
Yet this study hoped to not only uncover the range of views held by the tourism
employers in the UK of the value tourism degrees, but also to attempt to find out
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whether these views were prevalent in the tourism industry. It was felt that
exploring whether these views are shared across the tourism industry is important,
if they are to be discussed in view of the wider economy and HE policy in the UK.
Such an investigation assumes that the social phenomenon can be measured
(Bryman, 1 98 8 ; Mertens, 1 998). This belief is consistent with the viewpoint of the
positivist

research philosophy.

Positivism

assumes that reality exists

independently, and is objective; that the social world can be studied, captured, and
understood in the same way as the natural world (Bryrnan, 1 9 88). Methods from
the natural sciences are deemed appropriate and knowledge is achieved from the
accumulation of verified facts (Creswell, 1n994) and methods and procedures of
research are seen as value free (Bryman, 1 98 8).
The second stage of this study was consistent with the positivist research
philosophy. Stage 2 looked at the range of views held by the tourism managers.
Below, the differences between positivist philosophy and the constructivist
philosophy are examined in detail. According to the positivist philosophy, reality
is objective and external to the researcher (Bryman, 1 988). The researcher and the
object of research are independent, and it can be studied without bias (Denzin and
Lincoln, 1 994). While the constructivist (also known as interpretive) researcher
accepts that each person has a different world view, to understand the world the
researcher must interpret it (Denzin and Lincoln, 1 994; Bryrnan, 1 988), and
knowledge is created in the interaction among investigator and respondents
(Bartunek and Myeong-Gu, 2002). In constructivist philosophy realities are
mental constructions, based on the individual experiences and perceptions, thus
there exist multiple social realities (Denzin and Lincoln, 1 994; Mertens, 1 998).
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As b oth philos.ophies see real ity in a differ ent way, b oth adopt a differen t
ap proach in stu dying it. The aim of a positivis t enquiry is to explai.n, predict and
con trol the phenomena unde r inves tigation, while cons tructivist enq uiry l ooks to
unders.tan d an d reconstruct reality (Denzin an d Lincol.n, 199 4; Mert ens, 1998 ;
Bryrnan, 19. 8 8 .) . The nature of positi.vist kn owledge is to estab.lish facts and law s,
while constructivists l ook fo r individual reconstructions of real.ity (Den zin an d
Lincol n, 199 4 ). In positivism, knowledge is created b y gen eralisation an d cause
and effect linka ges, w hile cons tructiv ism looks fo r d etailed reconstructions of
knowledge an d fo r variety in experi ences (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994).
The cri teria fo r good qual ity k nowl edge als o varies. In positivism there are a
num ber of b enchmark s fo r r igoro us, internal an d ex tern al val idity, reliab il ity and
obj ectivity (Diarn antopoulos an d Schlegelmilch 2000; McDani el and Gates,
200 4), whil e in constructivism the con cern is w ith trus twort hin ess an d
authenticity ( Denzin an d Lincoln, 199 4 ). T he val ues of the researcher in
pos itivism ar e ex cluded an d their infl uence deni ed (B ryman, 1988), while in
constru ctivism the resear che r accounts for his or he r values as these values inform
researcher's p erspective on the iss ue under inves tigatio n (Denzi n and L incoln,
1994) . In p osi tivism, the researcher takes the s tance of a ' dis in ter ested s cienti st',
while i n con stru...ctivism, a researcher is seen as facilitator an d s om eti mes eve n as a
participant ( Den zi n and Lincol n, 199 4 .) .
The iss ues of power also ar e approached differentl y in the different resear ch
philo.sophi.es.. Pos itivists s ee good science as free of bias an d s ubj ectivity, while
qualitati ve res.earch ers see such approaches as s ilencing voi ces, thus constructivi.st
resear.ch uses m ethods which give voi ces to their partici pan ts, an d cap.ture th eir
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points of view (Bryman, 1 988). To stay free from bias a positivist researcher will
rely on remote and inferential methods of enquiry, thus keeping a distance
between themselves and the phenomenon under investigation (Creswell, 1 9 94 ).
\Vhile to fully understand the individual' s point of view, a constructivist
researcher may attempt to get close to the individual to fully capture their
perspectives (Saunders et al. , 200 3 ).
The two philosophies employ different methodologies to research phenomena;
qualitative methodology is associated with the constructivist worldview, while
quantitative methodologies are associated with the positivist philosophy (Denzin
and Lincoln, 20 05 ). Qualitative research focuses on understanding purpose and
meaning (Denzin and Lincoln, 2 005 ), and on describing particular situations and
experiences (Frankel and Dievers, 2 000 c; Murphy, 1 995 ), while quantitative
methodologies are employed to measure amount or frequency of the phenomena
under investigation, and making generalisations (Denzin and Lincoln, 20 05). A
qualitative researcher will on the other hand be concerned with the specifics of
particular cases and with securing rich descriptions, focusing on each case ' s
specific circumstances (Denzin and Lincoln, 2 005 ). A quantitative researcher will
focus on studying large numbers of randomly selected cases and will be less
concerned with details, as they are seen to hinder generalisation (Denzin and
Lincoln, 2005).
It must be noted that although it is often expected that a researcher declares strict
allegiances to one of these philosophies, many do not. Miles and Huberman
(1.9 94.:5), for example, argue that the lines between the two philosophies have
b ecome b lurred and that "each perspective adds a meaningful layer" (Lee, 1 99 1 in
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Miles and Huberman, 1 994: 5), without necessarily contradicting the others.
Bryman (1 988) argues that the tendency to view the two research positions as
divergent paradigms suggests that the method of data collection will be selected
because of the epistemological stance of the researcher. However, many
researchers combine the use of quantitative and qualitative methods (Bryman,
1 988) and furthermore some research studi½s do not always reflect, in their
methods, the epistemological stance of the researcher, a tendency which points to
a merging of paradigms (Bryman, 1 988). Bryman (1 988) suggests an alternative
stand point where the research topic determines which style of research is
employed. Thus, as outlined above, in this thesis the purpose of each stage
determined the style of research employed. Constructivism provided the
theoretical underpinning of qualitative stage of this study - Stage 1 , while
positivism informed the quantitative approach adopted in Stage 2.

3.3 Combining qualitative and quantitative approaches
There are a number of advantages of using quantitative research after a qualitative
investigation has been conducted. It allows the researcher to gain an overview of
the qualitative data (Miles and Huberman, 1 994; Gough and Scott, 2000); to
deepen the understanding of the different aspects under investigation (Seale,
1 999); and to generalise the findings to a wider context (Gough and Scott, 2000).
This approach is often used to gain an in-depth understanding of a particular
situation, and then to relate these findings to a wider sample (Miles and
Huberman, 1 994; Flick, 1 998), and address issues of validity and reliability of the
study (Flick, 1 998), thus verifying findings from the qualitative research (Miles
and Huberman, 1 994; Gough and Scott, 2000). Having the ability to verify the
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findings, would demonstrate validity and avoid bias (Stewart and Knowles ' 1 999·'
.

Gough and Scott, 2000) It can also increase the rigour, scope, depth and
consistency of the methodological proceedings (Denzin, 1 978). Thus it is
acknowledg ed that all methods have limitations, and biases of one method, can be
neutralised with the biases of another (Creswell, 2003)
Combining qualitative and quantitative research in one study is known as mixed
method approach (Creswell, 2003). Using a mixed method approach is also
known as 'between method triangulation' (Denzin, 1 978).
Denzin (1 978) distinguishes four types of triangulation data triangulation,
investigator triangulation, theory triangulation and methodological triangulation.
Data triangulation refers to the use of different data sources which should be
distinguished from the use of different method for producing data. Denzin (1 978)
makes a distinction between time, space and persons and suggests studying
phenomena at different dates and places and from different persons.
As a second type of triangulation, Denzin (1e9 78) names investigator triangulation.
Different observers or interviewers are employed to detect or minimise biases
resulting from the researcher as a person. Theory triangulation is the third type of
Denzin's ( 1 978) systematology, it involves approaching data with multiple
perspectives in mind.
Methodological triangulation has two subtypes: within-method and between
method triangulation. An example for the first strategy is to use different
subscales for measuring an item in a questionnaire, whereas an example for the
second is to combine a questionnaire with a semi-structured interview. Denzin
(1 978) describes using both semi-structured interviews and a questionnaire survey
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as between method triangulation. Between method triangulation was used in this
study, as in-depth interviews were used in Stage 1 and questionnaire survey was
deployed in Stage 2 . Creswell (2003 ) describes this procedure (where one method
expands or elaborates on the finings of another) as sequential procedures for
mixed method strategies.
In this study, the use of a mixed method approach was not predetermined. It was a
result of the emergent research design of Study 1 (as discussed below in section
3 .5 . 1). After a decision was taken to conduct in-depth interviews, it was also
decided that the study design would be reviewed on an ongoing basis. Such an
approach is common in qualitative research (Miles and Huberman, 19 94 ).
Alvesson and Skoldberg (20 00) suggest that qualitative methods are at the centre
of exploration, and a flexible method of research which can be revised during the
course of the investigation. The methods and the sampling of this primary
research were therefore constantly under review and adapted according to the way
the research in Stage 1 progressed.
The ongoing review of Stage 1 indicated that conducting this primary research
within the wide range of sectors of the tourism industry, made reaching theoretical
saturation - a point where no new relevant information is discovered (Miller,
2000), unlikely. Theoretical saturation is a prerequisite for judging when to stop
sampling in qualitative research (Glaser and Strauss, 1 967 ; Miller, 2000 ). The
qualitative stage revealed a nwnber of important issues related to employers'
views on the value of tourism degrees. A wider representation of industry views
was needed to explore if these reflect the tourism industry views. A quantitative
stage, it was deemed, would make steps towards addressing this. Thus the mixed
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m ethod approach w as sequential in its implementation with the qualitative stage
preceding the q uantitative one ( Creswell, 200 3) . Figu r e 3- 1 represents the design
fo llow ed.

Quantitative

QUALITATIVE

QUALITA TIVE

Data
Collection

QUALITA TIVE

_. Data
Analvsis

Quantitative

_. Data
Coll ection

Quantitative

--.. Data
Analysis

Interpretation of
---,.. Entire Analysis

Figure 3-1 : Sequential exploratory design based on Creswell (2003 : 213)

This study star ted w ith the qual.itative data collection, fo llowed by analysing the
q ualitative data. O nce the qual itative data was analysed, the au thor s et up on
ga thering and then analy sing the q uantitative data. Dat a analysis approaches vary
a ccor ding to the purp ose of m ix ed met hod approach ( Cresw ell, 200 3) . In this case,
the creating of codes in Stage 1 was followed by identifyi ng the numb er of times
these codes have occurr ed. This inform ation was then considered whe n designing
the questionnair e survey in Stage 2. Furtherm or e some statements as sociated with
certain codes were used in the question nair e itself. A s the qualitative stage
precedes th e quantitative; priority is given to th e qualitative aspect of the stu dy. I n
the primary r esearch, once the data collection an d analy sis w as com pleted, the
interp retation an d discussion of the entir e analysis was c onducted.
The advantages of this strat egy ar e that it is a u seful app roach if t he purp ose is to
explore a given phenomenon ( Cr eswell, 2 0 0 3) . Creswell (2.00 3) also points out
that such an approach gives the opportun ity to ex pand on the findings from the
qualitative stage. The d isadvantages of this m ode l are in the.· length of its
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implementation, and the difficulties to transform qualitative analysis to a
quantitative date collection instrument (Creswell, 2003). Below a detailed
justification for the approaches used in Stage 1 and Stage 2 of this study is
provided.

3.4 Stage 1 : Qualitative research
B elow the key characteristics of qualitative research are reviewed, followed by a
discussion of the chosen technique of qualitative data collection. This is then
followed by a discussion about Stage 2 and the technique used to collect data in
the quantitative stage of this research.

3.4.1 Justification of the qualitative approach in Stage 1
As discussed in the literature review, little research has been conducted
specifically into the value of tourism degrees to employers in the UK, thus the
research here was initially exploratory; hence an inductive approach was adopted,
using qualitative techniques (Ryan, 1 995). Inductive reasoning includes a study of
a number of individual cases, which can later lead to generalisations (Cohen et al. ,
2000). Qualitative research can be a source of ideas, insights and new
perspectives, which is required to gain a better understanding of a problem that is
not widely researched (Ryan, 1 995).
Miles and Huberman (1 994: 35) suggested that in conducting research, "'at the
outset, then, we usually have at least a rudimentary conceptual framework, a set of
general research questions, some notions about sampling, and some initial data
gathering devices". Exploratory studies are often inductive and of flexible design
(Robson, 2002; Frankel and Devers, 2000). In emergent studies, the researcher
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d oes not imp ose predetermined expectations but allows c ategories to arise from
the data (M ertens, 199 8). Robson (2002 ) suggests that stud ies which are of
fl exible design d o not fo rec lose on op tions abou t methods, and that as a result of
data collec tion, changes of approach may fo llow, as well as further fo cusing of the
researc h questions. Qualitative resear ch is ofte n emergent and fl exi ble (A lvesson
an d Sko ldberg, 20 00; Bartun ek and Myeong-Gu, 2002; Frankel and Devers,
200 0 a; Creswell, 20 03). In emergent stud ies, the research q uestions may change,
as the resear ch er gains more knowledge and exper ience of the issue under
investigation ( Creswell, 2 003). Th e dat.a collection method may also ch ange,
dep ending on the knowledge generat ed, includi ng knowledge of where best to
seek knowledge (Creswell, 2003). The fi rst stage of an exploratory study is
inevitab.ly q ualitative; however an em ergent stu dy m ay h av e fl exib le design an d
incorp orate q uantitativ e methods of data collection (Robson, 20.02).
In a similar fa shion, thi s study was emergent in natu re. Th e primary research
design was op. en to development in the light of the data gene.rated. In this thesis,
the auth or und ertook a fl exible design. A s a result of the data c ollec tion the author
later arrived at the decision to inc lude a second, q uanti tativ e stage to this thesis.

3.4.2 Nature of enquiry
Q uali tativ e resear ch is used when in- depth information is need ed to make sense of
each partic ipant's ac ti.ons, exper ie nces an d v iews (Murp.hy, 1 995). Qual.itati ve
resear ch is inductive, it helps desc.ri. be and make sense of p eop. le'.s meanings an d
exper ienc es ( Bartun ek and Myeong- Gu, 20.02; Fran kel an d Devers 20 00.a ) , and
lay ing " open the individual' s exp.eri enc es an d inferred meanings" (Froggat, 20.02.:
433). As this stu dy aimed to cap ture a nd unp.ac k the p ercep.tions among touri.sm
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employers of the value of tourism degrees, using qualitative research to explore
and describe these views was deemed appropriate. Qualitative research often
employs purposive sampling, in the natural setting, and emphasises on 'human-as
instrument' (Marshall and Rossman, 1 989). When conducting qualitative research,
researchers must have an awareness of the issue of power, be concerned with
capturing individual points of view, and in securing rich descriptions (Denzin and
Lincoln, 2005).
A number of qualitative theorists see quantitative methods as silencing voices, and
seek methods which give voices to their participants (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005).
Tourism employers are one of the key stakeholders of tourism degrees, and their
views are an important part of the ongoing debate of the purpose of tourism
degrees. As the author did not have a predetermined view of what the results of
this primary research would be and the issues that could influence the perceived
value of tourism degrees, a one-to one in-depth interview was intended to provide
an opportunity for in-depth discussion of participants' views and values (see
Process of Stage 1 section of this chapter).
Qualitative researchers embed their findings in the everyday social world, and
direct attention to the specifics of particular cases (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005).
Qualitative research often takes place in the natural setting of the people whose
views are sought after (Creswell, 2003). Qualitative research looks at people' s
'lived experiences' (Amaratunga et al. 2002), and is well suited for exploring the
meaning of education to employers' lives and how these affect their views of
tourism degrees.
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Research interviews were used as the method of data collection in Stage 1 .
Peacock and Ladkin (200 2 .: 3 97 ) suggested specifically the use of interviews as
the method of data collection "In order to understand the industry-education
relationship, in-depth qualitative research may be more appropriate than the
survey approach. This would support using interviews as the method of data
collection." In depth interviews were also used to explore employers perceptions
on vocational identities and careers in tourism by Marhuenda et al. (2004), and the
skill creation and career paths of hotel managers (Finegold et al. , 2000).
The primary research attempted to account for a number of issues that may have
informed those views. Qualitative data "are a source of well-grounded, rich
descriptions and explanations of processes in identifiable local contexts." (Miles
and Huberman, 1 9 94 : 5 2 ) that could help the researcher to understand the
experiences and perceptions of the travel and tourism industry. The primary
research looks not only at the views of tourism managers, but also examines how
previous experiences and understandings affect their desire to employ tourism
graduates.
The process of qu alitative research is cyclical and iterative, thus the research goes
through the cycle of data collection, analysis, and refining the problem over and
over (Creswell, 200 3 ). This includes analysis early in the research process and
ongoing with the data collection (Denzil and Lincoln, 2005 ). In the process of the
research there was ongoing data analysis which enabled the researcher to identify
and introduce themes to the interview template (as discussed below in Stage 1
process section of this chapter), and then to move on to Stage 2.
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3.4.3 Issues of research quality control
The ab ove characteristics of qu alitative research bri ng about cert ain advantages, it
uncov ers an d recognises the i ndividual expe riences of par ticipants, it en. ables
un ex pected insights to emerge fr om the res earch, an d does not i mpose a parti cular
vi ew poin t on the partic ipants (Langdridge, 20 0 4). The di sadvantages of
qu alitative r esearch ar e mainly in the inab ili ty to generalis e the findings and to
appl y traditional noti ons of validi ty and reliability (Lan gdridge, 2 00 4 ).
Reliab ility refe rs to wheth er an other r esear ch er would uncover simi lar r esults, if
conducting the research in th e sam e way (Sau nders et al. , 200 3; Langdri dge,
2004). In this study, an intervi ew tem plate was used. Thi s template had clear
ob jectives and it is hoped that alternati ve researchers conducting thi s thesis, using
the inter view te mplate wou ld reach similar conclu sions, although she accepts th at
emp loyers' views may change with time (p lease note that the i nt erview temp late
was not prescriptive - please see ' P ro ces s of S tage 1 ' secti on of thi s C hap ter fo r
more detail).
In ensu ri ng reli ability of the r esea rch, the r es earch er needs to ensur e and limit the
poss ibility for i ntroduci ng interview b ias "wheth er th e tone comments and non
verbal behavi ou r of the interviewer creat e b ias in the way the interview ees
respond to the ques tions b ein g asked" ( Saun ders et al. , 200 3: 25 3). To limit bias
the researcher took the fo llowi ng steps: fi rst, perm ission was secured from all
interviewees to tape record the inte rviews, to enable the researcher to re- exam ine
thi s data at a later time ( Frank el and D evers, 200 0 ). Second, th e tap e recording
allowed the res earcher to re- exami ne an d refl ect upon the i nterview, for example
to see whe th er the int erviewe r unintenti onal ly created b ias. Third, du ring the
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interv iew, if the r esearcher tho ught that respond.ents may ha ve been guarded or
apologetic in their v iews (as they have assum ed that the author comes from a
particular vi ewpoint) , the author would make a comm ent ind icating that she may
not necessari ly ho ld these vi ews. Such comm ents normally resulted in further
discussion and clarifi.cation of some points d iscussed previ.ously in the interview.
Validity refers to whether the meaning in what the part icipan.t has said has b een
refl.ected in the interpretation given by the r esear cher (Janesick, 199.8, Saunders et

al. , 20 0 3; Langrid ge, 20 0 4). Oft en, to check her under stand ing and to ensure that
that interpretation is valid the interv iewer would summ arise her interpr etation of
the part icipants' responses. A nother approach which may b e used i n ensuring
valid ity is me m ber ch ecks, where another r esearcher checks the fi ndings
(J anesick, 1998 ) . How ever M orse (1998 : 77 ) ar gues that "as the process of
ind uctive qualitative research inquiry freq uently depends o n insight an d- on
proc ess of linkin g d ata, expecting another investigator to have the same insight
from a limited data base is unreali stic". I ndeed the author fo un d the process of
q ualitative data analysis ver y lab orious requiring rep eated read ings, and
categorising of t ex t, which may no t be easily achieved by an ex ternal ob server
with limited time reso urces. H ence memb er checks were not used as part of this
pri mary research di.scussed here. H owever, Stage 1 participan ts were approached,
and some took par t in th e p iloting o f th e q uestionnaire survey ( See Process of
Stage 2 section b elow).. The second stage of th e resear ch gav.e the oppo rtunity for
respo ndents to the questionn aire to exp.ress thei r views to emerge, free from
p otenti al bias or infl uenc e of the res earc her.
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Morse (199.8) suggests using the fo llowing methods fo r ensuri ng ri gour of
research - to consider the adequacy of data and its approp riateness, an d to
maintain an audit trail of the research. Adequacy of data is achieved by reviewin g
the am ount of data collected, to account fo r an d understand variati on, a s well a s to
look fo r saturation. The in ability to reach satu ration with regar ds to the ran ge of
tourism industry sectors was one of the main reasons fo r considering introducing a
quan titative stage to this research (as discussed in point 3.3 abov e).
Ap prop riateness is ensured by looking fo r concu.rring resul ts as well as fo r
negative cases (Morse, 199.8).. Sampling app roaches in the qual itativ e stage ar e
describ ed in Process of Stage 1 section b elow, where differen t sampl ing
app roaches were used to look fo r a ran ge of views, in addition to what has been
uncovered al. ready .
This audit trail inclu des dates of creating categories and memos recording
refl ections emerging from the an al y sis (B ernard, 20 0 0). It gi ves an opportu nity to
r eview, revise and am end an alysis (Creswell, 20 03) . I n addition, rich descrip tions
are provided in the Chap ters 4 and 5 to convey fi ndings, and to enab le th e reader
to check the accuracy of fi ndings (C reswel l, 20 03). Keeping an audit trail whil e
analysing the data was greatl y facil itated by Atlas. ti 5. 0 ( th e use of Atlas. ti 5 .0 is
expl ored in detail in section 3.6 .).

3.5 Stage 2: Quantitative research
3.5.1 Justification for using a quantitative approach in Stage 2
The fo cus of quan ti tative r esearch is usually on m easurement of some phenom ena,
l ooking fo r am ount, int ensity or fr eq uency ( Denzi n an d Lincoln, 20 0 5 ;
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Langdridge, 2004). Quantitative research aims at value-free measurement and
analysis of causal relationsbips between variables (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). It
is often conducted in controlled settings so as to limit the effect of external
influences (Langdridge, 2004). It also tends to use experimental methods, and the
use of structured questionnaires (Langdridge, 2004). When conducting
quantitative research, the issues of power, capturing individual points of view and
securing rich descriptions are not considered (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005).
Quantitative research assumes that good science is free from bias and subjectivity
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). However, in doing that it may avoid acknowledging
such bias. It is not usually concerned with individual points of view, but rather
relies on remote and inferential empirical methods (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005).
Quantitative research relies on more remote and inferential empirical methods, on
studying large numbers of randomly selected cases, rather than individuals
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). It is less concerned with details, as details are seen to
hinder generalisations (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005).
3.5.2 Issues of research quality control
The advantages of quantitative research are in the ability to control the design and
conduct precise measurements (Langdridge, 2004). In some studies it can make
claims about cause and effect, and predict behaviour (Langdridge, 2004).
However, complex human behaviour is difficult to quantify, and quantitative
research may grossly oversimplify human nature (Langdridge, 2004). In the
pursuit of measurement, it ignores individuality and the subjective nature of social
sciences (Langdridge, 2004).
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There are two key concerns with quantitative studies: the reliability and validity of
the data (Langdridge, 2004). Reliability concerns the stability of what is
measured, for example whether it provides consistent results over time (McDaniel
and Gates, 2004). Validity is concerned with the issue whether what was actually
measured reflects what was intended to measure (McDaniel and Gates, 2004).
To ensure validity - whether the research measures what is intended to measure
(Bernard, 2000), each of the questions of the questionnaire survey was directly
linked to Stage 1 result (Appendix 3). Part 1 , of the questionnaire addressed the
characteristics of working in tourism (Objective 1 ), Part 2 addressed tourism
graduates' employability (Objective 2 and 3), Part 3 explored employers views of
tourism degrees and Part 4 explored employers views of higher education and
degrees in general (Objective 4). While the number of correlations uncovered by
the statistical analysis of Stage 2 results, show the construct validity of the survey.

3.6 Process of Stage 1
3.6.1 Choice of data collection technique
A number of qualitative data collection techniques, used in qualitative research
were considered - observations, documents, audiovisual materials, interviews and
focus groups (Creswell, 2003; Flick, 1 998), before a decision was taken to
conduct semi-structured interviews.
In observations, the researcher observes and records behaviour and activities, and
taking field notes. However, observations are conducted when a small number of
cases are investigated in detail (Frankel and Devers, 2000c). Considering the
myriad of sectors within the tourism industry, and the focus of this thesis,
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participant observations as a method of investigation, were not considered of any
value here. In addition, participant observations may be inappropriate if for
example tourism graduates are not employed in the sectors or companies under
investigation. Furthermore, participant observations are better suited in exploring
interaction between participants, rather than for exploring perceptions and views.
Focus groups consist of a group of people discussing a particular issue (Bernard,
2000). However focus groups were deemed not to be appropriate for this thesis as
it explores not only the tourism managers particular views but also the reasons
behind those views. Revealing those aspects may not have been possible in a
group situation. Furthermore securing cooperation from tourism managers,
arranging a time, date and place of where the focus group would take place was
anticipated to create difficulties. Thus getting busy professionals together at one
time, in particular considering issues such as commercial sensitivity, was expected
to be problematic.
Documents and audiovisual materi als are also often used when conducting
qualitative research (Creswell, 2003). However, such documents dealing explicitly
with employers views of tourism degrees may not exist. Furthermore, it was
unlikely for documents may provide the in-depth insight into employers' views of
the subject.
After considering participant observations, focus groups and interviews,
interviews were identified as the most appropriate method in exploring
employers' views and opinions. Saunders et al. (2003) suggests using interviews,
if the purpose of the study is to understand why participants have made particular
decisions, or hold particular views. Understanding the tourism industry' s views is
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central to this thesis. It consists of face-to-face interviews with participants, where
usually questions are asked to gain an insight into participants' views (Creswell,
2003). Interviews facilitate gathering descriptions of lived experiences, and
interpreting the meaning of the described phenomena (Amaratunga et al. , 2002).
They were seen as well suited for researching the industry education relationship
in tourism (Peacock and Ladkin, 2002).
Face-to-face interviews offer the advantage of flexibility - they can be conducted
almost anywhere, while still resulting in a data of a considerable depth, such as
exposing past experiences which may affect respondents' views (Amaratunga et
al. 2002).

Furthermore in interviews the researcher has ' control' over the

questions, including the sequence in which they are asked (Creswell, 2003).
Creswell (2003) suggests that interviews have certain disadvantages, such as
providing 'indirect' information through the eyes of participants. However, in this
primary research, the views of the participants are the centre of the investigation.
A further disadvantage is that questions can vary between interviews, resulting in
a reduction of the comparability of responses (Creswell, 2003 ; Patton, 1 980). This
was attended to by using an interview template, so that salient topics may not be
inadvertently omitted, as well as to ensure consistency of proceedings (Frankel
and Devers, 2000b ).
The purpose of the study is a key factor that influences the degree of structure or
type of instrumentation used in a qualitative research study (Frankel and Devers
2000b ). It was considered appropriate that semi-strnctured interview would be
used with the support of an interview template. Semi-structured interviews are
based on a written list of topics or questions that need to be covered (Bernard,
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2000). Interview template consist of specifying topics and issues in advance,
while the sequence of wording of questions is decided during the course of the
interview (Patton, 1980). The strength of this approach is that the template makes
collecting data more systematic, while the interview remains conversational and
situational (Patton, 1 980). The template prepared included example questions, to
achieve some level of consistency of the questions asked, however changes were
made to the wording of these questions during the interview, to make them
relevant to the interviewee. Some questions were also omitted where they were
addressed previously by the interviewees, while others followed themes emerging
from the data.
The first part of the interview was unstructured, it allowed to consider a number of
areas which may be important to this research, consistent with the exploratative
nature of the primary research (Miles and Huberman, 1994).

It gave the

opportunity for the interviewee to talk in general about their career, their
perception of how successful it was and the factors affecting their career
progression over time, giving space and time for other issues to surface. This is
consistent with an inductive approach, where individual experiences of
participants are explored without predetermining those experiences in advance,
and focus is on understanding individual cases before attempting any
generalisations (Patton, 1980). This approach allowed for discussion of issues not
originally thought relevant in the study, for example, the status of vocational

I

I
II

education. This approach addressed one of the major disadvantages of highly
structured studies - finding what is expected while overlooking areas which may
prove important in the study at hand (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994). Thus the
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first open-ended part of the interview allowed to explore a number of areas which
may be important to this research, consistent with the exploratative studies
approach (Miles and Huberman, 1 994). Here first an in-depth exploration of the
issues was conducted (Part 1 of the interview), where Part 2 addressed areas
indicated as important from the literature review (Appendix 4). The approach
adopted in developing the interview template is discussed in detail in section
3 .6.3.

3.6.2 Sampling approach
The author was aware that employers' perceptions of tourism degrees may have
been a result of direct experience of tourism higher education, or they could be
formed as a result of other experiences, beliefs and views. For example, do they
hold a degree level qualification, and what impact it had on their own career
development. Family background and how it may have affected their view on the
value of HE and vocational degrees in particular. Thus some form of experience
or knowledge of tourism degrees was not among the criteria used to choose
participants for this thesis.
Initially the interview sample included largely representatives of the travel sector.
However, the diversity of the tourism sector necessitated expanding number of
sectors under investigation. However, as hospitality and leisure education appears
to be widely researched (Heskett et al. , 1 994; Lee-Ross, 1 999; Williams and
Owen, 1 997), these sectors were not explicitly sought for.
The qualitative data collection process consisted of two phases - firstly, snowball
sampling was used to secure the first eight interviews; this was then followed by
1 1 further interviews using a purposive sample. The interviews were conducted
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between October 2002 and January 2005, with a considerable gap between the
two sampling strategies. The gap allowed for the transcribing and the analysis of
the data, as well as for consideration of the next step of the research.
3.6.2.1 Snowball sampling
The author had little exposure to tourism employers in the UK, which mean that
she would need to 'cold-call' a number of busy tourism managers to ask for their
cooperation, thus posing a difficulty securing the co-operation of 'gatekeepers' in
the industry. The author did have access to an individual that had the
characteristics of a key informant and was able to provide further contacts and
assistance (Morse, 1 998), hence avoiding the need to provide cooperation from
gatekeepers in the industry. Snowball sampling is used when key informants
known to the researcher, identify people who may provide valuable insight into
the issue under investigation (Creswell, 1 998). The key informant is then asked to
suggest and/or provide access to other participant who meet the desired
characteristics of a participant in the study (Diamantopoulos and Schlegelmilch
2000), and who are considered to be able to provide a valuable input. What Morse
( 1 998) describes as a good informant is someone who has the necessary
knowledge and experience of the issue under investigation. The author was
looking to interview people with experience o f working in the industry, who
ideally have been involved in managing or recruiting. Hence, key informants were
people with considerable experience of the industry, preferably with management
functions and involved in the selection of new employees. It was believed that
they could represent the private, public or not for profit sectors. The original key
informant identified other participants who thought could bring a valuable
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perspective to this research and helped with securing access. After those people
were interviewed, they themselves suggested further participants in the study,
which they thought will provide valuable insight into the study. The snowball
sampling resulted in interviewing deviant, heterogeneous and homogeneous cases
(Miles and Huberman, 1 994).
The initial contact Betty (pseudonym) had 20 years experience in the travel and
tourism industry, and contacts with people from different levels, within different
organisations. Initially she identified four potentially information rich sources.
These four sources identified further contacts, two of them specifically suggested
'deviant' cases (Miles and Huberman, 1 994) - contacts that could bring alternative
views to the research, thus, addressing the common problem in snowball sampling
of representativeness, where respondents identify similar cases (Saunders et al. ,
1 997). For example ' Charlie' suggested that 'Evelyn' could provide a different
perspective, similarly ' George' suggested that managers in Tour Operator A might
have different human resource needs and views of university education. If some
sectors were not reached, purposive sampling strategies were used in to identify
potentially information rich cases and ensures access to gatekeepers. Figure 3 -2
below outlines the first phase of the snowball sampling.
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Betty, fonner Head Steoordess, Charter Airline

I

I

I

I

Anne, former Training and Drn:I OIJllent
Manager

Catherine, Former Cus tomer Senice
Officer, Charter Airline A

Iw, Director ofHuman Resources,
Lisure Coo�ration A (\ia e-mail)

Frank, De�ty Managing Director,
Charter Airline A

.

Jenny, HR Director - Rewards, Leisure
Cooperation B
Evelyn, Change and Control Manager,
Tour Operator A

Figure 3-2: Interview Sampling - Snowball Sample (pseudonyms used)

.

George, HR Manager, Charter Airline A
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3.6.2.2 Purposive sampling

Qualitative research most often uses purposive sampling strategies. "Purposive
sampling strategies are designed to enhance understanding of selected individuals
or groups experience(s) or for developing of theories and concepts. " (Devers and
Frankel, 200 0:2 64). The private and public
tourism sectors are both important stakeholders in tourism education. However,
the first sampling phase was mainly focused on the private sector, thus in the
second sampling phase, further eleven interviews were conducted focusing mainly
on the public sector which was at this stage underrepresented in the study (Table
3 -1 ).
The sampling for the interviews served the purpose of expanding the interviews in
sectors not yet represented in the research (Miller, 2000). As the previous stage
included respondents exclusively in the private sector, a key informant with
contacts mainly in the public tourism sector was approached. He suggested a
number of individuals (thirteen in total). Of them, one has left their current post
and has not been replaced, one declined to take part in the study, and three did not
respond to their invitation letters/e-mails. Eight accepted to take part in the study
(Kathy, Mark, Nicole, Oscar, Patricia, Uma, Tom, Victor). The interview with
Uma, was arranged as the initial contact from Regional Tourism B was
unavailable, due to ill health, on the day of the interview. Uma proved a valuable
interviewee, as she had a Human Resource role, and was also a recent graduate
from a non-tourism degree. These characteristics were not yet exhibited by any
public sector employees. In Mark's case, he was no longer employed in the public
sector. He had moved to work for Business Travel A at the time of the interviews,
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providing an insight of the tourism industry both from the private and public
sectors.
From these contacts, three further contacts ' snowballed' . Nicole suggested Wendy
and Richard as possible valuable contributors to this thesis, hence continuing with
the snowball approach in for these two cases. Patricia, had replaced one of the
contacts in her job, and was happy to be interviewed, and also suggested that
Stuart may provide a valuable insight for this thesis. Miles and Huberman (1 994)
suggest that the tactics employed in Stage 1 sampling process such as increasing
the number of cases in a qualitative study, looking for contrasting cases or cases
which could strengthen weakly sampled case types could all contribute to testing
and confim1ing findings from qualitative research.
Table 3-1: Purposive sampling.
No. Pseudonym
Kathy
Mark

Nicole
Oscar
Patricia
Richard

10
11

Stuart
Uma
Tom
Victor
Wendy

Position
Company
Training Manager
Ground Agent A
Associate Director of Distribution Business Travel A
Strategies
County Council A
Head of Tourism
Tourism Industry Council
Head of Research
A
Regional Tourism A
Human Resource Manager
Tourism Skills Network
Regional Project Manager
A
Regional Tourism C
Business Development Manager
Regional Tourism B
Learning & Development Consultant
Regional Tourism D
Head of Tourism
Scheduled Airline A
Communications Manager
Tourism Consultancy A
Manager

3.6.3 Development of the interview template
3.6.3.1 Interview template structure, before data collection

This section describes how the interview template was developed, modified and
improved based on the fieldwork and ongoing analysis of the data collected. This
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process was consistent with the emergent research design of this study. The
interview template consisted of 'background/demographic' questions, the answers
to which could also reveal ' experiences ' , ' opinion/values' and ' knowledge'
(Maykut and Morehouse, 1 994). For example, if interviewees went to university
they would be asked to comment on whether they thought it was beneficial.
Having an open ended section in the interviews also gave an opportunity to relate
the questions in the second part of the interview to interviewees particular
background ( e.g. ' when you were employing for that j ob, what were you looking
for?').
As discussed above, an interview template was prepared to ensure that areas
identified as important in the literature were also explored and to facilitate
comparability of results and confirm the findings of Stage 1 . Before Interview 1 ,
the questions were grouped in the following parts :

Part I : Personal background
At the start of the interview was open-ended and unstructured. It gave the
opportunity to the interview to talk about themselves, to express in their own
words how their career progressed, whether they were pleased with it, what do
they consider important in their development. All issues which may potentially
impact on their views of tourism degrees. In addition, on a number of occasions,
interviewees talked about issues that were explored later in the interview, giving
the researcher the ability to contextualise those questions. Part 1 of the interviews
was also important, because it helped avoid possible bias in the research as it
ensured that the interviewees concentrates on issues important to them, rather than
issues the author considered important. This also ensured that areas potentially
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relevant to this study were not ove rlooked. This ap proach also show ed an interest
in the p erson who is b eing interviewed - th eir educational and profe ssional
backgroun d, as wel l a s in their opinions, this gave an op portunity fo r the
inte rviewees to settle in the interview. In t he anal ysis, this e n ab led t he research er
to look fo r links between interviewees' background an d their view s. In addition to
this, some of the interviewees' views on areas such as education were rea dily
offered when refe rring back to ones education or career " sim ply letting a p erson
nar rate can capture their l ived experiences" ( Hellzen and Asplun d 2 002). Among
th e addition al th emes emerging during this part of the interview s w ere - career
progression, affect of family l ife on careers, reasons for w orki n g in the sp ecifi c
industry or organisation, educational val ues, job characte ristics and h ence some
job requirem ents.
Part 2 : Requirements posed to potential employees

The issues raised b y th e l iteratu re review indicated that a gap ex ists betw een the
needs of the in dustry an d what tourism higher education provides (A m oha and
Baum, 199.7). Transfe.rable skills were conside red to play an important role in the
p otential emp loyab.il ity of graduates within large, medium and sm.all organ isations
(Stewart and K now les, 2 0 0 0 ) . However, the issue of job requirements and
graduates ab. ilities app.ear ed to be of less imp. ortant to the intervi.ewees than
ini tially an ticipated.
Part 3 : Attitudes to tourism degrees

J ensen (2 0 0 1 .) p oints out that there is a tendency of not regarding qualifi cations as
important in the touri sm indu stry. The literat ure sug gested that there is little
recognition of th e val ue of tourism degrees am ong touri sm m anagers in the
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industry, which may threaten the prospects of tourism graduates trying to secure a
job in tourism and hospitality (Baum, 1995; Thomas and Long, 2001). Initially
this part included questions which asked employers views on what they think, in
general, the purpose of a degree should be, as well as asking them about the
purpose of tourism degrees. The responses only resulted in widening the areas
addressed in this part, as well as to adding a part to the interview template (as
described later on in this chapter). This process is consistent with the emergent
nature of this study.
Part 4: Tourism degrees and tourism careers
This part explored employers' expectations of the types of jobs in which tourism
graduates should start their career. The literature suggested that in the UK, few
tourism managers are professionally qualified or have a sound basis of
management education (Parsons and C are, 1991), that 'traditional' graduate jobs
in the tourism industry are almost non-existent, with the exception of larger
tourism organisations, such as national and multinational hotel chains (McKercher

et al. , 1995); and that graduates are overwhelmingly faced with entry-level
positions, operational and clerical in nature that do not utilise fully the skills
thought during the students' university education (Kusluvan and Kusluvan, 2000).
C onsistent with the semi-structured interview approach, although an interview
template was prepared before the interviews, the actual questions asked varied
between interviews. For example some of the questions were omitted if they have
been covered by interviewees previous answers. Next, the development of the
interview template, and how additional questions were introduced on the basis of
issues raised by the interviewees is discussed.
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3.6.3.2 Interview template development during the data collection

This research is exp lora tive an d em ergent in nature. From the first in terview
conducted th e auth or was continuously review ing the w ay questi ons w ere asked did they address th e research questions, b ei ng mindful of introducing b ias to the
interviews, an d exp loring new leads in the research. Reviewing these issues is
consistent w ith the em ergent design of th is stu dy. In addi tion to that, certai n
asp ects of the i ntervi ew templ ate were tested to see which ones yi eld the b est
resul ts. Nam ely the seque nce and the way the questi.ons w ere asked, and
in troduci.ng promp.ts an d silences to th e interview, as the author becam e more
exp erienc ed.
On one occasion the interview template was p osted via e- mai l, as an intervi ew
w as imp ossib le to ar rang e d ue to the distan ce in volved. The data generate d was
then assessed - it w as decided not to use thi s way of collecting agai n. The
responses w ere b rief, and sharp , while som e questions w ere omitted. This could
hav e b een as questi ons could not be contextualised, as they would hav e b een in a
fac e- to-face interv iew. Furtherm ore, if a participant agrees to b e intervi ewed they
would then set aside th e ti m e fo r the interview to tak e pl ace. W hile in this case,
resp onding to t he questions may have been done in a middle of a busy da y, with
l im.ited tim.e availab le.
The sequencing of th e two par ts of the interview - the open- ended unstructured
par t an d structured w as al so evaluated. When asked: 'Tell me ab out yourself?
How did you start in th e industry? Woul d you pl ease tell m e about your career?'
the intervi ew ees di scussed a wide range of issues and experiences. T his question
normally took a larg e p rop ort ion of th e intervi ew time and l ed to relevant areas
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that could be explored with further questions. The open-ended part of the
interview gained information not only about the person' s demographic
characteristics, but also about their experience and knowledge of the industry,
feelings towards their careers and career progression and their opinions on issues
of education and employment.
As part of adapting the way the interviews were conducted, when conducting the
third interview, the questions were asked in reverse order - where first the
identified issues were addressed and then their personal and career background
were explored. This approach resulted in the interview passing less smoothly, as it
lacked a natural flow. That interview was also the shortest in term of time. A
decision was taken that future interviews would start with the open
ended/unstructured part, which then would be supplemented with questions
addressing the key areas of the research. In relation to Patton's ( 1 990) question
typology, the first part although based on background/demographic questions,
also revealed their experiences, opinion/values and knowledge.
Interviews proved helpful early on in opening up areas for research. For example
the importance of their view on Government's HE policy was not originally
included in the interview template. The first and the second interviews, however,
referred to expected benefits of HE and education stance.
The first time a question was asked about interviewees ' views to the Government
higher education policy and the 50% target in particular was in the third interview
of the snowball sample. The question followed up on Catherine' s comments that
at her time higher education was not available to all. In the following interview,
Emma was asked what she thinks about the target of 50% of the adult population
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to have degrees. Emma briefly responded - she approved giving opportunities to
young people, but worried about financing and student debt. During the
subsequent interview, George made a particular reference to the new vocational
degrees. The researcher than asked about the 50% policy and there was a long
discussion about Government' s higher education policy. From then onwards this
question became integral to the interview template.
The Interview template was revised on an ongoing basis (see Appendix 4 for the
final version). Furthermore the initial six interviews were analysed before
proceeding with further interviews. It was observed that increasingly, the job
requirement questions, were becoming less important. In addition, it has always
been problematic, when asking about j ob requirements, as these questions have to
be occupation specific (Churchward and Riley, 2002). It was also observed that
when discussing the expected points of entry in the tourism industry, the
managers would discuss the education and employment requirement for these
positions, and would make judgement themselves on whether they see a fit
between tourism graduates' abilities and the job requirements for these j obs.
The amended interview template reflected the aims and objectives of this thesis as
follows :
Part 1 : Backgrounda- personal/professionaJ/academic
This part of the interview template addressed objectives 'Investigating the
perceived importance of tourism degrees in securing jobs in tourism' and
'Understanding tourism industry' s perceptions of tourism degrees' . In this part,
attempts were made to find the age, gender, family status, and academic
background and career progression of the interviewee.
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Part 2: Employability of travel and tourism graduates

This part of the interview template directly addressed the research objectives 1 , 2
and 3 . Attempts were made to explore employers' perceptions of how the skills
and knowledge requirements relate to the ones' developed in university education.
This part built on Part 1 , referring to the interviewee's past experience in
employing people.
Part 3: Travel and tourism education

This part of the interview template addressed the research objectives 3 and 4. It
aimed to establish employers' perceptions, expectations and attitudes of tourism
degrees, as these may ultimately affect graduate career opportunities upon
graduation.
Part 4: Employers educational views

This part of the interview template addressed the objective 3 and 4. It investigated
the managers' perceptions of what an university degree in general should achieve,
and how do they feel about the government aiming for 50% of the adult
population in the UK to have access to degree level education. Here issues of
vocational degrees were discussed, largely discussing the education versus
training debate.
3.6.3.3 Procedure of data collection

All interviews were conducted at the interviewees' convenience (including both
time and place). Most interviewees, with the exception of those who were no
longer employedi- 'Ann' (left 1 year before the interview), 'Betty' (left seventeen
years before the interview), 'Catherine' (left 1 month before the interview), chose
to be interviewed at their work place. Conducting the interviews at premises
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familiar to the researcher, presented a better opportunity to control the process of
the interview. While on the other hand, conducting the interviews at the place of
work of the interviewees presented little opportunity to control the environment
and the interview process. The researcher was there at the pleasure of the
participants.
All the interviewees were presented with a 'confidentiality and anonymity'
statement. To conform to these arrangements, pseudonyms of names and
organisations have been used in this thesis. Each interview lasted between forty
minutes and two hours, generating large amounts of rich data. Prior consent was
secured, before the audio recordings begin. It was considered that the ability to re
examine the data in detail much outweighed "the main disadvantage of audio
visual records - the overwhelming amount of material they contain and their
potential intrusiveness (Frankel and Devers, 2000: 1 1 7). The interviews were
transcribed verbatim, saved and coded ( coding procedures are described in detail
in section 3.6.4.2 below) to ensure accessibility, confidentiality and safety
(Froggatt, 200 1 ) . All interviews were analysed, using Atlas.iti 5.0 - a qualitative
data analysis program which facilitates the analysis of a large amount of
qualitative data (see below for further details).

3.6.4 Qualitative data analysis
3.6.4.1 Approach to qualitative data analysis
The first step of qualitative analysis is to organise and prepare the data (Creswell,
2003). The interviews were transcribed verbatim, saved and coded to ensure
accessibility, confidentiality and safety (Froggatt, 2001). Bernard (2000) advises
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researchers to use a tape recorder in semi structured interviews. "Transcription is a
part of organisation and management of the data. It is the production of a written
version of the interview" (Arksey and Knight, 1 999 : 141).
The next step in the qualitative data analysis was to read through the data to get an
overall sense of its meaning (Creswell, 2003). Initially the interviews were read,
underlining themes, and making notes to "Get a sense of the whole" (Creswell,
1 994: 1 55). After this stage the interviews were 'revisited' paying attention to the
themes that emerged and initial categories were noted. The third step of
qualitative data analysis is the detailed analysis (Creswell, 2003). This involves
forming categories and attaching codes to these categories (Creswell, 1 994).
Coding is the process of segmenting pieces of the text and name them by putting a
label/category (Creswell, 2003). After that, these themes/categories were listed in
the order they appeared, and the first attempt to group the categories was made.
This first interim analysis allowed the author to check if the data relates to the
research objectives (Denzin and Lincoln, 1 998).
The approach that was used in the initial analysis followed Tesch's ( 1 990)
instructions. These instructions were also given by Creswell (2003), as 'useful' in
a qualitative data analysis:
•

Categorising segments of text, looking for new emerging categories, and

writing the codes next to the relevant quotes (Tesch, 1 990).
•

The author then named the categories, which are linked to a particular

concepts and considered how categories interrelate (Tesch, 1 990).
•

The author grouped quotes relating to each category and analyses and re-

examines them (Tesch, 1 990).
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•

Changes were made to categories, and quotations recoded, where

necessary (Tesch, 1 990).
This analysis indicated that the interviews had generated relevant data. The
process of analysis also alerted the author to the complexities of the issues
discussed. Miles and Huberman ( 1 994) point that the first interim analysis should
lead to improving data collection, as well as to developing the analysis. Creswell
(2003 : 1 93) suggest that the data analysis process "can be enhanced by the use of
computer software program". Creswell and Maietta (2002: 1 64) note that
qualitative analysis software programs enable the researcher to analyse text and
"categorize and code information, build descriptions and theories, . . . and provide
visual displays for codes and categories". Krane et al. (1n997) indicated that
qualitative research software could help the researcher with the data management,
while not affecting the outcome and value of the research "If individuals use
NUD*IST or Hyperqual computer programs, or 3x5 cards and paste them to the
wall, they are really doing the same thing conceptually" (Krane et al. , 1 997: 2 1 5).
An attempt was made to use NUD*IST to assist in the analysis. The author
however found it difficult to use, as she felt it distanced the researcher from the
'raw data' , once a section of the text was coded. In addition, the researcher found
the software was not user :friendly. As a result alternative qualitative analysis
software - Atlas.ti 5.0 was tried out, reviewed and tested. It prove to be much
easier to use, but most importantly, when using it, the researcher was at all times
in view of the raw data. Indeed in their comparison of qualitative analysis
software Creswell and Maietta (2002) found Atlas.ti performing better in the
following activities - 'highlight and relate quotations' (this is about the ability to
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read and underline text); and 'memo system access' (memo writing tools),
categorisation (' code book', 'code application' and 'code display'), and in
' analysis, inventory and assessment' ('sort and filter' , 'concept combination tool,
and 'conceptual map').
The analysis using Atlas.ti 5 .0 was conducted by firstly outlining the segments
referring to interviewees' views on the different aspect of the value of tourism
degrees. Information was coded, families formed, patterns looked for and noted
down (Miles and Huberman, 1 994), networks designed. Those categories were
then extracted (printed out) to review the coding, and to ensure that the use of the
software does not affect the analysis. The author was satisfied that this was not the
case. It is important to note that:
"While Atlas.ti 5 .0 allows the researcher to manage large amounts of qualitative
data, it does not perform the analysis for the researcher, i.e. it is not an artificial
intelligence program that shifts through data to discover themes. Rather, Ahas.ti
provides a tool for the researcher to organise and document themes within his/her
data" (Guildry, 2002: 1 0 1 ).

The software allowed for corrections and modifications to the analysis to be done
easily.
The benefits of using software in qualitative research, outlined by Bauer and
Gaskell (200 0: 294 ) were also observed in the process of conducting this research:
•

Atlas. ti 5.0 simplified tasks of data organisation, and prove useful when

revisiting categories, thus leading to a greater efficiency in analysis (Bau er and
Gaskell, 200 0).
•

Atlas. ti 5 .0 allows to go back, check analysis, make the process of code

allocation systematic and transparent, with the ability to extract relevant
quotations, attach indicative comments (Bauer and Gaskell, 2000).
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•

Using Atlas.ti 5.0 was found to greatly facilitate the data management

process, allowing the author to concentrate on analysis, while the ability to draw
networks using the software facilitated the exploring of relationships between
categories (Bauer and Gaskell, 2000).
3.6.4.2 The process of Stage 1 data analysis

Froggat' s (2001 : 432) process of data analysis utilised in this research (see Figure
3-4) represents the stages of the data analysis of the interview data in Stage 1 of
this research. The analysis using Atlas.ti 5.0 went through the following stages,
which were often repeated until the researcher was satisfied that the data has been
analysed and ready to be presented. The analysis was ongoing during the data
gathering of Stage 1 , and was fully completed by August 2006. The analytical
approach is described here using Froggat' s steps of qualitative analysis. Where
steps recommended by other authors were also used, that would be indicated
according! y.
Step 1: Managing the data

As noted above, the first step of qualitative analysis is to organise and prepare the
data (Creswell, 2003). Frogatt (200 1 ) calls this stage 'managing the data' . In the
primary research, this organisation included transcribing the interviews and
uploading them on Atlas.ti 5 .0, ready for the analysis (please read on for detailed
introduction of the software). Inductive analysis was used - problems/themes,
categories emerged from the data (Lincoln and Guba, 1 985), and were not
predetermined. This was done, using cross-case analysis - grouping together
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answers from different people to common questions, or analysing different
perspectives on central issues.
i
Data
collect on
-_ -___ I◄
�- _
�

D a
i
•l __fil__�
_ru_y_s_s_,I◄
�

D

•l�__

wn·ting up
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Managing Data
Des cribing Data

Pres enting Data
Digging deeper

Figure 3-3: The process of qualitative data of analysis (based on Froggatt, 2001: 432)

Step 2: Describing the data

Several readings were conducted to complete indexing. The content of the data
was classified, labels were assigned to sections of text (e.g. words, sentences), this
process is known as coding (Miles and Huberman, 1 994). Codes themselves were
reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure that they represent key segments that
capture the meaning of data (Patton, 1 990).
Two analytical procedures underpin the process of coding. These are creation of
links between the different parts of the data that have something in common and
the development of broader concept that encompass the codes" (Froggatt, 2001n:
434). The author started by looking at what fits together, looking for recurring
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regularities and patterns that fit into categories, a process named 'conversion' by
Guba (1 981 ). After a segment of text was identified and labelled, or in the
terminology of Atlas. ti 5 .0 , a quotation was coded, the researcher reflected on the
information, e.g. does she need to go back to previous interview transcripts to
review if that code has appeared there and has been overlooked, or does it belong
to a group/family of codes, referring to particular questions? Codes were
'extracted' - all quotations related to specific codes were printed out and looked at
again to ensure the differences between categories are clear, ensuring their
internal and external homogeneity (Patton, 1 9 90 ).
Step 3: Digging deeper

After the first-level coding, the summarizing segments of data (Miles and
Huberman, 1 9 94:69 ), and ensuring that the codes are unique and distinct from
each other, the codes were grouped into smaller numbers of sets, which in Atlas. ti
5 .0 . are called 'code families'. Miles and Huberman call the process of grouping
codes into smaller number of sets, themes and constructs - pattern coding (Miles
and Huberman, 1 994 ). "Pattern codes are explanatory or inferential codes, ones
that identify an emergent theme, configuration, or explanation. They pull together
a lot of material into more meaningful and parsimonious units of analysis. They
are sort of meta-code." (Miles and Huberman, 1 9 94: 69).
Pattern coding is what enabled the researcher to present the findings of the
research into the flowcharts presented in the Stage 1 Result section. In addition, it
helped elaborate concepts, draw networks and interrelationships that are presented
later on in Chapter 6. Pattern coding performed a number of important functions
(Miles and Huberman, 1 9 94 : 57 ):
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"It reduces large amounts of data into a smaller number of analytic units.
It gets the researcher into analysis during data collection, so that later fieldwork
can be more focused.
It helps the researcher elaborate a cognitive map, an evolving, more integrated
schema for understanding local incidents and interactions.
For multicase studies, it lays the groundwork for cross-case analysis by surfacing
common themes and directional processes." (Miles and Huberman, 1 994: 7)

In addition to grouping codes into families, and drawing relationships between
them, during this stage of analysis, memos were also written, and attached (if
relevant) to particular codes. Memos function in Atlas. ti 5.0 gives the opportunity
for the researcher to note her thoughts, while the data is being analysed, those
memos were then used when writing up the analysis. Glaser' s ( 1 978: 83-84, as
cited in Miles and Hubem1an, 1 994: 72) definition of a memo is "the theorising
write-up of ides about codes and their relationships as they strike the analyst while
coding . . . .it can be a sentence, a paragraph or a few pages".
As in Patton's ( 1 990) representation of the qualitative analysis process, the
analysis of the data involved constant comparison - repeated coding, grouping,
generating

concepts,

drawing

networks,

representing

the

author' s

conceptualisation, in addition t o memoing. All these stages were done repeatedly
until the author was satisfied that the analysis captured the meaning of the data.
Indeed at the point where the two main areas of perceived value of tourism
degrees were identified by the author, namely the employment and education
value, two individual files were created in Atlas. ti 5.0. This was done in order to
enable the researcher to analyse both these areas individually, in depth and in
detail. This required going through the data anew, and reviewing the consistency
of coding and creating conceptual frameworks. "A conceptual framework
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explains, either graphically or in a narrative form, the main things to be studied the key factors, constructs or variables-and the presumed relationships among
them. " (Miles and Huberman, 1 9 94 : 18).
The analysis was considered completed, once the author had created an overall
framework of how the codes and concepts fitted together, identified the
interrelationships between the codes, leading to the explanation of how the
perceived value of tourism degrees is formed; and conclusions were drawn from
the analysis. The researcher then was satisfied that the data collection and analysis
had answered the research questions.
Once the data was analysed, what often follows is to look for interrelationships,
develop constructs which may then develop into theories (Miles and Huberman,
1 9 94 ). The interviewees were seen to largely bring similar range of experiences
and views on the issues, and the author considered that the research may be
reaching a saturation point, at least with respect to the sectors of the tourism
industry represented in the interview stage. Patton (1 9 90 : 404) described reaching
this point when:
"The analysis brings closure to the process when sources of information have
been exhausted, when sets of categories have been saturated so that new sources
lead to redundancy, when clear regularities have emerged that feel integrated, and
when the analysis begins to "overextend" beyond the boundaries of the issues and
concerns guiding the analysis."
Step 4: Presenting the data

Creswell (200 3 ) identifies different ways of presenting qualitative data. This may
include using 'narrative passages' to demonstrate a finding as well as using
visuals to convey meaning. Pseudonyms were given sequentially and in
alphabetical order ( e..g. First interviewee is Anna, the last Wendy). Furthermore,
for confidentiality purposes, the names of organisations were amended to reflect
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the type of organisation. For example the first interview with a participant from a
regional tourism board will be 'Regional Tourism A' . The letter 'A' indicating
that this is the first tourism board, represented in this sample. If later on an
interview is conducted with an employee from another tourism board, that would
be named 'Tourism Board B' and so on.

Segments of texts were used to

demonstrate each of the categories emergent from the data, those are presented in
single spaced, indented and italicised text, with an indication of the name of the
interviewee to whom a particular quote is attributed.

3.7 Process of Stage 2
3.7.1 Choice of data collection technique
As discussed above, this primary research followed sequential mixed method
design, starting with a qualitative stage, and then followed by a quantitative one.
The purpose of the quantitative stage was to establish whether the views identified
in Stage 1 were shared in the tourism industry at large. A survey investigation is
characterised by being relatively cheap to deploy and quick data collection
turnaround (Creswell, 2003). Miller and Salkind (2002) refer to a number of
advantages of a questionnaire surveys these refer to reach, questions and answers,
as well as privacy and limiting bias. With regards to reach Miller and Salkind
(2002) indicate that questionnaires can get access to a wider geographic area and
reach people who may b e difficult to interview, thus it may increase the validity of
the study, if larger sample is achieved. In terms of questions and answers, it
allows for respondents to consider the answers before responding, while the
questions are consistent, they are asked in the same way. The distance between the
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researcher and the respondent allows for privacy and limits bias (Miller and
Salkind, 2002). Thus it was hoped that a larger cross section of the tourism
industry can be reached in relatively short timeframe. However, Miller and
Salkind (2002) did point that response rates from questionnaire surveys may be
low and require follow up.

3.7.2 Questionnaire design process
The questionnaire design process, followed closely McDaniel and Gates' ten steps
of designing a questionnaire (2004: 329) as described in Table 3-3 .
Table 3-2: McDaniel and Gates' ten steps of designing a questionnaire (2004)

Ten steps of designing a questionnaire
Step 1 : Determine survey obj ectives, resources, and constraints
Step 2: Determine the data collection method
Step 3 : Determine the question response format
Step 4: Decide on the question wording
Step 5: Establish questionnaire flow and layout
Step 6: Evaluate the questionnaire
Step 7: Obtain approval of all relevant parties
Step 8: Pre-test and revise
Step 9: Prepare final copy
Step 1 0: Implement the survey

Churchill's (2004) sequential steps for developing a questionnaire were also
considered. However they were found to be comparable with those of McDaniel
and Gates (2004). However, McDaniel and Gates (2004) provided a more detailed
guidance to the development of a questionnaire survey and thus was used in this
thesis.
3.7.2.1 Step 1 : determine survey objectives, resources and constraints

The interviews allowed the researcher to explore not only employers' views on
tourism degrees, but also how these views were formed and the implications for
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tourism graduates' employability. The interviews revealed new areas which the
questionnaire could address (McDaniel and Gates, 2004). The interviews also
provided vivid quotes which were later used in the wording of some of the
questions used in the questionnaire, an approach suggested by Oppenheim ( 1 992).
The key objective of the questionnaire was to ascertain if employers' views
expressed during the qualitative stage were representative of the tourism industry.
Questionnaire design notes reviewing the reasoning behind each question in the
questionnaire survey are included in Appendix 3
3.7.2.2 Step 2: Determine the data collection method

Online questionnaires provide an easy access to a wide variety of respondents and
obtain instant results. An online questionnaire survey does not require the time
and cost resources associated with paper surveys (Peacock and Ladkin, 2002). It
also provided certain flexibility to address issues that were not initially
anticipated, such as the lack of responses from certain industry sectors.
Furthermore, an online questionnaire is easier and quicker to fill in than a paper
questionnaire (Churchil, 1 999), hence presenting the opportunity to ask a larger
number of questions, reflecting the number of issues which arose in the qualitative
stage. Online questionnaire also presents an opportunity to answer open ended
questions "Respondents were more likely to answer open-ended questions in e
mail surveys." (McDaniel and Gates 2004: 1 1 4). Overall, twenty-eight out of
ninety-eight respondents volunteered further comments to the questionnaire by
answering the last open-ended question: "Ifyou have any further comments about

the issues discussed in this questionnaire, please write them here: " The online
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questionnaire also provided a quick and easy integration of the data into SPSS and
Excel for statistical analysis.
McDaniel and Gates (2004) suggest that online questionnaires are simple to
develop and that as they appear in the recipient mailbox, they require immediate
action. In this thesis it was observed the questionnaires were filled in largely in the
two to three days after distribution.

Other advantages of online surveys

(McDaniel and Gates, 2004) include the ability to deploy them rapidly, at a
minimum cost, while the technology allows personalisation and a good response
rate.
It was indeed found that with the limited time resources available, the
questionnaire survey was launched and closed within 20 days, to almost no cost,
while distribution lists allowed for personalisation of its e-mails. McDaniel and
Gates (2004: 1 14) suggest that online questionnaires provide an ability to contact
the hard-to-reach.

Indeed

a

significant number of responses

(Chief

Executive/Owner - 1 5, Director - 22, Senior Manager 1 5, in total 52 out of 98
responses) were generated from senior tourism managers, who would otherwise
be difficult to access.
McDaniel and Gates, indicated to the three key disadvantages of online surveys
(2004) - generating non representative sample, reaching irrelevant people, and
security. The first disadvantage (generating a sample that is non representative of
the population as a whole) is largely related to online questionnaires leaving out
the opinions of people who do not have access to the Internet. However, nearly all
businesses do have access to a computer (Sudman and Blair, 1 999), thus this
concern was not considered relevant for this thesis. Reaching people outside of the
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intended population was also not experienced as an unrestricted internet sample
was not used. With regards to security, all data was password protected and no
such issues occurred.

3.7.2.3 Step 3: Determine the question response format
Although the questionnaire had over thirty questions it was considered that the
online form of the questionnaire would shorten response time (Fink, 1 995). The
questionnaire included multiple-choice, multi-item response options, two item
response options, as well as open ended questions. ' Skip patterns', which ensure
that only relevant questions are answered by relevant respondents (i.e. 'If you
have answered yes to question X, please go to question Y') were checked. Most
questions were closed-ended, and thus it was hoped quick to answer, and the
interviews indicated that employers would be keen to put their views across, so it
was hoped they would b e likely to fill in the questionnaire. McDaniel and Gates
(2004) suggested that "when a respondent attaches little interest or importance of
the survey topic, questionnaire length is relatively important." This suggests that
respondents did have an interest in the area, for some this may be as they
themselves held tourism or tourism related degrees (there were 40 respondents
who had a degree with any of these - travel, tourism, leisure and hospitality, while
there were 3 5 responses from graduates form 'other' areas),
Ordinal scales for rating of quality and agreement (Fink, 1 995) were used in
Question 8.d (Appendix 5), to evaluate if their degree was an advantage in
securing a job in tourism; in Question 1 3 , to suggest if tourism degree will be an
advantage in securing an entry level job in tourism; and Question 1 8, if tourism
degree will be an advantage or a disadvantage in securing a place on a graduate
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training scheme. Furthermore all questions in Sections 3 and 4 (see Appendix 5)
were ordinal scale questions.

3.7 .2.4 Step 4: Decide on the question wording
In designing the wording of the questionnaire, the author followed guidance from
McDaniels and Gates (2004), Oppenheim ( 1 992), Churchill (1 999) and Miller and
Salkind (2002). An effort was made to use clear wording, avoid biasing, and
consider respondents ability to answer the questions. The questionnaire was
revised, after testing, and wording honed to better reflect the research questions.
Issues arising from Stage 1 , were included in the questionnaire survey, how these
issues reflected in the wording of the questionnaire survey is outlined in Appendix
3.

3.7.2.5 Step 5: Establish questionnaire fl.ow and layout
The questionnaire followed the recommended flow of McDaniel and Gates
(2004). It asked general questions first. Such questions were used to get the
respondents thinking about the issues under investigation, the questionnaire
moves to questions that require more attention in the middle, the last questions
were in scaled-response formats which requires interest in the topic and a
motivation to complete the questionnaire. The questionnaire started with questions
about which organisation the respondent represents, and looking at their career
history (see Appendix 5). It followed a natural and logical progression form
asking about their personal experiences and then moving onto their views. The
responses to the Likert scale questions indicated that the respondents were
engaged with the questionnaire (see results of Questions 4 1 Appendix 6 -
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Questionnaire results). Personal questions such as age and gender were left until
the end, based on McDaniel and Gates (2004) and Miller and Salkind (2002)
suggestion that asking about age can be threatening. Also it was ensured that
enough space was made available for open ended questions. The questionnaire
was split into four parts focusing on the four areas under investigation.
Part 1 : Explored employment practice in tourism, as it may affect tourism
graduate employability, in particular the bottom-up nature of tourism careers; the
lack of a degree culture of tourism businesses (less managers with degrees than
other industries). Questions in Part 1 were mostly related to Objective 1 and 2 of
this thesis.
Part 2: Explored available points of entry into tourism for tourism graduates, and
perceived ability of tourism graduates; as an influencing factor - the exposure to
tourism graduates. It asked questions directly about the employability prospects
and employment opportunities of tourism graduates. Question in Part 2 were
related to Objective 1 , 2 and 3 of this thesis.
Part 3: Explored employers' views of tourism degrees and students. Questions in
Part 3 related to Objective 4 ofathis thesis. Almost all of the questions (excluding
questions such as demographic questions) arose from the analysis of qualitative
data, as described in Appendix 3 .
Part 4 : Examined employers' views of universities, and degrees post the
widening participation agenda (this came up as an important influencing factor
about the perceived value of tourism degree, even if exposure or experiences of
tourism degrees were largely positive, employers' views on the direction of HE
for example may be what affects the perceived value of tourism degree). Rating
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scales were used to assess attitudes and values (Miller and Salkind, 2002), and
thus were well suited for Part 4 for the questionnaire. The scale was five point
scale and positive and negative poles were altered. Questions in Part 4 were
relevant to Objectives 4 of this thesis.
McDaniel and Gates (2004: 254) suggest to "Put instructions in capital letters to
avoid confusion and to clarify what is a question and what is an instruction, all
instructions should be in capital letters . . . capitalising helps bring the instructions
to the interviewer' s or respondents' attention". All questions were in a blue
background on the web site, with the answers in a normal white background, thus
clearly differentiating between questions and options. Skip patterns were followed
correctly by the respondents.
3.7.2.6 Step 6: Evaluate the questionnaire

"Each question must serve a purpose. Unless it is a screener, an interest generator,
or a required transition, it must be directly and explicitly related to the stated
objectives" (McDaniel and Gates, 2004: 254). All questions were based on
findings from the qualitative stage, and were directly related to the study
objectives (Appendix 3). In certain cases questions wording used verbatim
answers from the interview stage.
The author first sent out the designed questionnaire to the IT specialist looking
after the web site, where the survey was to be published. The survey, now in its
online form was sent back to the author for review. This process was repeated
three times until the author was satisfied that the questionnaire was set up
correctly (for example, ensuring that skip patterns were set correctly).
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3.7.2.7 Step 7: Obtain approval of all relevant parties

Approval was obtained from the Tourism Society before the questionnaire was
officially launched. The questionnaire was posted online, using institutional
support provided to researchers at the University of Bedfordshire.
3.7.2.8 Step 8: Pre-test and revise

Pre-testing a questionnaire is crucial to the design process (Miller and Salkind,
2002). The questionnaire was piloted with twelve respondents. All of the
participants in the interview stage were contacted, five of them filled in the pilot
questionnaire (Betty, Nicole, Oscar, Patricia, Richard). Overall, six respondents
from the pilot questionnaire offered feedback via e-mail (including Betty, Nicole,
Oscar and Patricia from Stage 1 ). The feedback was incorporated in the final
version of the questionnaire. McDaniel and Gates (2004: 255) suggest that a pilot
should be administered:
"to look for misinterpretations by respondents, lack of continuity, poor skip
patterns, additional alternatives for pre-coded and closed-ended questions and
general respondent reaction to the interview. The pre-test should be conducted in
the same mode as the final interview - that is, if the study is to be an Internet
survey, then the pre-test should be too".

The questionnaire was piloted online. Skip patterns from one question to another
(according to the kinds of responses given) were tested in the pilot, while
additional alternatives to questions such as adding 'currently· studying for a
degree' as an option to question 8 (Appendix 5), or rewording other questions,
was done as a consequence of suggestions from the pilot group. See Appendix 7
for a copy of the e-mails received in response to the pilot, including suggestions
for improvement. Participants in the pilot stage were also asked what they thought
of the questionnaire length. They did not find it too long.
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3.7.2.9 Step 9: Prepare fmal copy
The final copy was prepared. And an online version o f a covering letter - an
introductory statement was prepared (see Appendix 8).
3.7.2.10 Step 10: Implement the survey
As pointed above the purpose of Stage 2 was to see if the findings of the interview
stage were representative. The medium was the Internet, and no additional
resources were required.
Sampling is defined by McDaniel and Gates (2004: 271 ) as follows "Sampling
refers to the process of obtaining information from a subset (a sample) of a large
group (population) . . . .It is key that they are selected in a scientific manner, which
then ensures the sample is representative". The constraints of this thesis - namely
the lack of access to distribution lists of tourism businesses necessitated the use of
a non probability sample, using the Tourism Society distribution list. However,
other research in tourism employment such as Churchward and Riley' s (2002)
investigation into tourism occupation classifications have also used the Tourism
Society as a representative sample of the sectors of the tourism industry (see
below).
Population of interest in this thesis are people employed in a variety of levels in
tourism, with particular interest in people who have been involved in recruitment,
this includes people with managerial or supervisory responsibilities. The author
was confident that '"'the sample from or about which information is obtained is a
representative of the cross-section of the total population" (McDaniel and Gates,
2004: 27 1 ).
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3.7.3 Sampling strategies
The development of sampling plan followed McDaniel and Gates (2004)
suggested steps - define the population of interest; choose data collection method;
identify a sampling frame; and lastly determine sample size.
3.7.3.1 Sampling step 1: Defme the population of interest

The population of interest is defined by identifying the specific characteristics of
the individuals whose responses are needed to answer the research questions
(McDaniel and Gates 2004). In this study employees from UK tourism companies
(from the public, private and not for profit sectors), with or without exposure to
tourism degrees, ideally of managerial level were targeted. Within this thesis it is
accepted that employers' views are equally valid, whether they have had exposure
to tourism degrees.
3.7.3.2 Sampling step 2: Choose data collection method

The date collection method used was online questionnaire (as elaborated above).
3.7.3.3 Sampling step 3: Identify a sampling frame

Considering issues with privacy and new government regulations with regards to
data protection, securing access to distribution lists of tourism businesses was
considered unlikely. Due to these constraints a probability sample was not
possible to employ. In this thesis a non-probability sample was used. A non
probability sample is "based on convenience, while ensuring representation of all
sectors" (McDaniel and Gates 2004: 271). In convenience sampling, selection is
based on convenience and includes participants who are readily available and
easily accessible (Diamantopoulos and Schlegelmilch 2000). The author was a
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member o f the Tourism Society, which according to its web site
(http://www.tourismsociety.org, 25/02/07) had 1 1 09 members. Similar sampling
strategy was employed by Churchward and Riley (2002) in a study aimed at
classifying tourism occupations and relating the findings to tourism education
provision. They used the Tourism Society and its membership as the sample
population frame, and also adopted Tourism Society' s definition of tourism at the
time (1 999).
3.7.3.4 Sampling step 4: Determine sample size

The population of interest is people employed in a variety of levels in travel and
tourism. McDaniel and Gates (2004) suggest that the chosen sample should be
representative of a cross section of the population. The Tourism Society has a
membership consisting of a range of tourism companies from a range of sectors
which reflects a cross section of the industry (see Table 3-3). Consequently the
Tourism Society was contacted and asked if they could add a link in their next
circular e-mail to the questionnaire survey. The use of an online questionnaire was
expected to facilitate cooperation, as the author would not need to gain access to
personal data of tourism industry representatives. It was hoped that if the only
effort on the side of the Tourism Society would be to send an e-mail to their
members, this would increase the possibility of securing cooperation. This
strategy was expected to generate a good response rate from a variety of sectors,
representing a range of views. The Society responded positively to a request to
send an e-mail out to its members. The membership of the Society is displayed by
sector in Table 3 -4.
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Table 3-3: Tourism Society Membership.

Member affiliation
Student
Consultant
Education & Training
Foreign Tourist Organisation
Hotel & Catering
Retired
Regional Tourist Boards
Statutorv Tourist Boards
Transport
Tourist Attraction
Tour Operator/Travel Agent
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

Number of members
1 15

274
171
15
49
96
44
26
10
51
31

1 66
1 1 09

The questionnaire was intended to be sent out in the first working week after New
Years'

Day. Unfortunately, the questionnaire survey was delayed by

approximately ten days, as the Tourism Society was sending a significant number
of e-mails to their members after the Christmas Holidays, and it has a policy of
not overloading its members with e-mails.
The questionnaire was launched on the 20th of January 2007. It was observed that
most responses were generated in the first three days after the questionnaire was
sent out, and within a week the responses stopped. Follow-up is crucial in
achieving high response rate in mail surveys (Miller and Salkind, 2002), and '"as
with mail surveys, multiple follow-ups are appropriate" (Sudman and Blair, 1 999:
275). Thus, in addition to the original request, a further request for a reminder e
mail was sent to the Tourism Society after one week of launching the
questionnaire. However as a result of the above mentioned policy (of not
overloading members' with circular e-mails), the Society declined that request. At
that stage the number of responses had reached sixty-nine. Still, the response rate
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at this stage was 6%, a comparable study b y Major and Evans (2003), where a
number of reminders were used had a response rate of 4%.
Of those members who did respond to the questionnaire, a large proportion
represented local authorities, education providers, and consultancies, while limited
number of responses were received from other key tourism sectors.
As a result, the researcher attempted to secure cooperation from other
organisations, whose e-mail distribution lists include tourism companies. Such
cooperation was secured from the following individuals/organisations:
1 ) A contact was made with ABTA (Association of British Travel Agents),
the request to send out the questionnaire to their members was declined,
however a member of staff agreed to send the questionnaire out to twelve
of his contacts within and outside his organisation.
2) As a result of that person's help, the author was contacted by another
ABTA employee who forwarded the survey to their Education and Skills
Group, which consists of travel industry employees and various
employers, "around 40 people" in total.
3) As a result of (2), a representative of the Institute of Travel & Tourism
contacted the researcher and offered to help by sending the questionnaire
to "a few industry contacts".
4) Further assistance was secured, with the help of two participants in the
interview stage from PTO (Federation of Tour Operators) PTO circulated
the questionnaire to the main contacts within their membership in total "3 6
individuals from 1 2 companies".
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The Sector Skills council (Peoplel st) for tourism, and travelmole.com were also
contacted for help with distributing the survey; unfortunately they were unable to
assist.
In the timeframe between when the above sources where contacted, and the close
of the survey, twenty-nine further responses were generated, as the questionnaire
was anonymous and posted online, it is not possible to determine the response rate
for each of these four sources, or indeed from all, as it is conceivable that for
example some answers did come from the initial Tourism Society sample.
Overall, ninety nine responses were generated. Of those, one questionnaire was
incomplete, and excluded from the analysis. The small number of incomplete
responses, is possibly due to the questionnaire being web based and set up to
prompt respondents to attend to incomplete questions.

3.8 Chapter summary
This chapter described the methodology employed to achieve the objectives of
this study. This research has adopted a mixed method research design, where the
first stage of the primary research was qualitative, and the following stage
quantitative.
In the first qualitative stage, interviews were conducted with tourism employers,
using a combination of sampling approaches. The data was analysed with the help
of a qualitative analysis software - A tlas. ti 5.0. The purpose of the quantitative
stage was to apply the Stage 1 results to a wider sample of the tourism industry.
An online questionnaire was used which enabled easy transfer from the web
package to Excel and SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) for
Windows version 1 2.0. 1 for analysis. The analysis investigated whether views are
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widespread among employers, and for correlation between variables, and to
establish if there are significant differences between respondents (i.e. on the basis
of education level, industry sector etc.).
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4 CHAPTER 4 : STAGE 1 RESULTS
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the findings from the qualitative stage of this research. In
order to present qualitative data in a meaningful fashion, some form of analysis
must take place (Krane et al. 1 997), such as coding segments of text, codes
grouped and patterns established (Miles and Huberman, 1 994; Froggatt's, 2001).
Here, key examples are used to demonstrate each issue which is seen to contribute
to the perceived value of tourism degrees. The structure of the chapter follows the
objectives of this study, starting with Obj ective 4 (understanding the tourism
industry's perceptions of tourism degrees), followed by obj ectives 1 , 2, and 3.
Obj ective 4 includes results related to the interviewees career and educational
background as well as their views on HE and tourism degrees. This involves
identifying and describing employers' views on higher education in general, and
how they feel tourism degrees fit within these views. Objectives 1 , 2 and 3 largely
deal with the job market relevance of tourism degrees. Results related to Objective
1 explore the opportunities for employment available to tourism graduates.
Results related to Objective 2 explore whether tourism graduates are perceived to
have the required abilities for employment in the kinds jobs available to them
upon graduation (Obj ective 1 ). Results related to Objective 3 relate to the
importance to tourism degrees in securing j obs in tourism.
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4.2 Results overview
Twenty people in total were interviewed for Stage 1 , the interviews were
anonymous, thus the Table 4-1 shows the actual j ob title, while the names of the
participants and their organisations are replaced with pseudonyms.
Table 4-1 : Study Participants

Pseudonym Initial Position
1

Anne

( A)

Betty

(B)

3

Catherine

(C)

4

Emma

(E)

5

Frank

6

George

(F)
(G )

7

Iva

8
9

Pseudonym

Training and Development Charter A
Manager
Charter A
F ormer Head Stewardess
Former Customer Service Charter A
Officer
Change and Control Manager
Tour operator A
Deputy Managing Director

Charter A

HR Manager

Charter A

Director of Human Resources

Corporation A

Jenny

(I)
(J)

HR Director Rewards

Leisure A

Katy

(K)

Training Manager

Ground Agent A

1 0 Mark

(M)

11

(N)

Associate
Director
Distribution Strategies
Head of Tourism

1 2 Oscar

(0)

Researcher

Tourism Council A

1 3 Patricia

Human Resource Manager

Regional Tourism A

1 4 Richard

(P)
(R)

15

(S )

Business
Manager
Head ofTourism

Nicole

Stuart

1 6 Tom

(T)

1 7 Uma

(U)

1 8 Victor

(V)

1 9 W endy

(W)

of Business Travel A
County Council A

Skills
Tourism
Network A
Development Regional Tourism C

Regional Project Manager

Regional Tourism C

Learning and Development Regional Tourism B
Consultant
Communications Guided Airline A
Internal
Manager
Tourism Consultancy A
Manager

Please note that as the results are presented here are usually provided in a table
identifying a list of categories grouped under a theme and an example of a typical
quotation associated with each category. Were there is more overlap or
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interrelationship between categories, quotations are given in context provided by
the author.

4.3 Employers' perceptions of the academic value of tourism
degrees
4.3.1 Personal background
Issues related to personal background presented here are grouped into two
subgroups:
•

Education and career history - includes education, career and personal
background

•

Exposure to tourism degrees - refers to past expenences of tourism
degrees and graduates.

4.3.1.1 Education and career history
Table 4-2 provides an overview of interviewees current positions and degree level
qualifications. A detailed career and education history is provided in Appendix 9.
Quotations referring to manager' s educational levels were grouped in the code
family managers' educational levels. There were nearly thirty quotations grouped
in five related codes:
•

managers' degree levels in the past

•

the 'old guard'

•

changes in managers' educational levels

•

current managers' degree levels

•

managers' with tourism degrees
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Table 4-2: Educational Levels

Pseudonym

Initial

Position

Organisation pseudonym

Sector
(private/public/other)

Degree level
qualificatio o

Anne (A)
Betty (B)
Catherine (C)
Emma (E)
Frank (F)
George (G)
Iva (D
Jenny (J)
Katy (K)
Mark (M)
Nicole (N)
Oscar (O)
Patricia (P)
Richard (R)
Stuart (S)
Tom (T)
Uma (U)
Victor V)
Wendy (W)

(A)
(B)
(C)
(E)
(F)
(G)

Training and Development Manager
Former Head Stewardess
Former Customer Service Officer
Change and Control Manager
Deputy Managing Director
HR Manager
Director of Human Resources
HR Director Rewards
Training Manager
Associate Director of Distribution Strategies
Head of Tourism
Head of Research
Human Resource Manager
Regional Proj ect Manager
Business Development Manager
Head of Tourism
Learning & Development Consultant
Internal Communications Manager
Manager

Charter A
Charter A
Charter A
Tour operator A
Charter A
Charter A
Corporation A
Leisure A
Ground Agent A
Business Travel A
County Council A
Tourism Council A
Regional Tourism A
Tourism Skills Network A
Regional Tourism C
Regional Tourism C
Regional Tourism B
Scheduled Airline A
Tourism Consultancy A

Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Private
Other

No
No
No
Yes
Equivalent
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Equivalent
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

en

(J)
(K)
(M)
(N)
(0)
(P)
(R)
(S)
(T)
(U)
(V)
(W)
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Managers' degree levels in the past

4.3.1.1.1

There were four quotations referring to managers' degree levels in the past, or
more exactly, the lack of managers with degree levels. An example of a typical
quotation referring to managers' degree levels in the past is provided below:
It would be GCE, GCSE, 0 level, that sort of standard. Very few were there who
already been to university, there were some. But in the management team that
group of6 people, none of them had stayed at school after 1 6. (Anne)
4.3.1.1.2

The "old guard"

Four of the interviewees referred to the fact that in the past, few managers were
educated to degree level, while the ones that did hold degrees, have graduated
before tourism degrees. There were four segments of text referring to this. With
Tom providing a typical example of what was meant by the 'old guard'
We have a variety of ages, but we have a kind of 'old guard ' ofpeople who have
been to university before the tourism courses. (. . .) A lot of the people who do
tourism are a lot more mature so probably they outdate a lot of the tourism
courses, you know. (Tom)
4.3.1.1.3

Changes in managers' educational levels

Interviewees compared managers' degree levels in the past to those in the present.
There were in total four quotations coded as 'Changes in managers' educational
levels'e:
I suspect 1 0 years ago probably was, because a lot of the travel industry grew up
as small cottage industry. (. . .) ff you go to middle management, I would have
thought that the percentage would be higher now, then it was 20 years ago. I can
believe that the hotel industry, or the airlines, any of the principle companies take
a large number ofgraduates now. (Mark)
4.3.1 .1.4

Managers' degree levels present

Despite the fact that the maj ority of the interviewees held degrees, their views on
the degree levels in tourism in general, and experiences with their colleagues'
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educational levels pointed otherwise. There were in total ten quotations referring
specifically to tourism managers' educational levels at present.
Richard thought that too fewer managers in tourism had degrees:
They do not actually have qualification within the industry. It seems to be the type
of industry that would accept people into it without any qualifications. Which
given the number of qualifications around is quite interesting to see. (Richard)

The implication of managers not holding degree level qualifications, according to
Stuart was as follows:
Human nature says to a degree that is you were a manager that did not have a
degree, or its equivalent, you would be slightly jaundice or cynical about the
value of it, you know. (Stuart)

Wendy shared Stuart's views on this:
Plus also there is an issue in the sense that most of the people at the top of the
industry now, because of the age they are, did not come out with tourism degrees
themselves. Some of them are graduates, but quite (a few) of them are not. They
have come up through other routes; they know it is possible to do (the job)
without the (sic) tourism degree, because they have done it. So may be they are
not as convinced. (Wendy)

There was also a suggestion of sectoral difference, where degrees are more
common in tour operators, compared to airlines (according to Frank).
4.3.1.1.5

Managers with tourism degrees

There were six specific references to whether managers held tourism degrees. For
example Nicole herself had tourism degrees and most of her friends from
university worked in tourism:
I would say that of the people I went to university with, about 95% of them work
in the industry now. (Nicole)

Oscar was the only other interviewee with a tourism related degree, while Patricia
had taken tourism modules, as part of her degree. Victor knew there were tourism
graduates within his company:
There are definitely tourism graduates within Scheduled Airline A. (Victor)
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While Patricia talked about the fact that even in strategic tourism roles (which
may be the focus of tourism degrees courses) the managers are not tourism
graduates.
4.3.1.2 Exposure to tourism degrees
Less than half of the respondents had exposure to tourism degrees, of those, the
majority had positive experiences of tourism degrees and graduates (see Table 4-3
below). However, it became apparent that positive experiences did not always
mean positive views of the value of tourism degrees.

4.3.2 Perception of quality of tourism degrees
There are two key issues, which were found to affect the perceptions of the quality
of tourism degrees (see Table 4-3 below):
•

employers general views of tourism degree,;

•

their views on the Government' s policy in higher education.

Their views of the Government' s policy appeared to contribute to the way tourism
degrees are perceived. Therefore, in this section, issues related to views of
Government' s policy are first presented, followed by views of tourism degrees.
4.3.2.1 Exploring employers views of university level education and
government education policy in the UK
There are four groups of categories, emerging from the data, relating to employers
views of university level education and Governments' education policy in the UK:
(J) Changing standards of universities - include references made to how the

higher education system has changed in the UK in recent decades; (2) Changing
standards of students - include references to how the characteristics of students
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have changed as a result of the above; (3) Not responding to labour market needs
- whether these changes are seen to respond to these; and (4) Other issues ancillary issues related to views of education policy in the UK.
Table 4-3: Exposure to tourism degrees

Pseudonym

Annes(A)
Betty (B)
Catherine (C)
Emma (E)
Frank (F)
George (G)
Iva (I)
Jenny (J)
Katys(K)
Marks(M)
Nicole (No)
Oscar (0)
Patricia (P)
Richard (R)
Stuart (S)
Tom (T)
Umas(U)
VictorsV)
Wendys(W)

4.3.2.1.1

Direct
Experience
Tourism Degrees
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
. Yes

Of Experience Of TG
(Positive/ Negative)

NIA
NIA
NIA

Positive
Negative

NIA
NIA
NIA

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed

NIA

Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive

Changing standards of universities

Four employers talked about the tendency to equate education standards (coded as
'equating educational standards') and the confusion that causes. One commented
that a vocational degree is positive only if relevant to its intended industry, coded
as 'vocational degrees - positive if relevant' . Two employers thought that
'universities focus on money making courses' , and three that some new degrees
tend to be too narrow. Nine also talked about the diluting academic standards,
which were often seen to be the end result of these changes. Diluted academic
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standards generated the most number of references, and appeared of considerable
importance to the way employers perceived tourism degrees. Table 4-4 gives an
example of the quotes related to each category.
Table 4-4: Changing standards of universities qualitative results

Category
Degrees too narrow

Typical Quotation
Jf you do a degree in Golf Course Management, the chances
are, the dangers are, that you get pigeonholed, and that is all
you can do. It might be great, you have got yourself an opening,
and you move from golf course, to golf course, or you stay there
for the rest ofyour life. But tha t kind ofpigeonhole limits you. I
think if you specialise the degrees too much, you start to limit
peoplee's capabilities. (Richard)

Diluted academic
standards

I think all that does is devalue the existingdegrees, the degrees
that are there. And that to me would be a real shame. I think
there is a great deal of value, ofpeople having a degree that is
something important, that is important to them (. . .) And I think
we got to be careful we do not devalue, we do not end up
devaluing the degree. (Richard)

Equating
educational
standards

It is almost like, whereas before you had to get so many A
levels, now you can go off in four other different directions, to
get something that is equivalent to. So what makes them think
that if you can not get an A level, you would be able to do a
degree. But you can have someone spend 8 years getting a
BTEQ, and then they are allowed into university. Whereas I do
think it is good that is open to everybody, but I think it is
abused. (Katy)

Universities focus
on money making
courses

A lot of stuff is said in the papers, and a lot of them keep
shutting chemistry courses and things like that, even though
they are recruiting quite strongly, because they are expensive,
compared to media studies, or tourism or .. This is ridiculous,
we should not shut down half of our schools to do media
studies. (Wendy)

Vocational degrees
positive if relevant

Depends on the degree, my eldest son did one of those
(degrees) .e . . . and it was a tremendous boost. (Frank)

Vocational training
be
should
not
in
provided
Universities

It is training the mind. People become vegetables very, very
readily. The ability to see through, to analyse to (. . .) it is really
developing the mind. And that is what a university degree it is
really what it is a bout. That is why I am not too enthusiastic
about some of the very vocational degrees that are now around.
You do not h ave to go to university to do that (Frank)
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4.3 .2 . 1 .2

Decreasing standards of students

There were five categories grouped in this family, referring to these categories.
An example of the views about the decreasing standards of students are shown in
Table 4-5 below.
Table 4-5: Typical examples of decreasing standards of students

Category
Typical Quotation
Degree is now 'a It is just a thing to do. Th ey go through school, th ey go to their
thing to do'
careers advisor, the career advisor at a school 'which
university are you going to, which degree are you going to
do? '. May be that person has no intention of actually going to
university, and there is not, it is almost, again it is the whole
status in Britain, ifyou do not go to university, people question
it now. (Uma)
Degrees for all who I think that if people have the ability th ey should have the
opportunity regardless of what th ey chose to do at the end of it.
can benefit
(Tom)
Not everyone is cut I do not thing there is any need for it, because 50% of the
out for a degree
population are not classic degree level people. We do not need
everyone with degrees. (Patricia)
Positive experience The older I get, the less sure I become. I have got a young team.
My experience recently with the team I have goti( .. .), is that the
of recent graduates
quality has been high, in terms of literacy, and the ability to
write a report. (.. .) But certainly I have had no recent
experience (. .. ) of dijjiculty in the basic skills. But what I am
(finding) irritating is, that it appears to me that certain
employers are saying that. (Stuart)
Unrealistic
expectations

I think everyone who piles off to university has too many
expectations (Uma)

Nine employers specifically referred to their belief that 'degrees should be open
for all who can benefit' . However, two were concerned that the expansion of
higher education has resulted in the phenomenon that 'degree is now a thing to
do' , and students who are not motivated, emol on degree courses because that is
the trend. Three employers were of the opinion that 'not everyone is cut out for a
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degree' . Another concern was the fact that ' students have umealistic expectations
of their job prospects' (four interviewees). These concerns led the employers to
feel that the standards of students are decreasing. However, there was one
dissenting view - one of the employers expressed the view that his experience
with young people (recent graduates) has all been positive, and he does not agree
with the tendency of employers to complain of the quality of young graduates.
4 .3 . 2 . 1 .3

Not responding to labour market needs

There were five categories linked to the views that degrees do not respond to
labour market needs. Although two of the respondents acknowledged that
education is important to UK labour market needs, most comments questions
whether HE responds to labour market needs. Two respondents did not believe
that degrees address specific labour shortages, especially in skilled manual jobs
(e.g. electricians, plumbers); six respondents referred to the fact that degrees take
away people from vocational training, they were concerned that this disadvantages
people who would benefit hugely from vocational training but end up doing
degree instead (professions like chefs were mentioned in this context); four
employers referred to the fact that there is confusion of what is on offer in terms
of educational qualifications and degree types. However, most referred to the
oversupply of graduates, ten interviewees specifically expressed such views.
Furthermore, there appeared to be a clear link between employers feeling there are
too many graduates, and their views on the decreasing standards of students arid
universities.
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Table 4-6: Typical examples of views on degrees not responding to labour market needs

Typical Quotation
Degrees
do
not One minute we are told, we do not have enough doctors, you
specific try and get into a medical school, not easy in this country, we
address
labour shortages
need more doctors, we need more midwives, nurses, we do not
have enough nurses. Nurses have got to have a degree, but is
that affecting the number of nurses you have? If they did not
have to have degrees, would we have more? We do not have
enough engineers, there are a whole lot offactors that are at
work here. And it seems to me we have not got them right, but
you can notjust blame engineers. (Mark)
Category

Degrees take people
from
away
vocational training

We take people now on degree courses, from programs where
we are desperate for staff - chefs in particular. Many of those
who would have gone to be chefs in the past - we can not
recruit now, we can not recruit for chefs, are probably now
going to do travel degrees, or hospitality degrees, and we are
probably far more desperate, because the school and the
parents will encourage them to go and get a degree. But we are
far more desperate for chefs. So arguably there is much better
opportunity to be a chef, but then those courses are in the FE
colleges, and they do not have the status of going to university,
and they do not attract grants in the same way, and things like
that. So financially we push people to degrees. But we are
desperate for chefs, we are not desperate for travel and tourism
graduates. (Wendy)

Education important
to UK economy

It is crucial that we do get it right, for the UK economy,
because of this enormous balance of payments deficit, it is
enormous, it is growing, and we can not let it continue. And the
way to address it is through the worliforce, and in particular
the management (of the industry) would determine whether we
are successful or not. And graduates (would) have an important
role in 1 0 years time, as they work through the system, to
change some of the practices we have got complacent about in
the UK (Stuart).

Employers confused
educational
by
qualifications

I think the old structure in the UK of the O Level the GCSE and
the degree was actually a very clear standard that people
understood. And I think one of the issues that we have now got
is that people do not actually understand what the standards
are anymore (George).

Oversupply
graduates

of I think that there is an imbalance now, I think that the number

of people going into higher education has increased, and
increased over the years (Uma)
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4.3.2.1.4

Educational perspective

The different perceptions of the academic value of tourism degrees became
apparent once employers were asked what they believe the purpose of a tourism
degree should be. For example, Tom suggested, people normally take an
' educational perspective' or the 'job market' perspective of the purpose of tourism
degrees. An educational perspective would see the purpose of the degree as
preparing intellects and minds, while the job market stance sees the purpose of the
degree to prepare graduates for a particular vocation.
The way the purpose of a degree is perceived and how this compares with the way
the purpose of tourism degree is perceived may impact on the perceived value of
tourism degrees. An example of such impact was given by George, who said:
The ability to see through, to analyse to ... it is really developing the mind And
that is ·what (sic) a university degree it is really what it is about. That is why I am
not too enthusiastic about some of the very vocational degrees that are now
around. (George)

The educational perspectives of the employees were usually revealed either when
talking about their personal history, or when they were asked what they think is
the purpose of HE. Overall, most participants had a 'job market stance' to tourism
degrees. and, an ' education stance' to degrees in general. There were contrasting
educational stances in eight cases - eight had educational stance when asked about
degrees in general, but they had a job market stance to the purpose of tourism
degrees. The interviewees indicated that this may be as a result of recent
government education policy of widening participation in HE in the UK, and was
discussed previously in this chapter.
A typical statements of an interviewee who had an educational stance to the
purpose of a degree would be:
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Depends whether you believe in, and I do, education for its own sake. (Wendy)

A typical j ob market stance to the purpose of degree level education was
expressed by Nicole:
It should bring out in the person ways of thinking strategi,cally, some skills in
particular subjects that they are studying. I always think that they should have a
vocational experience. You should notjust leave with a theoretical degree.

A typical statement of interviewees who had education stance towards tourism
degrees was expressed by Richard:
I think what we do hear quite a lot is 'Why are there so many tourism graduates,
and there are no jobs for them. We do not need tourism graduates, we need
vocational skills. ' And I scratch my head a bit and I think why should people not
do tourism degrees and then go and do something else. (Tom)

Here a typical statements of interviewees who had j ob market stance to the
purpose of tourism degrees:
It should encompass all the skills required to work in the tourism sector. So they
should be covering, they should focus on customer care, building relationships,
dealing with people in that sense, knowledge of how the industry works, in terms
of how it needs to market itself, who the competitors are in the different parts of
the world, what competition means. There should be a focus certainly on
management and leadership, and who they should be, and how to utilise those
. . . how we balance sheets, and profit and loss accounts, and that kind of thing,
finance, financial management.

4.3.2.2 Exploring employers views of tourism university level education

Employers' views of tourism degrees are grouped in three families of categories,
that emerged from the data. These categories are as follows:
• Tourism degrees - associated with decreasing standards of universities;
•

Tourism degrees - associated with decreasing standards of students;

•

Tourism degrees - other issues.

4.3.2.2.1

Tourism degrees (TD) decreasing standards of universities

Five interviewees specifically referred to tourism degrees being associated with
former polytechnics, one that tourism degrees are cheaper to run, four that tourism
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degrees are easier and one that there is poor teaching quality at universities. And
although six referred to tourism degrees being linked to and marketed as
vocational, four participants felt that tourism degrees are not vocational enough
(Table 4-7).

-

Table 4 7 : Examp es of views on decreasmg standards of umvers1ties

Category
Tourism degrees are
with
associated
polytechnics

Typical Quotation
I suppose if I was guessing I would say some of the more
modern universities (teach tourism). I suppose what people call
the red brick universities. (. . .) So would say it was not one of
the traditional degree, it was a more modern degree, therefore
(tourism is taught) in more modern colleges and universities.
(Jenny)

Cheaper to run

They are relatively cheep to run, they are cheaper to ran then
hospitality, they do not need kitchens, things like that. (Wendy)

Tourism degrees are I have to say; sometimes it passes as easier degree to do. It
sound all right, it is easy (Patricia)
easier degrees
Tourism degrees are If we see a tourism degree as a vocational degree course, and I
think they are marketed as such that this will provide
vocational courses
employment opportunities in the industry. (Wendy)

Tourism degrees are One of the things that concern me is that the skills you learn on
not
vocational a travel and tourism degree is all the theory. The practice is
enough
often very, very different (Nicole)
Tourism degrees - There is some suspicion about the calibre of the staff on some
poor
teaching tourism degrees. Because the numbers have increased so fast,
quality
there is a suspicion that some of those are not all they might
have been. But some may think that people are not coming from
the right sort of background and things. (Wendy)

4 .3.2 .2. 2

Tourism degrees decreasing standards of students

There are 2 codes and 1 8 quotations in this family. Interviewees expressed a view
that the quality of the students may not be very good. There was no explicit
positive view expressed about tourism students or graduates.
The benefits and disadvantages of tourism degrees in the labour market are
discussed in detail in the second section of the qualitative results - employment
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value of tourism degrees. Below typical verbatim associated to these categories
are given (Table 4-8).
Table 4-8: Tourism degrees associated with decreasing standards of students

Typical Quotation
Cateswrv
of
tourism
students
Quality
I suspect that some at least who have gone on tourism
not very good
degrees and graduated do not have particularly good
numerical, analytical, anything to do with numbers,
because they are not good at it to begin with. (Wendy)
Tourism students have At the moment to me there are missed expectations;
unrealistic expectations
people do tourism degrees think that could be in for a
career in tourism, without thinking through the number
of relevant jobs that may be available at the end.
Without thinking of the extent to which a degree in
tourism gives them a real advantage in the labour
market at the end of the degree. (Tom)

Some believed that students who are strong academically, will not choose to study
tourism even if they intended to work in the tourism industry, while the less gifted
academically would. The implication of this, may be that that tourism employers,
wherever they seek to employ graduates, will not necessarily choose a tourism
graduate:
Which means that many of the jobs within the industry, where they look to employ
graduate, will go for a nontourism graduate on the basis that they are better and
brighter. So they are loosing out (sic) to those with other degrees from classier
institutions if you like, with better academic track record, than many of the
tourism graduates have got. (Wendy)

4 .3 . 2 . 2 .3

Tourism degrees - other issues

The employers noted that the tourism industry' s relationship between tourism
degrees and themselves is a difficult one, and expressed concern over the
oversupply of graduates. They also discussed issues surrounding work
placements, and the link between tourism and business studies degrees.
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Table 4-9: Examples of labour market needs

Typical Quotations
Categories
Tourism degrees - While I never quite understand why the academic tourism
industry industry is so separate from the tourism industry. It is
tourism
difficult relationship completely separate. It is like a world in its own. That I never
quite understood, because it seems to be that tourism is
essentially you are talking about kind of vocational type of
study tourism degree (Mark)

Oversupply
tourism degrees

of There are now too many of them, for the graduates to all get
what would be traditionally thought as a graduate level job in
the industry. (. . .) They are too any of them. (Wendy)

tourism
degrees So instead of having a tourism degree you do business degree
linked with business and you specialise in tourism or another industry. (. .. ) And I
think that would help to manage peoplei's expectations a bit
studies
better. (Nicole)

Work
placements/Work
experience

You see, I quite like things like work placements and working
in an industry because that is to me a marvellous way to learn
about whatever your subject might be from another person who
is experienced in doing it. (Anne)

The blame for the difficult relationship between the tourism industry and
universities providing tourism degrees, was attributed to both sides. Oscar
suggested that steps need to be made by employers to engage in cooperating with
universities, while Patricia was adamant that the education providers are not
prepared to listen:
We talk to the industry and a lot of them are more than happy to be involved, they
want to be involved, they can see there is a problem, and the poor kids are
coming out with the wrong expectation, but the colleges do not talk, they do not
want to know the peoplei's opinions. (Patricia)

Employers' view of TD was also intertwined with their perception of oversupply.
For example Nicole referred to her experience - where her degree was highly
valued when there were only a small number of tourism graduates, while at the
moment employers do not see it as valuable:
when I did my degree, because not many people had a travel and tourism degree,
it meant an awful lot.
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Nicole reiterated that the supply of graduates is outstripping the demand:
I think there are just so many of them. (... ) There just arens't the jobs there for
them to go into, I do not think.

The three categories discussed above, included largely a negative implication on
the perceived value of tourism degrees. There were, however, a couple of issues
perceived to have a positive implication on the perceived value of tourism degrees
- when tourism degrees are linked with business studies, and when they are seen
to provide the opportunity for work experience to tourism students. Another
context, within which employers tended to view tourism degrees more positively
was when talking about tourism students undertaking work experience or work
placements during their courses. They saw work experience as positively affecting
the educational and employment value of tourism degrees.
The following section discusses the employment value of tourism degrees,
referring to human resource practices, recruitment and selection, in addition to
requirements posed to potential employees, and the expectations of skills and
knowledge of tourism graduates.

4.4 Organisational issues - employment value of tourism degrees
4.4.1 Overview
In this section, findings related to the employment value of tourism degrees are
presented. They are grouped in two main sections - ( 1 ) opportunities for
employment and (2) perceived abilities for employment. Opportunities for
employment incorporate issues that may affect the existence and range of career
opportunities available to tourism graduates in tourism - for example recruitment
practices, educational culture of tourism businesses and existing links with
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universities. Perceived abilities for employment incorporate answers about the
match between tourism degrees and tourism industry. When discussing perceived
abilities for employment, there will be a discussion of the skills and knowledge
expectations of tourism degrees and higher education in general, as well as the
skills and knowledge requirements of tourism degrees in particular.

4.4.2 Opportunities for employment: human resource practices and
organisational culture.
There are five main groups of categories, that emerged from the data, related to
opportunities for employment in tourism:
•

Points of entry - include employers' suggestions or expectations of where
a tourism graduates may start their career in tourism;

•

Existing links with universities - these may be in the form of work
placements or work experience schemes, which may provide a clear path
into tourism careers for tourism students from these universities;

•

Characteristics of worldng in tourism - includes issues such as cost
cutting, redundancies,

in-house training, which may affect the

opportunities for employment;
•

Managers ' educational levels - as discussed in Chapter 1 , there is
evidence in the literature that a smaller proportion of managers in tourism
hold degrees, compared to other industries. During the interviews, tourism
managers' educational levels were discussed, as well as the importance of
a degree to participants' career.
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•

Selection procedures/recruitment practices - include issues such as

internal or external recruitment.
4.4.2.1 Points of entry

The interviewees' suggestions, of where a tourism graduate may start his or her
career in tourism were coded as 'points of entry' . Points of entry included here
may refer either to organisations or job types. There was also a group of
references about the lack of points of entry in tourism, these are presented here as
well. All reference to types of organizations which were not job specific are
presented in Table 4- 1 0.
Table 4-10: Companies where graduates are expected to start their career in tourism

Or2anization
Accommodation providers
Attractions
Travel agents
Budget airlines
Starting your own business
Expedia
Tour operators
Tourism information centres
Transportation companies airlines, trains

Number of references

2
2
1
1
1
1
1

When discussing specific points of entry, or points of entry in general, employers
referred to the following j ob levels:
• Work placements and graduate training programmes;
•

Line management positions;

• Entry level positions;
These are now discussed, starting with work placements and graduate training
schemes.
4.4 .2 . 1 . 1

Work placements and graduate training programmes
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Employers were asked whether they offer work placements or graduate training
programmes at their organisations, as these were thought to be a typ e of first jobs
that may be available to tourism graduates and students. The answers suggested a
lack of such opportunities. From all interviewees, Uma was the only one, whose
employer had a graduate entry system.
There were eight references to the fact the employers did not have a graduate
training programmes, or in the case of Victor, that they have theirs discontinued.
I think the existing graduate programme in Scheduled Airline A has, although it
has been discontinued, was a good one. (Victor)

Richard suggested that to his knowledge, there are graduate training programmes
at hotel groups, however, his exp erience of such pro grammes was not positive.
Uma' s company also offered work placements. Further two interviewees, referred
to employing work placement students. The overwhelming maj ority of
respondents did not provide work placement positions.
We have got short and long-term student placements, and we have great success
with them, and it is amazing to watch an individual from the start of their student
placement, and how th ey develop in those 12 months. The confidence that they
leave with, it is fantastic to watch. They genuinely get a lot out of a year. So we
have at the moment, we have IT placements, we have Finance, Marketing (. . .). So
it is a good mix. (Uma)

4.4.2.1.2 Line management positions

All suggestions to specific line management positions, given in conjunction with
specific types of businesses, are presented in the table below (Table 4- 1 1 ).
Table 4-1 1 : Firs job line management positions

Job title

Organization

Pilot
Line
management/Account
Management
Health and safety
Station manager in head office
Head of department

Airline
B2B travel agent
Ground handlinf!: agent
Ground handling agent
Leisure club

Number
references

1

of
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When asked about where they thought tourism graduates can start their career in
tourism, line management positions were suggested by four respondents, for
example:
a head of department. (. . .) So that might be Food and Beverages area, it
might be Health and Fitness, it might be Sales, it might be Membership, customer
relations type role. And certainly we have people that are 21, 22 doing that kind
ofwork. So that would be a reasonable place to start. (Jenny)

Katy, also suggested a line management position, but with the caveat of having
had previous work experience in aviation:
There is no way th ey would give that (a management job) to somebody who 's
never been in a airport before (. . .) within our particular company you need the
aviation experience behind you ... (Katy)

Overall there was only one graduate training programme, three work placements,
and four pointed to line management positions. The majority of opportunities
were in the next category - entry level positions.
4 .4 .2.1 .3

Entry-level positions

The majority of employers expected tourism graduates to start from entry-level
(bottom-up), usually customer facing jobs (Table 4- 1 2). An example of specific
entry level positions, and why these were suggested by interviewees is presented
in Table 4- 1 3 below.
Employers did however expect graduates to progress quickly through their career.
Tourism is such a big industry, it is a fantastic industry to be part of (. . .) after
you start off (sic) the options out there are fantastic! (Uma)
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Table 4-12: First job entry-level positions

Job title

Organization

Reservations
Check in

(no specific organization)
Airline/
Ground handling agent
Charter airline
Charter airline

C abin crew
Relations
Officer/
Passenger
Customer relations department
Change controVflight plan ops
Sales
Administrative positions in in-flight
services ( planning side)

IT

Hotel reception desk
Overseas tour rep /resort experience
Project executives

Number
references
3
3

of

3

2

Tour operator
(no specific organization)
Charter airline

2

Charter airline
Hotel
Tour operator
Tourism
government
organization

1
1
1
1

1
1

Table 4-13: Entry level positions

Area
IT section

Typical Quotation
That I think is a good place to start, because there you learn about all
the departments within the company anyway. (Betty)

Check in

Because that is where you are going to get really good customer
service skills. In that terminal, dealing with people, seeing all the
problems. (Catherine)

Overseas

I think it is very maturing experience to go overseas and work within
the tourism environment. (Emma )

Proj ect
executive

Project executives "Who have quite a lot of level of responsibility, but
the most junior have an administrative grade, and project executive is
the most junior level for people to come into projects, working having
responsibility for budgets, that is the entry level. (Tom)

Employers own experience of career progression in tourism are presented in the
context of Point 4: Selection procedures and recruitment practices, where
employers discussed the concept of 'bottom-up careers' - starting from the bottom
and working all the way up to management positions. Here the last category
related to the points of entry is reviewed - 'lack of entry level opportunities' .
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About half of employers (9) referred to the lack of entry level opportunities. These
views are presented in Table 4- 1 4 below.
Table 4-14: Lack of entry level opportunities

Typical Quotation
Area
charter
in
It is very specialist area where would you come in, ifyou have a degree
airlines
in that you presumably most people will want to go into junior
management of some form, having had the benefit of a degree. But in
an airline you need either experience or you do not need the particular
skills that they would teach in travel and tourism. The area where we
employ most people would be the area where Betty used to run Cabin
Services, which is much more about personality, and experience with
dealing with the public, more than it is knowing about the
complications and complexities of the tourist industry. And we teach all
of that aren 't we on the courses. So the skills that people learn from
that aren 't really geared and I do not know how they can be into
aviation. Otherwise we are just a business where people in accounts
are accountants and accountancy is the same here as it is in any other
business. (. . .) We have somethingjust under 3000 employees. But 1800
of those are cabin crew, 800 of them are engineers. 100 of them are
pilots. And ifyou look at what is left, there is only Betty and me sort of
in the room. (Frank)

in the public It is almost impossible to get a job in a local authority straight from
college in the public sector. (Nicole)
sector
in both the Now there is one regional tourist board down here, obviously, and we
public and have got 50 staff, within the 50 staff, we have people on reception, who
private
obviously do not need degrees, or to do with tourism, we have got
finance, which would be specialising in finance, we have got ITpart, so
sectors
that is IT, we have got Training, again training, you have got (. . .)
Quality Assurance (. . .) it does not need to be tourism anyway, if
anything it is hospitality, and certainly does not need a degree, and
then we have got Marketing, which is possibly where people would
think of going in tourism. (. . .). In a way you need to be a very good
marketer, with an interest or background in tourism. I think we have
only got two tourism graduates in the company. ( .. .) We are only 50
staff, it is not that the turnover is particularly high. We have people
who have been here since 20 odd years ago. (Patricia)
in general

I think a lot of the travel industry at the moment is, there is not a great
choice of career range. (Mark)

George, Frank and Nicole suggested that tour operators have more opportunities
for starting one's career (compared to charter airlines and local authorities). The
findings indicate some opportunities exist in tour operators, and in hospitality,
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while local authorities and charter airlines offered limited, if any, opportunities to
tourism graduates. When talking about the lack of employment opportunities,
some (Uma and Wendy) also discussed their view that there is an oversupply of
tourism graduates specifically and graduates in general.
Here the discussion continues with existing links between tourism industry and
universities, which may also affect opportunities for employment for tourism
graduates in tourism.
4.4.2.2 Existing links with universities

The interviewee referred to past or present links they have had with universities.
Some of those were seen to provide direct points of entry for students from the
particular partner institution involved. For example, some employers like Uma
had close relations with an educational institutions and would employ students
from this institution as work placements, or for graduate training programmes. All
references regarding links with universities were grouped in a family titled
'Existing links with universities' using nine codes and generating eighteen
quotations in total. The codes are presented in Table 4- 1 5, starting with the links
generating most references.
Of all the links, only two are current links with tourism degrees - teaching on
tourism courses and in providing placements (Katy and Uma). In the case of Katy,
her organisation was involved in teaching and work placements as part of the
same initiative, while some of Uma's colleagues were involved in teaching
individually, not as part of their organization' s activities, while the organization
itself was providing opportunities for short placements to tourism students.
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Mark was the only one to mention having used a link with university for research
purposes, in the past, with a previous employer, but was not sure if it is still a
current practice in the company. Tom talked about cooperating with MBA
students. George mentioned a link with a foreign educational institution. Two of
the airlines had links with engineering courses.
Table 4-15: Existing links with universities

Area
Links with
universities work
placements
(non tourism
degrees)

Typical Quotation
At the moment, we have IT placements, we have Finance, Marketing,
Mixed in the UK and our Brand Department, the International
Marketing Department. (Uma)

Links with I have had sandwich students who had taken tourism degrees, working
universities - for me, again a while ago. (. . .) I used to have them when the first
degrees started. It is quite difficult here for sandwich placements. But I
in the past
do know quite a few organisations that do have them. Tourism South
East for example, they have one each year. (Wendy)
Links with When I was in Tour Operator C, the tour operator, we used some
students from the City Business School (sic) (. . .) And we got them to do
universities
it (researching markets). And it was very good, it was extremely well
research
done. (Mark)
Links with We do provide support for people who do MBAs, on a kind ofproject,
universities
this and that. A few people have done that. It is not a very common
MBA
feature of our activities. (Tom)
Links with Because of our links with a company (sic) in Germany we were going
to take on a German student for the 3 months. (. . .) I say it is a student,
universities
foreign
I mean it is a graduate. Who is sort of two or three years into
employment. (George)
Links with I know there are links between our engineering department and certain
universities
engineering colleges. (Victor)
engineers

There were only a limited number of current links with universities for the
organisations represented in this research. In the next section (4.4.3 .), the different
characteristics of working in tourism are discussed.
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4.4.3 Characteristics of working in tourism
The interviewees talked about a number of characteristics related to working in
the industry that may affect the perception of the value of tourism degrees. There
were sixty two quotations in total, coded as ' characteristics of working in
tourism' . They were grouped under the following categories:
4.4.3.1 Poor working conditions and status of tourism careers

The first group of characteristic of working in tourism is related to poor working
conditions, which as seen above was thought to have an effect on staff turnover
and skills shortages. Poor working conditions may affect opportunities for
employment, and may turn away graduates from working in the industry. Oscar,
discussed the reputation of the tourism industry for having poor working
conditions:
The industry is renowned for poor working conditions, we have got to accept
that, because there is hard evidence that that is the case. (Oscar)

An example of those is provided by Emma:
. . . in those times you know the team needs to pull together and really work

cohesively and pull out all of the stops and that involves late nights, early
mornings and involves lots of additional work and lots ofpressure to meet those
deadlines. (Emma)

Emma, Victor, and Katy talked about the low pay in the industry. Emma
expressed her concern that the salary levels in tourism may not be enough to
compensate for the investment students put in their degrees:
I remember certain of my friends who worked incredibly long hours for, when
you work it out as an hourly rate they were getting paid a very small amounts.
(Victor)

Uma also talked about the working conditions graduates face in the industry:
I also think that a lot of private sector companies, they probably make a lot of
promises, and then they donr't deliver.r(. .. ), and they stand polishing cutlery for
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three days, and that is not fair in an individual who has gone and spent a lot of
time three or four year studying at university.

Employers were discussing post 9/1i1 changes in the industry, leading to financial
difficulties in the sector. The private sector respondents noted that they have had
to tighten expenditure.
The airline business particularly, well our business particularly have been
through a massive period of contraction over the last year, 300 redundancies last
year and it is very difficult in that kind of climate to sort of welcome students to
come in and work. Where the mindset is slightly different at the moment, I have to
say, it is more about controlling cost, than it is about offering development
opportunities. So I have to say at the moment it is a little bit difficult period in
terms of training opportunities for people. (George)

There have also been changes in the public sector, public sector employment is
dependent on funding, and the way the funding is done has been changed, and has
lead to more uncertainty:
Now we are funded regionally for 3 years (. . .) After that there is uncertainty
(Stuart)

Unsurprisingly, as poor pay and working conditions seem a common practice in
tourism, the tourism industry is also suffering from poor image as an employer.
Nicole suggested that hospitality in particular has a problem with its image.
It depends on what part of the industry. If you are looking at things like
hospitality, I think the industry needs to do an awful lot of work in terms of
raising its image, raising its professionalism in terms of managing incoming staff
with degrees. (Nicole)

Katy compared the relatively low status of working m tourism m the UK,
compared to other countries:
I think in Europe, the kudos of actually working in the field is actually very high.
(Katy)

Oscar discussed how the increase in the standard of living contributed to
decreasing the status of tourism careers:
So ultimately, the economy is getting better. So naturally the people do not want
to do the long hours. (Oscar)
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Katy talked about how the image of the industry as 'glamorous' contradicts the
reality of low pay:
Most people who go into university are really sort of young, are open to the
influence of television, of newspapers, of magazines, of the glamour inside of it.
(. . .) And I think it is appealing. And I think that is why when they get to the
reality of being paid £5. 44 an hour, when they can walk into a bank job for £12
an hour. That is when it hits them! (Katy)

The range of poor working conditions described above, result in high staff
turnover levels. Four respondents particularly talked bout their staff turnover
issues. Stuart summarising the issue:
The industry still has problems about retaining its brightest and its best.

Stuart thought that the tourism industry still has a problem retaining people, and
thought that the reputation of the industry of bad working conditions may be
contributing to that.
Katy was the only one who was positive about the staff turnover at her company:
We have trouble getting rid ofpeople for some odd reason. (Katy)

Tom indicated that some employers feel frustrated by staff shortages, and how this
affects their views on tourism degrees:
The employers are having difficulty recruiting staff and look at people doing
degrees in tourism as a wasted resource. So they think why are they doing, three
four years in a course, they come to me, th ey have no practical skills, they are not
trained to work in my business, so it is a waste of time to them as it is for me.
(Tom)

4.4.3.2 Advantages of working in tourism

Katy talked about the other benefits of working in tourism. She enjoys her job
thoroughly and that compensates for the low pay:
I enjoy the environment here. Because of this type of work, you get a lot more,
beside the moneyi(. . .) I would not have missed it for the world. (Katy)

Richard talked about working in tourism as a lifestyle decision:
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I think there is a great deal of willingness to say, within the industry, that people
are doing it because it is a lifestyle thing. (Richard)

Betty, Emma and Mark talked about travelling as an incentive for them joining the
industry.
A number of employers talked about the variety of tourism careers, and how they
appreciate it
Because I certainly got at that stage a tourism bug and really enjoyed the variety
that tourism gave. . (Emma)

4.4.3.3 In-house training
In house training plays an important role in tourism businesses, both small and
large, public or private. Some of the interviewees talked positively about the in
house training within tourism organisations, while others were more critical. Four
of interviewees referred to good in-house training in the larger tourism businesses:
I have been very fortunate that in all of the companies I worked for . .. they
always provided very good training courses in terms of developing you as a
person. (Emma)

In addition to good experience of in-house training, there were some bad ones. For
example, Richard was concerned about some SMEs not providing good in-house
training at all, and that when such training is provided in-house training reinforces
'bad habits' .
They will turn around and say 'well we train all our staf'f And they do actually.
They are very good at, a lot of them are very good at developing their own staff;
they do it their way. So if they've developed any bad habits, they train their staff
in those habits as well. And as well, those are the people who recruit people
regardless of qualification level. (Richard)

Tom talked about how poor in-house training in the smaller tourism businesses
affects negatively the leadership and management skills within the industry as a
whole:
One of the biggest weaknesses in the industry is leadership and management
skills (. . .). I think that particularly, we find it in small businesses, independent
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businesses, the bigger businesses, hotel groups, the bigger attractions, transport
operators have in-house development training systems, they take people who
have got potential and give them the skills, the development skills. Somebody who
ran a small hotel or a medium size hotel on their own, that would not h appen.
(. . .) A lot of them really do not have very good basic business administration,
business management skills. They are weak at financial planning, they are weak
at marketing, they are weak at business performance monitoring, they are weak
in their training, they are weak in HR practices, so it potentially is a problem.
And I suppose you can argue if more people running tourism businesses (sic)
have been educated to a degree level you would probably have a stronger
industry. (Tom)

This section explored the opportunities for employment in tourism. Here the
overv1ew of results continues with the selection procedures and recruitment
practices.

4.4.4 Selection procedures and recruitment practices
During the interviews, the participants discussed selection procedures and
recruitment practices they have used during their tourism careers. These included
short listing candidates on the basis of application forms and/or CVs, and
interviewing short listed candidates. The use of agencies and test centres, as well
as seasonal and internal recruitment was also referred to. These practices,
combined with the expected points of entry into tourism career may affect tourism
graduates' career prospects, and thus the employment value of the degree.
4.4.4.1 'Bottom-up' careers and internal recruitment

The prevalence of 'bottom-up careers' emerged when discussing interviewees'
own career progression, their experiences of people and colleagues they know,
and overall observations on the way the tourism industry works
. . . starting right from the bottom. All of my friends had to start doing
reservations, working at travel agents, and gradually working their way up. But
most of them, bearing in mind this was 15 or 16 years ago, most of them moved
up very quickly, but at that time I think there were only 4 degree courses in the
country doing travel and tourism. So ffyou had a travel and tourism degree you
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were almost guaranteed a job in at Tour operator or a travel agent, in a big one.
And you can just move up very, very quickly. (Nicole)
And what we are finding is because of the way industry works, people have been
promoted internally (Oscar)

While Anne, Catherine, Jenny also talked about typical career progression within
their organisations :
. . . most cabin crew became managers. (Anne)

You just went in and worked your way up and (Catherine)
A lot of them would have come through the ranks, (Jenny)

There were three particular references to intern al recruitment practices in tourism.
Most of the interviewees themselves have been promoted internally.
So when we recruit we first look for people within our own department (. . .) Now
if a suitable candidate can not be found from there, we then advertise it across
the whole of the company through the staff newspaper, etc. and on very rare
occasions (sic), if still did notfeel we had the calibre of candidate that we wanted
(. . .) we can then recruit externallyfrom the company. (Victor)

4.4.4.2 Seasonal recruitment

In addition to bottom-up careers and internal recruitment practices, some tourism
j obs, are seasonal in nature.
We recruited for a summer season and then in the end of that only few people
were offered contracts there. (Anne)

While Katy also offers seasonal jobs, there is the opportunity to have one's
contract extended.
We take people on a part time basis on a 6 months contract to start with. (Katy)

4.4.4.3 Interviews and applications

There were four quotations specifically referring to the applications stage of the
recruitment process, and in particular the huge numbers of applications employers
are faced, when advertising for jobs. Among those was Frank:
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I am trying to recruit a graduate at the moment. In fact I had 300 applications.
And Barbara (sic) is interviewing 40 of them on Friday.

Katy shared how she dealt with a large number of applications for check-in
positions:
. . . first of all I get about 250 C Vs a year for 25 places. I first go with the
presentation of the CV (when short listing candidates). People who have sent me
a screwed-up bit of paper, almost (as if) they can not be bothered to (are
excluded first). So really it is the presentation (that matters).

Interviews were also s part of the recruitment process. Emma would discuss the
tourism background, be it educational or career, at interviews
I mean very much we interview on the basis of getting someone that has travel
and tourism degree grade or has travel and tourism qualification grade, but
equally of they have got travel related experience ofprevious job, not a degree
that is great as well you know.

Katy explained that she looked for how the candidates appeared at the interview:
because if they make the effort to come to the interview, then they are going to
make the effort, sitting down on the check-in desk.

Richard talked about the importance of having the right attitude at the interview:
we hired her because of all the experience she had, because all of her approach
to it, and her attitude at the interview. (Richard)

In Uma' s case interviews were competency based:
Yes, and also they are interviewed on a competency based interview. So they
would be asked (a) question to relate their competencies (to previous
experiences), askingfor specific examples.

4.4.4.4 Using recruitment agencies

Only two of the interviewees referred to using outside help for recruitment. Most
recruitment was company based. In the case of Frank, it was a relatively senior
position and the j ob description was also prepared by the recruitment agency:
The recruitment company did the job description

In the case of Jenny, most jobs were recruited for, with the help of a recruitment
agency.

II

t
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I mean she is the one who briefs the consultancies, the recndtment consultancies
about what our requirements are.

Overall, most positions are advertised and recruited by the companies themselves,
with some seasonal recruitment, the two recruitment practices that appear to have
most implication for tourism graduates' opportunities for employment are the
prevalence of internal recruitment, and the culture of bottom-up careers.

4.4.5 Perceived abilities for employment
An important part of the employment value of tourism degrees was the perceived
match between what is required by employers and expected of tourism graduates.
In this section the expectations are presented alongside the requirements, followed
by the expected benefits and disadvantages of degrees in general and tourism
degrees in particular.

4.4.6 Human resources skills and knowledge requirements
During the interviews the participants were asked to give examples of where they
expect students to start their career. The responses then were grouped in four
groups:
•

Where the jobs were entry level and a degree was not a requirement - e.g.
check-in desk at an airport

•

Where the job was entry level, and it did require a degree - such as
graduate trainingship

•

Where the job was higher level - but still it did not require a degree - e.g.
line management positions

•

Where the job was higher level, and it did require a degree, e.g. some
junior management positions
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4.4.6.1 Entry level jobs which do not require degrees

When the skills are compared on the basis of the number of respondents who
referred to a particular skills, the following emerges (Table 4- 1 6):
Table 4-16: Top skills

Number of
respondents:
7
3
3
3

Personal attributes
interpersonal skills
communication
personality
right attitude
verbal communication
conscientious
presentable
a package
common sense
hardworking

3

2
2
1
1
1

Skills
customer service
numerical skills
teamwork
writing skills
analytical skills
attention to detail
negotiation skills
organisational skills
presentation skills
strategic thinking

Number of Work experience
respondents
IT/systems literate
work experience
3
general know ledge of the 3
business
geography
2
Qualifications
Knowledge

interest/background
travel
languages
business/cost awareness

1ll

1
1

qualifications
necessary

Number of
respondents
8
3

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
Number of
respondents
3
Number of
respondents
not 4

3

4.4.6.2 Entry level degree required j obs (entry level jobs, which require
degree level qualifications)

Only three employers discussed entry level jobs within their organisations that
required degree level qualifications. The skills detailed in Table 4- 1 7 were given
as a requirement to entry level degree required jobs by these respondents:
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Table 4-17: Required skills for entry level degree required j obs

Personal attributes
motivation drive
potential
creativity/innovation
customer service
hit the ground running
Qualifications
qualifications

Total
respondents
'
3
2
1
1
1

Total
respondents
2

Skills
interpersonal skills
management skills
organisation skills
presentation skills
project
management
skills
risk management
team working

Total
respondents
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

verbal communication
writing skills

1
1

4.4.6.3 Higher level, no degree required jobs (a higher level job, which does
not require a. degree level qualification)

The requirements for higher level no degree required jobs are outlined in Table 41 8 below.
Table 4-18: Requirements for higher level j obs which do not require a degree

Personal attributes
communication skills
interpersonal skills
motivation
adaptable/flexible
innovative
life skills
Skills
teamwork
leadership

Total
respondents
2
2
2
1
1
1
Total
respondents
2
1

Knowledge
industry knowledge
management experience
financial management
change management
quality management
Qualifications
qualification

Total
respondents
2
2
1
1
1

Total
respondents
1

4.4.6.4 Higher level degree required jobs (jobs that are higher on the career
lather and require a certain level of work experience):

When multiple references of individual respondents, are excluded, the
requirements for higher level degree required jobs rank as follows (Table 4- 1 9).
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Table 4-19: In order of number of references

Personal attributes
motivation/enthusiasm
personality
graduate calibre
articulate

Total
respondents
3

2
1
1

flexibility

1

political nous
right attitude

1
1

Skills
interpersonal skills
negotiation skills
writing skills
Knowledge

Total
respondents
1
1
Total
respondents

knowledge
of the
industry
1
business awareness
strategic approach
1
Qualifications
Total
respondents
qualifications
4

4.4.7 Skills and knowledge expectations
4.4.7.1 Degrees - expected benefits and disadvantages
The employers were asked about the benefits and disadvantages of degrees in
general, in addition to the benefits and disadvantages of tourism degrees. All
references specifically relating to where employers see the benefits and
disadvantages of doing a degree, were grouped and analysed in detail. There were
seven codes and eighteen quotations that referred to the benefits and
disadvantages of a degree in general (Table 4-20). References to graduate level
skills such as writing, self motivation, analysis and potential, were seen among the
benefits of having a degree, which are perceived to make graduates more
competitive. However, similarly to tourism degrees, degrees were not seen to
affect interpersonal (people skills), which are important in tourism careers. Table
4-20, presents and overview of quotations associated with these perceptions.
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Table 4-20: Degrees expected benefits and disadvantages

Quotations
Cate2ories
Graduates possess What you tend to find is that the ones who do have degrees have
graduate level skills higher level of project management skills, higher level of
communication skills, and higher level ofpersonal organisation
skills. If you are going to do a degree, you need to write a
dissertation, read papers, prepare for exams. So as you move
through university, you acquire these basic skills, so when you
come to a job situation, we are talking for lower level, they are
not having to start from scratch. Whereas people that have
worked for me that do not have university degrees, really
struggle particularly in written communications, and thinking
strategically, and their ability to gather, synthesise and analyse
information data. (Tom)
Graduates
innovative
more capable

are I think probably as an employer have more confidence that
and someone is going to be more capable of doing the job, if they
had gone through a degree course. (Anne)

Having done a
degree
shows
management
potential

J am not saying they would make great leaders. I am not saying
they would make the best leaders, you would get people, who
have no qualifications, and who are excellent leaders. But you
need to get a balance there, we need to get the balance in place,
to do that we need to get more people with qualifications in.
Because those people with qualifications will help bring those
people who lack in other skills, they help raise those skills and
up the skill levels as well. (Richard)

Degree can not I think creating rapport and building relationship with people.
( . .) Perhaps that is a competency that does not come from
nnprove
interpersonal skills higher education that the personal skill around that being able
to talk openly with people, put people at ease is something some
people have and some people do not. (Anne)
Graduates become I think they would always be weary, because graduates become
disillusioned/leave fairly desperate, [f they just do reservations the whole time.
jobs
(Mark)

Stage 1 results also showed that holding a degree, in some cases, was seen as ' a
plus' in the job market, but in others there was not perceived advantage of tourism
degrees to the employability of graduates. There were five quotations referring to
this. Such views appeared to contradict others' indicating that there is not any
benefit of having done a tourism degree.
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If the quotations are reviewed in detail, a number of inferences can be drawn
(Table 4-2 1 ). Starting from top left, a degree may be helpful, but the knowledge
can easily be acquired, so a degree is really not that important; in internal
recruitment, people with tourism degrees may be considered, so once in ·
employment it may provide some benefit. However, in comparison to other
graduates, especially ones from too theoretical a background, holding a tourism
degree may provide some benefit (see quotation number 4). It appears that in the
labour market there is only a marginal advantage from holding a tourism degree.
Please note that the quotation in the middle of this figure (number 5), appears to
endorse the fact that a degree may be a bonus, a plus, but only in conjunction with
having previous work experience.
The second quote on the right hand side (number 7), gives an explanation of why
employers saw no advantage from tourism degrees - there are skills shortages in
the industry and employers do not see the benefit of a degree as the graduates also
lack the required skills.
With regards of entry-level degree required j obs, only three of the interviewees
suggested that such j obs are available within their own organisation. However, the
subject matter of the degree was not important, in the case of Victor, holding a
tourism degree may be considered as a plus, and in the case of Tom will be
welcomed but not sought. The last quote (number 1 0) indicates that a degree is
also not needed to manage in a higher level job.
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Table 4-21: Are there any benefits from tourism degrees?

Tourism Degrees a Plus
In our job it would be
helpful to have tourism
degree, but to be honest
because we have got people
who work here day in and
day out, knowledge of the
tourism industry is not what
we lookfor. (1)

Contradicts

Tourism
Degrees
no
advanta2e
Do I see benefits? I, I see, not
particularly, not in the airline
business, not for my own
perspective. (6)

No I do not think
there
are
any
particular benefits
from it, unless you
have
got
the
so
experience,
again the benefit of
having a tourism
------------l degree is an extra .._____________
And indeed when I was bonus if you have The employers are having
recruited for my position got the experience, difficulty recruiting staff and look
there were people initially but I would say at people doing degrees in
who already worked for that is the only tourism as a wasted resource. So
Scheduled A irline A within advantage.
(5) th ey think why are they doing,
three-four years in a course, they
the company, who did have
come to me, they have no
and
Travel
Tourism
practical skills, they are not
Degrees and I looked very
trained to work in my business, so
closely at their applications
it is a waste of time for them as it
because I thought that
is for me.i(7)
would be something that
would add value to the job.
(2)
Because a straight business
graduate would be just as
likely to get the job, if they
have got the experience, so
it is probably only a bonus.
You can no come in
assuming that because you
have ... (3)

For my sort of work - no. Local
authority type work, the public
sector work, I do not really see
there is. It would be probably of
as much value as a general
business studies or an economics
degree.i(8)

I like people in tourism who
would fervour, if I have
somebody who has a degree
in Mathematics, or a person
that has done a degree in
Leisure and Tourism, and
there was not much between
them, I would take the
Leisure and Tourism (4)

'Do you think in the long run the
expansion of tourism courses will
benefit the students?'
No.

•And do you think in the long run
the expansion of tourism courses
will benefit the industry?'
Not the tourism industry, we want
more chefs. (9)
It is not necessary to manage, you
can manage well without it. (I 0)
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4.4.7.2 Tourism degree - expected benefits
The range of expected benefits of tourism degrees, are thematically grouped and
presented here, starting with those themes which generated most references:
Knowledge of the industry
4.4 . 7.2.1

Awareness of the industry

Awareness of the industry includes 'knowledge of the industry' and 'realistic
expectations' . There were two categories that relate to managers viewing
positively the tourism related knowledge accumulated at university. A number of
interviewees (5) discussed the concept of underpinning knowledge, having the
knowledge on which to base one's future career.
Table 4�22: Tourism graduates have good knowledge of the industry

Categories
Tourism
knowledge

Quotations
related They come with a good understanding of what a package
holiday is all about. The difference between the tour operator,
guided airline, charter airline, you know they know all of the
basics (Emma)
I think one of the things they have learned, one of the key
things they have learned is an understanding of the tourism
industry (Richard)

Realistic
expectations
4r4.7.2
.r .2

And that is very useful, people come in and are know what to
expect. (Emma)

Sound foundation on which to build future career

Employers saw 'graduate skills', 'underpinning knowledge' and 'business
awareness' as providing a sound foundation for their future career.
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Table 4-23 : Tourism graduates have a sound foundation for their career

Cate2ories
Graduate skills

Quotations
Yes, the benefit from tourism graduate to employer would be
that you would know there level of ability to undertake certain
tasks. You would know that they have got a level of literacy
and innumeracy, [. . .] You also know you have got somebody
who is a self-starter, a self-motivator, because when you do a
degree you have got to be very motivated to do the things
yourself (Richard)

Underpinning
knowledge

Where may be getting a degree you are actually getting ifyou
like the foundation, the stones have been put in place firmly.
And then the building will come when you get the job. So you
would sit veryfirmly, you would be able to do the job with that
underpinning knowledge. So you have got all of that
information that you are now translating into the workplace.
(Anne)

Business awareness

So it can be of benefit for the employer in that case, because
the employer wanted somebody that had good research skills,
good economics, and a ability to apply those to the tourism
field, so I think jobs particularly in economic development,
tourism degree should be helpful. (Tom)

4.4.7 .2.3

Develops skills

Some saw a tourism degree as contributing to one' s ' confidence' and ' customer
service skills ' . There were two types of references to tourism degrees giving an
advantage in the labour market. Those were: 'tourism students have confidence
during job interviews' and 'tourism students have good customer service skills' .
Table 4-24: Tourism graduates have confidence and skills

Cate2ories
Confidence

Customer
skills

Quotations
But the fact that she has got a degree, I think, has helped her
get that personal confidence to get out there and do that. (. . .)
And if nothing else they have had to learn how to have
confidence in themselves, in their abilities and in the
businesses they work in. and I think they learn how to project
themselves as well. (Richard)

service Customer service qualities those kind of things (Wendy)
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4.4.7.2.4

Tourism degrees advantageous in certain sectors

Some talked about how having done a tourism degree will give the graduate an
advantage in securing a job in a particular sector of the tourism industry, or
specifically:
•

tourism degrees provide advantages in the hospitality sector;

•

tourism degrees provides advantage in securing a job in local authorities.

Table 4-25: Tourism degrees advantageous in certain sectors

Categories s
In local authorities

Quotations
There is a benefit, when you are talking about working in
destinations management organisations, and working in local
authorities and that. There is a definite benefit there, working
with someone like Region A Tourism. You really almost have to
have that qualification to do the work. (Richard)

In hospitality

And a real advantage, if you want to go into hotel
management, having a tourism degree, and then getting on a
management developing programme with one of the large
chain hotels like Marriott or Hilton, (Richard)

4.4o.o7.2.5

Tourism degrees show commitment to the industry

Firstly, interest in tourism was seen to show commitment - ' interested in tourism',
'dedicated/committed' , ' career focused' , 'potential' , ' a plus' (Table 4-26).
Table 4-26: Tourism degrees show commitment to the industry

Cate2ories
Interested in tourism

Quotations
Well they have demonstrated an interest in the particular
sphere (Frank)

Dedicated/committed I think if anybody studied a amount of time in that subject and
they still want a job in that environment or industry,
demonstrates you have got a passion for it, a commitment to it.
·(Emma)
Anyone who chooses to do a degree in travel and tourism, one
would expect that is because they have a certain enthusiasm,
passion for that particular industry, which I think it is got to be
a good starting point (Victor)
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There were altogether five references to interviewees' view that undertaking a
tourism degree shows an interest in tourism. There were two specific references to
tourism degrees providing advantage in securing a job in the industry, in general
as it shows commitment.
4.4.7.2.6

Tourism degrees generally advantageous

There were three references to tourism degrees, being a plus, but not necessarily
an explicit advantage in the j ob market
Table 4-27: Tourism degrees are generally advantageous

Generali advanta eous
Potential
But I think will then want to actually see that person
demonstrate that they did genuinely have the abilities and
skills to develop. (Victor)
A plus

Because a straight business graduate would be just as likely to
get the job, if they have got the experience, so it is probably
only a bonus. (Patricia)

4.4.7.3 Tourism degree expected disadvantages

When discussing the disadvantages of tourism degrees employers raised a number
of concerns. Similarly to the above sections, the codes were further grouped
thematically. Table 4-28 presents quotations associated with these themes and
categories.
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Table 4-28: No benefit of tourism degrees to tourism careers

I

Groupsr
and Quotations
_
categories
No benefit of tourism degrees to tourism careers
Do I see benefits? Not particularly not in the airline business,
No advantage
not for my own perspective. (George)
For my sort of work no. Local authority type work, the public
sector work, I do not really see there is. (Nicole)
So again the benefit of having a tourism degree is an extra
bonus ifyou have got the experience, but I would say that is the
only advantage (Patricia).

Does not improve I suppose dealing with customer so for the cabin crew dealing
customer service with emergency situation, dealing with customer and objection,
skills
because some people just have a ski,// of being able to appease
coheres, satisfy customer needs and make it look easy and I do
not think that is dependent on whether you have a degree or not.
(Anne)
Tourism degrees are detrimental to careers in tourism
Not related to the I would not do a travel and tourism degree, because I do not
industry
think they connect to the travel and tourism sector. (Mark)
Do not specialize I think all the travel and tourism degrees should have a strong
enough
business element in them. But then they do not specialise enough
for people to probably move onto those high level jobs. (Nicole)
Not
focused

business She did not do anything on Statistics, Research Methods, her
dissertation was, I do not remember what it was but it was, there
was no measurement or anything like that, it was pretty vague.
So having seen that, I can not see what benefit from what they
learned really ... (Patricia)

Overqualified

Hopefully the person is always better for the learning, however
in some job roles a degree could result in the person being over
qualified. . (Iva)
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4.5 Summary of Stage 1 findings
In this section, three main issues which affect the perceived educational value of
tourism degrees were discussed:
Employers' Personal background - employers' education, career and experience
of tourism degrees and graduates were seen to affect their views of tourism
degrees;
Employers' educational perspective - what they see as the purpose of tourism
degrees, and how it compares to their views of tourism degrees provision was
seen to impact on their perceptions of the educational value of tourism degrees;
The third group is the perceptions of the quality of tourism degrees, where views
of higher education were intertwined with their views of tourism degrees.
A number of times employers would note that they do not see a particular benefit
of holding a tourism degree, and that tourism degrees do not provide advantage in
the job market and does not guarantee a j ob . There were also references related to
the expectation that tourism graduates have poor skills, and in particular that
tourism graduates have poor communication skills and do not improve customer
service skills. A number of interviewees described how tourism degrees can affect
negatively graduates' future career prospects: that they may be considered
overqualified for entry level positions in the tourism industry; that their degrees
may not be perceived as relevant; that they may not be seen as business focused,
and as sufficiently specialised.
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5 CHAPTER 5 : STAGE 2 RESULTS
5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter described the findings from the qualitative stage of this
study. These pointed to a range of issues which employers associate with the
value of tourism degrees. Furthermore, the findings of the qualitative stage were
used in designing the questionnaire survey adopted in Stage 1 (In Appendix 3 a
detailed review is given on how each question in the survey was developed, and
its link to stage 1 findings). The purpose of Stage 2 was to test the findings of
Stage 1 with a wider sample, which closer reflects the range of sectors of the
tourism industry. Appendix 5 shows a PDF copy of the online questionnaire,
while Appendix 6 shows the overall break down of results, including descriptive
statistics. Further statistical analysis is included in Chapter 6, where results from
Stages 1 and 2 are compared and contrasted. Here, Stage 2 results are described.
The layout of Stage 2 is grouped in five sections, reflecting the five parts of the
questionnaire. The first two - 'Working in the tourism industry' and 'Tourism
graduates' employability' are linked to the employment value of tourism degrees
(as described in Chapter 4), and thus are linked to Objectives 1 and 2 of this study.
The following two sections are about employers' 'Views on tourism degrees' and
'Views on degree level education. These address the education value of tourism
degrees, and thus linked to Objectives 3 and 4 of this study. The last part includes
demographics. The results here are presented following this structure.
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5.2 Part 1 : Working in the tourism industry
Part 1 of the questionnaire survey explored the characteristics of working in the
industry. It starts with identifying the type of business the respondents work for,
length of service at their current company, their job level, in addition to
identifying their highest qualifications. Thus the responses to these questions
provide not only an idea of the characteristics of respondents (what job level they
have, what sector they work for, are they graduates, etc.) but also provide and
insight into recruitment practices in tourism - internal recruitment and bottom-up
careers appeared prevalent from the interviews.

5.2.1 Type of organisation (Question 1)
The results from Question 1 , as given by respondents, are included in Appendix 6.
However, by reviewing individual responses, it
became apparent that 5 respondents from
tourist boards have identified their employer

31

type incorrectly (4 identified their tourist board
as a 'not for profit' company, and 1 as a
Iii Private
11 Public
D Not for profit

'private' company) . As tourist boards are public
companies, these 5 responses were then
amended to Public' . The amended results are

Figure 5-1: Responses by sector

shown below in Table 5- 1 . they show that 61 %
of respondents worked for the private sector,
32% public, and 7% not for profit sector
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Table 5-1: Responses by sector

1. The orgamsation vou work for is nart of which sector?
Options
Percentage
Private:
61%
Public:
32%
Not for profit (e.g. Charity/NGO):
7%

Number
60
31
7

5.2.2 Type of tourism sector
With regards to the results from Question 2, for the purposes of analysis, the
different tourism types of employers which respondents represent were merged
into larger categories which reflected the type of tourism sector they belong to.
Furthermore, by reviewing the open ended responses of those respondents who
selected ' Other' , and have either given the name of their employer, or indicated
the type of organisation, some of these were re-classified to reflect the particular
tourism sector they belong to. For example:
Transport : 6 responses in total were classified under transport- Charter airline
(2), Scheduled airline (2), Ground Handler ( 1 ), and 1 ' Other' response - ' leisure
airline with limited charter' .
Intermediaries: This group generated 1 4 responses in total - Tour operator (12),
Travel agent ( 1 ) and 1 ' Other' response ('online travel company').
Government employers : This group included 1 6 responses in total - Local
Authority (6), Tourist Board (8), and 2 'Other' responses ('economic development
agency' and ' government agency').
Accommodation providers: There were 5 respondents who were identified as
accommodation provides.
Visitor attraction: This group included 5 responses in total, 4 selected 'visitor
attraction' , and 1 ' Other' response ('Part attraction, part farm').
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Consultancy: This group generated 26 responses m total - 25 identified
themselves as consultancy and 1 ' Other' response ('Hospitality, leisure and
tourism consultants').
Education providers: There were 15 respondents which identified themselves as
education providers.
The remaining 'OTHER', open-ended responses were recalculated, the final
count reached 1 1 responses in total recruitment:
• business support

•

•

communications

• travel customer satisfaction agency

•

industry association

•

travel publication

•

tourism area partnership

•

vertically integrated travel company

•

wildlife charity

• trade association

trade association

25

Iii Consultancy
llllil Government sector

□ Education Provider
o Intermediaries

------�

16
15
15

Ill Destination Organisations
D Transport
1111 Industry association
D Other

0

10

20

30

Num ber of res ponde nts

Figure 5-2: Types of tourism business/sector

After this regrouping and review of open-ended (' other') responses , the following
distribution of responses emerged (see Table 5-2 below).
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Table 5-2: Types of tourism business/sector

The organisation you work for is a (please select one only)
Percenta2e
Tvoe of sector
Consultancy
27%
Government sector
1 7%
Education Provider
1 5%
Intermediaries
14%
5%
Accommodation sector
6%
Transport
5%
Visitor attraction
1 1%
Other

Number
26
16
15
14
5
6
5
11

5.2.3 Size of organisation (Question 3)
Question 3 : 'How many employees work within your organisation?' generated the
following results (see Table 5-3 : Size of organisation).
The majority of responses were from large
organisations (over 250 employees), followed
by micro companies (0-9 employees). For the

45

purposes of the analysis the responses from
SMEs (0-9, 1 0-49, and 50-249 employees)
15

Ill O -- 9 employees
111 1 0 - 49 employees
D 50 - 249 employees
D Over 250 employees

were compared to those from larger (over 250)
organisations. See Chapter 6 for details.

Figure 5-3: Number of employees
by organisation.
Table 5-3: Size of organisation
•

How many employees work WJ.t
. hin vour orn:amsation ?.
Percenta2e
Size of or2anisation
25.5%
0 -- 9 employees
1 0 -- 49 employees
1 3 .3%
50 -- 249 employees
1 5 .3%
Over 250 employees
45 .9%

Number
25
13
15
45
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5.2.4 First job (Question 4)
Respondents to Question 4 showed that a
minority of respondents ( 1 6) were working for
their first tourism industry employer. The
majority

of

respondents

have

worked

previously for other employers (Figure 5-6).

11111 Yes

IIIPJ No

Figure 5-4: First job in tourism.
Table 5-4: Is your current employer, your first employer?

. tion ?.
. tounsm WI·th your current or�amsa
" b lil
4 . Was your fi1rst .10
Number
Percenta2e
Options
16
1 6.3%
Yes
82
83 .7%
No

5.2.5 Length with current employer (Question 5)
Question 5 asked how long they have worked with their current employer. The
results were evenly spread out (Table 5-5). They show that a significant minority
of respondents (3r1r.6%) have worked for their current employer for over 1 0 years.
Table 5-5: Length with employer
. tion?.
5 . How 1on2 have you worked :tor your current or2amsa
Number
Percentage
Options
19
1 9 .4%
Less than 1 year
11
1 1 .2%
1 - 2 years
23
23.5%
3 - 5 years
14
1 4.3%
6 - 10 years
20
20.4%
1 1 - 20 years
11
.2%
1
1
Over 20 years
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Ill Les s th an 1 ye a r

□ 1 - 2 years
□ 3 - 5 years

11111 6 - 1 0 years

□11

- 2 0 years

Ill Over 2 0 years

20

10

0

Num be r of respondents

30

Figure 5-5: Length with employer.

5.2.6 Job level
Responses to Question 6 show that most of the responses (7 1 %) were middle or
higher management level (Table 5-6) and thus may have at lease some experience
with recruitment.

1!11 C h i ef Executiver/ Owner

15

1111 D i rector
till Se n i o r Manager

15

IJl Mid d l e Manager

□ Junior Manag e r r/
S u p e rvi s o r
□ E m p l oyee

22

19

I------' 6

1111 Trainee
Gil Tern p o rary e m p l oyee
Ill Self e m p loyed/freelance

□ Othe r

Figure 5-6: Job level

0

10

20

Num ber of res pondents

30
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Table 5-6: Job Level

.

6 Wh"ICh of the fio llowing most accuratelY
L reflects your
Percentage
Options
Chief Executive / Owner
1 5.3%
22.4%
Director
Senior Manager
1 5 .3%
1 9 .4%
Middle Manager
Manager
I 6.1%
Junior
Supervisor
1 1 .2%
Employee
1 .0%
Trainee
Temporarv employee
0.0%
4. 1 %
Self employed/freelance
Other (please specify)
5. 1 %

. 0b IeveJ?
Number

15
22
15
19
6

11

1

0
4

5

Category 'other' included: Business Analyst - 1 ; Personal Assistant -2; Partnership
Coordinator - 1 ; Tourism Lecturer - 1

5.2.7 Advertised job vacancies (Question 7)
Question 7 asked about recruitment practices.

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15

Internal recruitment appeared comm.on - 46%
of the respondents were in positions that were

25

not advertised at all (see Table 5-7). This

10

percentage is even higher (52%), if education

5
0

providers are excluded from the overall sample

11)] Internally
Ill Externally
D Internally and externally
D Not at all
■ Do not know

Figure

5-7:

vacancies.

Advertised

(see Appendix 1 0).

job
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Table 5-7: Advertised job vacancies

.

7 Was your current .1" 0b advertise
Options
Percentage
Internally
6.1%
Externally
1 9.4%
internally
and 25 .5%
Both
externally
Not at all
Do not know

Number
6
19
25

45
3

45 .9%
3.1%

5.2.8 Degree levels and titles (Questions 8, 8a, and Sb)
Question 8 asked whether respondents hold

3

degrees. The questionnaire results showed that
the majority (76%) of the respondents were
educated to a degree level. Questions 8a, 8b and
8c looked at respondents' degree level, focus
and title (Tables 5-8 and 5-9).

11 Yes
Ill No
o Currently studying for a degree

Figure 5-8: Degree levels.
Table 5-8: Degree levels and titles

uestion 9

raduate e.
Yes
Currently studying for a
de ee
No

3.1 %

20.4%

20

Table 5-9: Degree level

8.a. Your degree(s) is at what level?
Options
Percentage
Bachelor:
Masters:

n/a
n/a

Number
42
41

Doctorate:

n/a

7

1 90

75 respondents were educated to degree level,

7

of those, 4 1 had Masters level qualifications, 7
42

had Doctorates and 42 had Bachelor degrees.
The number is higher than the numb er of
graduates overall (75), as some had more than 1

II Bachelor

II Masters

degree.

□ Doctorate

Figure 5-9: Degree levels.

Question 8b sought to establish what proportion of respondents held tourism
degrees. The results show that over half of them have graduated from a degree,
which had at least one of these four words in

40

35 +-----

30 +-----

25 +----20

0

hospitality. The complete list of qualifications,
as given by the respondents is included in

15
10

their title - travel, tourism, leisure and

+------

Ill Travel
II Tourism
□ Hospitality
□ Leisure
1111 None of these

Figure 5-10: Degree titles.

Appendix 6. Overall 40 held a degree which
included at least one of the following in their
title, while there were 35 graduates form 'other'
areas.

191

Table 5-10: Degree title

8.b. Please indicate if your de2ree(s) has any of the followin2 in its title?
Options
Percentage
Number
Travel:
n/a
2
Tourism:
n/a
38
Hospitality:
n/a
6
Leisure:
n/a
2
None of these:
n/a
35

5.2.9 Non graduates' qualifications
Respondents, who did not hold a degree, were asked to indicate their highest
qualifications. Complete list is included in Appendix 6, a summary of those is
included in Table 5-1 1 below.

■ A levels

Ill Diploma
II Post g rad dip lom a
o GCSE
O HN O
II FRAeS, FC IT, FCILT, FC MI
1i:1 ON O + Fellows h i p of CIA
ll!I RSA
g SC E

0

1

2

3

Number of respondents

Figure 5-1 1 : Highest educational qualifications, held by non-graduates.
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1 92

Table 5-1 1 : Highest educational qualifications, held by non-graduates.

rn

9 . If you are I I not I I a 2raduate, pI ease state your hil21hest qua 1e1cation.

Options
Number
A levels
Diploma (Buisness/Tech/Dip Travel Skills/Diploma in Management
Studies)
Post grad diploma
GCSE
2
2
FRAeS, FCIT, FCILT, FCMI
1
OND + Fellowship of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators
1
Royal Society of Arts
SCE Higher Level certificates
1

Question 1 to 1 0 formed Part 1 of the questionnaire. They looked at respondents'
own career paths, and educational qualifications. Part 2 questions looked at
employers' views on the career prospects of tourism graduates. These are
presented next.

5.3 Part 2 : Tourism graduates employability
Questions 1 0 to 20 addressed tourism graduates perceived employability. Part 1
questions asked about recruitment practices, which tourism graduates are likely to
encounter in the tourism industry as well as employers' views about the
requirements tourism graduates are likely to face, and their expectations of
tourism graduates' abilities to meet these requirements.

5.3.1 Jobs available to tourism graduates upon graduation (Question
10)
Question 1 0 asked employers where they see tourism graduates starting their
career.

1 93

30 -,---.-- -----24 25 25
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The spread of answers is almost equal between
the top three options provided, indicating that
customer facing, administrative and junior

15

supervisor positions are the most likely jobs
5

which

0

5-12:

First job

tourism

graduates

upon

graduation. In total, 83 respondents indicated a

II Entry-level custom er facing
Ill Entry-level administrative
□ Junior manager/supervisor
□ rv'lanager
1111 Other

Figure

expect

position. Notably, 1 5 respondents had no such
job available within their organisation for

after

tourism graduates.

graduation.

Table 5-12: First job after graduation

10. Within your organisation, what job would you expect a tourism graduate to
·
uestion 16.
s
raduation? H NO such ·ob,

24

customer 28.9%

Entry-level
fa

25
25

30.1 %
1 .2%
9.6%

M

8

Category ' other' included: 'graduate entrant' ; 'junior consultant'; 'one man
'project

'research',

consultancy' ;

delivery'e;

'researcher/analyst' ;

'technical/apprentice ' ; and 'trainee or intern' .

5.3.2 Recruitment practice for entry level jobs (Question 1 1)
Question

11

asked

how

these

jobs

would

be

advertised.
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The majority of respondents suggest that the

60
40
30

posts would be advertised externally and both

48

50

externally and internally (Table 5-1 3). These

30

results indicate that most entry level jobs are

20
10

2

0

la Internally

II Externally

D Both

D Not at all

accessible to external applicants.

1111 Do not know

Figure 5-13 : Entry level jobs
advertising channels

Table 5-13 : Entry level jobs advertising channels

11. Where would this job be advertised? (Please select one only)
Number
Percentage
Options
2.4%
Internally
30
36. 1 %
Externally
48
57.8%
Both
2
2.4%
Not at all
1
1 .2%
Do not know

5.3.3 Is a degree required for first j obs? (Question 12)
Question l 2 asked whether holding a tourism degree is a requirement for entry
level jobs in tourism (Table 5-14).
Table 5-14: Is degree required for first jobs in tourism?

12 . Would holding a degree be a formal requirement for the job referred to in
Question 10?
Number
Percenta2e
Options
31
Yes
37.3%
45
No
54.2%
7
Do not know
8.4%
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In total, 3 1 respondents suggested that holding
7

a degree is required for the entry level j obs,
described above (Table 5- 1 4). However, over
half of the jobs available to tourism graduates
will not require a degree (54.2%).

lllil

Yes 11111 No D Do not know

Figure 5-14: Is a degree required
for first j obs in tourism?

5.3.4 Tourism degree - an advantage for first job (Question 13)
Question 1 3 explored if tourism degrees would be an advantage to graduates in
securing a job after graduation.

The

questionnaire results

showed that

a

considerable proportion of respondents felt that

40 -+----�

holding a tourism degree may be advantageous
20

in securing a job in tourism (Table 5 - 1 5).

10

0

0

0

Ill! A cons iderable advantage
1111 An advantage
D Neither advantage , nor dis advantage

□ A disadvantage

II A cons iderable disadvantag e

Figure 5-15:

Does holding a

degree provide an advantage?

Overall, 26.5% felt it would be a considerable
advantage and a further 5 6.6% felt that it would
be an advantage.
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Table 5-15: Does holding a degree provide an advantage in the job market?

13. In securing the job referred to in Question 10, do you expect a tourism degree
would be?
Percenta2e
Options
Number
A considerable advantage
An advantage
Neither advantage, nor
disadvantage
A disadvantage
considerable
A
disadvantage

26.5%
56.6%
1 6.9%

22
47
14

0.0%
0.0%

5.3.5 Key requirements for first job (Question 14)
Question 1 4 asked employers to identify which are the most important
requirements posed to tourism graduates in the labour market (Figure 5-1 6).
1 00%
1111 Strongly Agree
80%

□ Agree

60%

□ Neither Agree nor Disagree

40%

■ Disagree
CJ Strongly Disag ree

20%
0%

Personal
Attributes

Skill Set

Work
Experience

Knowledge Qualifications

Figure 5-16: Job requirements ranked by importance

This question also explored if tourism degrees are seen to contribute to tourism
graduates meeting these requirements. The results indicate that having the right
personality characteristics is the most important criteria faced by potential
employees, with qualifications, being least important
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5.3.6 Do tourism degrees contribute to graduates' meeting job
requirem·ents posed by the industry? (Question 15)
Question 1 5 asked respondents to indicate how they think a tourism degree affects
graduates' ability to meet the list of requirements given in Question 1 4. The
results show that over a third of respondents (3 5) thought that a tourism, degree
would have no impact on having the right personal attributes and on the right
work experience. Skills and knowledge were seen by a very large proportion of
respondents (7 5) to be affected positively by holding a degree.

11 Affects wry positi-.ely

o Affects positil.ely

□ No impact

Personal
Attributes

Skill Set

Work
Experience

Knowledge Qualifications

Figure 5-17: Tourism degree's impact on graduate's abilities

5.3.7 Graduate training programme (Question 1 6)
Question 1 6 asked whether there are graduate training programmes within
respondents' organisations.

1 98

The answers to Question 1 6 showed that 1 9
respondents have graduate training schemes in
their companies (Table 5-1 6). The majority of
respondents

(73)

were

employed

m

organisations which did not offer graduate

73

training pro grammes.
II Yes II No o Do not know

Figure 5-18: Graduate training
scheme within organisation
Table 5-16: Graduate training programmes.
16 . Is there currently
. tion.?
. . schemeiwi·thin your orgamsa
ti a gra duate tram1ng

Options
Yes:
No:
Do not know:

Percentage
1 9.4%
74.5%
6.1%

Number
19
73
6

5.3.8 Type of graduate training programmes (Question 17)
Question 1 7 asked where such opportunities existed within these compames.
Reponses are grouped thematically, in Table 5-1 7. In 8 of the cases, opportunities
existed in a number of areas within the organisationi\ in 4 of the cases,
opportunities existed solely in the marketing area. The remaining areas generated
one

response

each.

ii These included: Across the board; All - with movementUust being formed); Numerous Marketing, PR, Finance; Marketing, HR; All skill areas e.g. engineering, planning etc;
Engineering, IT; Planning and trading; Retail, tour ops, e-commerce, airline; Front office, HR,
finance etc
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Table 5-17: Type of graduate training programmes

17. Where are 2raduate trainin2 schemes available
Options
Number
In a. number of areas:s.
8
Marking: Marketing; Marketing & PR; Marketing / Product; Marketing
and Product
1
Customer service
1
Finance, Industry Affairs,
HR (Staff Development)
1
1
IT
1
Management + skills courses
1
Sales and Contracting
1
Teaching/Lecturing

5.3.9 Tourism degrees - an advantage for graduate training schemes
in tourism? (Question 1 8)
Question 1 8 asked if employers expect a tourism degree to be an advantage for
these positions. Only responses from those whose companies offer graduate
training schemes are included. The majority of them ( 1 6 out of 1 9) believed that a
tourism degree would provide an advantage, with 3 saying tourism degrees would
provided 'neither advantage, nor a disadvantage' (Figure 5 - 1 9).

D A co n s iderable adva ntage
fiJ An adva ntage

10

■ Neither advantage, n o r
dis advantage
EJ A dis advantage

0
0

II A co n s id erable
dis advantage
l!l No Answer

0
0

5

10

15

Num ber of respondents

Figure 5-19: Role of tourism degrees in securing a place on a graduate scheme.
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5.3.10 Exposure to tourism degrees (Question 19)
The answers to Question 1 9 (excluding education providers) suggest that the
majority of respondents have had some exposure to tourism degree; 58 (69.9%)
have been contacted by students doing dissertations, 54 (65 . l %) had worked with
tourism work placement students; 6 1 (73 .5%) have received applications from
tourism graduates, 57 (68 .7%) have worked with universities delivering a tourism
degree, and 60 (72.3%) have had other contacts/exposure to tourism graduates.
Furthermore, a significant proportion have employed a tourism graduate 42
(50.6%) or worked with a tourism graduate 62 (74.7%). Overall 88 out of the 98
respondents have had some exposure to tourism degrees - have answered 'Yes' to
at least one of the options in Question 1 9.
1 00%
90%
80%
70%

Ill Yes

60%
50%

Ill No

40%
30%

o Do not

20%

know

1 0%

0%

Contacted by Worked Y<ith
Students
Work
Placement
Students

Received
Applications
from
Graduates

Employed
Graduates

Figure 5-20: Exposure to tourism degrees.

Worked Y<ith
Graduates

Cooperated Other Contact
with
/ Exposure
Universities
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5.3.1 1 Type of exposure to tourism degrees (Question 20)
Question 20 asked whether the above exposure
4

1

33

has been positive, or negative. The majority
(excluding education providers) - 46 (55 .4%)
59

2

have had positive exposure, with 3 1 (3 7 .3 %)
mixed and 2 (2.4%) negative (see Table 5- 1 8).

Ill Positive
II Negative
□ Mixed
□ Not applicable
Figure 5-21 : Type of exposure
Table 5-18: Type of exposure to tourism graduates

20 . Overall, would you say you have had a positive or negative impression of
tourism 2raduates? (Please select one onlv)
Options
Number
Percentage
Positive:
59
60.2%
Negative:
2.0%
Mixed:
33
33 .7%
4
Not aoolicable:
4. 1 %

5.4 Part 3 : Views on tourism degrees
Part 3 of the questionnaire looked at employers' views on tourism degrees. It
consists of questions 2 1 -37. The results form these are presented here.
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5.4.1 Tourism degrees provide well rounded knowledge of the
industry (Question 21)
60
50

In total, 6 1 respondents agreed with the
50

statement 'tourism degrees currently provide

40

students with a well rounded knowledge of the
tourism industry' (Table 5- 1 9).

20
10

Only a small

number respondents were not aware whether

0

Ill Strongly Agree
II Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
IEI Disagree
II Strongly disagree

the tourism degrees provided good knowledge
of the industry.

Figure 5-22: Tourism degrees
provide rounded knowledge of the
industry.
Table 5-19: Tourism degrees provide rounded knowledge of the industry
21. Tourism degrees currently provide students with a well rounded knowledge of
m
the teounsm
.
" dustry.
Number
Percentag:e
Options

Stron12;lv Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disa1rree
Strongly disa1rree

1 1 .2%
5 1. 0 %
26.5%
10.2%
1 .0%

11
50
26
10
1

5.4.2 Tourism degrees' academic credentials (Question 22 and 23)
Overall, 37 respondents agreed to Question 22 : 'It is easy to get a tourism degree' .
This does not represent a majority, yet it i s a considerable proportion o f the
respondents. There were nearly a quarter of respondents who did not feel that it is
easy to get a tourism degree. Question 23 asked employers' views of the quality of
tourism students . Most respondents (47) chose the option 'neither agree, nor
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disagree' . The number of those who agreed that tourism degrees are strong
academically being only slightly higher (28) to those who disagreed (23).

40
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25 -+------

30 +-------j
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20 +---

1 5 +----

10
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5
0

II Strongly Agree
II Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
l!l1I Disagree
Ill Strongly disagree
Figure 5-23: It is easy to get a tourism
degree

II Strongly Agree
II Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
D D isagree
II Strongly disagree

Figure 5-24: Tourism graduates are strong
academically

Table 5-20: It is easy to get a tourism degree.

ee

37.8%
21 .4%
3.1%

Number
9
28
37
21
3

Table 5-2 1 : Tourism graduates are strong academically.

ee

48.0%
20.4%
3.1%

Number
4
24
47
20
3
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5.4.3 Tourism degrees give no particular advantage (Question 24)
0

5
40

30

20

r

The answer to Question 24, which states:
'There is no particular advantage to a graduate
22

22

having done a tourism degree' , indicates that a
quarter of respondents agree with this statement

10

and just under a quarter (22) are not sure if
II Strongly Agree
II Agree
□ Neither agree nor disagree
EJ Disagree
II Strongly disagree

there is any advantage of having done a tourism
degrees. The remaining half (5 1 ) if respondents
disagreed.

Figure 5-25: Tourism degrees
have no particular advantage.
Table 5-22: tourism degrees have no p articular advantage.

raduate havin done a tourism de ree .
Number

24 . There is no

ee

22.4%
45.9%
6. 1 %

22
22
45

5.4.4 Tourism degrees taught at former polytechnics (Question 25)
Question 25 asked whether employers associated tourism degrees with
polytechnics (Table 5-23).
Table 5-23: Tourism degrees are taught at former polytechnics.

25. Most universities that teach tourism are former ol technics
0 tions
Percenta e
Number
ee

5 1 .0%
27.6%
7. 1 %
4. 1 %

50
27
7
4
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The responses to the statement:

60

'Most

universities that teach tourism are former

0
50 +--- 5
40

polytechnics' show that the majority (60) of

30 +----

respondents associated tourism degrees with
10

former polytechnics, only 1 1 disagreed.

0

II Strongly Ag ree
II Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
□ Disagree
Ill Strongly disagree

Figure 5-26: Tourism degrees and
former polytechnics.

5.4.5 Tourism degrees provide good preparation for working in
tourism (Question 26)
60 -.--------1
50 -+--- 5 r----40

Question 26 asked if employers consider
tourism degrees to be a good preparation for
working in tourism. The answers (Table 5-24)

30 -+----

indicated that 62 respondents perceived tourism

20
8

0

II Strongly Agree
Ill Ag ree
D Neither agree nor disagree
[] D isagree
Ill Strongly disagree

Figure 5-27: Tourism degrees
provide good preparation for
working in tourism.

degrees as good preparation of the industry, and
only 9 disagreed.
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Table 5-24: Tourism degrees a good preparation for working in tourism.
aration for workin in tourism.

26. Tourism de
0

Number
11

52.0%
27.6%
8 .2%
1 .0%

51
27
8
1

5.4.6 Tourism degrees and the tourism industry have difficult
relationship (Question 27)
4 0 �--------34
30
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The answers to Question 27 (Table 5-25)
suggest diverse views on whether there is a
good relationship between universities and the
tourism industry, with nearly equal spread
between agreement, disagreement and neither.

0

Ill Strongly Agree
II Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
D Disagree
Ill Strongly disagree

Figure 5-28: The perceived
relationship between universities
and the tourism industry.
Table 5-25: tourism degrees and tourism industry relationship

27. There is a good relationship between universities offering tourism degrees and
' dustry.
the teounsm
. m
Number
Options
Percenta2e
5
Strongly Agree
5.1%
27
Agree
27.6%
34
Neither agree nor disagree
34.7%
26
Disagree
26.5%
6
Strongly disagree
6. 1 %
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5.4.1 Tourism degrees provide well rounded knowledge of the
industry (Question 21)
60
50

In total, 6 1 respondents agreed with the
50

statement 'tourism degrees currently provide

40

students with a well rounded knowledge of the
tourism industry' (Table 5- 1 9).

20
10

Only a small

number respondents were not aware whether
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Ill Strongly Agree
II Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
IEI Disagree
II Strongly disagree

the tourism degrees provided good knowledge
of the industry.

Figure 5-22: Tourism degrees
provide rounded knowledge of the
industry.
Table 5-19: Tourism degrees provide rounded knowledge of the industry
21. Tourism degrees currently provide students with a well rounded knowledge of
m
the teounsm
.
" dustry.
Number
Percentag:e
Options

Stron12;lv Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disa1rree
Strongly disa1rree

1 1 .2%
5 1. 0 %
26.5%
10.2%
1 .0%

11
50
26
10
1

5.4.2 Tourism degrees' academic credentials (Question 22 and 23)
Overall, 37 respondents agreed to Question 22 : 'It is easy to get a tourism degree' .
This does not represent a majority, yet it i s a considerable proportion o f the
respondents. There were nearly a quarter of respondents who did not feel that it is
easy to get a tourism degree. Question 23 asked employers' views of the quality of
tourism students . Most respondents (47) chose the option 'neither agree, nor
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disagree' . The number of those who agreed that tourism degrees are strong
academically being only slightly higher (28) to those who disagreed (23).
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Figure 5-23: It is easy to get a tourism
degree
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Figure 5-24: Tourism graduates are strong
academically

Table 5-20: It is easy to get a tourism degree.
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37.8%
21 .4%
3.1%

Number
9
28
37
21
3

Table 5-2 1 : Tourism graduates are strong academically.

ee

48.0%
20.4%
3.1%

Number
4
24
47
20
3
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5.4.3 Tourism degrees give no particular advantage (Question 24)
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The answer to Question 24, which states:
'There is no particular advantage to a graduate
22

22

having done a tourism degree' , indicates that a
quarter of respondents agree with this statement

10

and just under a quarter (22) are not sure if
II Strongly Agree
II Agree
□ Neither agree nor disagree
EJ Disagree
II Strongly disagree

there is any advantage of having done a tourism
degrees. The remaining half (5 1 ) if respondents
disagreed.

Figure 5-25: Tourism degrees
have no particular advantage.
Table 5-22: tourism degrees have no p articular advantage.

raduate havin done a tourism de ree .
Number

24 . There is no
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22.4%
45.9%
6. 1 %

22
22
45

5.4.4 Tourism degrees taught at former polytechnics (Question 25)
Question 25 asked whether employers associated tourism degrees with
polytechnics (Table 5-23).
Table 5-23: Tourism degrees are taught at former polytechnics.

25. Most universities that teach tourism are former ol technics
0 tions
Percenta e
Number
ee

5 1 .0%
27.6%
7. 1 %
4. 1 %

50
27
7
4
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The responses to the statement:
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'Most

universities that teach tourism are former

0
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polytechnics' show that the majority (60) of
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respondents associated tourism degrees with
10

former polytechnics, only 1 1 disagreed.
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D Neither agree nor disagree
□ Disagree
Ill Strongly disagree

Figure 5-26: Tourism degrees and
former polytechnics.

5.4.5 Tourism degrees provide good preparation for working in
tourism (Question 26)
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Question 26 asked if employers consider
tourism degrees to be a good preparation for
working in tourism. The answers (Table 5-24)
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indicated that 62 respondents perceived tourism
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D Neither agree nor disagree
[] D isagree
Ill Strongly disagree

Figure 5-27: Tourism degrees
provide good preparation for
working in tourism.

degrees as good preparation of the industry, and
only 9 disagreed.
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5.4.6 Tourism degrees and the tourism industry have difficult
relationship (Question 27)
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The answers to Question 27 (Table 5-25)
suggest diverse views on whether there is a
good relationship between universities and the
tourism industry, with nearly equal spread
between agreement, disagreement and neither.
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Figure 5-28: The perceived
relationship between universities
and the tourism industry.
Table 5-25: tourism degrees and tourism industry relationship

27. There is a good relationship between universities offering tourism degrees and
' dustry.
the teounsm
. m
Number
Options
Percenta2e
5
Strongly Agree
5.1%
27
Agree
27.6%
34
Neither agree nor disagree
34.7%
26
Disagree
26.5%
6
Strongly disagree
6. 1 %
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5.4.7 Oversupply of tourism graduates (Question 28)
The results show that over 40 respondents to
Question 28 felt that there is an oversupply of
tourism graduates, 4 7 were unsure, only 1 2
respondents disagreed.

l!l Strongly Ag ree
Ill Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
D Disagree
1111 Strongly disagree

Figure 5-29: Oversupply of
tourism graduates.
Table 5-26: Oversupply of tourism graduates.

28. There is an oversu I
0 tions
ee
s
Agree
Neit
ee

Percenta e
4. 1 %
36.7%
46.9%
1 0.2%
2.0%

aduates.

Number
4
36
46
10
2

5.4.8 Commitment to tourism careers (Question 29)
Question 29 asked whether employers perceived holding a tourism degree to
indicate a commitment to the industry (Table 5-27).
Table 5-27: Commitment to tourism careers

29. Doing a tourism degree shows commitment to having a career in the tourism
industry.
Number
Options
Percenta2:e
9
Strongly Agree
9.2%
53
Agree
54. 1 %
20
Neither agree nor disagree 20.4%
16
Disagree
1 6.3%
0
Strongly disagree
0.0%
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In total, 62 respondents to Question 29 (Table
5-27) agreed that a tourism degree shows
commitment to the industry. However, 20 were

30 +---

unsure and 1 6 disagreed.
0

0

Ill Strongly Agree
II Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
lTI Disagree
II Strongly disag ree

Figure 5-30: A tourism degree
shows commitment to tourism

5.4.9 Tourism graduates are overqualified (Question 30)
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Question

30:

'Tourism

graduates

are

overqualified for most positions available to
them in the tourism industry' showed that
nearly half of all respondents (46) shared the
view that tourism graduates are overqualified

0

Ill Strongly Agree
1111 Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
□ Disagree
II Strongly disagree

for positions available to them in the tourism
industry (Table 5-28), 30 were undecided, and
22 disagreed.

Figure 5-31: Tourism graduates
are overqualified
Table 5-28: Tourism graduates are overqualified for jobs in the tourism industry.

30 . Tourism graduates are overqualified for most positions available to them in the
tourism indust
Number
Percenta e
10
10.2%
36
36.7%
30
ee
30.6%
21
21 .4%
1
1 .0%
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5.4.10 Tourism graduates' expectations (Question 31)
Overall, 71 respondents to Question 3 1 showed

70
60 +------

concern that tourism graduates have unrealistic

50 +-----40
30 +-----20 -��
10

expectations of the industry, only 8 disagreed
19

(Table 5-29).

8
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Ill Strongly Agree
Ill Agree
□ Neither agree nor disagree
bl Disagree
· 11 Strongly disagree

Figure 5-32: Tourism students
have unrealistic expectations.
Table 5-29: Tourism students have unrealistic expectations of the industry
31. Tourism students have unrealistic

ee

1 9.4%
8.2%
0.0%

ectations of the tourism indust
Number
12
59
19
8
0

5.4.11 Tourism graduates better prepared for working in tourism
(Question 32)
Question 32 asked employers whether they considered tourism graduates to be
better prepared to work in tourism (Table 5-30).
Table 5-30: Tourism graduates - better prepared to work in tourism
32. Compared to other graduates, tourism graduates are better prepared for
.
working m
. tounsm.
Number
Percenta2e
Options
5
Strongly Airree
5.1%
49
Agree
50.0%
34
Neither agree nor disagree 34.7%
9
Disagree
9.2%
1
1 .0%
Strongly disagree
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In total, 5 4 respondents thought that tourism

r-�

60
50
40

graduates are better prepared, compared to
other graduates, for working in the industry,

30

with only 1 0 disagreeing.

20
10
0

II Strongly Ag ree
lllli Agree
D Neither ag ree nor disagree
� Disagree
II Strongly disagree

Figure 5-33: Tourism graduates better prepared for working in
tourism.

5.4.12 Tourism graduates' business awareness (Question 33)
The results showed that half of employers (49)
49

50

are not sure if tourism graduates have good

40 -+-------I
30
2 0 +----'

business awareness, of the remaining half - 30
18

disagreed and 1 9 agreed with this statement.

!!al Strongly Agree
II Ag ree
□ Neither agree nor disagree
□ Disagree
II Strongly disagree

Figure 5-34: Tourism graduates business aware?.
Table 5-31: Business awareness of tourism graduates

.

33 Tounsma2ra duat es have goo d busmess awareness.
Options
Percenta2e
Strongly Agree
2.0%
Agree
28.6 %
Neither agree nor disagree 50.0 %
Disagree
1 8 .4%
Strongly disagree
1 .0 %

Number
28
49
18
1

21 1

5.4.13 Vocational training or tourism degrees (Question 34)
Question 34 compared employers' preference

60
50 _____
48_____
30 -----------I
22

for vocational training over tourism degrees
(Table

21

5-32).

Over

a quarter (26)e. of

respondents were of the opinion that in tourism
it is better to have a vocational training than a

Iii Strongly Agree
Ill Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
D Disagree
Ill Strongly disagree

tourism degree. Nearly half (48) of respondents
were undecided on this issue, while the number
of those who agreed (26) was comparable to the

Figure 5-35: In tourism it is better
number of those who did not (24).
to have vocational training than a
tourism degree
Table 5-32: Tourism degrees or vocational training

34. In tourism it is better to have vocational trainin than a tourism de ee.
Number
ee

49.0%
2 1 .4%
3.1 %

22
48
21
3

5.4.14 Educational stance to tourism degrees in particular, and
university degrees in general (Questions 36, 37, 47 and 48)
Questions 3 6 and 37, and Questions 47 and 48 were included to establish how
employers see the purpose of tourism degrees and to examine if employers see
tourism degrees different to degrees in general. The responses to these 4 questions
are included in Figure 5-36 b elow. Toe results show that over twice as many
employers (33) 'strongly agree' that the purpose of a degree should be to stretch
and develop intellects and minds, compared to the answers about tourism degrees
( 1 2). Furthermore, 7 disagreed that the purpose of tourism degrees should be to
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stretch intellects and minds, but only 1 disagreed to the same statement about
degrees in general. With regards to preparing for a career, nearly twice as many
respondents agreed to tourism degrees preparing for tourism careers (89 overall),
compared to degrees in general (55).
Intellects and M inds

Particular Career

■ Strongly Agree

100%

90%

1111 Agree

80%
70%

□ Neither agree

60%

nor disagree

50%

□ Disagree

40%
30%
20%

II Strongly
disagree

1 0%
0%

Tourism
Degree

Degree

Tourism
Degree

Degree

Figure 5-36: The purpose of degrees and tourism degrees.

5.5 Part 4: Degree level education
Part 4 of the questionnaire looked at employers' views on degrees and degree
level education. It consists of questions 38-49. The results form these are
presented here.
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5.5.1 HE - accessible to all who can benefit? (Question 38)
The responses to Question 3 8 (Table 5�3 3 )
suggest that the overwhelming majority of
respondents (83), believed in the degrees being
accessible to all who can benefit, with only 1 0
respondents disagreeing.
Ill Strongly Agree
Ill Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
D Disagree
11111 Strongly disagree

Figure 5-37: Degrees for all who
can benefit
Table 5-33: Degrees for all who can benefit

38. University degrees should be accessible for all who can benefit.
Number
Percenta2e
Ootions
35
Strongly Agree
35.7%
48
Agree
49.0%
5
Neither agree nor disagree
5. 1 %
10
10.2%
Disagree
0
Strongly disagree
0.0%

5.5.2 Students choose a degree as all their peers do (Question 39)
Question 39 asked respondents whether they believed that students chose degrees
because their friends have also done so (Table 5-34).
Table 5-34: Students choose to do degrees because everyone else is doing one.

one else is doin one.
Number
ee

23.5%
41 .8%
29.6%
1 .0%

23
41
29
1
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45 �---_,._.____

+----"+--------I

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Over a quarter o f respondents (27) agreed that
' Students choose to do degrees because
everyone else is doing one.', a further 41 were

--+-------=
+---

undecided, and 3 0 disagreed.

-+----

-1-----

-+----

+---

!I Strongly Agree
II Agree
□ Neither agree nor disagree
liJ Disag ree
l'I Strongly disagree

Figure 5-38: Students do degrees
because everyone else is

5.5.3 Degrees too narrow (Question 40)
Nearly a quarter saw degrees as having a too

40
35
30

35

25

21

20
15

narrow a focus (23) and a further 3 5 were
undecided
disagreed

10
5

0

II Strong ly Agree
111111 Agree
□ Neither agree nor disagree
D Disagree
II Strongly disagree

Figure 5-39: Degrees have a
narrow focus

(Table
with

5-35),

40

this

respondents
statement.
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Table 5-35: Degrees narrowly focused

.

40 Degrees nowa d ays tend to have too narrow a
Percentage
Options
Strongly Agree
2.0%
Agree
21 .4%
Neither agree nor disagree
35.7%
Disagree
37.8%
Strongly disagree
3 .1 %

OCUS

Number
21
35
37
3

5.5.4 Impact of the expansion of HE (Question 41)
Question 4 1 asked employers about their views
49

on the impact of the expansion of HE on the
value of the degree (Table 5-3 6).The results to
Question 4 1 are significant for a number of
reasons; firstly it shows that respondents are

II!!! Strongly Agree
II Agree
□ Neither agree nor disagree
D Disagree
■ Strongly disagree

considering each question carefully, as it
showed that respondents are engaged with the
questionnaire (it is a statement that is usually

Figure 5-40: Expansion of HE

expressed in negative terms).

Furthermore, 64 respondents b elieve that the expansion of higher education has
contributed to the devaluing of the degree. This is comparable with 60 thinking
that there is no need for ' 5 0% of the population to go to university' (see Question
42 below).
Table 5-36: Expansion of HE has devalued degrees

Di

ee

1 1 .2%
20.4%
50.0%
1 6.3%

11
20
49
16
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5.5.5 Views on the 50 % target (Question 42)

-+------____,----,.__
40 T

45

35
30

-+------t
-+------,

25 +-----

20 -+---�
15
10

-t----==

5
0 -+------""""""'

Question 42 asks employers directly to express
their views on the widening participation
agenda. The results show that only 1 6
respondents agree with the 50% target, while
the maj ority (61 ) disagreed (Table 5-37).

Strongly Agree
■IID Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
ID Dis agree
1111 Strongly disagree

Figure 5-41: The 50% target.
Table 5-37: The 50% target

42. There is a need for 50% of the population to go to university.
Number
Options
Percenta2e
Strongly Agree
4
4.1%
Agree
12
1 2.2%
22
Neither agree nor disagree
22.4%
41
Disagree
41o.8%
19
Strongly disagree
1 9.4%

5.5.6 Degrees or vocational training (Question 43)
50 -,.------��--44
30

-+--------1

20 -+-------<
10

� Strongly Agree
II Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
El D isagree
Strongly disagree

■

Figure 5-42: Degrees or training

Question 43 shows that only 1 1 of respondents
agree that young people take up degrees instead
of vocational training is a good thing, the
maj ority (50) disagreed (Table 5-3 8).
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Table 5-38: Preference of vocational training over tourism degrees
43. It is good that nowadays young people take up degrees instead of vocational
. . ?.
tra1mng
Options
Percentage
Number
Strongly Agree
0.0%
0
Agree
1 1 .2%
11
Neither agree nor disagree
37.8%
37
Disagree
44.9%
44
Strongly disaQree
6.1 %
6

5.5. 7 Oversupply of graduates? (Question 44)
60 -.----

Question 44 asked employers whether they
53

thought there is an oversupply of graduates.
The answers to Question 44 are in line with the

29

above views (question 42), with 62 respondents
7

feeling that currently there is an oversupply of

0

graduates (Table 5-39).

Ill Strongly Ag ree
Ill Agree
D Neither agree nor disagree
D Dis agree
Ill Strongly disagree

Figure 5-43 : Oversupply of
graduates.
Table 5-39: Oversupply of graduates

ee

54. 1 %
29.6%
7.o1o%
0.0%

Number
9
53
29
7
0

5.5.8 Graduates do a good job? (Questions 45 and 46)
Question 45 results show that 43 respondents were undecided whether graduates
make better managers, and 3 1 disagreed. Overall, 74 did not think that graduates
make better managers (Table 5-40)
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Table 5-40: Graduates make better managers

.

45 Graduates make better managers than non-graduates.
Percenta2e
Options
Number
1 .0%
Strongly Agree
1
23.5%
Agree
23
Neither agree nor disagree
43.9%
43
29.6%
Disagree
29
2.0%
Strongly disagree
2

Question 46 shows that the overwhelming majority of employers felt that a degree

does not automatically mean that one is going to do a good job.
Table 5-41: No link between hold.in.g a degree and j ob performance

46. Just because ou have a de ree does not mean ou are do a ood · ob.

ee

50

1
1
1

1 .0%
1 .0%
1 .0%

60 ,-----------

43

53

40

30

23

20
10
0

29

+------� Strongly Agree
ill Ag ree
□ Neither agree nor disagree
□ Disagree
■ Strongly disagree

Figure 5-44: Graduates make better
managers

Ill Strongly Agree
Ill Agree
□ Neither agree nor disagree
□ Disagree
1111 Strongly disagree

Figure 5-45: No link between holding a
degree and job performance

Questions 47 and 48 were presented in Part 3 above. The following Question 49
gave the opportunity to respondents to discuss further the issues raised in this
questionnaire (Appendix 6). These were analysed using Atlas. ti. . Table 5-42 gives
an overview of the key themes in these responses.
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Table 5-42: Education and employment value of tourism degrees - questionnaire survey
views

GeneraI V'1ews of Hi1gher Educat·1 0n
Education value
Count
50% yet another government 1
target
Any education is positive
1

Degrees too narrow

1

Exposure to TD

1

General degree should be 1
about - educational stance
General degree should be 2
about - iob market stance
Not everyone is 'cut out' for 1
degree
Oversupply of graduates
3
V"1ews of Tour1sm Degrees (TD)
TD - TI difficult relationship
2
TD
associated
with 1
polytechnics
TD oversupply
1
TD poorer teaching quality
2
TD should be about - job 3
market stance
Tourism students unrealistic 2
expectations
Work
placements/Work 1
experience

Employment value
Degree does not affect
interpersonal skills
Entry level no degree required
jobs (ELND) - common sense
ELND - interest/background in
travel
ELND - qualifications not
necessary
ELND - work experience

Count
1

HR char - bottom-up careers

1

HR char - low pay

1

Exposure to TD
TD - does not guarantee a job

2
2

2

2
2
2

TG - loose to other graduates
3
TG - overqualified/likely to 1
changesjob

5.5.9 Demographics
The last two questions asked for respondents' age and gender. The majority of
respondents were male, while the 25-64 age groups were best represented in this
survey.
Table 5-43 : Respondents' gender

50 Your gender
Options
Male:
Female:

Percentage
57. 1 %
42.9%

Number
56
42
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Table 5-44: Respondents' age group

51 . WhiCh a2e 2roup dosyou belon2 to ?.
Options
Percenta2e
2.0%
1 8-24 :
27.6%
25-34:
3 5-49 :
30.6%
3 8 .8%
50-64:
1 .0%
65 and over:

Number
2
27
30
38
1

38

40

35

30
25

42

30

20

56

15
10

5
0

Iii Ma le

Iii Female

fll 1 8-24

11 25-34

D 35-49

I[) 50-64

Ill 65 and over

Figure 5-46: Respondents' gender

Figure 5-47: Respondents' age group
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6 CHAPTER 6: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the analysis and discussion of results from both stages of the
primary research. The results from Stage 1 showed that the perceived value of
tourism degrees is based on a combination of their perceived employment value
and perceived education value. The employment value of tourism degrees was
itself based on ( 1 ) the opportunities for employment in tourism, and (2) the
perceived abilities for employment. Issues regarding the opportunities for
employment in tourism are directly linked to Objective 1 : 'Explore the range of
entry points for tourism graduates in the tourism industry' . The issues related to
the perceived abilities for employment are linked to Objective 2 : 'Investigate
whether there is a perceived skills match between the skills and knowledge taught
in tourism degrees, and those required by the tourism industry' , and Objective 3
'Investigate the perceived importance of tourism degrees in securing jobs in
tourism' .
Opportunities for employment would be either in the form of first jobs available to
tourism graduates upon graduation, or such created by existing links with
universities. Stage 1 results suggested that characteristics of working in tourism,
and selection practices may affect the access to such opportunities. The
opportunity for employment was found to account for views on the employability
of graduates (Harvey et al. , 1 997)
Interviewees judgement of the tourism graduates' perceived abilities for
employment was based on comparing 'the skills and knowledge requirements' for
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j obs which may be available to graduates upon graduation, and 'the skills and
knowledge expectations' that employers have of tourism graduates.
The perceived educational value of a tourism degree is largely related to
Objectives 3 of this study: 'Investigate the perceived importance of tourism
degrees in securing j obs in tourism' and Objective 4: 'Understand the tourism
industry's perceptions of tourism degrees' . The Stage 1 results indicated that the
educational value of tourism degrees was based on ( 1 ) intervieweesi' personal
background, (2) their educational perspectives, and (3) their perceptions of
quality of tourism degrees.
Stage 1 results suggested that interviewees' personal background may have lead
to direct exposure to tourism degrees. This included their personal lives (relatives
with tourism degrees), career and educational background (whether they
themselves have studied tourism or worked with someone who has). Furthermore,
there appeared to be a potential for a person's own education and career
progression to affect a their view on education in general, and tourism degrees in
particular ( e.g. if an employer does not hold a degree, and had reached high
management level, he or she may not value degrees).
Education perspectives were employers' own way of viewing the purpose of
higher education and tourism degrees. Furthermore, views on the purpose of HE,
and how tourism degrees are seen in relation to that, were suggested in Stage 1 to
also affect the perceived educational value of tourism degrees. Perceptions of the
quality of tourism degrees was often found to be linked to their perceptions of
tourism degrees, as well as to the Government' s HE policy. In addition, views on
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HE, were often found to be informed by ones' personal background and education
stance. These links are explored and analysed in detail below.

6.2 Employment value of tourism degrees
6.2.1 Opportunities for employment
Opportunities for employment in tourism were found in Stage 1 to be dependent
upon the following issues:
• Points of entry - where graduates are expected to start their career in
tourism. A lack of such available jobs in tourism may negatively affect the
perceived value of tourism degrees, even if the academic value of tourism
degrees was perceived positively.
• Existing links with universities - if an employer has good links with an
university, there may be two potential effects, first, there may be direct
entry points for graduates from those universities in the form of work
placement or graduate training programmes; second, employers will have
direct experience of tourism degrees and graduates. Below, it is
demonstrated that positive experiences are usually associated with positive
perceptions of tourism graduates.
•

Characteristics of working in tourism - such as low pay and seasonal work
may affect graduates' entry in tourism.

•

Selection procedures and recruitment practices also appeared to affect the
employability of graduates (and hence the employment value of the
degrees). For example, if positions are not advertised externally, then that
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would have direct effect on graduates' abilities to secure j obs in tourism,
regardless of their abilities for employment.
6.2.1.1 Points of entry

Responses indicating the kinds of j obs employers would expect new tourism
graduates to secure upon graduation were discussed in the results of Stage 1
(Chapter 4). All but four of the jobs suggested, were entry level jobs, which would
have been accessible to graduates before they had gone on to do their degrees.
Employers also suggested work placements, while at university, as a career start.
Moreover, nearly half of the interviewees in Stage 1 , explicitly referred to the
employers' views that they saw limited opportunities for recent tourism graduates.
There were specific references to the lack of opportunities in airlines and local
authorities, as well as more generally across the tourism industry. With regards to
the public sector specifically, Evans ( 1 993) observed that only a few tourism
graduates take up employment in the public sector of the tourism industry.
According to HESA (2007) 6% of tourism graduates are employed in the public
sector, however the tourism public sector may represent only a proportion of
these. Overall 20% of tourism graduates were employed in ' air transport' , 1 3% in
supporting transports activities such as travel agencies and 7% in recreation or
sports activities (HESA, 2007). These results may suggest that overall (when air
transport, support transport activities, and recreation and sports activities are
included) 40% of graduates are employed in tourism sectors, while a further 1 2%
are in the retail trade and 6% in public administration (HESA, 2007). In 1 993 ,
Evans found that less than 50% of tourism graduates secure a job in tourism,
while over ten years later, Peoplel st statistics suggest that this percentage is
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currently only 1 2% of travel and tourism graduates find j obs in travel or tourism,
compared to 60% of hospitality students in areas related to their degree (Kent,
2006). Considering the vocational appeal of tourism degrees, it can be assumed
that a considerable proportion of tourism graduates do not succeed in securing
employment in tourism related sectors or occupations.
Stage 2 found a more positive view of the opportunities for employment of
tourism graduates. A larger proportion of Stage 2 respondents ( 1 9%) had graduate
training programmes, compared to Stage 1 . The questionnaire sample may have
included a bigger proportion of larger organisations, compared to that of the
tourism industry as a whole, which may account for the higher number of
respondents which offer graduate training-ships. Still, consistent with other
studies in the area (McKercher et al. 1 995; Lam et al. 200 1 i; Ross 1 997; Major
and Evans, 2003), graduate training programmes were available in a minority of
organisations.
In the field research there was hardly any mention of other graduate occupations
such as 'modern graduate occupations' or ' new graduate occupations' according
to Elias and Purcell' s (2003) classification, although in Stage 1 Betty did point to
IT as a good area to start ones career. The alternatives available to tourism
graduates were 'niche' graduate occupations and 'non-graduate occupations (Elias
and Purcell, 2003). 'Niche graduate occupations'

are described as specialist

niches which require HE skills, such as sport and hotel management (Elias and
Purcell, 2004). Indeed Jenny pointed out that a section manager in a sports club
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may be a good starting point upon graduation. The overwhelming maj ority of
graduates were expected to start in 'non-graduate occupations'i. Customer service
j obs in tourism and low grade administrative jobs are the ones likely to fit this
category. Stage 2 results showed that junior manager jobs were one of the three
types of jobs available to tourism graduates upon graduation (30% ). The other two
were entry-level customer facing, and entry-level administrative posts (60% in
total). These results are comparable for tourism courses across the UK (HESA,
2007), where 1 7% were in managerial and senior officials qualifications, while
60% were in non-graduate occupations such as administrative and customer
service occupations (see Appendix 1 2). Elias and Purcell (2003) found that
graduates are least likely to use their subject knowledge and skills developed
during their degree in non-graduate jobs. Thus it may be expected that tourism
graduates may not choose to pursue their career in tourism. The only other
alternative to securing jobs in tourism was if their universities have established
links with particular tourism organisations, as these may lead to some
opportunities for employment.
6.2.1.2 Existing links with universities and jobs available through
links with universities

Both Stage I and Stage 2 showed that universities cooperating with employers
improved the opportunities for employment in particular organisations. Firstly,

i

Elias and Purcell (2004) identified sales assistants and record clerks as an example of non

graduate jobs, which do not require degrees
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some of the interviewees from Stage 1 referred to past or present links they have
had with universities. Those links appeared to provide direct points of entry for
students from particular universities. For example, employers who had close
relations with educational institutions would employ students from those
institutions as work placements or as graduate trainees. However, Study 1 results
also suggested that, as a result of tightening profit margins, and the economic
slow down experiences after 1 1 /09/2001 , only two of these links were still in
existence.
Stage 2 results showed that university-industry links are more common than
indicated in Stage 1 . Most of respondents i (69%) of had at some point in time
cooperated with universities teaching tourism. Furthermore 65% have worked
with tourism work placement students, 75% have worked with a tourism graduate,
and 5 1 % have employed a tourism graduates. Overall 55% of respondents had
positive exposure to tourism degrees, this percentage reaches 61 % for those who
have cooperated with universities at some point in time.
An analysis of Question 1 9 results from Stage 2 (Appendix 1 1 , Table 1 1 -e1 6) show
statistically significant differences between responses from those who have
experience of cooperating with a university delivering tourism degrees, and those
who have not. Showing that those who have cooperated with universities tend to
have also worked with tourism work placement students (Question 1 9b),
employed tourism graduates (Question l 9e), and have worked with a tourism

i

For the purposes of analysing industry's perceptions on the link between universities and the

tourism industry, education providers were excluded from the sample (see Appendix 1 0)
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graduate (Question l 9df Establishing good links between universities and the
tourism industry thus may be beneficial to tourism graduates opportunities for
employment upon graduation.
Stage 1 suggested that currently there is a lack of good relationship between
higher education institutions and the tourism industry. There were conflicting
views on who is responsible for this, for example, Patricia saw the education
providers to be at fault for failing to establish good working relationship with the
industry, while Stuart expressed the view that employers were the ones not easy to
engage with. The Stage 2 open ended responses also referred to the difficult
relationship between industry and academia (Appendix 6):
There seems to be such a divide between education sector and the industry that I
do not know if it will be ever remedied.

Similarly to Stage 1 , Stage 2 respondents held conflicting views on who is
responsible. There were two comments on either side of the divide:
Lecturers need more training in the industry as a whole, and also to keep up with
varying trends

While the other one suggested that:
Job sector should become more involved with the education sector to get the
skills requirements right.

Overall, nearly one third of Stage 2 respondents did not believe that there was a
good relationship between tourism degrees and the industry, a further 35% were

i

Have lower mean ranks (1 - yes, 2 - no), compared to those who have not.
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unsurei . A lack of cooperation between the industry and universities was also
observed in the literature (Woodley and Brennan, 2000).
6.2.1.3 Recruitment practices

Two key recruitment practices were seen to restrict tourism graduates entry in
tourism careers upon graduation - 'bottom-up careers' and internal recruitment.
The interviewees in Stage 1 often referred to the culture of career progression in
tourism, termed by the author as 'bottom-up careers' . One of the open-ended
responses to Stage 2 also alluded to bottom-up career practices:
employers will want experience versus qualifications, therefore people will go
into a lesser paid/status job and will be able to work their way up - this is a great
strength of the industry

The industry gives the opportunity to start from the bottom of the career ladder
and rise to the top, regardless of qualifications held. Linked to bottom-up careers
in tourism is the practice of internal recruitment. If internal recruitment and
promotion are part of the recruitment practices in tourism, and if jobs are rarely
advertised externally, then the opportunities for employment would be limited
solely to entry-level jobs. The interviews indicated that, as a result of the
recruitment practices in tourism, such as internal recruitment, tourism graduates
may face barriers to entering work in the tourism industry. The interviewees in
Stage 1 indicated that the jobs available to tourism graduates upon graduation are
largely entry level customer services jobs, where a degree is not a requirement.

i

this percentage reaches 47% for education providers
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This in tum may decrease the employability prospects of tourism graduates, and
hence the perceived employment value of tourism degrees.
Stage 2 results showed that overall 46% of the respondents ' jobs were not
advertised at all, this reaches 52% when education providers are excluded from
the sample (Appendix 8), and 65% for the private sector respondents.
Furthermore, nearly a third (32%) of respondents have worked for more than 1 9
years for their current employer.
The questionnaire survey indicated somewhat better career prospects for tourism
graduates, still most jobs available to tourism graduates were entry level non
graduate jobs.
The bottom-up careers structure did suggest however, that non graduate jobs were
seen by employers to provide a good developmental opportunity for graduates,
where they learn how the business is run. Graduates could later use this
knowledge and progress in their career. Nonetheless, if graduates are not able to
secure these entry-level jobs they may not be able to build any career in tourism.
Purcell et al. (2003 : 2) suggest that a "small but significant proportion of
graduates experience difficulties in accessing employment, which makes full use
of their potential". The results from the primary research indicate that a significant
proportion of tourism graduates may experience such problems upon graduation.
Similarly, the national statistics for graduate destinations suggest that around 60%
of tourism graduates will not find graduate level work upon graduation (HESA,
2007).
Entry level non-graduate jobs may not be appealing to tourism graduates as they
may have left university with a considerable student debts which could prove
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difficult to pay off on a minimal wage (which is often the salary scale for such
positions). Furthermore the tourism industry is well known for its bad working
conditions (Riley et al., 2002; Szivas et al., 2003). Characteristics such as low pay
and unsociable working hours were referred to in Stage 1 of this research. The
Department of Culture Media and Sport (DCMS) also points to the poor
management, restrictive recruitment practice, low rates of pay and unsociable
working ours as limiting the employment prospects of new recruits in the tourism
industry.
Tourism graduates may also face the sometimes difficult experience of being
managed by someone younger who may be less qualified, but more experienced.
In many cases, this is someone with good customer service skills, who perhaps
left school at 1 6 or 1 8 would by the age of 2 1 be in a line-management or
supervisory position, often regardless of management abilities. The Peoplel st
survey showed that there is a shortage of good management skills in tourism, as
people are being promoted on the basis of operational, not management abilities
(Peoplel st, 2006). The following section explores, whether tourism employers
saw a match between tourism graduates' abilities and the requirements, for the
kinds of jobs available to them within tourism.

6.2.2 Abilities for employment
6.2.2.1 Employers' requirements and expectations

Harvey (2003) suggests that there are analytic, communicative and perceptual
problems in identifying skills gaps. Holmes (2006) also argues that there is no
analytic, methodological consistency in identifying skills, as skills are perceptual,
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the language of describing them varies, while the methods of identifying them
often include drop-down menus, which may introduce bias through language or
methods and tools used. Holmes (2006) would see studies such as Li and Kivela' s
(1 998), giving employers a list o f skills that they respond to, as a flawed
methodology. Regardless of views on methodological consistency, the
inconsistency of requirements based on sector, size of organisation, or indeed if
the respondent is a graduate, pose additional difficulties in identifying skills
requirements (Harvey, 2003). Harvey (2003) argued that job requirements may be
meaningless, if they are not job specific. Thus, in the primary research, there was
an attempt to gauge whether employers from Stage 1 perceived tourism graduates
to meet the requirements for the kinds of j obs available to them upon graduation.
For ease of analysis of Stage 1 and 2 results, the requirements for potential
employees emergent from Stage 1 were grouped in five areas, based on the Sector
Skills council' s report (People 1 st, 2005) on recruitment practices in tourismi :
a. Having the right personal attributes
b. Having the right skills set
c. Having the right work experience
d. Having the right knowledge
e. Having the right qualifications
Overall, the right personal attributes and skills were the two groups most often
referred to in Stage 1 as a requirement to work in tourism (Appendix 6), while

; as shown in Appendix 5
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work experience, knowledge and qualifications generated a much smaller number
of references in Stage 1 .
6.2.2.1.1

Having the right personal attributes

During the interview stage, requirements of personal attributes were related to
one's 'personality' , and were grouped together as conceptually similar. A second
group was formed by requirements such as enthusiasm, dedication and
commitment. Both these groups appeared key when employers recruited for entry
level positions such as Customer Service Agents, Check-in, or Cabin Crew. And
although employers did note that holding a degree does not affect one's
personality, they felt that having done a tourism degree showed an interest and
commitment to the industry, potentially giving tourism graduates an advantage in
securing a job. Similarly, in Stage 2 the majority of respondents (63%) agreed that
having done a tourism degree shows commitment to the industry (Question 29).
The analysis of the Stage 2 results confirmed the overall importance of personal
attributes to securing a job in tourism (Appendix 6). Personal attributes are often
key when deciding to employ graduates (Stubbs and Keeping, 2002), similarly
social or interpersonal skills were found to be the most important skills in hiring
front-office employees (Finegold et al., 2000). Major and Evans (2003) also found
that attitudes, flexibility and adaptability are key in making somebody suitable for
a tourism career, while Wang and Ryan (2007) claimed that employers seek
friendly and outgoing employees, able to think on ones feet. Busby and Fiedel
(2001 ) suggest that employers tend to b e more interested in individual attributes
than the type of the degree when they recruit from an open job market. With
regards to graduates' ability to meet the required personal attributes, 44% of Stage
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2 respondents (excluding education providers) did not believe that personal
attributes are affected by holding a tourism degree (Question 1 5), implying that
personality characteristics may not be seen as affected by completing a tourism
degree.
6.2.2.1 .2

Having the right skills set

Requirements linked to having the ri ght skills generated the highest number of
references in Stage 1 . The skills required for the two types of entry level jobs those which required degrees, and those which did not, were similar in type
(Appendix 1 1 ). Yet, after talcing into account that only three interviewees referred
to entry level jobs which required a degree, it becomes apparent that customer
service and interpersonal skills were quoted as important more often for jobs
which did not require degrees, compared to jobs which did (Appendix 1 1 , Table
1 1 -1 5). This underlines the importance of interpersonal and customer service
skills for entry level jobs which do not require degrees. These findings reflect
those of Peacock and Ladkin (2002), Stuart and Knowles (2000) and Baum
( 1 997), who claimed that competencies relating to communication and customer
needs were identified as main areas of deficiency and need of the industry. Baum
( 1 997) also noted that, those attributes are generic to the sector and service
industries in general.
With regards to whether employers perceived tourism graduates to be able to meet
their skills requirements, Stage 1 interviewees expressed an expectation of poor
communication skills from tourism students, and a lack of a contribution of
tourism degrees to the development of customer service skills. Furthermore, in
some instances a tourism degree was perceived as a disadvantage (Section 4.4.7).
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Some of the interviewees referred to the lack of relevance and business focus of
the degrees, and the fact that the graduates are not home grown. Graduates were
seen to lack grass root experience, and customer service skills. Thus Stage 1
indicated that tourism graduates may be perceived as unable to meet the skill
requirements posed to them.
Stage 2 responses showed more confidence in tourism graduates skills. Skills set
were the second most important requirement for employers in Stage 2 (after
personal attributes). As many as 90% of respondents thought that a tourism degree
improves their ability to meet these requirements (Question 1 5), indicating more
positive view compared to Stage 1 results.
6.2 .2.1.3

Having the right knowledge

In Stage 1 there were only three requirements linked to having the right
knowledge for entry level jobs which did not require degrees (Section 4.4.6. 1 ).
There were also requirements of geography, language, IT and background in
travel. Some noted that the in-company training schemes addressed any
knowledge requirements that employers may have. Interestingly, there were no
references to knowledge requirements in entry level jobs which did require
degrees (Appendix 1 1 , Table 1 1 - 1 5). However, they did expect tourism graduates
to hold tourism related knowledge. Thus employers saw a positive impact from
tourism degrees on tourism related knowledge.
Stage 2 respondents ranked 'having the right knowledge' third in importance.
Similarly to Stage 1 (Section 4.4. 7), tourism degrees were seen to have made a
positive contribution to graduates having the required knowledge. The results
showed that only 1 2% of employers (excluding education providers) saw that
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there is no impact from having done a tourism degree on having the required
knowledge (Question 1 5). Similarly only 1 3 .2% (excluding education providers)
disagreed with the statement (Question 2 1 ) 'Tourism degrees currently provide
students with a well rounded knowledge of the industry' (further 28.9% were
unsure if that is the case). The results from Stage 2 concurred with those from
Stage 1 - although tourism degrees are seen to provide knowledge of the industry,
they are not seen as important when recruiting. This is comparable with many
employers putting more importance on personal attributes, compared to
knowledge (Stubbs and Keeping, 2002).
6.2.2.1.4

Having the right work experience

In Stage 1 , there were only five references to work experience as a requirement
for entry l evel jobs (see Appendix 1 1). There were no comments suggesting that
employers expect tourism graduates to have the required work experience. In
Stage 2 work experience was ranked by respondents as fourth from the five types
of requirements posed to potential employees. Similarly to results from Stage 1 , a
proportion of Stage 2 respondents (42%) also saw no impact on relevant work
experience from having done a tourism degree (Question 1 5). Work experience is
not a key requirement. but rather it demonstrates experience in customer service
and interpersonal skills (Finegold et al., 2000). Work experience is seen to
contribute to the employment prospects of graduates (Coopers and Lybrand, 1 998;
Cranmer, 2006; Knight, 2002), however the results from this study show that it is
not of key importance to employers. It is for example much less important than
some personality characteristics.
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6.2.2.1.5

Having the right qualifications

In Stage 1 , for entry level no degree required jobs, the majority of interviewees
pointed out that "a degree is not a requirement" and "the degree subject is not
important". Holding a degree was not seen of significance in recruiting by
respondents in Stage 1 , even when exploring jobs beyond entry-level experience
and background in the industry was key. For graduate level jobs where a degree
was needed, the emphasis was on specialist business studies subjects such as HR,
accounting. There were no explicit references to tourism degrees being perceived
as the 'right qualification'e.
Having the right qualification was the least important requirement in Stage 2, with
a small proportion of respondents - 1 6% ( excluding education providers) who saw
no impact from tourism degrees on having the right qualifications (Question 1 5).
Furthermore nearly half - 44.5% (excluding education providers) of respondents
agreed that tourism graduates are overqualified for most positions available to
them upon graduation (Question 3 0), only 22% disagreed. Indeed 60% of tourism
graduates do secure non graduate jobs upon graduation (HESA, 2007).
Qualifications or specialised knowledge were found to be of little importance,
supporting Jensen's (200 1 ) view that there is a tendency of not regarding
qualifications as important in tourism. The findings support Dale and Robinson' s
(200 1 ) view that tourism degrees are not a prerequisite for employment and
tourism employers often recruit non-graduates who demonstrate the generic skills
required to work in tourism. This contradicts trends in the economy as a whole,
which suggest that employers often assume that graduates present the best in skills
and abilities and that they are preferable to non-graduates (Aston and Bekhradnia,
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2003). Similarly, 30% of Stage 2 respondents felt that in tourism, it is better to
have vocational training than a tourism degree.

6.2.2.1.6

Summary of findings of perceived ability for employment

A number of key themes emerged from the analysis of the perceived abilities for
employment. Personal attributes are the most important requirements posed to
potential employees, having the right personality and being committed were key.
Tourism degrees are not seen to affect the 'right' personality, however, holding a
tourism degree was seen to show commitment. With regards to skills, the types of
skills requirements for entry level jobs are similar regardless of whether they
require degrees or not. Customer service and interpersonal skills are more
important for entry-level j obs which do not require degrees, than those which do.
Stage 1 results suggested that tourism degrees are not seen to develop customer
service skills, however 90% of Stage 2 respondents saw tourism degrees as
positively affecting graduates' skills attributes.
Tourism i s a service industry and as such it is dependent on staff s personal,
interpersonal communication and customer service skills. Often in this study
employers shared the assumption that these skills are directly linked to one ' s
personality an d that they can not b e trained for. A s a result, tourism degrees are
not seen to contribute to graduates having such skills. While tourism degrees are
seen to provide knowledge of the industry, however knowledge is not seen as
important when recruiting, Overall, qualifications were least important for
securing a job in tourism.
With regards to customer service jobs, the findings are similar to Fingold et al.
study (2000) which suggested that social or interpersonal skills were the most
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important skills which determine employers' choice on whom to hire for front
office positions. Finegold et al. (2000: 504) also found that employers saw these
"far more difficult to build through training than the skills for particular work
tasks or knowledge of the industry". The findings also confirm Evansi1 (1 993)
view that many tourism employers do not see a tourism degree as a 11 prerequisite
for employment. " Similarly to the findings of the primary research, Peacock and
Ladkin (2002) found that employers place transferable, people skills above
tourism knowledge, where tourism knowledge is just seen as a value added
(confirming Baum' s 1 990 findings). In addition, Peacock and Ladkin (2002)
referred to tourism companies preferring relevant experience, compared to degree
level qualifications. Brown (2003) proposes that qualifications may be
advantageous for jobs which require them, but can limit employment
opportunities for jobs that do not. Aston and Bekhradnia (2003) suggest that the
growth in service sectors may absorb some of the increase in numbers of
graduates, yet the specific skills needed in these sectors are not the kinds of skills
gained in degree level education.
The literature suggests that the overall importance of the degree is further
diminishing as a result of the perceived oversupply of graduates (Brown et al.,
2003 ; Grant, 2002). Grant (2002) noted that the increasing number of graduates
has resulted in decreasing the importance of qualifications in the labour market,
while flexibility, teamwork and learning potential had become more important.
Ladkin (2005 : 446) states that the oversupply of tourism degrees "is further
compounded by the industry, which too often does not rate or recognise tourism
education".
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6.2.2.2 Conflicting views of tourism degrees

In analysing the results from both stages of the study, a number of contradicting
views emerged:
•

Tourism graduates have good knowledge of the industry versus tourism
graduates have no business awareness;

•

There is no particular advantage of tourism degrees versus tourism degrees
are a good preparation to work in the industry;

•

Tourism graduates are committed to a career in tourism versus tourism
graduates are likely to leave job;

•

Tourism graduates hare strong academically, versus tourism graduates are
weak academically.

Employers were asked in Stage 2 if they agreed that tourism degrees currently
provide students with a well rounded knowledge of the industry (Appendix 5).
The question was based on Stage 1 findings which suggest that knowledge of the
industry was one of the key advantages of tourism degrees. Over half (58%) of
Stage 2 respondents

agreed with this view (Question 21). The responses to

Question 26 were also positive - 'Tourism degrees provide good preparation for
working in the tourism industry' showed that 64% of respondents agreed with this
statement. However, Question 33 showed that only 25% thought that tourism
graduates have good business awareness, while over half disagreed (57%). This
presents somewhat contradictory views - good preparation for the industry against
lack of business awareness. This may be because most entry level jobs in tourism
may not require good business awareness, or that employers naturally assume that
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tourism degrees provide rounded knowledge of the industry in general, but it may
not be seen as relevant to them.
Another set of apparently contradictory views was provided by the responses to
Questions 2 1 ,24 and 26 in Stage 2. The responses to Question 24 raised
considerable concern of the value of tourism degrees, where only half of
respondents - 50%i disagreed with a statement suggesting that there is no
particular advantage from having done a tourism degree, contradicting responses
to Questions 2 1 and 26 (tourism degrees provide good knowledge, and tourism
degrees are good preparation for work in the industry). With regards to Question
2 1 , if knowledge of the industry is not seem as important, then tourism degrees,
which are seen to develop such knowledge may also be seen of little value. The
responses to Question 26 may relate to a mismatch of the jobs tourism graduates
are seen to be prepared for and the kinds of jobs available to them. In similar
terms to other apparent contradictions, the added advantage of tourism degrees
may not be seen as important to tourism employers. Harvey et al. ( 1 997) also
found that employers' perceptions of the employability of graduates depended on
the jobs available to them, rather than perceived abilities.
Further conflicting views of tourism degrees included the view that tourism
graduates were committed to a career in tourism and the view that one of the
perceived disadvantages of tourism degrees was the tendency of tourism graduates
to leave their jobs. For example, three of the perceived benefits of holding a
tourism degree ( emerging from Stage 1 ) - having done a tourism degree shows a
dedication/commitment to the industry, and the perception that graduates have an
interest in the industry, and that graduates have more realistic expectations of
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working in the industry, are all contradicted by the two quotations which referred
to tourism graduates likely to leave their jobs, and two further quotations,
outlining similar concerns of graduates in general. See Figure 6-1 below for the
relevant quotes.
Tourism degrees

Degrees

Hopefully the person is
always better for the learning,
however in some job roles a
degree could result in the
person being overqualified
and therefore could easily
become dissatisfied with
routine or repetitive work

But people with degrees did not find it
stimulating enough. We had made
mistakes in the past by taking people
like that on. And they found it very
difficult to work as a team, because they
were used to working, you know by
their own efforts when they were doing
their studying. They did not find it
stimulating enough, intellectually

As a disadvantage, I have
come across it myself when
applying for jobs, I have been
told I am too highly qualified,
I have got A levels so 'too
much experience' or 'too
highly qualified' , I have been
told that.

they used · not to put graduates in,
because they find that graduates just get
frustrated, it is not what they are in
business for. . . . They would always be
wary because graduates become fairly
desperate, if they just do reservations
the whole time.

Figure 6-1 : Graduates likely to leave their j obs

A fourth contradiction of views on the benefits and disadvantages of tourism
degrees also appeared in relation to tourism graduates' academic abilities. There
were six quotations from Stage 1 which referred to having graduate level skills
(Figure 6-2). These quotes refer to skills associated with completing a degree,
such as being a self-starter (number 1 ), good communicator (number 2), and
having good graduate skills (number 2, 3) proof of graduate skills (number 4), and
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awareness (number 5). However, there were also numerous references to poor
academic value of tourism degrees and academic skills of tourism graduates.
1. Yes, the benefit from tourism graduate to employer would be that you would know
their level of ability to undertake certain tasks. You would know that they have got a
level of literacy and numeracy, because otherwise you aren 't going to do a degree, are
you. You have got a level of literacy and numeracy is adequate, more than adequate
for the job, for any job. You also know you have got somebody who is a self-starter, a
self-motivator, because when you do a degree you have got to be very motivated to do
the things yourself. (. ..) with degrees you have got a bit offlexibility. You have got to
manage your own time, so to get a good level, a good qualification at degree level
means you have put the time and effort in, you have managed yourself, you have
managed your time, and in lots of cases you have also fonded yourself as well to get
yourself through university and qualification.
2. But you know they also come in with sort of skills that they have needed to get into
that course in the first place - they are normally very good communicators, verbally
written. You know they have analytical skills because the course to get on to it and to
succeed in it has demanded that th ey do approach things analytically.
3. I think analytical skills, (. ..) presumably the types ofjobs that a travel and tourism
(graduate) might be getting, might involve(. . .) going into an environment they are not
familiar with, and analysing what are the issues and what needs to be done. So I
suppose an analytical mind really will enable you to digest a lot of information from
different sources. So quite a strategic mind I think, as well as just being able to do the
tactical things, but being able to absorb the bigger picture, and have a sense of
direction, and be clear about objectives really.
4. Anybody that gets to graduation, you either get into the course, you are probably
selected for the course because you have got some of those skills in the first place, and
on graduation you have honed them. And the people who have dropped out, probably
did not have the skills, th ey were in the wrong course anyway
5. What are the benefits? Partly as I said before the main benefits are - it is an
indication that you want people to have certain skill level and awareness
Figure 6-2: Typical quotations referring to academic skills as an advantage of tourism
degrees
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The responses to the following questionsi from Stage 2 were indicative of some
employers' views of the lack of academic credentials of tourism graduates and
tourism degrees:
•

Question 22: 'It is easy to get a tourism degree' - 40% of respondents
agreed and a further 3 7% were unsure if it is easy to get a tourism degree.

•

Question 23t: nearly one quarter (25 %) did not think that tourism graduates
are strong academically and a further 5 1 % were unsure.

•

Question 3 3 : ' Tourism graduates have good business awareness' saw 1 8%
disagreeing and 57% unsure, suggesting that majority of employers are not
convinced that tourism graduates have good business awareness.

•

Question 3 5 : 2 1 % agreed that employers prefer to employ non tourism
graduates in graduate positions, with 53 % being unsure.

Similar contradictions are found in the literature where Baum et al. (1 997) suggest .
that tourism employers found tourism graduates to perform ' generally better' in
their jobs, while Cranmer (2006) observed that graduates employers are more
satisfied with graduates from universities which have higher A-level requirements
(from elite institutions), which exclude the majority of tourism graduates (Busby
et al., 1 997; Morgan, 2004; Stuart-Hoyle, 2003). These results suggest that a
significant minority of respondents question tourism graduates' academic
credentials, with about half of respondents being unsure of the academic

i

excluding education providers
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credentials of tourism graduates. This suggests that tourism graduates may face
difficulties in securing graduate level occupations upon graduation.
Further to the contradictions in employers' views of the benefits and
disadvantages of tourism degrees, the results from Stages 1 and 2 indicated that
there is a lack of certainty amongst a significant proportion of employers as to
what a tourism degree involves. This was apparent in answers from the interview
stage such as 'you need to tell me about it' and that around 50% of respondents
consistently

chose 'neither agree or disagree' to statements addressing the

benefits and disadvantages of tourism degrees. Such lack of certainty was shown
in the interview stage to be sometimes as a result of interviewees being reluctant
to generalise, while in most cases it was due to the lack of real experience or
knowledge of what a degree involves. A way of breaking down such perceptions
is to expand cooperation opportunities between tourism degrees and the tourism
industry. The findings from both Stages 1 and 2 suggested that a link exists
between an employer having a history of cooperating with universities and of her
having experiences of working with or employing graduates (see below).
Stage 1 findings pointed to tow key areas which inform the way tourism degrees
are viewed, firstly, the employment value of tourism degrees, discussed above,
and secondly, the academic value of tourism degrees. Having explored the
perceived employment value of tourism degrees, the discussion and analysis will
now move on to the perceived education value of tourism degrees.

Having

explored the perceived employment value of tourism degrees, the discussion and
analysis will now move on to the perceived educational value of tourism degrees.
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6.3 Educational value of tourism degrees
The Stage 1 results showed that, employers' perceptions of the value of tourism
degrees were intertwined with their perceptions of degrees and HE in general. For
example, where employers displayed perceptions of oversupply of degrees and
diluted academic standards, these appeared to reflect on the particular way
employers perceived the quality of tourism degrees. Stage 1 findings pointed to
two key areas which inform the way tourism degrees are viewed. Firstly, the
employment value of tourism degrees (discussed above), and secondly the
education value of tourism degrees.

6.3.1 Diluting academic standards
In relation to the theme of diluting academic standards, a considerable number of
Stage 1 interviewees shared the following concerns. First, there appeared to be a
clear link between perceptions of oversupply of degrees and the view that in
recent years the value of the degree has been diluted. Stage 1 participants felt that
the oversupply of degrees has resulted in studying for a degree becoming just 'a
thing to do' , which meant that less motivated and less able students took up
degrees, leading to the devaluing of the degree.
These views were reflected in Stage 2 results - 60% disagreed with Question 4 1
'There is a need for 50% o f the population to go to university' (23 % were unsure),
suggesting that the majority of employers do not agree with the Government' s
50% target, furthermore 65% felt that there is an oversupply of graduates ( only
5% disagreed). Evans ( 1 993) also suggested, as early as 1 993 that the supply of
graduates is outstripping demand. A Spearman' s correlation test was conducted
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between Question 41 'The expansion of university education has increased the
value of the degree' and the Lickert scale questions related to the issues outlined
above (see Appendix 1 1 , Table 1 1 - 1 ). A Spearman' s correlation test showed that
the views that academic standards are being diluted (those who disagreed with
Question 4 1 ) were correlated to the following views:
•

Universities should not be accessible to all (Question 3 8)

•

Not every one is cut out for a degree (Question 3 8)

•

Degrees are now just ' a thing to do' (Question 3 9)

•

There is an oversupply of graduates (Question 44)

•

There is no need for 50% of young people to go to university (Question
50)

The strongest correlation is between Question 41 and Question 44 with
Correlation Coefficient of 0.4 i.
Stage 1 interviewees indicated that perception of oversupply of graduates, and of
devaluing the degree, reflect unfavourably on their views of tourism degrees
specifically. Some interviewees from Stage I were aware that tourism degrees are
cheap to run and attractive to students, and were adopted primarily by new
universities. Indeed the majority of tourism degrees are taught at such universities
(Busby, 200 1 ) . Such views in Stage I were linked to negative perceptions of the
academic value of tourism degrees, confirming Airey' s (1 997) view that there is a
suspicion of the academic rigour of tourism programmes. The interviewees would

i

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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either explicitly or implicitly point to a link between recent developments in
higher education, and perceptions of tourism degrees.
Similarly, 41 % of Stage 2 participants held the view that there is an oversupply of
tourism graduates, with a further 49% being undecided, while a higher proportion
of respondents agreed that ' currently there is an oversupply of graduates - 65%,
with 30 % undecided. This suggests that a significant proportion of Stage 2
respondents were of the view that there is currently an oversupply of graduates in
general, and tourism graduates in particular.
The link between views of oversupply, of both degrees in general, and tourism
degrees in particular, and views that the value of the degree has been diluted was
very clearly shown in Stage 2 results. The following 4 views were strongly
correlated with each other (Appendix 11 , Table 11 -3 ):
•

There is an oversupply of tourism degrees (Question 28);

•

The expansion of HE has diluted academic standards (Question 4 1 );

•

There is a need for 50 % of young people to go to university ( Question 42 );

•

There is an oversupply of graduates (Question 44).

Thus both Stage 1 and Stage 2 results suggest that the negative views of
development in HE in general are closely linked to views of oversupply of
tourism degrees. The oversupply of tourism graduates, and degrees in general,
was raised as a point of concern by both the public and private sector in Stage 1 ,
and is well documented i n the literature (Brown et al. 2 003 ; Lee-Ross 1 999).
Similarly to perceptions of HE, in general, the perception of oversupply of
tourism degrees was also linked to views of diluting academic standards of
tourism degrees. A proportion (2 4%) held the view that tourism graduates are
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weak academically (Question 23), and 40% of respondents agreed that it is easy to
get a tourism degree (Question 22).
A Spearman' s correlation test of Stage 2 results between Question 28 (there is an
oversupply o f tourism degrees) and the Part 3 questions (2 1 -35) which addressed
perceptions o f tourism degrees, show that there is a statistical correlation between
the view that there is an oversupply of tourism degrees (Question 28) and the
following views (Appendix 1 1 , Table 1 1 -3):
•

Tourism degrees do not provide a well rounded knowledge of the industry
(Question 2 1 );

•

It is easy to get a tourism degree (Question 22);

•

There is no advantage to having done a tourism degree (Question 24);

•

Most tourism degrees are taught at former polytechnics (Question 25);

•

Tourism graduates are overqualified for most positions available to them
upon graduation (Question 30);

•

Tourism graduates have unrealistic expectations of the tourism industry
(Question 3 1 );

•

Employers prefer to employ non-tourism graduates in graduates position
(Question 3 5).

Stage 1 participants suggested that their perceptions of oversupply of tourism
degrees were linked to current changes in HE and the transformation of former
polytechnics into universities in the 1 990s. Some shared the view that the
expansion of higher education has led to a larger proportion of students with lower
grades entering HE. They expected that such students would be accepted in newer
universities. In Stage 1 , the oversupply of tourism graduates was seen to result in
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students with lesser academic abilities being accepted on tourism degree courses,
which in itself is associated with tourism degrees being perceived as an easier,
fun, thing to do. Baum et al. (1 997) pointed that this has indeed happened in
tourism degrees, where the decrease in applicant to places ratio (less students
competing for a place on a tourism degree course) has resulted in lower
recruitment standards, compared to other vocational courses such as business.
Thus, views of oversupply of tourism degrees, and associating tourism degrees
with former polytechnics, in Stage 1 , were linked with a tendency to hold negative
views of academic credentials of tourism degrees and graduates, and of their
employment credentials. A key finding of Stage 1 was the link between negative
perceptions of changes in HE, namely the increased number of graduates and
diluting academic standards, and associating these changes with the emergence of
tourism degrees. Stage 1 suggested that employers would in particular associate
tourism degrees with former polytechnics, and make critical comments about the
quality of tourism degrees and tourism students. Stage 2 results showed that
overall, 58% of respondents thought that most universities that teach tourism are
former polytechnics, with only 1 0% disagreeing. Results from Stage 2, echoed
some of the views from Stage 1 that tourism degrees are 'easier degrees' (40%),
and raised concerns that some of the students accepted onto tourism courses may
be weaker academically (24%).
A Spearman' s correlation test of Stage 2 results showed that there is a moderate
correlation (Appendix 1 1 , Table 4) between associating tourism degrees with
former polytechnics (Question 25), and the following statements related to
tourism degrees:
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•

tourism degrees are seen as easy (Question 22);

•

tourism students are not seen as being strong academically (Question 23);

•

there is no advantage in tourism degrees (Question 24);

•

there is an oversupply of tourism graduates (Question 28);

•

tourism graduates are overqualified (Question 30);

•

employers prefer non tourism graduates in graduate positions (Question
3 5).

In both stages 1 and 2, the perceived link between the oversupply of graduates and
the transformation of former polytechnics to universities, appeared to be key to
unfavourable perceptions of tourism degrees.
The literature review showed a changing HE, where the expansion of HE has
changed the perceptions of the university as an elite institution (Brew 2006). Duke
(2003) and Tench (200n1) pointed that new universities are seen as inadequate.
Results from this thesis reflected such views, tourism degrees were associated
with new universities and tourism graduates were seen as less academic.
This thesis indicates that graduates, from tourism courses and new universities
may be perceived as weaker academically and less competitive in the labour
market, compared to 'traditional' graduates (graduates from old universities and
established subject areas). Observations that high calibre students tent to enrol to
old universities, higher up league tables were also noted by Wickens and Forbes
(2005). Airey (2004) does refer to the perceptions that sometimes exist that
tourism degrees are easy and that they easily lend themselves to the label 'Mickey
mouse degree'n.
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This thesis found that some tourism employers may prefer graduates from elite
institutions when recruiting graduate trainees. Brown et al. (2003n: 2) describes
this as jobs being assigned to "social elites with appropriate cultural capital", and
sees individual' s employability being affected, not only by individual' s attributes
but also on the employability of others. This thesis indicates that the lack of
recognition of tourism degrees (Baum, 1 99 5 ; Thomas and Long, 200 1 ) may be
explained by employers associating tourism degrees with former polytechnics. A
number of authors in graduate employability (Pitcher and Purcell, 1 998; Woodley
and Brennan, 2000), and in tourism higher education (Stuart, 200 1 ; Baum, 1 995;
Thomas and Long, 200 1 ) also found that employers not only prefer graduates
from older universities, but also hold prejudices of post-92 institutions.
These findings suggest that traditional universities are enjoying an elite status,
while new universities suffer from perceived deficiencies. Thus it can be argued,
the political agenda behind the expansion of HE - giving opportunities to a wider
section of society (Brew 2006; Williams and Light 1 999) appears to be failing.
Indeed the HM Treasury (2004) explicitly states that education should enable all
to benefit from the global economy, regardless of their background or social
status. However in July 2007, the Guardian published figures from the HE
Statistics Agency suggesting that state pupils still struggle to access top
universities (Meikle 2007), and that students from elite backgrounds have better
access to elite universities. Thus students who may not be from elite backgrounds
and who enrol in a post 1 992 university may be at a disadvantage in the labour
market. Airey (2005) and Stuart-Hoyle (2003) suggest that only 1 4% of
universities providing tourism degrees had university status before 1 992. Thus the
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links employers make between tourism degrees and former polytechnics are
largely accurate. However, the implications from this link, may be forther
compounded by other issues such as those discussed above in relation to the
employment value of tourism degrees (Section 6.2).

6.3.2 Personal background
The discussion above showed employers' perceptions of the academic and
employment value of tourism degree. The link between employers' backgrounds
and their perceptions of tourism degrees, are explored here. Managers' own
educational levels were seen in Stage 1 to reflect in the way tourism degrees are
perceived. Suggestions from the literature that if managers are less educated they
will be less likely to put value in HE qualifications (Peacock and Ladkin 2002),
were confirmed in Stage 1 of this study. Managers who did not hold a degree,
were usually self made - have achieved career success without the benefit of a
degree, and thus thought a degree was not necessary, or of a particular value.
Some interviewees with degrees, did also allude to observing similar views by
their peers who did not have degrees. However, Stage 2 results did not confirm
such a link between managers' education and.their views (Appendix 1 1 , Table 1 1 7). Of the 1 7 questions in Part 3 of the questionnaire, only the responses to
Question 3 4 showed statistically significant differences between responses of
graduates and non graduates. Considering the number of questions in this part of
the questionnaire, this result is too insignificant to point to different perceptions of
tourism degrees between graduates and non-graduates employers.
However, a significant difference of perceptions of tourism degrees existed
between those graduates, who held tourism related degrees, and those who did
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not. A Mann-Whitney test of responses according to whether a respondent has a
tourism related degree (Appendix 1 1 Table 1 1 -9) showed that tourism graduates
scored consistently lower (!=strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree) in positively
worded questions in Part 3 of the questionnaire (Questions 2 1 , 23, 32), and had a
higher mean score in negatively worded questions (Questions 3 0, 3 5). Those
results were statistically significant at p<0.05. This indicates that tourism
graduates held more favourable views about both the academic and the
employment value of tourism degrees.
Stage 1 responses suggested that one ' s career and personal history may reflect on
interviewees perceptions of tourism degree. As discussed above, one kind of
experience is holding a tourism degree, which appeared to link with a more
favourable views of tourism degrees. Other types of experiences of tourism
degrees appeared limited in Stage 1 . Only Wendy had worked with tourism
graduates, Nicole and Oscar were tourism graduates themselves, Patricia had
experience of tourism degrees, through her sibling, who was a tourism graduate,
and had build her views of tourism degrees, based on that. With the exception of
Katy and Uma, there was little indication of any co-operation between the
industry and the universities teaching tourism. Interestingly Stage 1 indicated that
in some cases employers' views of tourism degrees and tourism graduates'
attributes were formed either with limited exposure to tourism degrees or in some
cases despite a positive exposure to tourism degrees (section 4.3 . 1 .2).
Stage 2, however, showed a much clearer difference between respondents'
perceptions of tourism degrees, based on their exposure. For the purpose of
analysis, negative and mixed exposure respondents (Question 1 9) were grouped
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together and compared to those with positive experiences. Stage 2 results showed
the exposure of tourism degrees and graduates was predominantly positive (60%),
and those respondents with positive exposure had consistently lower scores to Part
3 of the questionnaire, and higher scores in negatively worded questions,
indicating more positive views to tourism degrees, compared to those who had
negative or mixed exposure of tourism degrees (Appendix 1 1 , Table: 1 1 - 1 3).
Similar findings were observed by Brindley and Ritchie' s (2000) who looked at
changes in perception by tourism managers of tourism students at the end of their
work experience scheme. Their study suggested that employers have a more
favourable perception of graduates at the end of their work placement, supporting
one of the findings of this study which suggests that positive exposure to tourism
degrees is linked to positive expectations and views of tourism graduates.

6.3.3 Educational perspectives and the purpose of tourism degrees
The differences in perceptions of quality of tourism degrees were also reflected in
the differences in perceptions of the purpose of tourism degrees and degrees in
general. In Stage 1 , a clear difference emerged in the way the purpose of tourism
degrees is perceived compared to degrees in general. When asked what they think
a tourism degree should achieve, the answers showed that tourism degrees should
cater for vocational skills and sector-specific knowledge, while graduate/higher
level skills were seen as key for degrees in general. The expectations of tourism
degrees were mainly linked to knowledge and experience specific to the tourism
industry, while the purpose of ' a degree' was linked to developing of the mind,
the individual and academic, analytical skills - a more 'traditional' view of HE
(Appendix 1 2). This was consistent with the perceptions that most tourism
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degrees are taught at former polytechnics (see Section 6.3 . 1 . above), and therefore
that tourism graduates compare unfavourably to those from older universities
(Baum, 1 995; Stuart, 200 1 ; Thomas and Long, 200 1). This pointed to a two-tier
perception of university degree level education, where graduates from new
universities may be at a disadvantage in the labour market. As a consequence,
tourism graduates may be less likely to secure a graduate training position in the
tourism industry, upon graduation, compared to 'traditional' graduates, George's
view clearly demonstrates this:
Ifyou look a t the graduates fi·om Oxford and Cambridge, th ey are not vocational,
but companies like to take them because the training of the mind that they can do
things well outside the particular degree specialisation they gave them.

Similar results were generated in Stage 2 - a larger proportion of respondents 83%
(compared to 74%) saw the purpose of a degree to stretch intellects and minds,
compared to tourism degrees i (Appendix 8). With 30% of employers strongly
agreeing with the statement (Question 47) 'The purpose of a degree is to stretch
intellects and minds', compared to 1 0% with regards to the purpose of tourism
degrees (Table 6- 1 ). Furthermore there was only 1 % which disagreed with this
statement regarding degrees, compared to 7% regarding tourism degrees.
\Vhen ' strongly agree' and 'agree' responses are grouped together, as well as the
' strongly disagree' and 'disagree' . It appears that the majority of employers have a
' educationalist' view of tourism degrees and degrees in general, however fewer
employers see the purpose of tourism degrees as ' stretching intellects and minds' ,
compared to degrees in general.

i excluding education providers
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Table 6-1: Comparison of views of the purpose of degrees in general and tourism degrees

Purpose

Overall agreement

' strongly agree' responses

Tourism

Tourism

Degrees

degrees
Develop intellects 74%

Degrees

degrees
83%

1 0 u%

30%

55%

3 0%

1 2%

and minds
Develop

for

a 92%

career

The vocational focus of tourism degrees is quite apparent with 9 1 % agreeing that
'The purpose of a tourism degree should be to give the groundwork to prepare
somebody to come into a career in tourism', compared to 74% agreeing to 'The
purpose of a degree should be to prepare somebody to come into a particular
career.' The results show that employers see tourism degrees as more vocational
in purpose, while the academic development is of less importance to them.
Employers appear to have generally liberal views of the purpose of HE, which
aims at 'intrinsically valued ends' (Lewis, 1 994), while they have expectations of
vocational outcomes of tourism HE.

6.4 Summary of Chapter 6
This thesis suggests that there were limited number in both traditional and new
graduate jobs (Purcell et al., 2004) in tourism. Thus tourism graduates would be
likely to be employed in jobs which do not take advantage of their abilities and
qualifications. This trend is observed also by Mora et al. (2007) and Smith (2005).
Furthermore, the results indicated that employers felt there is currently an
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oversupply of graduates. A consequence of the oversupply of graduates, is that
graduates are not able to secure the traditional fast-track opportunities and thus fill
jobs previously filled by non-graduates (Jameson and Holden 2000; Lee-Ross
1 999). Where such fast-track opportunities exist, the perceived oversupply of
graduates, resulting from the expansion of higher education and the growth in
tourism graduate numbers may make it a difficult task to secure a place on a
graduate training scheme. Furthermore, this thesis found that for a number of
managers, tourism graduates are seen as less capable, while their degrees were not
seen to provide the challenge and developmental opportunity a degree should
provide. Some of the interviewees directly expressed the view that they would
prefer to employ graduates from traditional universities in graduate training
positions, within their company. Such a tendency to choose candidates on the
basis of the status of the institution has been observed by other authors (Harvey,
2003). Furthermore, it is argued that vocational education has lesser long-term
usefulness, and employers are more interested in immediate returns (Lewis, 1 994).
There was no evidence from the interviews of graduates 'growing' their jobs (if
these were formally filled by non graduates), something that Harvey (2003) saw
as a compensating factor for the underemployment of graduates. For graduates
who secure employment in non-graduate occupations, the career promotion
opportunities which existed when the tourism industry was booming no longer
exist. Now is the time for mergers, reducing staff numbers, flattening of
organisational structures (Busby, 200 1 ) and competing in a market with tight
profit margins. Thus employers are more interested in ready-trained employees,
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and see three years spent in a university course, where graduates leave without the
relevant hands on experience and customer service skills as a wasted resource.
Despite the abovementioned obstacles to tourism graduates' career prospects,
there are also a number of perceived benefits of tourism degrees. As much as 62%
of Stage 2 respondents thought that tourism degrees provide good preparation for
working in tourism (Question 26), and 55% agreed that compared to other
graduates, tourism graduates are better prepared to work in the industry (Question
32). This suggested a more positive view of the benefits of tourism degrees, to
that showed in Stage 1 . Nonetheless, most of these benefits, such as knowledge of
the industry are not seen as important in the labour market. Harvey (2003) also
notes that employers in general do not require subject specific knowledge, for
graduate level jobs:
"they want intelligent, rounded people who have a depth of understanding, can
apply themselves , take responsibility and develop their role in the organisation."
(Harvey, 2003 : 5).

Other benefits such as dedication and commitment appeared of clear benefit when
securing a job in tourism both from Stage 1 and 2 results. Due to the reputed poor
working conditions in tourism, working in the industry is sometimes seen as a
vocation as the travel, variety and glamour associated with tourism careers is
sometimes seen to compensate the relatively low pay and long hours (Riley et al.,
2002; Szivas et al., 2003). As such, dedication and commitment to the industry,
fits within such work ethos. Committing three or four years to a degree in the area
of tourism appears to show such dedication and is perceived favourably by
employers. Dedication and commitment however, did not feature as prominently
as a job requirement, compared to having the right personality. If only the
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graduates are also seen to have the right personality and skills there could be little
difficulty in them securing the widely available entry-level customer service jobs.
These jobs (be it administrative or customer service jobs), would not require a
degree and the "traditional high level academic ability of analysis, reflection,
critique and synthesis" (Harvey, 2003 : 5). As Kate from Stage 1 of this research
noted, she wanted the work placement students follow her instructions, not to
question or understand the reasons behind them. Others such as Frank, claimed
that what is required for the entry level jobs is trained for in-house. In cases where
recruitment related costs are high (high staff turnover), graduates are seen as a
possible cost as they may get bored and leave such jobs.
So what is the perceived value of tourism degrees? The value is in the dedication,
commitment and knowledge of the industry. However, there are few and
apparently almost inaccessible entry-level graduate jobs, while the non graduate
jobs require skills and personality attributes not often associated with degrees. The
results also showed a clear link between views on HE, including oversupply of
degrees and widening participation, and the way the value of tourism degrees is
perceived.
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7 CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
7 .1 Introduction
Chapter 7 draws on the key findings of this research and considers their
implications. This is then followed by a discussion of the contribution to
knowledge, the limitations of the primary research, and recommendations for
future research.

7 .2 Research objectives
The overall purpose of this study was to explore the perceived value of tourism
degrees on behalf of tourism employers. The objectives of this study were as
follows:
a)

To explore the range of entry points for tourism graduates in the tourism

industry
b)

To investigate whether there is a perceived match between the skills and

knowledge taught at university, and those required by the industry;
c)

To investigate the perceived importance of tourism degrees in securing

jobs in tourism;
d)

To understand the tourism industry' s perceptions of tourism degrees

7.3 Recap of key literature
The literature review first positioned the topic of investigation within the context
of economic changes and their impact on HE policy in the UK. It examined the
impact on graduates' employment prospects and the graduate labour markets.
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Changes in this market have given nse to 'new graduate occupations', and
decreased the likelihood of securing traditional graduate jobs and of a stable
career (Baum, 1 995). These trends led to claims of a diminishing of the value of
the tourism degree (Morgan, 2004).
The literature review then focused specifically on the tourism industry.
Productivity of the tourism industry is lower than key competitors such as France
and the USA, yet the increasing number of tourism degrees (the provision of
which was intended to respond to these challenges) has led to employers
questioning the value of tourism degrees (Ammoa and Baum, 1 997; Thomas and
Long, 200 1 ; Baum, 1 995). The diversity of the tourism industry and the broad
nature of the degree provision (Younell, 1 998) has also contributed to such views.
The importance of tourism as a major employer in the service economy, and the
vocational element of tourism higher education, were seen to necessitate the
examination of the relationship between the tourism industry and education
(Ladkin, 2005).
With regards to the tourism industry, its diversity presents difficulties in
establishing tourism industry needs. Requirements may vary according to the
kinds of jobs available to tourism graduates. Ladkin (2005) discusses in detail the
difficulties in identifying job requirements for specific job occupations in tourism.
This is firstly due to the size and diversity of the industry, it is not recognised as a
single entity in the standard industrial classification, the tourism industry sectors
overlap and have strong links, there is an inherent difficulty in trying to define
tourism, in addition to a diversity of levels of organisation and in job
classifications (Ladkin, 2005). Although studies such as that of Churchward and
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Riley (2002) looked to classify tourism occupations, it did not explore specifically
the types of occupations that tourism graduates are expected to enter upon
graduation.
The literature review then continued with a discussion of the tourism industry' s
characteristics - including recruitment practices. Barriers to employment may be
presented in the form of lack of a degree culture (Peacock and Ladkin, 2002), and
the smaller proportion of degree educated managers in tourism (DfES, 2002).
The author reviewed the literature around tourism higher education developments.
These were a reflection of HE developments, in particular the expansion of
tourism degrees (Dale and Robinson, 2001). The link between tourism degrees
and ' new' universities was explored (Stuart-Hoyle, 2003; Morgan, 2004; Busby
et al., 1 999). It was suggested that these developments may influence employers'

perceptions of tourism degrees. This discussion was then followed by a review of
the nature and range of tourism degrees. In particular the existence of both
' academicist' and 'vocational' degrees (Botteril and Tribe, 2000), or some along
this continuum (Stuart-Hoyle, 2003). The debate surrounding the pros and cons of
standardising tourism curriculum were also examined (Airey and Johnson, 1 999;
Tribe, 2004; Busby and Fiedel, 200 1 ).
The literature review concluded with a reVIew of the literature surrounding
tourism graduates' employability - such as the importance of tourism degrees to
one's career (Roberts, 2006), and the importance of vocational relevance and
intellectual attributes (Knight, 2002; Pitcher and Purcell, 1 998). Perceptions of the
tourism industry that tourism degrees do not reflect its requirements (Busby,
2001u; Kent, 2006; Stuart, 2002), and the link between tourism industry and
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universities teaching tourism were also reviewed (Stuart, 2002; Busby and Fiedel,
200 1 ). The literature review concluded with an investigation of the relationship
between tourism degree courses and employment. It reviewed the intrinsic and
extrinsic value of HE in general (Boack and Coolican, 200u1; Hackett, 200 1 u;
Williams, 1 985i, and examined the types of tourism courses, and the employment
relationship between the tourism industry and theses courses (Tribe, 2002b;
Stuart-Hoyle, 2003 ; Brennan, 1 984, Busby, 200 1 ).
Airey quotes several researchers about the needs of the industry such as Airey and
Nightingale ( 1 98 1 ) who analysed occupations, career profiles and knowledge,
Parsons ( 1 987) analysed jobs in tourism. Thus there appear to be a number studies
on the particular needs of the industry and although some of them look at mapping
occupational job titles and some look at the needs of employers. It does not appear
that anyone has examined both employers' views on the kinds of jobs graduates
would get upon graduation, as well as their expectations of whether graduates will
meet the skill requirements for these jobs.
The literature review included Ladkin (2005), who in reviewing tourism careers
and employment literature, found that surprisingly little is known about tourism
careers and the tourism industry, Information comes from 1 ) Government career
guidance literature and 2) research by the academic community. Ladkin' s (2005)
review of the literature, suggests that there is little in-depth exploration of
employers' perceptions of tourism degrees.

i

Intrinsic - academic value found in the subj ect area and lmowledge itself, extrinsic - employment

value (Stubbs and Keeping, 2002)
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7.4 Summary of key results from the field research
Tribe (2005) in his overview of research around tourism education suggested two
main areas of research - the relationships between tourism education and the
industry and studies looking into industry needs.
This study does contribute to the existing literature in the field of requirements
posed by employers to potential employees in tourism. Its strength is that it asks
employers to make the judgement - whether they think tourism graduates can
meet these requirements, rather than simply generating a list of requirements. It
also contributes to knowledge in this field via an in-depth discussion of tourism
degrees, including both expected benefits and shortcomings of holding a tourism
degree. Similarly, findings with regards to existing opportunities for employment
and barriers to employment in tourism contribute to existing knowledge, not by
assuming the types of tourism careers which expect tourism graduates, but by
asking employers where they expect tourism graduates to fit within their
organisations.
In the literature review a classification of tourism degrees was discussed.
Classifying tourism degrees is difficult due to the variety of foci. The tourism
industry is varied and may adopt different approaches to recruitment in tourism.
This is both valid for different tourism industries, different sectors (private/public)
and different sizes of organisations, which may all adopt different employment
practices and may hold different views of the value of tourism degrees. Thus the
market relevance of tourism degrees may be confused, both in terms of what is
being provided, and what is required by the different tourism sectors. Here lies
one the difficulties in exploring the perceived value of tourism degrees.
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The analysis of results showed that overall, the key findings from Stage 1 were
confirmed by Stage 2. However, in certain cases, unfavourable views about the
value of tourism degrees expressed in Stage 1 were held by a minority of
respondents of Stage 2. This minority often represented around a quarter of
respondents, indicating that although these views were not the majority view, they
do represent a consistent proportion of respondents, and thus their importance
should not to be overlooked. Furthermore Stage 2 results also showed that a large
proportion (up to half of respondents), would often hold neither positive, nor
negative views of tourism degrees suggesting a lack of awareness about tourism
degrees, which in itself may prove detrimental to tourism graduates' employment
prospects.
The issues emerging from the primary research which were outlined and discussed
in the Chapter 6 are presented here in relation to the research obj ectives 1 , 2, 3 , 4.
The key themes emerging from this study and related to Objective 1 are:
•

Predominance of points of entry that do not require degrees;

•

Barriers for recruitment in the form of bottom-up careers, and the practice
of not advertising jobs externally.

The following key themes emerged from this study and related to Objective 2
results:
•

Personal attributes were perceived as the most important requirement
posed to potential employees. Having the right personality and being
committed were considered to be central to one's personal attributes;

•

Types of skills requirements for entry level job s were similar regardless of
whether they required a degree or not. However, customer service and
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interpersonal skills were more important for entry-level jobs which do not
require degrees, than those which did;
•

Holding a tourism degree was perceived to show commitment to the
tourism industry, however, tourism degrees were not seen to affect having
the required personality characteristics;

•

As many as 90% of respondents from Stage 2, saw tourism degrees as
positively affecting graduates' abilities to meet the skills requirements, yet
in Stage 1 it was also found that tourism degrees were not seen to develop
customer service skills;

•

Tourism degrees are seen to provide knowledge of the industry, however
knowledge was perceived of little importance when recruiting;

•

Tourism degrees were seen to provide good preparation for the industry;
however qualifications were viewed as least important for securing a job in
tourism.

Key themes emerging from this study and related to Objective 3 analysis:
•

There was only a marginal perceived advantage from having done a
tourism degree. There were some specified benefits of tourism degrees,
however these did not appear to be of importance in the labour market;

•

Tourism graduates were at a risk of being overqualified for positions
which did not require degrees; while most employers did not think that
tourism graduates had good business awareness;

•

Over a quarter saw no particular advantage to having done a tourism
degree. Overall, only a minority of respondents were convinced of tourism
graduates' academic credentials.
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Results related to Objectives 1 , 2 and 3 are mostly relevant to the employment
value of tourism degrees. They showed that in the labour market, there was only a
marginal advantage from having done a tourism degree. This was as a result of the
perceived benefits of tourism degrees, appearing of little importance in the labour
market. Furthermore, there was a risk of being overqualified for positions which
do not require degrees, most employers did not think that tourism graduates have
good business awareness, and over a quarter of employers saw no particular
advantage to a tourism graduates having done a tourism degree. Overall, only a
minority of respondents were convinced of tourism graduates' academic
credentials.
Major and Evans (2003) found that tourism graduates are better valued, compared
to other graduates. The primary research findings also suggested that tourism
graduates are seen as better prepared to work in the industry. However, the
benefits from doing a tourism degree were not seen as to add value to the
organisation (Harvey, 2003). The research findings reflected those of Roberts
(2006), who found that tourism graduates are prepared well for the sector, but a
degree is not essential for a career in tourism.
Little recognition of the value of tourism degrees among tourism managers, was
also observed by Baum ( 1 995) and Thomas and Long (200 1 ). This might threaten
the prospects of tourism graduates trying to secure a job in the industry. The
results from this thesis support the conclusions by Peacock and Ladkin (2002) that
qualifications are not required, and that employers were not well aware of tourism
degrees, and are often concerned about their relevance. The primary study also
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uncovered an inherent contradiction between tourism degrees seen of benefit, but
not of relevance.
This contradiction may be due to the views that there is an oversupply of
graduates generally, and tourism graduates in particular. Views of oversupply
were seen to have negative implications on the employability of tourism
graduates, both in Stages 1 and 2. For example, two open-ended responses in
Stage 2 referred specifically to the impact of oversupply on tourism graduates'
ability to secure graduate level jobs.
The first one stated that the tourism industry has:
too few graduate opportunities to retain graduates

The second one talked about how tourism graduates would compare to other
graduates for such jobs:
Tourism Degrees fair no higher and perhaps lower in the minds of industry
recruiters as compared with other degrees. The benefits of their focus on the
industry is outweighed by the issues in relation to their substance and credibility,
which may not be fair or wellfounded, but is the perception.

This indicated that holding a tourism degree is not seen to be of importance to
tourism employers, that there are some benefits of the degrees, but those benefits
do not relate closely to the key requirements of tourism employers.
Employability is often discussed from the view of what employers want and what
HE can offer (Harvey, 2003). However, in this research it became apparent fairly
early on that employers requirements are only one of the important factors in their
perceptions of the value of tourism degrees. Thus, an approach to graduate
employability which suggests that if graduates articulate their abilities well it may
lead to employment (Harvey, 2003), may fail to recognise the barriers that exist in
short-listing and screening techniques. For example, employers may screen
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applicants on the basis of their degree classification or university, in addition to
imparting personal preconceptions and prejudices when selecting applicants.
Such preconceptions may include new universities being seen as inadequate, and
employers preferring graduates from old universities as they have negative
expectations of graduates from new universities (Duke, 2003; Tench, 200 1 ). This
has been observed in the wider economy (Pitcher and Purcell 1 998; Woodley and
Brennan 2000), and in other vocational courses such as journalism (Tench 2001 ),
as well as in tourism specifically (Stuart 200 1 ), and in both stages of the primary
research.
Harvey (2003) accused those who claim that there are too many graduates of
being elitist. Such a view may suggest that the overwhelming majority of the
interviewees from Stage 1 , and a significant proportion of the questionnaire
respondents in Stage 2 are elitist. This did not appear to be the case. For example,
Patricia' main concern was with the disappointment and difficulties of graduates
in the labour market, particularly in view of the financial investment they have
made in completing their degrees. Furthermore, the overwhelming majority of
Stage 1 and 2 participants agreed that universities should be open to all who can
benefit.
Key themes emerging form this study and related to Objective 4 analysis are:
•

There was an expressed link between associating tourism degrees with
polytechnics and the perception that tourism degrees are easy and students
were not strong academically.

• There was a link between the above perceptions and the view that there is
an oversupply of graduates.

27 1

•

The employment value was dependent upon existing opportunities for
employment, and perceived abilities for employment.

•

Views about the academic value were gleaned as a result of employers'
personal background, educational perspectives, views about HE in general
and tourism degrees in particular.

Although studies such as Ammoha and Baum (1 997) and Gamble ( 1 992) discuss
tourism education policy issues, neither look at what tourism employers' see as
the implications from these policies. Airey (2005) noted that there have been
complaints of oversupply in the literature, and that the supply of tourism
graduates appears to outstrip demand. Lad.kin (2005) suggest that the number of
tourism courses and tourism graduates searching for jobs in the industry is
increasing.
Airey (2005) also pointed to complaints of lack of academic rigour in tourism.
The primary research investigated what is behind such complaints. The results
suggested that they may not be based on direct experiences of tourism degrees and
graduates, but rather an overall view of developments in HE, including
perceptions of oversupply of graduates.

This may explain the contradiction

between complaints of lack of academic rigour, while the Quality Assurance
Agency has given positive verdict on tourism degrees (Airey, 2005). Ladkin
(2005) also talks about the ongoing debate about the relationship between tourism
education and tourism employment, and suggests that the oversupply of tourism
graduates is further compounded by an industry which does not rate and recognise
tourism education. The industry often criticises tourism education for not
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adequately preparing people for employment (Ladkin, 2005) and claim confusion
about what is on offer (Evans, 1 993).
Education before the first expansion of higher education in the 1 960s was
intended for about 1 0% of the young population (usually 1 8 year olds), whose
intellectual abilities were considered appropriate for preparing them for future
leadership roles (Barrett, 1 998). Following the expansion of the 1 960s and
changes in the labour market, a larger proportion of students entered HE, with an
increase of mature students and widening the subject areas, with a particular
expansion in business and management degrees (Barrett, 1 998). Wickens and
Forbes (2005) suggested that the Government Agenda in HE has forced
universities to compete against themselves, losing the strong academic
background of degrees or devaluing the degree. The traditional role of the pursuit
of knowledge for it's own sake has been replaced by the pursuit of useful
knowledge (Wickens and Forbes, 2005).
The primary research found that views on HE policy and developments did inform
employers views of tourism degrees. It became apparent that participants in the
primary research believed that HE should be open to all who can benefit, while at
the same time expressing concerns of devaluing of the degree similar to those
expressed in Wickens and Forbes (2005) and Barrett (1 998). What the primary
research suggested was that employers referred to the traditional value of HE,
such as developing the individual in the context of graduate level jobs, in
particular graduate training schemes, while they use the language of skills in
relation to entry level jobs where holding a degree is seen of little relevance. Thus
in the context of the debate about the purpose of tourism degrees (Busby, 2001t;
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Busby and Fiedel, 200 1 ; Tribe, 200 1 ; Tribe, 2002b) and the importance of
'liberal' HE (Tribe, 200 1 ; Tribe, 2002b), it appears that employers share some of
the traditional views of the purpose of HE. The conflict between HE and the
tourism industry is not that tourism employers do not value HE, but they do not
attribute the same level of academic value of tourism degrees.
This research identified six key (and interrelated) influences on the perceived
value of tourism degrees - the first four (personal background, educational
perspectives, views on HE in general, and tourism degrees in particular) relate to
the perceived academic value of tourism degrees, while the last two (opportunities
for employment and perceived abilities for employment) relate to the employment
value of tourism degrees.
The primary research here provided an insight into existing relationships between
academia and the industry, and into how industry needs have informed the
perceived employment value of tourism degrees. The difference between this
study and other studies which have investigated employers' needs and
expectations (both of graduates in general or tourism graduates in particular) is
that this study provides an in-depth exploration of the personal background and
experiences of tourism degrees which may have informed employers'
perceptions. It explicitly explores the tourism industry' s perceptions of tourism
degrees - do employers think that tourism degrees are vocational, or too
theoretical, and what do they think tourism degrees should be about, compared to
the purpose of HE in general.
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7 .5 Limitations of the study
In the case of this research (on a couple of occasions) the professional background
of the researcher, as a student who appeared to come from a 'new' university
appeared to be a consideration on behalf of the interviewees. For example, some
would apologise if they expressed negative or critical views of tourism degrees or
included compensating statements such as ' this is by no means getting at you' .
This was counteracted by probes, as well as by asking them whether they
approved of the Government policy towards vocational education, which enabled
employers to aim their potential criticism away from the author or her university.
The author used the silent probe, remaining quiet and thus encouraging
elaboration; the echo probe - repeating statements back to them to encourage
elaboration; as well as using affirmative phrases and explicitly asking for further
information (Bernard, 2000) to compensate for this limitation
Voice recording of the interviews proved valuable in conducting Stage 1 research.
It provided the ability to re-examine, and reflect upon the data at a later time
(Frankel and Devers, 2000). Yet transcribing verbatim, as part of the organisation
and management of data (Bemardm 2000; Froggatt, 2001 ), requires considerable
amount of time, which has an effect on the research progress, and the ability to
analyse the data on an ongoing basis. Furthermore, in some cases the interviewees
could have felt uncomfortable being recorded, however as participants were
informed in advance, no one expressed such concerns. In addition, all were
reassured of the confidentiality of their views. Interestingly, some explicitly
suggested that they have no concern regarding the confidentiality of their views.
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The snowball sample in Stage 1 also presented some limitations (as discussed in
the methodology chapter), however, during the interviews it became apparent that
using snowball sampling secured access to interviewees who would not have been
otherwise accessible. For example Frank underlined the number of requests he
gets from students writing dissertations, and that he does not usually accept those.
He subsequently pointed out that he agreed to the interview as it was requested by
Betty. He was also very helpful in securing an interview with the HR Manager George, as well as in the Stage 2 data collection.
The sample size from the interviews included largely airlines and public sector
companies (tourist boards, local authorities). In order to expand the sample, the
questionnaire survey deployed in Stage 2, aimed to reach a wider variety of
tourism sectors. However, once again, the sample had two key groups of
respondents which outnumbered the rest - consultancies and education providers.
Attempts were thus made to reach a more representative sample with some
success. Nonetheless, considering the multi-sectored nature of the industry (Major
and Evans, 2003 ), a larger sample which better reflects the variety of tourism
sectors and their distribution may be preferable.
With regards to the questionnaire survey, gatekeepers to online distribution lists
tended to have both a positive and negative impact on data collection. Positive - in
agreeing to send out the questionnaire to their distribution list contacts; and
negative - in withdrawing cooperation when asked to send reminders to these
contacts. As a result, the overall response rate was lower than anticipated. One of
the open ended responses to the questionnaire suggested that respondents were
uneasy of making sweeping generalisations regarding tourism degrees. Major and
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Evans (2003) also noted similar views of respondents to their questionnaire. Yet,
this thesis looked at perceptions, which it was acknowledged may be based on
direct, indirect, or lack of exposure to tourism degrees, and as such, lack of
agreement or disagreement to some questions may be indicative of a lack of
awareness about tourism degree provision.

7.6 Implications and recommendations
There are implications from this study for students, universities and the tourism
industry. Firstly, the implicit vocational link between tourism degrees and jobs in
tourism should not be taken for granted by HE, and this should be clearly
communicated to students. Secondly, the tourism industry is facing an uncertain
global environment, and may not be taking full advantages of what tourism
graduates are able to offer. This may have affected the competitiveness of the UK
tourism industry in the long term. Thirdly, a wider issue with regards to the
expansion of HE is that although it was designed to meet the needs of the
economy, employers may not be convinced of the benefits of this expansion. They
may question the quality of graduates from new universities and take the view that
the increase in the number of graduates is impacting negatively upon the value of
the degree.
Vocational courses such as tourism, which the Government would see as
contributing to the development of highly skilled graduates who will provide a
high level of skills and competitive advantage to the UK tourism industry, appear
to be failing in their purpose. This is not necessarily because the courses do not
provide graduates with those high level skills, but crucially because they are not
perceived by their related industry to do so. It appears that the barriers tourism
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graduates face, in the form of preconceptions and attitudes, may be a result of the
rapid expansion of HE, and tourism HE in particular. It is therefore not surprising
that "the graduate wage premium tends to vary considerably according to the
subject in which the degree is awarded" (HM Treasury 2004: 22).
Fourthly, if graduate employability is seen as the potential of a student to gain a
graduate level job upon graduation, and if the majority of first jobs available to
tourism graduates are not graduate level jobs, a tourism graduate may be at a
disadvantage to graduates from older universities. The implication may be that
tourism graduates are not employable according to the definition used by HLSTN
(2004).
For some employers there is still the inherent value in any education. However, if
the purpose of tourism degrees is still widely associated with preparing graduates
for working in the industry and if industry is ever to take full advantage of the
available resource of tourism graduates in the labour market, a number of changes
need to occur, both from university and industry perspectives.

7.6.1 From university perspectives
It is generally acknowledged that there is a lot more to education, than securing
employment (Busby, 200 1 r; Busby and Fiedel, 200 1 r; Tribe, 200 1 r; Tribe, 2002b).
However the focus of the UK Government' s educational policy has hitherto been
on employability and economic contribution. Tourism degrees are often
advertised in the context of good career prospects (Airey and Johnson, 1 999). It is
accepted that the purpose of HE should not only be to prepare graduates for their
first j obs, but to develop critical, creative individuals who can contribute to the
continued development and change of the tourism industry, and wider society.
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However, in order to be able to achieve this, tourism graduates need to be given
an opportunity to access tourism employment. Possession of a tourism degrees
should be beneficial in securing suitable (or indeed any) job in tourism, while the
tourism industry should provide the career structure for graduates.
Where vocational outcomes are stated as a central part of a tourism degree, the
degrees would need to ensure that graduates possess not only the knowledge to
enable them to manage later on in their career, but that they also have the skills
which would enable them to secure their first entry-level job in the industry.
,.

Otherwise they may never reach the management level jobs where their abilities
and knowledge could be more fully utilised.
When discussing the perceived abilities for employment in Stage 1 , some
interviewees expressed concern about the confusion amongst employers of what
tourism degrees entail. For example, over half considered tourism degrees as
vocational courses, some noted that tourism degrees do not address labour market
needs and others thought that tourism degrees are not vocational enough. The
results may support the argument of a need of core curriculum in tourism degree
courses, which will give confidence to employers of what those courses can offer
them in their business (Busby and Fiedel 200 1 ; Stuart, 2002). Considering the
debate about what a tourism degree should involve, there are currently two types
of tourism curriculum 'vocational and designed around industry needs', and an
'academicist' curriculum (Stuart 2002 : 1 4). It is not surprising that there is a state
of confusion and scepticism an10ngst employers of what a tourism degree entails.
Standardisation of tourism courses is a contentious subject, and the autonomy of
universities makes it almost certainly impossible to achieve (Busby, 200 1 ; Busby
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and Fiedel, 200 1 ; Tribe, 200 1 ; Tribe, 2002b). However, universities may need to
clearly identify a small number of discrete types of tourism degrees, with clear
and identifiable outcomes which the industry (and students) can understand. The
tourism benchmark statement goes some way to address this issues (HLSTN,
2000), but it must be produced in a language that both students and employers
understand. Such simplification my include Busby and Fiedel's (200 1 ) three
domain model of HE, which includes generic, functional and market/product
based degrees. Such theming may encourage closer links with industry and foster
understanding. This recommendation is to a certain extent in agreement with
Airey ( 1 997) and his view of the importance of a core body of knowledge for the
recognition of tourism degree. In the context of this thesis such commonality may
go some way to address employers' mixed and somewhat contradictory
perceptions of tourism degrees.
The results from the primary research pointed to a two-tier system in the way
degrees are perceived by employers. Some interviewees talked of lowering the
standards in higher education indicating a low recognition of vocational degrees,
and tourism degrees in particular. Others did not consider tourism degrees to be
sufficiently vocational and geared to the tourism industry. Despite these trends,
there is still strong demand for tourism degrees and commitment among students
to pursue a job in their related industry (Petrova 200 1 ). Therefore, the author
supports Hjalager' s (2004:32) suggestion that "students should be told from the
start that there is no such thing as a pre-programmed 'tourism career't. Students
should also be told that in securing their first post-degree job, their potential
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tourism manager may not attribute any advantage to their degree, and that
graduate level jobs may be unattainable upon graduation.
The importance of relevant work experience where skills such as customer-service
can be developed and demonstrated should thus not be overlooked. Work
experience schemes developed as a result of cooperation between universities and
the industry could also have a positive effect on graduates' employability, not
only by expanding their work experience, but also because such cooperation was
shown to be linked with a more positive view of the value of tourism degrees.
There is a responsibility which lies with Universities to convince the industry of
the contribution that graduates can make. It is recognised that any cooperation is a
balancing act between academic autonomy and vocational relevance. Busby and
Fiedel (200 1 ) warn that much of the cooperation with the tourism industry has
been focused on the tourism industry's influence on HE. However, before this is
further allowed to continue tourism HE may need to first ensure that tourism
industry partners have a good awareness of what a tourism degree involves. As
seen from this and other studies (Churchward and Riley, 2002) the assumption
that employers know what they want and what a tourism degree offers, may not be
sound.
Employers' views on the purpose of education appeared to be rather traditional.
They saw the purpose of education in developing the individual, in its intrinsic
ends (Lewis, 1 994). Furthermore, the importance they appear to put in such
education when they consider traditional graduate jobs, suggests that assumptions
about employers' perspectives which focus on vocational competence (Tribe,
2002b) may be false assumptions, at least in the context of traditional graduate
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jobs. Thus if the assumption is that employers want vocationally relevant skills,
and studies ask them what skills are needed, the results will not truly reflect
tourism industry's views and needs.
In this study employers were able to express their views of HE as they were asked
not only about their skills requirements, but also about their views on HE.
Employers in Stages 1 and 2 displayed a strong preference for liberal academic
degrees, when talking about the purpose of HE, contradicting assumptions of
employers pursuing a distinctly vocational agenda (Tribe, 2002b). Stuart's (200 1 )
suggested that tourism lecturers appear to adopt 'liberal vocationalism' when
delivering tourism courses contrary to their vocationally focused promotional
literature (Airey and Jonson, 1 997; Busby, 200 1). Thus the practice of focusing on
the vocational in course documentation and promotional delivery, and focusing on
the academic when delivering the course, which Stuart (200 1 ) uncovered, may not
have the desired effect on the way employers perceive tourism degrees. Indeed,
the suggestion of Barrett (1 998) that degrees should be academic in focus while
vocational training should not be provided in universities may be a valid one.
Vocational training should be the one that caters for the range of tourism
industries and low level occupations, while tourism degrees provide a good
ground for an academicist liberal, traditional education (Tribe, 2001) which
employers appear to value in graduate level occupations.
Furthermore, as this thesis is about perceptions, and the results show that
regardless of whether the tourism degrees provide good, sound academic base, if
employers associate them with former polytechnics and lower academic standards
they will still opt for graduates from elite institutions. Similarly, with regards to
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vocational training, employers want employees that step into a job and perform
well. Universities can deliver tourism degrees with high vocational relevance,
however university courses will never be training courses to provide for each
specific technical or knowledge components of the myriad of jobs, levels and
sectors within tourism. Thus it is not important how the argument of liberal
academic and vocational curriculum resolves itself, but rather whether employers
are aware or indeed onboard with whichever curriculum is adopted. So ultimately
it is all about perceptions - whether employers believe tourism graduates are
academically strong and prepared to work in the industry.

7.6.2 From an industry perspective
Recruitment practices in tourism need to be much more open. The high percentage
of respondents from the private sector who were in jobs which were never
advertised is a clear indicator that the industry is recruiting from a small pool of
applicants. Another issue the industry needs to consider is what makes tourism so
different that qualifications are not required? Why are qualifications seen as
unable to contribute? Arguably (and according to the UK Government) graduates
are better prepared to compete in the global world as well as to adjust to market
changes. Why is the industry not convinced of this? The most successful global
companies are also the keenest graduate employers that run graduate training
schemes and work placement schemes. They recognise the value of education, as
well as the value of 'new blood' to their company's operations. Why don't the
majority of tourism companies share this view? These are questions which, in the
current climate of tough competition and narrow profit margins, are often left
unanswered, as graduate training schemes are left suspended. However, maybe a
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new approach to the industry is what is required to respond to the challenges of
the modern economy (climate change, high fuel prices, terrorism), and maybe
graduates would be better positioned to contribute to such innovations and
developments.

7.7 Future research
This research demonstrated that the perceived value of tourism degrees is
informed by a range of views and experiences, many outside of what tourism
degrees are about. Further in-depth exploration of employers' views on HE and
the impact on perceptions about tourism degrees and other vocational degrees may
contribute to the debate about the effect of the HE widening participation policy.
Studies looking specifically at perceptions of oversupply of degrees, and their
impact on perceptions of graduates may also offer a valuable contribution to the
field. A wider sample exploring opportunities for employment and perceived
abilities for employment within different tourism sectors may also contribute to a
better understanding about the difference between tourism sectors.
Issues surrounding vocational relevance, widening participation and the two-tier
system of UK HE are not specific to the tourism industry, similar discussions are
happing in fields such as public relations (Tench; 200 1 ), journalism (DeBurgh,
2003), town planning (Stubbs and Keeping, 2002), and law (Barrett, 1 998). Thus
the approach of exploring employers perceptions of tourism degrees may be
relevant to other degrees that are negotiating between their vocational and
academic aspects.
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APPENDIX 1 : Reports in the media related to graduate
employment 2002-2007
Date: 15 May 2002
Publication: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1 /hi/education/1 989956.stm
Headline: " Student job confidence falls"
This article states that: "Students are less confident about their job prospect than at
any time in the past decade. "
Date: 22 July 2002
Publication: Prospects Today: Graduate jobs, study and training
Headline: "Employers attack 'degree culture"'
This article states that "The institute of directors says people are leaving university
with useless degrees which could damage their job prospects, not improve them.
The employers' organisation wants the Government to scrap its target of getting
50% of under-30s to university by 201 0. "
Date: 8 August 2002
Publication: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk/2 1 80552.strn
Headline: "Life is hard when you're in your 20s"
This article discusses the stressful life of twenty-something's and graduate
employment and student debt.
Date: 26 October 2005
Publication: httpd://news.bbc.co.uk/1 /hi/education/4379544.stm
Headline: 'Debt dogs poor graduatesd- study'
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This article refers to study in Scotland, which suggests that graduates from poor
background are likely to take any jobs after graduation, as a result of debt
concerns.
Date: 26 July 2005
Publication: http://news.bbc.eo.uk/1/hi/business/47 1 723 9.stm
Headline: Graduate debt 'is underestimated'
This study suggest that students underestimate the debt they will incur at
university.
Date: 9 August, 2004
Publication: http://news.bbc.eo.uk/l/hi/business/3 549096.stm
Headline: Graduate debts climb by a third
This paper states that 'The average debt of students leaving university in England,
Scotland and Wales has risen by 33% on the year.'
Date: 12 January 2007
Publication: hrtp://news.bbc.co.uk/1 /hi/education/625281 1 .stm
Headline: Graduates 'face tough job market'
Where despite record numbers of graduate vacancies, as 265,000 graduates are
expected to graduate in 2007, competition of graduate vacancies can reach 200300 applications for 1 graduate job.
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qualifications

2:

Wage

premium

from

obtaining

Source: (HM Treasury 2005 : 14)
Table 2 Wage premiumi(%) from obtaining qualifications
Academic Qualifications}

I NQF Level

\ Men

I Women

0 level/higher GCSEs

2

21

19

A level

3

17

19

First Degree

4

28

25

Level 1 -2 NVQs

1 -2

ns

ns

Level 3 -5 NVQs

3-5

6

5

BTEC First Certificate/Diploma

2

ns

ns

City and Guild Craft

2

7

ns

RSA high4

2

ns

12

ONC/OND or TEC/BEC national

3

10

8

HNC/HND or TEC/BEC higher

4

15

9

Professional qualifications

5

35

41

Vocational Qualification

Returns to Vocational Qualification compared to holding no qualifications
3
ns
NVQ2
2
NVQ2 via employer training

2

7

6

BTEC First Diploma

2

2

13

City and Guild Craft

2

19

5

RSA First Diploma

2

9

20

Ns - not significant
Table based on (I) The Returns to Academic, Vocational and Basic Skills in Britain, STF paper 20- Dearden et al., DtES
2000: (2) An In-dept Analysis of the Returns to National Vocational Qualifications Obtained at Level 2. Dearden et al
CEE 2004
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APPENDIX 3 : Issues arising from Stage 1, included in the
questionnaire survey
Questionnaire Part 1
For the purposes of this stage, a questionnaire was designed to investigate and
compare the views of a range of tourism sectors. The first question asked the
respondents if they were from a public, private, or a non governmental
organisation. The second question asked respondents to identify the tourism sector
they belong to. To facilitate their responses, it gave a list of options, in addition,
an option 'other' was provided for sectors which were not included. It was hoped
that the detailed options will provide a good description of the type of
respondents.
The purpose of the third question 'How many employees work within your
organisation?' was to ensure that the questionnaire identifies responses from the
large number of small or medium enterprises, which represent 80% of the tourism
employers (DfES 2002). "For statistical purposes, the Department of Trade and
Industry usually uses the following definitions:
• micro firm: 0 - 9 employees
•

small firm: 0 - 49 employees (includes micro)

•

medium firm: 50 - 249 employees

•

large firm: over 250 employees" (Small Business Service 2007)

These definitions are widely used in the industry, and were considered appropriate
for distinguishing the views of respondents representing organisations of different
sizes.
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Questionnaire Part 2
The Stage 1 analysis suggested that the employment value of tourism degrees is
dependant on the opportunities available for employment and the perceived
abilities for employment. The following factors were seen to affect the
opportunities for employment (in no particular order):
•

where graduates were expected/normally start their career in tourism;

•

existing links with universities - if for example there was a cooperation
with regards to work placements, that may provide future opportunity for
employment;

•

characteristics of working in tourism - may affect graduates ability to
enter into tourism employment;

•

managers educational levels - where managers holding degrees were seen
more likely to employ tourism graduates;

•

selection procedures and recruitment practices were also seen as limiting
or optimising the opportunities for employment.

The questions designed to explore these factors were as follows:
1. Where graduates are expected/normally start their career in tourism
The following questions explored the employment opportunities in the tourism
industry:
Question JO.

Within your organisation, what job would you expect a

tourism graduate to secure straight after graduation?
Question 16. ls there currently a graduate training scheme within your
organisation?

3 05
2. Existing links with universities
Existing links with universities were a kind of exposure to tourism degrees. All
the questions regarding exposure were grouped in Question 1 9.
Question 19. Have you ever:
a. been contacted by tourism students regarding their
dissertations
b. worked with tourism students doing work placements
c. received speculative applicationsfrom tourism graduates
d. employed a tourism graduate
e. worked with a tourism graduate
f co-operated with universities delivering tourism courses
g. had other contacts/exposure to tourism graduates or
students

In Stage 1 the negative exposure to tourism graduates appeared to affect
employers' views of tourism degrees (Patricia) while in others (Wendy, Nicole)
positive exposure did not result in positive views of tourism degrees. Here the
employers were asked to evaluate their experiences with the following question:
Question 20. Overall, would you say you have had a positive or negative
impression of tourism graduates ?

The intent was to analyse the results and establish if type of exposure seems
relevant to employers' views of tourism degrees.
3. Characteristics of working in tourism
The interviewees referred to lack of areas in their organisation (Frarik) suitable for
employing tourism graduates as well as recent redundancies (Victor) resulting in a
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freeze of external recruitment. To allow for such issues to be expressed, or indeed
for other issues to arise, an opportunity was provided in Question 49:
Question 49. lfyou have any further comments about the issues discussed
in this questionnaire, please write them here:
Specific recruitment practices are discussed bellow.
4. Managers' educational levels
The literature review suggested that a smaller proportion of tourism managers
hold degrees, compared to other industries, and that there is a lack of
qualifications culture in tourism. First of all, the questionnaire had to determine
the respondent's managerial level:
Question 6.

Which of the following most accurately reflects your job

level?
And then ask for degree level qualifications:
Question 8. Are you a graduate (e.g. BA, MSc, MBA, PhD)?
The following question was added to keep the flow of the questionnaire,
respondents would have expected to be asked of their degree level:
Question 8a. Your degree(s) is at what level?
While Question 9 was added for the purpose of keeping non graduates engaged
with the questionnaire.
Question 9. Please state your highest qualification.
Question 8b was designed to determine if employers had studied tourism or a
related subject. The purpose of this question was twofold - on one hand to
establish the exposure to tourism degrees, and second to establish if managers in
tourism have tourism related degrees, which in itself would suggest some
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employment value of tourism degrees. This is further explored with questions 8d
and 8e:
8d. In securing your currentjob, was your degree:
A considerable advantage/An advantage/Neither advantage, nor a
disadvantage/A disadvantage/A considerable disadvantage/Do not
know
8e. Was holding a degree a requirementfor your current job?
Yes No Do not know
Both of these questions address the employment value of tourism degrees. The
importance of a degree level qualification in securing a job was also gauged
through the analysis of questions 1 2, 1 3 and 1 8.
Question 12. Would holding a degree be a formal requirement for the job
referred to in question 9?
Question 13. In securing the job referred to in Question 9, do you expect
holding a tourism degree would be:
A considerable advantage /An advantage /Neither advantage, nor
disadvantage IA disadvantage/ A considerable disadvantage
Question 18. In securing a place on a graduate training scheme, do you
expect holding a tourism degree would be:
A considerable advantage /An advantage !Neither advantage, nor
disadvantage IA disadvantage IA considerable disadvantage
5. Selection procedures and recruitment practices
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The following questions were designed to establish whether the life-long/home
grown careers within one organisation where a common place in tourism, as these
may limit opportunities for new job entrants:
Question 4. Was yourfirstjob in tourism with your current organisation?
Question 5. How long have you workedfor your current organisation?

S ome interviewees suggested that the employment process is often informal and
j obs were rarely advertised externally. Looking at respondents' own career history
could give us idea o f recruitment practices within tourism. The question was:
Question 7. Was your currentjob advertised?

I

While Question 1 1 referred to immediate recruitment practices that tourism
graduates are going to be faced with:
Question 1 1. Where would this job be advertised?
6. Perceived abilities for employment

Perceived abilities for employment were the second key factor contributing to the
employment value of tourism degrees. In this research it was initially expected
that perceived competency match may be the key to employers' views of tourism
degrees . However, contrary to indications from the literature, soon after the first
interviews it became apparent that this was only one of the key influencing
factors.
McDani el and Gates (2004: 224) suggest using a direct questioning approach to
gauge respondents views of a product. In this case, the product of HE is a tourism
graduate. Questions 1 4 and 1 5 used a "dual questioning" approach. This approach
"involves asking two questions concerning each product attribute that might be
determinant. Consumers are first asked what factors iliey consider important in a
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purchasing decision and then asked how they perceive these factors as differing
among various products or brands." (McDaniel and Gates 2004: 224). Question
1 4 asks for key requirements, while question 1 5 gives the employer an
opportunity to give a value judgement on whether a degree will be of benefit to a
graduate meeting these requirements.
Identifying a list of criteria that a tourism graduates should meet to secure a job in
the industry is a difficult task. It would depend on the sector, type of position, type
of company and individual preferences. Nonetheless a number of references to
skills were made in the interviews and it became apparent that grouping those will
prove a difficult task. However, a recent survey conducted by the Peoplel st
(2005) used the following categories:
•

They have the right personal attributes

•

They have good basic literacy and numeracy skills

•

They have the relevant qualifications

•

They have the right attitude

•

That they have experience of the job

As these categories were considered an appropriate way to group the variety of
requirements posed by employers, these were converted into Questions 14 and 1 5
(see Appendix 5).
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Questionnaire Part 3 and Part 4
The education value of tourism degrees, as well as their general educational views
were investigated in Parts 3 and 4 of the questionnaire. Questions were designed
around key themes identified in the qualitative stage, using a five point Likert
scale (see Chapter 4 Stage 1 results).
Two of the themes identified in Stage 1 were 'TD develop knowledge of the
industry ' and ' TD develop underpinning knowledger'. Question 2 1 asked if good
knowledge of the tourism industry were among the benefits of holding a tourism
degree:
Question 21. Tourism degrees currently provide students with a well
rounded knowledge of the tourism industry.
Some interviewees saw tourism degree as an easier degree. This was reflected in
the following question:
Question 22. It is easy to get a tourism degree
Tourism degrees were seen to provide good academic skills by some interviewees.
The question was worded as follows:
Question 23. Tourism graduates are strong academically.
Some interviewees saw no advantage to holding a tourism degree:
Question 24. There is no particular advantage to a graduate having done
a tourism degree.
Most interviewees associated tourism degrees with polytechnics, and indicated
that it had an effect on their views of tourism degrees:
Question 25. Most universities that teach tourism are former polytechnics.
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Some interviewees expressed concern that tourism degrees were not related to the
realities of the tourism industry:
Question 26. Tourism degrees provide good preparation for working in
tourism.
Many of the interviewees referred to a difficult relationship between tourism
degrees and the tourism industry:
Question 2 7. There is a good relationship between universities offering
tourism degrees and the tourism industry.
Many also expressed the concern that there is an oversupply of tourism degrees.
Question 28. There is an oversupply of tourism graduates.
Holding a tourism degrees was seen to show dedication and commitment to the
industry. This was seen as one of the key advantages of holding a tourism degree:
Question 29. Doing a tourism degree shows commitment to having a
career in the tourism industry.
Some interviewees expressed concern that tourism graduates were overqualified
for most jobs available to them upon graduation:
Question 30. Tourism graduates are overqualified for most positions
available to them in the tourism industry.
Tourism graduates were seen by some to have more realistic expectations
compared to those who have had no exposure to the tourism industry, while at the
same time some interviewees were concerned that the tourism graduates have
unrealistic expectations of their career prospects in tourism:
Question 31. Tourism students have unrealistic expectations of the tourism
industry
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Question 32. Compared to other graduates, tourism graduates are better
preparedfor working in tourism.

Interviewees had a range of attitudes towards the business awareness of tourism
graduates:
Question 33. Tourism graduates have good business awareness.

Interviewees also expressed doubt whether tourism degrees are sufficiently
vocational and thought that tourism degrees are not related to the industry:
Question 34. In tourism, it is better to have vocational training than a
tourism degree.

Some interviewees expressed concerns that the quality of tourism students is not
very good:
Question 35. Employers prefer to employ non tourism graduates in
graduate position.

The last two statements in Part 3 of the questionnaire were included to identify
employers overall view on the purpose of higher education. The results from these
two statements were to be compared with similar statements regarding
HE/degrees in general. The purpose of this was to see to what extent employers
saw tourism degrees as vocational and to what extent they saw them as an
academic pursuit. The questions were worded as follows:
Question 36. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to stretch and
develop intellects and minds.
Question 3 7. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to give the
groundwork to prepare somebody to come into a career in tourism.
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Question 47. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to stretch and
develop intellects and minds.
Question 48. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to give the
groundwork to prepare somebody to come into a career in tourism.
The following questions were designed to identify employers view on higher
education in the UK. Stage 1 showed that these views were linked with the way
the employers view tourism degrees. Most interviewees were very clear that
degrees should be accessible to all who can benefit, while others thought that 'not
everyone is cut out for degree' :
Question 38. University degrees should be accessible for all who can
benefit.
Some interviewees were concerned that students were taking up a degree because
their friends are doing them rather than from a desire to learn:
Question 39. Students choose to do degrees because everyone else is doing
one.
Some interviewees expressed concern over some degrees such as ' Golf Course
Management' as being with too narrower focus, which then limits students future
opportunities:
Question 40. Degrees nowadays tend to have too narrow a focus.
Some interviewees were concerned that the expansion of higher education has
diluted academic standards:
Question 41. The expansion of university education has increased the
value of the degree.
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Some interviewees expressed the view that there is no real need for 50% of the
population to go to university, as the market does not require it:
Question 42. There is a needfor 50% of the population to go to university.
Others dismissed concerns over the expansion of higher education by suggesting
that any education is positive:
Question 43. It is good that nowadays young people take up degrees
instead of vocational training.
There were a number of issues, raised in the interviews, referring to oversupply of
graduates 'Lack of statistic of graduate employment' , 'Degrees do not address
specific labour shortages' and ' Oversupply of graduates' .
Question 44. Currently there is an oversupply ofgraduates.
Some interviewees referred to positive experience of recent graduates, while
others thought that graduates make better managers than non-graduatest:
Question 46. Just because you have a degree does not automatically mean
you will do a goodjob.
Questions 50, 5 1 and 52 were included to gain a better understanding of the types
of respondents:
Question 50. Your gender
Question 51. Which age group do you belong to ?
Question 52. Your organisation
McDamiel and Gates (2004:27 1 ) suggest the following as a possible age grouping
1 8-24/25-34/3 5-44/45 and over. This age break down was used in the final
version of the questionnaire, in question 5 1 where employers were asked to
indicate their age.
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APPENDIX 4: Interview template
This interview template includes a number of questions which may have been
asked during an interview. The author sought to cover the particular areas of
interest, however the questions themselves varied, and in some cases omitted, for
example, if the interviewee has addressed the particular area within their previous
answers.

Part 1 :
Section 1 : Background - personal/professional/academic
1 . Tell me about yourself.
2. What is your educational background?
3 . How did you start in the industry?
4. What does your current job involve?

Part 2:
Section 2: Employability of tourism graduates
1 . How do you feel about employing a tourism graduates?
2. Where/how would you advise/expect a tourism graduates to start their career?
3 . · What requirements should graduates meet to secure those jobs; do you think
they do?
4. When a tourism student finishes his/her degree what do you expect their
qualities are/what do you expect they have learned? Do you think they do?
5. Have you encountered anyone with a tourism degree?
6. Would their degree be of dis/advantage to them?
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Section 3 : Travel and Tourism education
1 . What i s your opinion of tourism degrees?
2. What do you think are the benefits of holding a tourism degree - for the
graduate and employer?
3 . Can you think of a situation where degrees would not contribute/make a
difference to its holder (in terms of skills and knowledge)?
4. Do people/managers in your office have university degrees?
5 . Do you think that there are fewer managers in the tourism industry with a
degree level education?
6. Do you think that this hinders the industry in any way?
7. If you are leaving school now and have the opportunity to study for a tourism
degree would you consider/do it? Why?
8. Do you think in the long run the expansion of tourism courses will benefit the
students?
9. Do you think in the long run the expansion of tourism courses will benefit the
industry?

Section 4: HE
1 . What do you think a university/BA degree should achieve? What do you think
higher education should be about?
2. How do you feel about the government aiming for 50% of the adult population
to have a degree level education?
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APPENDIX 5 : Online Questionnaire
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O n l l ne S u rveys
Develop, launch and analyse Web-based surveys

A bout Online Surv•ys I Support I Contact Us

1/J University of
!'
Bedfordshire
··-··-·• -----·------,------,-------,...------.--------------,
j
I
My Surveys

My Details

Account Details

Account Users

The Survey
Part 1: Working lbr the Tourism* Industry
* Please note tnat for the purposes of this questionnaire, the t,,rm toun·sm refers to both travel and tourism.
1. lhe organisation you work for Is part of which sector?
' Private

- Public

' Not for proft (e.g. Charty/NGO)

2, lhe organisation you workfor Is a
(please select one only):
V6itor attraction
· Charter ai1i1e
, lbur o�rator
, Scheduled airline
. Ground Handler
: Local Allthority
..
, Education Provkler
ltavel agent
) HoteW&B . . : Ground transport •. • Consutancy ··- · 'lbUrist Board
i
·aOthera/please specify):
3. How many employe,,s work wlthh your organlsatlon7
· 0 -· 9 employees

.: 10 •• 49 employees

, so -- 249 empbyees

' over 250 empbyees

4. Was your fist pb h tourism with your current organisation?
• Yes

No

5. How long have you worked for your current organisation?
- • Less than l year
: 1 - 2 years
, 3 - S years
' 6 - 10 years
, 11 - 20 years
: Over 20 years
6. Which of the followhg most accurately reflects your job leVe�
MiJdle Manager
1 Chief Executftle I owner
1 Dfrector
1Senior Manager
self employed/freelance
Employee
• lralnee
li!mparary empbyee . .- ,. _a
: Other /please specify):

-·

.t Ju11ior Manager/ S upervisor

7. Was your current job advertised?
1 External�

< lntemaly

, Both internally and externally

:, Not at al

a. Are you a graduate (e.g. BA, MSc, MBA, PhD)?
(If No please go to Question 9)
•Yes

currently studyhg for a degree

No

a. Your degree(s) Is at what leve!7
(select all that apply)

! Bachelor

! Masters

· ooctorate

b. Please hdk:ate f youradegree(s) has any of the folloWing In ts ttle?

/select all that apply}

--�·

!lf'aVel

'. Tourism

i Hospltallty

·· ! Leisure

I None of these

1 Do not know
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c. What Is the ful ti:le of your degree (e.g. BA Business Admlnlstratbn)? (If more than one degree, please list them in
chronological
order)
1 · -- ------�• --- ·--

d. In securing your a,rrent job, was your degree:
•- · A considerable advantage
An act,,antage
.: Nelner advantage, nor a dlsact,,antage
A disadvantage
· A considerable disadvantage
Do not know
e,-Was holding a degree a requirement for your current Job?______________________,
9. If you are not a graduate, please state your highest qualficatbn.

PA RT 2, 9'PLOYING TOURISM" GRADUATES

10. Within your organisatbn, what job would you expect a tourism graduate to secure straight after graduatbn? If NO such job,
please go to Question 16,
, Entry-Jevel customer fac�_ ...a : E����el adm histrative _ _a_ ____a Junior managerfsuperv"."'
Other (please specify) :

· Manager

11. \Mlere would this job be advertised?
one only)
(P o,ase

sew

lntemalt;

· Externally

Both

: Not at all

' Do not know

12. \Nould holding a degree be a formal requirement for the job referred to In Question 10?
: No

, Do not know

13. In securing the Job referred to h Question 10, do you expect h01dlng a tourism degree would be:
(Please select one ont;)
, A oons1derable act,,antage
' An adVantage
Nether act,,antage, nor dlsact,,antage
1A disadvantage
- A considerable disadvantage
14. Keeping In mind the job h Question 10, please indicate how important I: Is for new employees to have the following
(l•most important, S=least important)
•· Having the rght personal attributes
l
2
- :3 - 14 - 1 5
� Having the rght sk!ls set
' l - , 2 · , 3 ---- , 4

<S

c, Having the right work experience
-- 1 · 2 - 3 -- 4 - 5
d, H aving the right knowledge
- i l -- ,! 2 ·••,·1 3 ,.., 1 4 .,. , 5
e . Having the right quallflcatlons
,s
· 1 --· 2 - 3 " ·1 4
1s, How do y ou think a tourism degree affects the ability Of graduates t o meet the above (Question 14) requi'ements?
•· Having the right personal attributes
,- : Affects very posltlvet; ·_, Affects positively

I N O Impact

#2
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b. Having the right sl<ills set
· ' Affects very posltively

Affects positillely

··' No impact

c. Having the right work experieno,
• Affects very positively
Affects positillely

No impact

d. Having the right knowledge
• Affects very posltlvely ·· Affects positively

No Impact

e, Having the right qualifications
- Affects very positively - Affects positively

No Impact

16. Is there rum,ntly a graduate training seheme within your organlsatbn?
(If No I Do rot know, go to Ouestkln 19)
Yes

: No

Do not know

17. If you answered Yes to Question 16, please Indicate in which are,,/5 of your organisation (e.g. Marketing, H R, PR, finance,
accounting, engineering) the graduate trahlng scheme Is loc:ated.

18. In securing a p,lace on a graduate training scheme, do you expect holding a tourism degree would be,
A considerable advantage
An act./antage
J Nether act./antage, nor disadvantage
· A disadvantage
, A considerable disadvantage
19. Have you ever:
a. been contacted by tourism students regarding their dissertations
- Yes .... No ·· Do not know
b. worked with tourism students doing work placements
• Yes - , No · Do not know
c. recewed spea,lative appllcatbns from tourism graduates
- Yes
' No - Do not know
d. employed a tourism graduate
- • Yes -- · No ·· Do not know
a. worked with a tourism graduate
- •Yes ·-- No • Do not know
f. co-operated with unlverst:les delvering tourism courses
··•., Yes - 1 No ·· ' Do rot know
g. had other contac.tsfexposure to tourism graduates or students
Yes
' No - Do not know
20. Overal, would you say you have had a positive or negative Impression of tourism graduates?
(P lease select one only)
: Positive

, Negative

1 Mbced

I Not appicable

PART 3: TOURISM" DEGREES

21, Tourism degrees rurrently provide students with a we! rounded knowledge of the tourism hdustry.
Select an answer
22. It is easy to get a tourism degree.
Select an answer

#3
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..

23. Tourism graduates are strong a.cademically.
- -·--- - Select an answer
24. lhere is no particular advantage to a graduate having done a tourism degree.

--

--Select an answer

-- •i

_.,,.,,_

..

25. Most universities that teach tourism are former pot,1:echnl:s.

-- -·-"·-

Select an answer

---

,

26. lburism degrees provide good preparatkm for wor1dng In tourism.
-- -Select an answer

..

27. 'lhere Is a good relatior>shl'.) between universities offering tourism degrees and the tourism Industry.

•'

Select an answer

..

28. lhere is an oversuppty of tourism graduates.
----------- --·-· ··
Sel ect a n answer

---

29. Doing a tourism degree shows commitment to having a career In the tourism i'ldustry.

·i

Select an answer

..
..
..
..

30. lburism graduates are overqualiled for most postlons available to them In the tourism Industry.
---·· --- ·--- ·
Select an answer
31. Tourism students haVe unrealistic expectations of the tourism Industry.
--Select an answer
32. Compared to other graduates, tourism graduates are better prepared for wor1dng In tourism.
· · --•'"""

Select an answe r

----

--

33, Tourism graduates have good business awareness.
---·
Select an answer
""-

34, In tourism, t Is better to have vocational tralnr,g than a tourism degree.
Select an answer

"' \

..
..

35, Empbyers prefer to employ non tourism graduates in graduate postlon.
Sel ect an answer

36. 1he purpose of a tourism degree should be to stretch and develop lnteDects and minds.
---·- - ·e•--.. Sel ect an answer

37, The purpose of a tourism degree should be to give the groundwork to prepare somebody to come Into a career in tourism,
-Select an answer

,; I

PA RT 4: DEGREEeLEVB.eEDUCATIOI\I
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38. University' degrees should be accessble for all who can benef�.
····-Select an answer

..

39, Students choose to do degrees because everyone else is dong one.

---·-

Select an answer

__

40. Degrees nowadays tend tc have too narrow a focus
_ _ _. _
,, ··----·· ' - ....·-···... :
Select an answer
,

41. lhe expansion of unlversl:y education has lnaeaSed the value of the degree.
-Select an answer
·1
42. There Is a need for SO% of the population to go to university.
Sel ect an answer

.. ;
..

43, It is good that nowadays young people take up degrees instead of vocational traioing.

------

Select an answer

- -

- ·-"•-

44, Currently there Is an oversupply of graduates.
--·...: !
Select an answer
45. Graduates make better managers than non-graduates.
"""· -_,,,_. ·-·--··
Select an answer
,;: I

..

46. Just because you have a degree does not automatlcaly mean you w� do a good job.
Select an answ e r

,

47. lhe purpose of a degree should be to stretch and develop i1telleas and minds.
•--•--- •-rn ___ ,_

- •----»

Select an answer

• ''

48. lhe purpose of a degree should be to prepare somebody to oome hto a partb.Jlar career.
---·-- ---·
Select an answer
•I
49. If you have any further comments about the Issues discussed In this questlonnate. please wrte them here:
-·---· __., ____.
··-·-·· -·-·a··,

...

?

PA RT 5: DEMOGRAPHICS
50. Your gender
Male

I Female

51. Which age group do you belong to?
1 50-64
52. Your organisation

6Saandaover
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53. If you would ll<e to receive a summary of the findings please provide your e--maD address:

Continue >

Toll I .1,gg_m1t

Check Answers 6. Continue >
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APPENDIX 6: Study 2 Results and Statistics
Section 1 : PART 1 : WORKING FOR THE TOURISM* INDUSTRY

.

1 The or2arusation vou work tior 1s part of whiCh sector?.
Percenta2e
Rank Options
62.2%
Private:
1
26.5%
Public:
2
1 1 .2%
Not for profit (e.g. Charity/NGO):
3
Ranking Statistics:
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .5 I Variance: 0.5
2. The or2anisation you work for is a (please select one only):
Percentage
Rank Options
2.0%
Charter airline:
1
12.2 %
Tour operator:
2
4.1 %
Visitor attraction:
3
6.1 %
Local Authority:
4
2.0%
Scheduled airline:
5
1 .0%
Ground Handler:
6
1 .0%
Travel agent:
7
5.1%
Hotel/B&B:
8
0.0%
Ground transport:
9
25.5%
Consultancy:
10
8 .2%
Tourist Board:
11
1 5 .3%
12
Education Provider:
Ranking Statistics:
Median rank: 10 Mean rank: 6.6 Variance: 1 3 .5
1 7.3%
Business support
Communications
economic development agency
Government agency
Hospitality, leisure and tourism consultants
Industry Association
Leisure airline with limited charter
Online Travel Company
Part attraction, partfarm
Tourism Area Partnership
trade association
Trade Association
travel customer satisfaction agency
travel publication
vertically integrated travel company
wildlife charity

Number
61
26
11

Number
2
12
4
6
2
1
1
5
0
25
8
15

17
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.

•
. hin your orgamsation ?.
3 How many empl oyees work wit
Percentage
Rank Options
0 -- 9 employees:
25.5%
1
1 0 -- 49 employees:
13.3%
2
50 -- 249 employees:
1 5 .3%
3
Over 250 employees:
45.9%
4
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 2.8 I Variance: 1 .6

Number
25
13
15
45

. tion?
" tour1sm WI'th your current orgamsa
' ob m
4 . Was your firs t .10
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
16
16.3%
Yes:
1
82
83 .7%
No:
2
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 1 . 8 I Variance: 0.a1
5 . How Ion2 have you worked for your current orgamsatlon ?.
Percentage
Rank Options
19.4%
Less than 1 year:
1
1 1 .2%
1 - 2 years:
2
23 .5%
3 - 5 years:
3
1 4.3%
4
6 - 1 0 years:
20.4%
5
1 1 - 20 years:
1 1 .2%
Over 20 years:
6
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3 .4 I Variance: 2.7

.

Number
19
11
23
14
20
11

6 Wh'ICh of the tiollowin2 most accuratel1oy reflects your .1. 0b leveJ?
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
15
.3%
5
1
1
Chief Executive / Owner:
22
22.4%
2
Director:
15
1 5 .3%
3
Senior Manager:
19
1 9 .4%
4
Middle Manager:
6
6.1%
5
Junior Manager / Supervisor:
11
1 1 .2%
6
Employee:
1
1 .0%
7
Trainee:
0
0.0%
8
Temporary employee :
4
4. 1 %
9
Self employed/freelance:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 Mean rank: 3 .3 Variance: 3.8
5
business analyst
PA
Partnership Coordinator
Personal Assistant
tourism lecturer
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7 Was your current .1. 0b advertise
Rank Options
Percenta2:e
Internally:
1
6. 1 %
Externally:
2
1 9.4%
Both internally and externally:
3
25.5%
Not at all:
4
45.9%
Do not know:
5
3.1%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 3 .2 I Variance: 1 .0

Number
6

19
25
45
3

8. Are
Rank
Yes:
1
Currently stud in for a de ee:
2
3.1%
No:
3
20.4%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .4 I Variance: 0. 7
8.a. Your degree(s) is at what level?
Options
Number
Percenta2:e
Bachelor:
42
n/a
Masters:
41
n/a
7
Doctorate:
n/a
8.b. Please indicate if your degree(s) has any of the followin2: in its title?
Number
Options
Percentage
Travel:
2
n/a
Tourism:
n/a
38
Hospitality:
n/a
6
2
Leisure:
n/a
None of these:
n/a
35
8.c. What is the full title of your degree (e.g. BA Business Administration)? (If
more than one degree, please list them in chronological order)
BA (Hons) Psychology
MBA Business Administration
BSc (Hons) Archaeology
BA (African History - SOAS)
PhD Nairobi - Management History and Pactice
BA (Hons) Geography
Master of Civic Design
MA (Econ)
BA (Hons) Hosp itality Management and Related Services
Mphil Sustainable Tourism, Small Firms and Public Policy
BA (Hons) Humanities, Diploma in Marketing
BA (Hons) Politics and Journalism
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BA (Hons) Social Sciences & Technology
MSc in Tourism, Food & Hospitality Management
BA (Hons) Tourism Management
BA (Hons) Tourism Management
MSC Urban Regeneration
BA (Hons) Tourism Studies
MSc Tourism Management
BA (Hons) Tourism and Hospitality Management
BA Business Organisation
MA Marketing
MBA
BA Business Studies
MBA
PhD
BA Economics & Business Studies
BA Geography and Modern History
MA Landscape and Society
BA Geography and Statistics
BA Geography/History
MA Historical geography
BA (Hons) Business Studies
BA (Hons) French Studies
BA (Hons) in Geography
Master of Civic Design, ie. Planning
BA (Hons) Tourism Studies
BA (Hons) Travel and Tourism
BA Hospitality and Tourism Mgt
BA International Hospitality Management
BA Modern Languages
MSc Tourism
BA Theatre Studies and French
MA Research and Consultancy
BA Tourism and Planning
BA Tourism Business Administration
BA Tourism Business Management
BA Tourism Management
BA Tourism Management
BA(Hons) Tourism Operations and Marketing
MSc Responsible Tourism Management
Bachelor ofArts
Master ofArts Tourism and Hospitality Management with Distinction
Doctor ofPhilosophy in Environmental Design, specialization Tourism Planning
BSc Town Planning
MSc Recreation Management
PhD Recreation Resources Development
BSc Computer Science
MA Tourism Management
BSc Economics
BSc Geography with European studies and MSc Tourism management
BSc Mechanical Engi,neering
BSc Tourism Management
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BSc Tourism Management (Hons)
MSc Business IT
BSc(Econ)Hons - University o,fLondon (External)
Business Studies
Diploma in Town and Country Planning
Master ofArts
Doctor ofPhilosophy in Tourism
Geography MA
ApPlied Social Studies MSc
Geography Diploma in Marketing
Diploma in Management
HND Business and Finance
Certificate ofEducation
Hotel and Institutional Mgt BSc
Tourism Management BSc
MA Oxon, Politics, Philosophy and Economics
MA French and Philosophy
MA Hons Geography
MBA
MA in tourism management
MA Tourism and Sustainability
BA (Hons) Tourism Management and Physical
Geography
MA Tourism Environment and Development
MA Tourism Management
MA Tourism Management
MA Tourism Management
MA,iBA
Management Sciences BSc UMIST
Masters Degree in Business Administration
Masters in Business Administration
BA Geography and American Studies
Masters in Economics
Doctor ofPhilosophy
MBA
MBA
MA Modern and Medieval Languages
MSc Environmental Planning
MA Urban Planning
MSc in Tourism
MSc Tourism
MSc Tourism Policy and Management
BSc Hotel and Tourism Management
PGDip Tourism Leisure and Service Management
Post Graduate in Human Resources
Postgraduate Diploma in Tourism (Univ Wales)
Mphil Tourism Management (Univ Wales)
Postgraduate Diploma Tourism
Tourism
Tourism Management
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8 . d. In securmg your current .1" 0b., was your degree:
Rank Options
Percentage
A considerable advantage:
1
34.7%
An advantage:
2
37.3%
Neither
advantage,
3
nor
a 28.0 %
disadvantage:
A disadvantage:
4
0.0%
A considerable disadvantage:
5
0.0%
Do not know:
6
0.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 1 .9a1 Variance: 0.6

8 .e. Was h0ldiD2 a degree a reqwremen or vour curren • .10
Rank Options
Percentage
Yes:
1
54.7 %
No:
2
41 .3 %
Do not know:
3
4.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .5 I Variance: 0.3

Number
26
28
21
0
0
0

Number
41
31
3

9. If you are "not" a graduate, please state your highest qualification.
A LEVEL
a levels
A levels
Business Diploma
Certificate in Management Studies
Di Tech
Dip Travel Skills
Diploma in Management Studies
FRAeS, FCIT, FCILT, FCMI
GCSE
GCSE
Grade A - A Levels
HND
HND
OND + Fellowship of the Chartered Institute ofArbitrators
Royal Society ofArts
SCE Higher Level cert{ficates
seconda
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Section 2: PART 2: EMPLOYING TOURISM GRADUATES
10. Within your organisation, what job would you expect a tourism graduate to
secure strai2ht after 2raduation? If NO such .i ob, please 20 to Question 16 .
Rank Options
Percenta2e
Number
Entry-level customer facing:
1
24
28.9%
Entry-level administrative:
2
25
30. 1 %
Junior manager/supervisor:
3
25
30. 1 %
4
Manager:
1 .2%
1
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 Mean rank: 1 .8 Variance: 0.7
8
Graduate entrant
Junior Consultant
NO, one man consultancy
Plus other duties
Research, project delivery
Researcher/analyst
Technical/apprentice
Trainee or Intern
1 1 . Where would this .i ob be advertised? 1(Please select one onl ,)
Number
Percenta2e
Rank Options
2
2.4%
1
Internally:
30
2
36. 1 %
Externally:
48
3
Both:
57.8%
2
4
2.4%
Not at all:
1
1 .2%
5
Do not know:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 2.6s1 Variance: 0.4
12. Would holding a degree be a formal requirement for the j ob referred to in
Question 10?
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
31
1
37.3%
Yes:
45
2
54.2%
No:
3
8.4%
Do not know:
1 7
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 1 .7 I Variance: 0.4
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13 . In securing the job referred t o i n Question 10, do you expect holding a tourism
degree would be: (Please select one only)
Percentage
Number
Rank Options
A considerable advantage:
22
26.5%
1
An advantage:
56.6%
47
2
advantage,
nor 1 6.9%
Neither
14
3
disadvantage:
0
A disadvantage:
0.0%
4
0
A considerable disadvantage:
0.0%
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 1 .9 I Variance: 0.4
I

14. Keeping in mind the job in Question 10, please indicate how important it is for
new employees to have the following (l=most important, 5=least important)
. the n.ght personaI attn"butes
14 . a. Havmg
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
50
60.2%
1:
1
15
1 8. 1 %
2:
2
2
2.4%
3:
3
3
3 .6%
4
4:
13
1 5.7%
5:
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 2.0 I Variance: 2.2
. the ng
. .ht skills set
14 .b . Havm2
Rank Options
1:
1
2
2:
3:
3
4:
4
5
5:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2.2 I Variance:
. the rig
14 .c. HaVIn2
. ht work experience
Rank Options
1
1:
2
2:
3
3:
4
4:
5
5:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 3 .0 Variance:

I

Percenta2e
37.3%
3 1 .3%
1 3.3%
1 2.0%
6.0%

Number
31
26
11
10
5

1 .5

Percentage
7.2%
26.5%
33.7%
2 1 .7%
1 0.8%
1 .2

Number
6
22
28
18
9
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14 d Having
. the ri2:ht knowledge

Rank Ootions

2
3

4

1:
2:
3:

4:

Percenta2:e

12.2%
32.9%
35.4%
1 5 .9%
3.7%

5:
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 2.7 1 Variance: 1 .0
. the ri2:ht aualifications
1 4 .e. Havm2:
Rank Options

Percenta2:e

1a:
1
4.9%
2:
2
23.2%
3:
3
48 .8%
4:
4
1 8.3%
5:
5
4.9%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3.0 I Variance: 0.8

Number

10
27
29
13
3

Number

4
19
40
15
4

15. How do you think a tourism degree affects the ability of graduates to meet the
above (Question 14) requirements?
Rank
1
2

Percenta e

1 4.3%
44.0%

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 2 . 3 1 Variance: 0.5
. ht s kills set
1S . b. Havin2: the ri2:
Rank Options

Affects verv positively:
1
Affects positively:
2
3
No imoact:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 1 .9 I Variance:

Percenta!!e

24. 1 %
66.3%
9.6%

0.3

Number

12
37
35

Number

20
55
8
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. ht work experience
15.c. H avin2
. the rig
Rank Options
Affects very positively:
1
Affects positively:
2
No impact:
3
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2.3 I Variance:

..

" ht knowIed:ge
15od Havm2 the r121
Rank Options
Affects very positively:
1
Affects positively:
2
No impact:
3
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2.0 I Variance:

Rank
2

Affi

Percentage
7.2%
50.6%
42.2%

Number
6
42
35

0.4

Percenta2e
1 5 .5%
73.8%
10.7%

Number
13
62
9

0.3

Percenta e
22.9%
61o.4%
1 5 .7%

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 1 .9 I Variance: 0 .4

Number
19
51
13

16. Is there currently a graduate training scheme within your organisation? (If No
/ Do not know, �o to Question 19)
Number
Percenta2e
Rank Options
19
1
Yes:
1 9 .4%
2
73
No:
74.5%
6
3
6. 1 %
Do not know:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 1 .9 I Variance: 0 .2
17. If you answered Yes to Question 16, please indicate in which area/s of your
organisation (e.g. Marketing, HR, PR, finance, accounting, engineering) the
graduate training scheme is located.
Across the board
all - with movementOust being formed)
All skill areas eg engineering, planning etc
customer service
Finance, Industry Affairs, Marketing
front office, HR, finance etc.
HR (Staf{Development)
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IT

Managements+ LA skills courses
Marketing & PR
Marketing I Product
Marketing and Product
Marketing, HR
Numerous - Marketing, PR, Finance, Engineering,JT
Planning and trading
retail, tour ops, e-commerce, airline
Sales and Contracting
Teaching/Lecturing
18. I n securing a place on a graduate training scheme, do you expect holding a
. degreeswouId b e:
tourism
Percenta2e
Rank Options
Number
A considerable advantage:
20
27.0%
1
An advantage:
2
50.0%
37
1s7
advantage,
nor 23 .0%
Neither
3
disadvantage:
A disadvantage:
0
4
0.0%
0
5
A considerable disadvantage:
0 .0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2s1 Mean rank: 2.0 I Variance: 0.5
1 9. Have you ever:
. gsth
· d.1ssertarions
. err
1 9.a. been contacse
t d b>Y tounsm s tudents re :rardm
Number
Percenta2e
Rank Options
73
1
Yes:
74.5%
25
2
25.5%
No:
0
3
0.0%
Do not know:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 1 Mean rank: 1 .3 I Variance: 0.2
. y wor k pI acements
19 .b . worke d WI"th tounsm students dOllll
Percentage
Rank Options
1
Yes :
70.4%
2
29.6%
No:
3
0.0%
Do not know:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .3 I Variance: 0 .2

Number
69
29
0
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.
speculative appIications from tounsm 2raduates
19 . c. received
Rank Options
Percenta2e
Yes:
1
7 1 s.4%
No:
2
28.6%
Do not know:
3
0.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1s 1 Mean rank: 1 .3s1 Variance: 0.2
19 . d . empIoyed a t ounsm graduate
Rank Options
Yes:
1
No:
2
Do not know:
3
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .5 I Variance:
19.e. worked WI·th a tounsm graduate
Rank Options
1
Yes:
No:
2
Do not know:
3
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .3 I Variance:

Percentage
54. 1 %
45 .9%
0.0%

Number
70
28
0

Number
53
45
0

0.3

Percentage
76.5%
20.4%
3.1%

Number
75
20
3

0.3

.i h umvers1ties d ei"1vermg tounsm courses
19 .f. co-operate d wit
Rank Options
Percentage
1
Yes:
72.4%
2
No:
26.5%
3
Do not know:
1 .0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1s 1 Mean rank: 1 .3s1 Variance: 0.2

Number
71
26
1

t
19.g. had other contactsIexposure to tounsm graduates or studenis
Number
Rank Options
Percentage
1
75
Yes:
76.5%
2
21
No:
2 1 .4%
3
2
Do not know:
2.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .3 I Variance: 0.2
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20. Overall, would you say you have had a positive or negative impression of
tourism 2raduates? (Please select one only)
Rank Outions
Percentage
Number
Positive:
1
60.2%
59
Negative:
2
2.0%
2
Mixed:
3
33.7%
33
Not applicable:
4
4. 1 %
4
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 . 8 I Variance: 1 . 1

Section 3 : PART 3 : TOURISM* DEGREES
21. Tourism degrees currently provide students with a well rounded knowledge of
the tiounsm
. ·1ndustry.
Rank Options
Percenta2:e
Number
Strongly Agree
1
1 1 .2%
11
Agree
2
50
5 1 .s0%
Neither agree nor disagree
3
26.5%
26
Disagree
4
1 0.2%
10
5
Strongly disagree
1
1 .0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2.4 I Variance : 0. 7

.

. easy to get a tounsm degree.
22 Iti1s
Rank Options
1
Strongly Agree
2
Agree
3
Neither agree nor disagree
4
Disagree
5
Strongly disagree
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 2 . 8 I Variance:

Percentage
9.2%
28.6%
37.8%
2 1 .4%
3.1%

Number
9
28
37
21
3

1 .0

23 . T ourism 2:raduates are strong academ1ca
• II1y•
Rank Options
Percentage
1
Strongly Agree
4. 1 %
2
Agree
24.5%
3
Neither agree nor disagree
48.0%
4
Disagree
20.4%
5
Strongly disagree
3.1%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3s1 Mean rank: 2.9 1 Variance: 0.7

Number
4
24
47
20
3
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done a tourism de ree.
Number
3

Rank
1
2

22
22
45

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 4 1 Mean rank: 3.3 j Variance: 1 .0

6

25. Most umvers1ties that teach tounsm are ormer polytechnics.
Rank Options
Percentage
Number
Strongly Agree
1
10.2%
10
Agree
2
5 1 .0%
50
Neither agree nor disagree
3
27.6%
27
Disagree
7.1%
4
7
Strongly disagree
4
5
4. 1 %
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2s1 Mean rank: 2.4s1 Variance: 0.8
26. Touri
Rank 0
1
2
3

1 1 .2%
52.0%
27.6%
8 .2%
1 .0%

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 2.4s1 Variance: 0.7

in tourism.
Number
11
51
27
8
1

27. There is a good relationship between universities offering tourism degrees and
.
the tounsm m
· dusttry.
Number
Rank Options
Percenta2e
1
5
Strongly Agree
5.1%
2
27
Agree
27.6%
3
34
34.7%
Neither agree nor disagree
26
4
Disagree
26.5%
5
6
Strongly disagree
6. 1 %
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3 .0 I Variance: 1 .0
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.

2 8 There 1s an oversuool1y of tourism graduates.
Rank Options
Percentage
Strongly
Agree
1
4. 1%
Agree
2
36.7%
Neither agree nor disagree
3
46.9%
Disagree
4
10.2%
Strongly disagree
5
2.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 2.7i1 Variance: 0.6

Number
4
36
46
10
2

29. Doing a tourism degree shows commitment to having a career in the tourism
m
" dustry.
Rank Options
Percentage
Number
Strongly Agree
1
9.2%
9
Agree
53
2
54. 1 %
Neither agree nor disagree
3
20
20.4%
Disagree
4
16
16.3%
Strongly disagree
5
0
0.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2.4 \ Variance: 0.8
30. Tourism graduates are overqualified for most positions available to them in
. m
the tounsm
" dust:ry.
Number
Rank Options
Percentage
1
10
Strongly Agree
1 0.2%
2
36
Agree
36.7%
3
30
Neither agree nor disagree
30.6%
21
4
Disagree
21i.4%
5
Strongly disagree
1
1 .0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 2.7 \ Variance: 0.9

.

.
ttry.
31 T ounsm students haveiunreaIistic exvectations of the tounsm mdus
Number
Rank Options
Percentage
1
12
1 2.2%
Strongly Agree
2
59
Agree
60.2%
3
19
Neither agree nor disagree
1i9.4%
4
8
Disagree
8 .2%
5
0
Strongly disagree
0.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 \ Mean rank: 2.2 Variance: 0.6

I
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32. Compared to other graduates, tourism graduates are better prepared for
.
. tourism
workine: m
.
Rank Options
Percentage
Number
Strongly Agree
1
5.1%
5
2
Agree
50.0%
49
Neither a,n-ee nor disa,n-ee
3
34.7%
34
Disa,n-ee
4
9.2%
9
Strongly disagree
5
1 .0%
1
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2.5 I Variance: 0.6
33 . Tour1sm gra duates have goo d busmess awareness .
Rank Options
Percentage
Strongly Agree
1
2.0%
Agree
2
28.6%
Neither
a,n-ee
nor
disagree
50.0%
3
Disagree
4
1 8 .4%
5
Strongly disagree
1 .0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 2.9 J Variance: 0.6

Number
2
28
49
18
1

· · thania tounsm degree .
34. In tounsm, 1'ti1s
. better t0 haveivocationa1 tramme
Number
Rank Options
Percentage
1
4
Strongly A,n-ee
4.i1 %
22
2
Agree
22.4%
48
3
Neither agree nor disagree
49.0%
4
21
Disa,n-ee
21i.4%
5
3
Strongly disagree
3.1%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 3 .0 I Variance: 0.7

Rank
1
2
3

non tourism
Pe
2.0%
1 7.3%
55. 1 %
ee
24.5%
1 .0%

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3 . 1 I Variance: 0.5

2
17
54
24
1

osition.
er
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36. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to stretch and develop intellects
and minds.
Rank Options
Percenta2.e
Number
1
Strongly Agree
1 2.2%
12
2
Agree
62.2%
61
3
Neither agree nor disagree
1 8.4%
18
Disagree
4
1
7. %
7
5
Strongly disagree
0.0%
0
Ranking Stat1st1cs
Median rank: 2 J Mean rank: 2.2 j Variance: 0.6
37. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to give the groundwork to prepare
·r to a career m
·r tounsm.
s omeb o dlY to come m
'
Rank Options
Number
Percenta2.e
Strongly Agree
1
26.5%
26
Agree
2
63
64.3%
6
6.1 %
Neither agree nor disagree
3
2
4
2.0%
Disagree
1
1 .0%
Strongly disagree
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 1 .9 j Variance: 0.5

Section 4: PART 4: DEGREE LEVEL EDUCATION
38. University degrees should be accessible fior all who can benefit.
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
35
35
.7%
Strongly Agree
1
48
49.0%
Agree
2
5
5.1%
Neither agree nor disagree
3
10
1
0.2%
Disagree
4
0
0.0%
Strongly disagree
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 j Mean rank: 1 .9 I Variance: 0.8
39. Students choose to do degrees because everyone else is dom2 one.
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
4
4. 1 %
Strongly Agree
1
23
23.5%
Agree
2
41
41
.8%
Neither agree nor disagree
3
29
29.6%
Disagree
4
1
1 .0%
Strongly disagree
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3 .0 I Variance: 0.7
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40 . De 1rees nowadays tend to have too narrow a ocus
Rank Options
Percentage
Strongly Agree
1
2.0%
Agree
2
21 .4%
Neither agree nor disagree
3
35.7%
Disagree
4
37.8%
Strongly disagree
5
3.1%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 3.2i1 Variance: 0.8

Number
2
21
35
37
3

41. The expansion of university education has increased the value of the degree.
Rank Options
Percenta2e
Number
1
Strongly Agree
2
2.0%
2
Agree
1 1 .2%
11
Neither agree nor disaQI'ee
3
20.4%
20
Disagree
4
50.0%
49
Strongly disagree
5
16
1 6.3%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 4 1 Mean rank: 3 .7i1 Variance: 0.9
42. There is a need for 50% of the
Rank
1
2

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 4 1 Mean rank: 3.6i1 Variance: 1 . 1

22
41
19

43. It is good that nowadays young people take up degrees instead of vocational
training.
Number
Percenta2e
Rank Options
0
0.0%
1
StronJ:!;ly Agree
11
Agree
2
1 1 .2%
3
37
37.8%
Neither agree nor disagree
44
4
Disagree
44.9%
6
5
Strongly disagree
6.1%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 4 1 Mean rank: 3.5 ! Variance: 0 . 6
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Rank 0
S
1
2
3

ee

raduates.
Percenta e
9.2%
54. 1 %
29.6%

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 J Mean rank: 2.3 I Variance: 0.6
45 . Graduates make better managers than non-graduates.
Rank Options
Percenta2:e
Strongly Agree
1 .0%
1
Agree
2
23 .5%
Neither agree nor disagree
3
43 .9%
Disagree
4
29.6%
Strongly disagree
2.0%
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 3 . 1 e1 Variance: 0.7
46. Just because you have a degree does not automatically
good .10b•
.
Percentaf;!e
Rank Options
Strongly Agree
1
42.9%
Agree
2
54. 1 %
Neither agree nor disagree
3
1 .0%
4
Disagree
1 .0%
5
Strongly disagree
1 .0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 1 .6 I Variance: 0.4

.

Number
9
53
29
7
0

Number
1
23
43
29
2

mean you will do a
Number
42
53
1
1
1

. ds.
. teIIects and mm
47 The purpose of a degree should b e to stretch and develop m
Number
Rank Options
Percenta2e
1
33
Strongly Agree
33.7%
2
51
52.0%
Agree
3
13
1 3.3%
Neither agree nor disagree
1
4
1 .0%
Disagree
5
0
0 .0%
Strongly disagree
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 1 .8 I Variance: 0.5
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48. The purpose of a degree should be to prepare somebody to come into a
particular career.
Rank Options
Percenta2e
Number
1
Strongly Agree
1 0.2%
10
2
Agree
45 .9%
45
Neither agree nor disagree
3
27
27.6%
Disagree
4
1 4.3%
14
Strongly disagree
5
2.0%
2
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 2.5 j Variance: 0.9
49. If you have any further comments about the issues discussed in this
questionnaire, please write them here:
A degree does not teach common sense which is always necessary in a job.
A degree in tourism should develop an appropriate skill set and subject knowledge to
enable
students
to
participate
fully
within
the
industry.
Degrees are not suitable for everyone but those that participate in Higher Education
benefit from the experience.
A degree is an enabler, and a demonstration of achievement and the ability to think
and analyse issues. There are excellent people without degrees, or with a wide range of
degrees who are successful in travel. The desire to work in the industry is key.
Specialisation is not too important. Having worked in Germany where everything and
everybody has to be trained and certificated, creativity is restricted.
A lot depends on the quality of degree and the teaching establishment that awards it.
Common sense and dedication is something you either have or do not have. A Degree
cannot teach you that. Would rather have someone with this and teach them the post
than to employ someone who knows the post but has no common sense and vocational
dedication.
For TIC Assistants, local product knowledge is far more important than a degree.
Some graduates have little practical experience and poor ''people skills". Graduates do
not always see the need to start in LA tourism as a marketing/tourism assistant and
expect managerialjobs without the necessary experience ofproduct knowledge.
Having worked with several universi"ty and helps several students (both masters and
under grad) the understanding of the academic world to the current changes in the
tourism industry is exceptionally lacking. There is very little understanding of the need
to shift to offering more than the traditional package and we have found that a lot of
the students have very little business acumen. However just having a degree in a
subject that is theoretical does not mean that once you are placed in a certain situation
you will just be able to do a good job, it is very much dependant on the individual. As
for the 5 0% should go to uni, that was a figure picked out of the sky because it sounded
good for new labour. As a recent graduate and someone who still deals with student
debt nearly 4 years after graduating I see many of my friends who went to uni because
everyone else did and are working in jobs that do not need degrees. although they
wouldn 't change their decision to go to uni (mainly because of the social aspects and
the friends that have been made) many of the regret the level of debt they know find
themselves in.
I believe the tourism degree is very important to those wanting to go into the tourism
industry but this is a small percentage a/graduates. The Tourism industry is typically
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too low paid and too few graduate opportunities to retain graduates. From my
undergraduate course of 85 pup ils only 5 of us are still in the industry and we have not
advanced as.far as those that have switched industry.
I have often had feedback on the poor quality of work experience offered through
university networks, kids are better off in the open market
JJall the population gets a degree, who 's going to sweep the road?
Important to have a good mix between academic/theoretical and practical/vocational.
Project management, or similar type skills should be given a slot on the academic
schedule as this would benefit all students.
it is necessary to have uniform nomenclature/syllabi/industry participation & approval
for tourism and travel courses
Most vocational degree courses lack a conceptual framework and component subjects
are therefore aggregated rather than integrated. A general perc eption ofsocial science
courses is that they lack academic rigour, with the emphasis on high pass rates allied
to upward grade drift.
My greatest concern is the poor general level of education in graduates generally particularly English (spelling & grammar)
n/a
Note that there is a difference between "Travel " and "Tourismi" employers. There is
less need.for degrees in the travel sector, except at head office level.
Please read my answers in the context that I own the firm. Outside ofyour questions so
much depends on personal attitude. The graduate who is above getting his or her
hands dirty on the job does not last very long. Similarly, maturity. If employees play
around th ey get P45s. It really is a combination of knowledge, applied skill and
attitude that makes a successfill employee with a careerfuture
Some of the undergraduate degrees seem to be too narrowly focused - e.g. BA Tourism
(Adventure Travel)
The graduates I have met still seem to be completely lost in which area of tourism th ey
wish to establish a career in; this results in them taking low paid administration
positions, which are of no advantage to them, make them unh appy and the feeling that
th ey are over-qualtfied but under-experienced.
The organisation I work for is both a local authority and a visitor attraction.
As possession of a degree is now so widespread in society employers do need to look
for other means of differentiating between applicants for posts. I believe tourism
degrees are viewed as principally vocational rather than academic qualifications.
In museums th ey are more likely to qualify people for positions in marketing and
promotion than in other sectors, but holders of tourism degrees will always find
themselves in competition with holders of more specific subject specialist
qualifications, i. e. marketing degrees or in the case of museums academic subject
based degrees such as history or archaeology.
The reasons a lot of the time I have had to select neither is because in my experience is
mostly down to the individual. I think that the lecturers need more training in the
industry as a whole and also to keep up with varying trends. There is a need to have
Tourism education, and as a grad I do agree with degrees, however I do think that
there has to be an "expectation " set with regards to what worked and does not within
this industry. Also of employers will want experience versus qualification (dependant
on the role) therefore people will go into a lesser paid/status job and will be able to
work their way up - this is a great strength of the industry - and it should be said
during a course in order to make the learning "real". There have always been debates
about this however there seems to be such a divide between the education sector and
the industry that I doni't know if it will ever be remedied. Vocation qualifications are
too paper driven and doni't concentrate enough on the vocation - these should be
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s ecific, however in m o inion they are faer too en eric.
To successfully develop a career within a tour operator, aptitude is the most important
skill. Exposure to the industry at grass roots level is extremely valuable - more so than
academic qualf/ications.
Tourism Degrees faeir no higher and perhaps lower in th e minds of industry recruiters
as compared with oth er degrees. The benefits of their foecus on th e industry is out
weighed by the issues in relation to their substance and credibility, which may not be
fa ir or well founded, but is th e perception. I have been involved in Graduate
rec ruitment foer many years. The most successful graduate recruitment, in my opinion,
targe ts the person and not th e degree. The degree is of real value, but is secondary to
the pe rson.
Tourism degrees require both vocational and academic content and the job sector
should become more involved with the education sector to get the skills requirement
ri ht
Tourism degre es vary greatly in quality and focus. Some are Jar more business
focussed than others for example. Therefore it is very difficult to make generalisations
about all tourism degre es.
Tourism is such a varied career with so many varied paths to take that it is difficult to
answer this questionnaire entire ly accurate ly. Many degrees are theory focused and
don 't seem to necessarily prepare people for th e real world, hence employ ers might
prefer hands on exp e rience to a piec e ofpaper when it comes to employing managers
etc.
Travel and tourism is not rocket science. it is much better that those who work in it are
well educated on a ge neral level (e.g. busin ess, marketing, management, analysis,
writing etc) and then they can learn about the industry on the job. for specific skills,
specific courses are available.
Would prefer a potential recruit to have don e an MBA or similar rath er than a tourism
degree

Section 5: PART 5: DEMOGRAPHICS
50 . Your gender
Percentage
Rank Options
57. 1%
1
Male:
42.9%
2
Female:
1
Ran.king Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .4 I Variance: 0.2
51. Which aee 2roup do you beIOD!! t0 ?,
Percenta!!e
Rank Options
2.0%
1
1 8-24:
27.6%
2
25-34:
30.6%
3
35-49:
38 .8%
4
5 0-64:
1 .0%
65 and over:
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3.1 j Variance: 0.8

Number
56
42

Number
2
27
30
38
1
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APPENDIX 7: Pilot Questionnaire Feedback
Hi,
I'm pleased to see you're still working on this.
I've filled the questionnaire in. The main problems I found are about routing for
questions 1 5 and 1 0.
Both weren't relevant for me, yet it made me complete questions 1 7, 1 8 and 14.
I also found myself answering 'neither agree/disagree' for many answers given that I
couldn't generalise. I wonder how many others would be in that position, so you may
end up with a high percentage of respondents not making a stab either way.
Hope that helps
I would be very keen to see the results or any interim results from this. The whole
notion of tourism degrees is moving up the policy agenda and I think this is important
research that can inform that discussion
Petia
I have completed the questionnaire and submitted it! I did not think it too long however found some of the questions rather difficult to answer due to lack of current
knowledge of ( . . . ), and the Tourism Industry, plus University subjects, and degrees, so
my answers are based on my own current views opinions, also what I can remember of
(. . . ) and what my current experiences are and have been (if you understand that). Have
you sent this to ( . . . ), or ( . . . )? I can get his e-mail address and could also find someone
elses if necessary. Hope all is well with you.
Hi Petia
I have completed your questionnaire, but have a few suggestions as requested:
1 ) 8b = I could not select 'none'.
2) 1 1 - 1 5 = depends what I am comparing a tourism degree to. If another degree or
having no degree - of course having a tourism degree will be better than having no
degree at all! But may not be beneficial over another degree. You need to make this
clear.
3) 1 8 = needs the option to say N/A
4) 3 8-39 = You talk about a 'tourism degree's purpose is to ... .' - this is fine as long as
you are not interpreting the answers as the person agrees that this is actually being
achieved. As you will see from my text answers I agree the purpose of a tourism degree,
but believe that most are not accomplishing this. I would allow for more space for
people to have the option of clarifying their answers with some supporting text. All the
best

Q4 where was it?
Q8 Maybe give some more options if you are still studying? Perhaps identify are they
employed full or part time or on placement
QlO bit confusing, not exactly clear whether relates to my org or any
Q l 4 and Q l 5 a little long winded
Q 1 6 maybe you could ask if there's any other training within the company maybe not
exactly graduate training schemes i.e. step up programmes etc
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Part 3 may give box to input explanations or comments In addition you may want to ask
the following ..Ask about salary expectations What made them study, made them choose
to study tourism degree? Maybe areas that they like or dislike on their course? A
questions about tutors? Are they feeling confident about getting a job when they finish a
degree? If you would like I can forward your previous email to one or two of my tutors
and friends that are currently on their placements. Please advise if hat's ok with you.
Hi Petia,
Lots of questions I cannot really answer (and therefore maybe a 'not applicable' category
would be most appropriate (for example Q 1 5), but not essential), but I'm having a go:
Queries / comments:
Q 1 8 . "securing a place on a graduate training scheme, do you expect holding a tourism
degree would be" I don't know if we do graduate training, but I know that a degree is
essential for (Thomas Cook one for example) which are on offer - so I ticked the box, as
I didn't read the instructions carefully and cannot untick it
Q20. "a positive or negative impression of tourism graduates"
Difficult to answer clearly as dependent on a person rather than a degree?
Q22. "It is easy to get a tourism degree" - you mean to graduate with it or to get to study
it? Soz to be stupido ...
Q37. "Employers prefer to employ non tourism graduates in graduate position, as they
are better and brighter." Q implies that they are, therefore leading?
Q8. I was forced to " indicate if your degree(s) has any of the following in its title" and
neither was applicable (not in the actual title)
Q 17. Could skip, but actually was not allowed to, maybe because by error filled in Q 1 8?
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APPENDIX 8 : Online questionnaire covering letter

People in aU the right places
Dea r Mem ber,
Petia Petrova , a m e m b e r of t h e Soci ety a n d Resea rch Fe l low at the U n iversity of
Bedfordsh i re, wou ld l i ke to ask for yo u r views on travel a n d to u rism d e g rees, a n d
tou rism g ra d u ates' emp loyment potenti a l . Please ta ke a few m i n utes to com p l ete this
e l ectro n i c q u esti o n n a i re, j u st cl i ck o n the link below, fi l l in you r answers and then cl ick
SUBMIT.
http : //www . s u rvey . b ris .ac. u k/l u to n/tou rism2
Th e q u esti o n n a i re i s confi d e nti a l and neither you nor yo u r o rg a n i sation will be i d e ntified
i n a ny way!
M a ny th a n ks fo r you r time,
Best Reg a rd s,

Flo Powel l
Th e To u rism Soci ety
ema i l : fl o @to u rismsociety. o rg
phone: 020 8661 46 36
we b : http : //www .tou rismsociety . o rg
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APPENDIX 9: Overview of Educational and Career
History
Table 9-7-1 : Anna
Education
history
Career
history

GCSEs; 8 0 levels; 3 A levels; a teaching certificate
Taught French in a school.
Worked in an Airline as a stewardess.
Promoted to a -training job, responsible for putting together
training courses for new recruits.
After having her first child, she was offered a position as a
manager of around 1 00 cabin crew. It was a personnel type role,
including responsibilities for staff welfare, performance and
appraisals ..
She was then promoted again to the role of Training and
Development Manage. She got involved in validating and
delivering a NVQ management programme for managers. This
was her last job within the company. Overall she stayed with the
corn an for 24 ears.

Table 9-7-2: Betty
Education
histo
Career
history

3 0 levels
Joined Airline A in her early twenties. She then became senior
cabin crew member, responsible for 3 people other cabin crew
members. She was a stewardess for 8 years
She then went on the training side, recruiting and training new
cabin crew. She was then promoted to Deputy Chief Stewardess.
She did this for about 6 months.
She was then promoted to Chief Stewardess. She was in this post
for several years.
She was then offered a more senior position which was Head of
Cabin Services, which meant she had Chief Stewardess and Chief
Training reporting to her. This was a responsibility which
encapsulated over 5 airports.
After she left, she went travelling, doing a range ofjobs. Upon
returnin in the UK she worked or a bi leisure com an .
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Table 9-7-3 : Catherine
Education
histo
Career
history

GCSEs;6 0 Levels

She started her career in an airline as a secretary in the personnel
department. Then moved on to operations - Load Control. She then
worked as cabin crew for 18 months. Following that, she worked on
the checking desk, flight enquiries and in the duty room. She was
there for 1 0 years.
She then became a full time mum, and engaged in occasional
employment. Following that, she went to work for Charter A as
secretary to the Customer Service Director. After a couple ofyears,
she went into administrating the cabin staff training school. Her
last job was in Passenger Relations as a Passenger Relations
0 zcer. She retired short! be ore the interview.

Table 9-7-4: Emma
Education
histo
Career
history

Bachelors Degree
After graduating she became an overseas representative based in
Europe. Over the following 4 years she worked her way up from
Representative, to Team Leader, to Head Representative to Resort
Controller.
She returned back to the UK and got a position at Tour Operator A,
at a call centre. After a couple of months she was called for an
interview for the Charter A job - managing their passenger
relations department. She then worked for Charter A for about two
years managing Customer Relations. Following that she returned
to Tour O erator A to do her currentjob.

Table 9-7-5: Frank
Education
histo
Career
history

RAF training College
Frank started his experienced with airlines through his compulsory
military service in the RAF. His work in the RAF included several
postings abroad. Following that he got headhunted and put in
charge of Customer Services, including onboard savices, the cabin
crew and the ground handling, security and later on public
relations. He was then made responsible for Public Relations at
Charter A.
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Table 9-7-6: George
Education
histo
Career
history

Business Studies Degree; CIPD qualification
His first job was a graduate trainee in a big public company. He
started as a Roster Clerk and left as the Area Personnel Manager
for the engineering part of the business, four years later. He then
joined a milk processing company as a Personnel Officer, in a
training development role. He did this for less than 6 months before
taking over as a Group Personnel Manager.
He then moved to Charter A, and has been there for 4 years at the
time of the interview. He started as General Manager for Industrial
Relations and was later romoted to HR Director.

Table 9-7-7: Iva

Education
histo
Career
history

7 0 Levels; 2 A Levels; Business Studies HND; Member ofCIPD;
Member ofBritish Psycholo ical Socie
She has spent most of her career working for a hotel group (sic).
Her roles included Personnel and Training Manager, UK training
Co-ordinator and Regional Human Resources Manager.

Table 9-7-8: Jenny

Education
histo
Career
history

8 0 Levels; 3 A Levels; Diploma; MSc in Training and
Mana ement
She has been in HR for 15-1 6 years including working in civil
service, housing associations and manufacturing. Her job at the
time of the interview was HR Manager (Reward) at Leisure A. She
has been doin this ·ob for 6 months.

Table 9-7-9: Katy
Education
histo
Career
history

undergone training recently to gain qualifications
After school, she became full-time mother for about 15 years.
Following that, she worked as a part-time check-in agent for a
ground handler for over an year. Moved to work for an airline that
'went buste'. She then returned to the round handler as a trainer.

Table 9-7-10: Mark

Education
histo
Career
history

Degree in History
After graduating, he embarked on a PhD for about three years.
Before completion he started working for large Government
tourism company. He worked there over a decade. His jobs
included working in the UK, as an Assistant Manager in continental
Europe for 4 years; Branch Manager in the USA for 4 years;
Marketin Director in Continental Euro e, for 3 ears.
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He then came back to the UK, and was offered a job in a
consultancy company. He worked for them for a couple of years.
Following that, he got a job with at a train company as a Marketing
and Sales manager. He did this for about 4 years. He then moved to
a tour operator, as their marketing Director. He worked for them
for about an year. He was then made redundant. Following that he
moved to Business Travel A, his current employer. He has been
with them or almost 6 ears.

Table 9-7-1 1 : Nicole
Education
histor
Career
history

Bachelors Degree
She started her work as a student placement in a tour operator,
including working and training in HR. She then moved to the public
sector as a Public Sector Tourism Assistant for 4 years, she then
became a Tourism Officer in a large city. Following that she moved
to her current town around two years before the interview. Overall,
she has worked in the tourism ublic sector or 12 ears.

Table 9-7-12: Oscar

Education
histo
Career
history

Degree in Interventional Hospitality Management; MSc in
Or anisational Behaviour
He has been a researcher in his current company for 2 years. He
was interviewed in his capacity of a researcher exploring the
tourism sector education and trainin needs.

Table 9-7-13 : Patricia
Education
histor
Career
history

Degree in Rural Resource Management (with tourism electives)
Patricia was brought up in tourism and hospitality. Her first
'properi' job in tourism was in a visitor attraction. There she
worked as a tour guide, in the gift shop, and 'at the gatesi'. She did
this as a student during the summer holidays for four years. After
graduating, she worked for an year 'on the management side '. She
then became a Regional HR Officer for a hotel group. Following
that, she moved to Regional Tourism A, where she has been for
around two years. She started working on projects and then moved
onto HR. She is currently the HR and Organisation Development
Manager, which is an HR role with some project management
res onsibilities.
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Table 9-7-14: Richard

Education
histo
Career
history

A Levels; Officer Training in Royal Na vy; Trained Pilot
He joined the military after school, where he had training
responsibilities. After leaving the military, he became a sales
engineer. Following that he became a Sales Training Specialist at a
Motors company, and then the Management Training specialist, the
Manufacturing Training manager, and ended up as the Global
Training Manager for the division. After he left he went to work in
a commercial training company, running project management
training, and setting up skills development systems within
businesses. He then moved to his current job as the Regional
Project Manager for Tourism Skills Network A (TSN). The TSN is a
not for profit organisation, looking at the skills aspects of tourism
within the re ion.

Table 9-7-15: Stuart

Education
histo
Career
history

Charted Town Planner; Member of Institute of Economic
Develo ment O zces; Di loma o Mana ement Studies
Stuart described himself as a town planner and an economist. His
current job is his first job with a tourism focus. However, he has
had tourism remits in his other jobs. In his last job he was a
manager of 28 staff in a local authority includingfour tourism staff.

Table 9-7-16: Tom

Education
histo
Career
history

Bachelors in Geography; Postgraduate degree in Tourism; Masters
o Philoso h
Following his Masters ofPhilosophy degree, he went to workfor an
Development Board. He then moved to the tourist board where he
worked for 6 years. Afterwards, he moved to the Development
agency 'to look after the tourism effortsi'. His job involves staff
training, making sure there are agreed tourism priorities for the
region, and to maintain good working relationships with other
government agencies and different industry bodies. He is
res onsible or a team o 3 eo le.

Table 9-7-17: Uma

Education Qualified Librarian
histo
Career
She has worked in the tourism sector for 7.5 years, since her
history
graduation. Her jobs included working in a Tourism Information
Centre where she moved from customer service in a centre to
managing the main information centre. She then moved into the HR
field in Regional Tourism B. She has been in her job as Learning
and Development Consultantfor just under a year.
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Table 9-7-18: Victor
Education
histo
Career
history

Bachelors in Film and Media
He started his career in an advertising agency. He then worked as a
press officer in a variety of different companies, including local
government. He has also worked for
a public relations
consultancy, andfor a large UK plc.
He then moved to his current employer - Scheduled A irline A. His
role started in media relations, and then moved into the area of
internal communications. In his current job as Communications
Manager, he is responsible for the internal communications, a
number of ad hoc projects affecting the airline, and for looldng
a ter crisis communications.

Table 9-7-19: Wendy
Education
histo
Career
history

Chemistry Degree; Postgraduate Certificate of Education; Fellow
of the Tourism Socie ; Fellow o he institute o Travel and Tourism
She started her career as a Chemistry teacher. She then worked as
Research and Development Director in the industry sector; then
worked in Education and Training for two industry councils.
Following that, she moved to tourism public sector as Head of
Employment and Training. Fifteen years ago she started her
company 'Tourism Consultancy A ', which specialises in HR and
trainin in the Tourism, hos itality and leisure sectors.
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APPENDIX 10: Stage 2 results, excluding education
providers
Section 1 : PART 1 : WORKING FOR THE TOURISM* INDUSTRY

.

1 The on!amsation you work f,or 1s part of whiCh sector?.
Percenta2e
Option
69.9%
Private:
1 9.3%
Public:
for profit (e.g. 1 0.8%
Not
Charity/NGO):

Number
58
16
9

2. The or2anisation you work for is a (please select one only):
Number
Percentage
Ootion
2
2.4%
Charter airline:
12
1 4.5%
Tour operator:
4
4.8%
Visitor attraction:
6
Local Authority:
7.2%
2
2.4%
Scheduled airline:
1
1 .2%
Ground Handler:
1
1 .2%
Travel agent:
5
6.0%
Hotel/B&B :
0
0 .0%
Ground transport:
25
30. 1 %
Consultancy:
8
9.6%
Tourist Board:
0
0 .0 %
Education Provider:
17
20.5%
Other (please specify):
. hin vour or2amsa ion .
3 . How manv empI1 ovees work wit
Number
Percenta2e
Option
24
0 -- 9 employees:
2 8 .9%
12
1 4.5%
10 -- 49 employees:
13
1 5.7%
50 -- 249 employees:
34
Over 250 employees:
41 .0%

.

•

. tounsm wit vour current or2amsation ?.
4 Was vour first .t. ob m
Number
Percenta2e
Options
15
Yes:
1 8.1%
68
No:
8 1 o.9%
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.

5 How long have you worked tor your current orgamsation ?.
Percentage
Number
Options
18
21 .7%
Less than 1 year:
12.0%
10
1 - 2 years:
24. 1 %
20
3 - 5 years:
9
1 0.8%
6 - 1 0 years:
18
2 1 .7%
1 1 - 20 years:
8
9 .6%
Over 20 years:
.
• b Ieve}?.
. h 0f the :tollowin2
most accuratety
i reflects your .10
6 . WbIC
Number
Percentage
Options
14
1 6.9%
Chief Executive / Owner:
20
24. 1 %
Director:
13
1 5 .7%
Senior Manager:
1
5
1 8. 1 %
Middle Manager:
4
Junior Manager/Supervisor: 4.8%
8
9 .6%
Employee:
1
1
.2%
Trainee:
0
0.0%
Temporary employee:
4
4.8%
Self employed/freelance:
4
4.8%
Other (please specify):

.

' b advertise .
7 Was your current .10
Percentage
Options
6.0%
Internally:
1 6.9%
Externally:
and 21 .7%
internally
Both
externally:
5 1 .8%
Not at all:
Do not know:
3.6%
8. Are you a graduate (e.g. BA, MSc, MBA, PhD)?
Percentage
Options
73 .5%
Yes:
Currently studying for a 3 .6%
degree:
No:
22.9%
8.a. Your de2:ree(s) is at what level?
Percentage
Options
w'a
Bachelor:
Masters:
w'a
Doctorate:
n/a

Number
5
14
18
43
3

Number
61
3
19

Number
39
32
3
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8.b. Please indicate if your deiree(s) has any of the followin2 in its title?
Percenta2e
Number
Options
n/a
2
Travel:
n/a
28
Tourism:
n/a
3
Hospitality:
n/a
2
Leisure:
31
n/a
None of these:
8.c. What is the full title of your degree (e.g. BA Business Administration)? (If
more than one degree, please list them in chronological order)
8 .d. In secunn2 your current ."t o b., was your d eeree:
Percentage
Options
31.1%
A considerable advantage:
37.7%
An advantage:
Neither advantage, nor a 3 1 . 1 %
disadvantage:
A disadvantage:
0.0%
A
considerable 0.0%
disadvantage:
0.0%
Do not know:

Number
19
23
19
0

0

0

8.e. Was h0 lding a degree a reqmrement or vour current 10
Number
Percenta2e
Options
31
5 0 . 8%
Yes:
27
44.3%
No:
3
4.9%
Do not know:

Section 2 : PART 2: EMPLOYING TOURISM* GRADUATES
10. Within your organisation, what job would you expect a tourism graduate to
secure strai ht after raduation? If NO such 'ob, lease o to uestion 16.
Number
Percenta e
0 tions
21
Entry-level
customer 2 8.4%
facin :
22
22
29.7%
1
1 .4%
8
10.8%
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11. Where would this _job be advertised? (Please select one only)
Options
Percentage
Number
Internally:
2.7%
2
Externally :
34.7%
26
5 8 .7%
44
Both:
Not at all:
2
2.7%
Do not know:
1
1 .3%
12. Would holding a degree be a formal requirement for the job referred to in
Question 10?
Percentage
Number
Options
27
36.0%
Yes:
41
54.7%
No:
D o not know:
7
9.3%
13. In securing the job referred to in Q uestion 10, do you expect holding a tourism
de2ree would be: (Please select one only)
Number
Percentage
Outions
18
24.0%
A considerable advantage:
44
An advantage:
5 8 .7%
13
Neither advantage, nor 1 7.3%
disadvantage:
0
A disadvantage:
0.0%
0
considerable 0.0%
A
disadvantage:
14 . Keeping in mind the j ob in Question 10, please indicate how important it is for
new employees to have the following (1 =most important, S=least important)
.
14.a. Havm2st
. ht personaI attn utes
he ri2
Percentage
Options
1:
5 8 .7%
2:
1 8 .7%
3:
2.7%
4:
2.7%
5:
1 7.3%

.

. ht s kills
. the r12
1 4 b. HaVInf
Options
1:
2:
3:
4:

5:

set
Percentage
32.0%
34.7%
1 4.7%
1 2.0%
6.7%

Number
44
14
2
2
13

Number
24
26
11
9
5
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.
. ht work emenence
he n2
14 .ic. Havmgit
Percenta2e
Options
5.3%
1:
24.0%
2:
36.0%
3:
24.0%
4:
1 0.7%
5:

Number
4
18
27
18
8

14.d. Having the right knowledge
Percentage
Options
9.5%
1:
32.4%
2:
37.8%
3:
1 6 .2%
4:
4.1 %
5:

Number
7
24
28
12
3

. the ng.
. ht qualifi1cations
14 . e. H aVIng
Percenta2e
Options
2.7%
1:
23 .0%
2:
48.6%
3:
20.3%
4:
5 .4%
5:

Number
2
17
36
15
4

1 5 . How do you think a tourism degree affects the ability of graduates to meet the
above (Question 14) requirements?
. the rig
. ht personal attrib utes
1 5 . a. HaVIng
Percentage
Options
1 3 .3 %
Affects very positively:
42.7%
Affects positively:
44.0%
No impact:

..

. ht s kills
. th e n21
15 b Havmg
Option s
Affects very positively:
Affects positively:
No impact:

set
Percentage
2 1 i.6%
67.6%
1 0. 8%

Number
10
32
33

Number
16
50
8

I
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. ht work expenence
. the r12
15 .c. Baving
Percentage
Options
Affects very positively:
8. 1 %
Affects positively:
48 .6%
43 .2%
No impact:
I d12e
' ht knowte
15 .d. Bavin2 the n2.

Number
6
36
32

Percenta2e
1 3 .3 %
74.7%
1 2 .0%

Number
10
56
9

ualifications
Percenta e
1 8 .7%
65 .3 %
1 6.0%

Number
14
49
12

Options
Affects very positively:
Affects positively:
No impact:

16. Is there currently a graduate training scheme within your organisation? (If No
/ Do not know, go to Question 19)
Number
Percentage
Options
16
1 9.3%
Yes:
62
74.7%
No:
5
6.0%
Do not know:

18. In securing a place on
.
de2ree wouId b e:
tounsm
Options
A considerable advantage:
An advantage:
Neither advantage, nor
disadvantage:
A disadvantage:
A
considerable
disadvantage:

a graduate training scheme, do you expect holding a
Percenta2:e
27.3 %
47.0%
25 .8%

Number
18
31
17

0.0%
0.0%

0
0
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19 . Have you ever:
19 . a. been contacte d b,y tourism stu dents regarding their
Percenta2e
Options
69.9%
Yes:
30. 1 %
No:
0.0%
Do not know:

1ssertations
Number
58
25
0

. work pIacements
t domgo
19 . b . worke d WI"th t ounsm studenos
Number
Percentage
Options
54
65. 1 %
Yes:
29
No:
34.9%
0
0.0%
Do not know:

. d speculative a ilPIications f;rom tourism graduates
19 . c. receive
Number
Percentage
Options
61
73 .5%
Yes:
22
26.5%
No:
0
0.0%
Do not know:
Ioye d a tourism graduate
19 .od . emp.o
Percenta2e
Options
50.6%
Yes:
49.4%
No:
0.0%
Do not know:

Number
42
41
0

.
19 . e . worke d With a tourism naduate
Percenta2e
Options
Yes:
74.7%
21o.7%
No:
3.6%
Do not know:

Number
62
18
3

. h umvers1ties deliverm2 tounsm courses
19o.of. co-overated Wlt
Number
Percentage
Options
57
Yes:
68.7%
25
30. 1 %
No:
1
Do not know:
1 .2%
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19.g. had 0ther cont actsIex1oosure t o tounsm gra duates or students
Ootions
Percentage
Number
Yes:
72.3%
60
No:
25 .3%
21
Do not know:
2.4%
2
20. Overall, would you say you have had a positive or negative impression of
tourism 2:raduates? (Please select one only)
Options
Percentage
Number
Positive:
55 .4%
46
Negative:
2.4%
2
Mixed:
37 .3%
31
Not aoolicable:
4.8%
4

Section 3 : PART 3 : TOURISM* DEGREES
21 . Tourism degrees currently provide students with a well rounded knowledge of
.
. mdustrv
the tounsm
.
Percentaize
Options
Number
Strongly Agree
6
7 .2%
Agree
50.6%
42
Neither agree nor disagree
28 .9%
24
Disagree
10
1 2.0%
1
1 .2%
Strongly disagree
22. It is eas to

ee

ee

30.1 %
37.3%
21 .7%
1 .2%

Number
8
25
31
18
1

50.6%
20.5%
3 .6%

Number
2
19
42
17
3
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24. There is no

raduate havin done a tourism de ree.
Number
2
21
19
37
4

25 . Most umvers1ties that teach tourism are former polytechnics.
Options
Percenta2:e
Number
Strongly Agree
8.4%
7
Agree
49.4%
41
Neither agree nor disagree
32.5%
27
Disagree
7.2%
6
Strongly disagree
2.4%
2
26. Tourism de

ee

25.3%
9.6%
1 .2%

aration for workin in tourism.
Number
8
45
21
8
1

27. There is a good relationship between universities offering tourism degrees and
. . dustry.
the tourism m
Number
Percenta2e
Ootions
4
4.8%
Strongly Agree
25
30. 1 %
Agree
29
34.9%
Neither agree nor disagree
20
24.
1
%
Disagree
5
6.0%
Stron�l� disa�ee
28. There is an oversu

l of tourism aduates.
Percenta e
4.8%
36. 1 %
49.4%
ee
8.4%
1 .2%

Number
4
30
41
7
1
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29. Doing a tourism degree shows commitment to having a career in the tourism

. dUStr'V,
Ill

Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Percenta2e
7.2%
53 .0%
22.9%
1 6.9%
0 .0%

30. Tourism graduates are
. m
the tounsm
· dus ttry.
Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

overqualified for most positions available to them in
Percenta2:e
8 .4%
36. 1 %
32.5%
2 1 .7%
1 .2%

Number
6
44
19
14
0

Number
7
30
27
18
1

31. Tourism students have unrealistic ex ectations of the tourism industr
Number
12
47
5 6.6%
18
2 1 .7%
ee
6
7 .2%
0
0.0%
32. Compared to other graduates, tourism graduates are better prepared for
. tourism.
.
workin2 m
Number
Percenta2e
Options
3
3 .6%
Strongly Agree
39
47.0%
Agree
31
37.3%
Neither agree nor disagree
9
%
8
0.
1
Disagree
1
1 .2%
Strongly disagree

.

33 Tounsm 2ra duates have 200d busmess awareness.
Percenta2e
Options
1 .2%
Strongly Agree
24. 1 %
Agree
56.6%
Neither agree nor disagree
1 6.9%
Disagree
1 .2%
Strongly disagree

Number
1
20
47
14
1
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34. In tourism, it is better to have vocational trainin than a tourism de ree.
Number
4
21
25.3%
41
ee
49.4%
16
19.3%
1
1 .2%
raduates in

ee

1 9.3%
53 .0%
25.3%
1 .2%

Number
1
16
44
21
1

osition.

36. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to stretch and develop intellects
and minds.
Number
Percenta2e
Options
8
9.6%
Strongly Agree
53
63 .9%
Agree
16
1 9.3%
Neither agree nor disagree
6
7.2%
Disagree
0
0.0%
Strongly disagree
37 . The purpose of a tourism degree should be to give the groundwork to prepare
.
·
· tounsm.
a career m
somebodty to come mto
Number
Percenta2e
Options
25
30. 1 %
Strongly Agree
51
6 1 .4%
Agree
4
4.8%
Neither agree nor disagree
2
2.4%
Disagree
1
1 .2%
Strongly disagree

Section 4: PART 4: DEGREE LEVEL EDUCATION

ee

50.6%
6.0%
8 .4%
0.0%

42
5
7
0

3 65

one else is doin one.
Number
2
22
36
23
0
40 . D e2rees nowadays tend t0 have too narrow a fiOCUS
Percenta2e
Options
1 .2%
Strongly Agree
24. 1 %
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree 39.8%
32.5%
Disagree
2.4%
Strongly disagree

ee

ee

Number
1
20
33
27
2

9.6%
2 1 .7%
48.2%
1 8. 1 %

Number
2
8
18
40
15

3 .6%
1 3 .3 %
22.9%
4 1 .0%
1 9.3%

o to universi
Number
3
11
19
34
16

43. It is good that nowadays young people take up degrees instead of vocational

. .
tra1mng.

Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Percentage
0.0%
8.4%
37.3%
48 .2%
6.0%

Number
0
7
31
40
5

366
44. Currentl there is an oversu

Agree

ee

46. Just because you have
" b•
good .10
Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

54.2%
30. 1 %
4.8%
0.0%

Number
9
45
25
4
0

42.2%
33.7%
2.4%

Number
0
18
35
28
2

a degree does not automatically mean you will do a
Percenta2e
44.6%
5 1 .8%
1 .2%
1 .2%
1 .2%

Number
37
43
1
1
1

Percenta e
3 0. 1 %
5 3 .0%
1 5.7%
1 .2%
0.0%

Number
25
44
13
1
0

48. The purpose of a degree should be to prepare somebody to come into a
. Iar career.
part1cu
Number
Percenta2e
Options
10
2.0%
1
Strongly Agree
36
43.4%
Agree
24
28.9%
Neither agree nor disagree
11
1 3 .3%
Disagree
2
2.4%
Strongly disagree

3 67

Section 5: PART 5: DEMOGRAPHICS

.

50 Yourogender
Options
Male:
Female:

Percenta2e
59.0%
4 1 .0%

Number
49
34

5 1 WhiCh a2e 2roup do you beIon2 to ?.
Percenta2e
Options
2.4%
1 8-24:
27.7%
25-34:
35-49:
3 0. 1 %
3 8 .6%
50-64:
1 .2%
65 and over:

Number
2
23
25
32
1

.

3 68

APPENDIX 11 : Statistical Analysis
Statistical Analysis Justification
The data was analysed using the software package SPSS Version 1 2.0. 1 (SPSS
Corp USA) running on a Microsoft Windows based Personal Computer. The
purpose of the analysis was twofold: 1) to determine differences in perceptions of
tourism degrees between groups - such as graduates and non-graduates; 2) to test
whether certain perceptions of tourism degrees are correlated.

Tests for Significant Difference
To test whether differences in perceptions between groups were statistically
significant, and not due to chance, tests of significance were used (Miller &
S alkind, 2002). Tests for significance can be parametric and non-parametric.
Parametric tests are considered to be more statistically robust, however, in order
to do parametric tests assumptions are made of the data: that it is normally
distributes, that there is homogeneity of variance, and that it is interval or scale
data. The Student's t-test is a standard parametric test for comparing two
populations. An independent samples t-test is used in this thesis where there are
two indep endent samples or groups, such as graduates and non-graduates, and the
assumptions for parametric testing are not violated (Diamantopoulos &
Schlegelmilch, 2000).
Because of the possible violation of the rules for parametric testing, non
parametric tests were applied in this thesis, with parametric tests being used to
augment these results. The requirements for non-parametric tests are less
stringent, than for parametric tests. The non-parametric tests have the positive
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effect of being able to examine a larger number of variables, but with the
drawback of being less powerful (more prone to a type II error), as a parametric
test (Diamantopoulos & Schlegelmilch, 2000). Where the assumptions for
parametric testing may have been violated, non parametric tests such as the
Kruskal-Wallis test and the Mann-Whitney U test were used.
The Kruskal-Wallis test was used, in this thesis, to determine statistical
significance where there were multiple independent samples, e.g. where they were
multiple age groups. Mann-Whitney was used to test for significance with two
samples, e.g. graduates and non-graduates and as a post-hoc test to examine the
significant results of the Kruskal-Wallis test. The Mann-Whitney test is
considered to be a non-parametric alternative to the t-test (Longridge, 2004). A
post-hoc test was required because while the Kruskal-Wallis test determines
whether there is statistical significance it does not indicate between which groups
that significance is to be found (Miller & Salkind, 2002).

Correlations
Correlations are non experimental tests that measure to what degree variables are
related and whether that relationship is positive or negative (Diamantopoulos and
Schlegelmilch, 2000). SPSS not only calculates the correlation co-efficient (r) but
also it's statistical significance. In this thesis correlations were used to establish
links between particular perceptions of tourism degrees. Similarly to tests of
significance, there are parametric and non parametric tests for correlation.
Pearson' s product moment correlation is a parametric test and Spearman' s rank.
order correlation (rho) is its non parametric equivalent (Diamantopoulos and
Schlegelmilch, 2000).
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In order to determine which type oftest to use, the type of data to be collected was
examined. Correlation tests were applied in relation to Parts 3 and 4 of the
questionnaire survey. Likert scale questions are ordinal, they are not interval or
scale data and thus do not meet one the requirements for parametric testing.
However, Langdridge (2004) believes that Likert type scales should be treated as
interval. The scale consists of at least approximately equal intervals and are
meaningful measures of the phenomenon being studied, while unlike the interval
scales they have a true core point (Langdridge, 2004). Langdridge (2004) argues
that although Likert scales are "strictly speaking measures of the ordinal level",
which suggests the use of non-parametric tests when analysing Likert and other
similar scales, it is "common practice to treat ordinal data such as Likert scales as
if they are interval level and subject to parametric tests" (Langdridge, 2004: 170).
This is a view supported by tourism researchers such as Seakhoa-King (2007).
Furthermore, when using the same set of data, Pearson' s (parametric) and
Spearman ' s (non-param etric) tests usually give similar results (Diamantopoulos
and Schlegelmilch, 2000). Langdridge (2004:23) suggests that if in doubt one
could run both non-parametric and parametric tests to check ifthe generate similar
results.
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Correlations between perceptions of devaluing of degrees and
perceptions of degrees.
Table 11 - 7-20 : S,pearmen ' s test ofQ ues fion 41 , and Part 3 quesfions

Spearman's rho

Q41 Expansion of universities has
increased de2ree value (N=98)
Correlation
(2Sig.
tailed)
Coefficient
Q38 Universities should be accessible to all who 0.340(**)
0.001
can benefit
0.0 1 1
Q39 Students are doing degrees because -0.256(*)
everyone else is doing that
0.00
Q42 There is a need for 50% to go to University 0.47(**)
0.00
0.32(**)
Q43 It is good that young people tale
0.00
-0.38(**)
Q44 There is an oversupply of graduates
*Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1 level (2-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Correlations between views of oversupply and devaluing of the degree

-

Table 11 7- 21 : InterreIationshi1p between quesfions 28 ' 41 ' 42 and 44

Spearman
Correlations
(N=9 8)

Q41
Q28
There
is Expansion of
Oversupply Degrees,
Increased their
of-TG
Value

Q28

1
-0.30
Correlation
Coefficient
0.00**
Sig.
(2-tailed)
Q41
1 .00
-0.2990 1
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig.
0 .0028*
(2-tailed)
Q42
0.47
-0.2 1 75
Correlation
Coefficient
0.00**
0.03 1 5 *
Sig.
(2-tailed)
Q44
0 .492438
-0.38
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig.
0.00 * *
0.00**
(2-tailed)
*Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1 level (2-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

-0.22

Q44
There is
an
Oversuppl
of
y
Graduates
0.49

0.03*

0.00**

0.47

-0.38

0.00**

0.00**

1 .00

-0 .46

Q42
There is a
for
Need
50% to go to
University

0.00**
-0.46
0 .00**

1 .00
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Correlations between views of oversupply of tourism degrees and
perceptions of tourism degrees.
Table 1 1-7-22: The view that there is an oversupply of tourism graduates correlates with the
followme:
. question:
.
Spearman's rho
Q28 Oversupply of TD (N=98)
Correlation Coefficient
Sht. (2-tailed)
-0.26(*)
Q21 Well Rounded
0.01
0 .33(**)
Q22 Easy Degrees
0.00
0.01
0 .25(*)
Q24 No advantage
0.02
0.24(*)
Q25 Former Polytechnics
0.22(*)
0.03
Q30 Overqualified
0.21 (*)
0.04
Q3r1 Unrealistic
0.05
0.20(*)
Q35 Non T Grads
0.01
0.28(*)
Q39 Everyone Else
0.02
0.24(*)
Q40 Narrow Focus
*Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1 level (2-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Associating tourism degrees with polytechnics, and other views of
tourism degrees
Table 11-7-23: Correlation with Q25 The New Universities are Former Polytechnics
Q25 Former Polys (N=98)
Spearman's rho
Sig. (2-tailed)
Correlation Coefficient
0.00
Q22 Easy Degrees
0.32(**)
0.04
Q23 Good Academics
-0.2 1 (*)
0.02
Q24 No advantage
0 .23(*)
0.02
Q28 Oversupply
0 .24(*)
0.01
Q30 Overqualified
0 .25(*)
0.03
0.22(*)
Q35 Non T Grads
*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Table 11-7-24: The view that there is an oversupply of graduates correlates with the
followin uestion:

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Differences of perceptions, based on holding a degree
Table 1 1-7-25: Statistically significant results between graduates and non graduates using
the Mann-Whitney U Test
Q34 Vocational

Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W

447 .000
657.000
-2.985

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.003

z

a Grouping Variable: Q8 Graduate

--

Table 1 1 7 26 : Mean Rank comparmg gra duate to non graduate responses N
Mean
Q8 Graduate
Sum
Rank
Ranks

Q34 Vocational

Yes
No
Total

75
20
95

52.04
32.85

of

3903 .00
657.00

Table 1 1-7-27: Descriptive statistics of graduates and non graduates answer to Question 34
"In tounsm,
.
. better to have voca t·1onaI tramm1 than a tounsm
. de1 ree"
1· t 1s
Std.
Std.
N
Mean
Q8 Graduate
Deviati Error
Mean
on

Q34 Vocational

Yes
No

75

20

3 .08
2.45

.749
1 .050

.086
.235

Parametric Comparing tourism to non-tourism graduates responses
Table 11-7-28: Results of parametric (Student's t-test) for Likert scale questions which have statistically significant differences between tourism and non
.
t our1sm grad ua tes.
Levene's Test for t-test for Equality of Means
Equality of Variances
F
Sig.
t
Sig.
df
Mean
Std. Error 95%
Confidence
(2-tailed) Difference Difference Interval
of
the
Difference
Lower
Upper

Well Equal variances .969
Q21
assumed
Rounded
Equal variances
not assumed
Q23
Good Equal variances 8 .788
assumed
Academics
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances 3.533
Q30
Overqualified assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Q33 Business Equal variances 3 .5 1 1
assumed
Aware
Equal variances
not assumed

.328

.004

.064

.065

-2.663

73

.01 0

-.496

. 1 86

-.868

-. 1 25

-2.659

7 1 .235

.0 1 0

-.496

. 1 87

-. 869

-. 1 24

-2. 1 64

73

.034

-.4 1 4

.191

-.796

-.033

-2.21 1

70.508

.030

-.414

. 1 87

-.788

-.041

-2.221

73

.029

-.486

.21 9

-.92 1

-.050

-2.263

7 1 .484

.027

-.486

.21 5

-.9 1 4

-.058

-2.276

73

.026

-.386

. 1 69

-.723

-.048

-2.304

72.835

.024

-.386

. 1 67

-.7 1 9

-.052

3 75

Table 1 1-7-29: Descriptive statistics for Likert scale questions which have been found to have
. and non tourism l!raduates in table 11-9.
. . lllY s12m
• ·n1cant diffierences b etween t ounsm
statistica
Mean
Q8beTeDegree N
Std.
Std.
Deviation Error
Mean
Yes
Well
40
2
1
2.08
.797
. 1 26
Q
Rounded
No
35
2.57
.8 1 5
.138
Yes
Good
40
2.70
23
.939
. 1 48
Q
Academics
35
No
3 . 1 01
.676
. 1 014
40
Yes
1
.057
2.40
. 1 67
Q30
Overqualified
35
. 1 35
.796
2.89
No
. 1 25
.791
Yes
40
2.70
Business
Q 33
Aware
35
.1 1 1
.65 8
No
3 .09
2
. 1 08
35
.64
2.00
No
Independent Samples Test

Non Parametric Tests Comparing tourism to non-tourism graduates
responses
Table 11-7-30: Results of Non Parametric (Mann-Whiney U) test for Likert scale questions
. e:raduates.
. and non tounsm
. h have statistically sil!Ili:fl1cant di·rferences between tounsm
whic
Q36
Q32
Q3 5
Q30
Q 34
Q33
Q21
Q23
Q3 7
Grou
T
Well
Good Over Bette Busin Vocat Non
Devel ndwo
ional T
ess
Roun Acad qualif r
rk
Grad op
Prepa Awar
emics ied
ded
Mind
s
e
red
s
Mann 479.5 5 3 1 .0 497.5 5 1 6 .0 5 1 3 .0 6 1 7.5 535 .0 522.0 527.5
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
Whitn

eyaU

Wilco
xon

w
z

Asym
p. Sig.
(2-

1 299.
500

1 35 1 .
000

1317.
500

1 336.
000

1 33 3 .
000

1 247.
500

1 1 65 .
000

1 1 52.
000

1 347.
500

-2.558
.0101

-1 .929
.054

-2.257
.024

-2. 1 5 1
.03 1

-2. 1 63
.03 1

-.975
.330

-10.998
.046

-2.234
.025

-2. 1 24
.034

tailed)
a Grouping Variable: Q8b TT Degree

3 76

Table 11-7-31: Mean rank data for Likert scale questions which have been found to have
statistically significant differences between tourism and non tourism graduates in table 1110.

Q8b TT Degree

N

Mean
Rank
32.49

Sum of Ranks

Well Yes

40

No
Total
Good Yes

35
75
40

44.30

1 550.50

33.78

1 3 5 1 .00

No
Total
Yes

35
75
40

42.83

1 499.00

32.94

1 3 17.50

No
Total
Business Yes

35
75
40

43.79

1 532.50

33.33

1 333 .00

No
Total
Q36 T Develop Yes
Minds
No
Total

35
75
40

43.34

1 5 1 7.00

42.45

1 698 .00

35
75

32.9 1

1 1 52 .00

Q21
Rounded
Q23
Academics

Q30
Overqualified
Q33
Aware

1 299.50

Comparing responses of those with positive impression of tourism
degrees and graduates, and those with mixed and negative impressions
Independent Samples Test
Table 11-7-32: Results of parametric (Student's t-test) for Likert scale questions which have
statistically significant differences between respondents who have a positive view of tourism
.
•
de2rees and respondents with a negative or mu:ed view.
Levene's Test for Equality of
Variances
F

Sig.

t

df

t-test for Equality of Means
Sig. (2-

tailed)

Mean Std.
Differ Error
ence Differe

nee

Q2 1

Rounded

Well

Equal
variances
assumed

4.437

.038

-4.636

92

.000

.

.755

.163

95%

Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower Upper

-1 .079

-.432

3 77

Easy
Q22
Degrees

Good
Q23
Academics

No
Q24
advantage

Q26
Prep

Good

Good
Q27
relationship

Q29
Commitment

Better
Q32
Prepared

Q33 Business
Aware

Q34
Vocational

Q35 Non T
Grads

Q39 Everyone
Else

Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

2.734

.46 1

2.073

9.134

.846

.758

.237

5.0 1 7

.◊70

.390

.972

. 1 02

.499

. 1 53

.003

.360

.386

.628

.028

.792

.534

.327

-4.355

58.5
95

.000

-

. 1 73

-I.103

-.408

2.443

92

.016

.497

.204

.093

.902

2.384

66. 1
86

.020

.497

.209

.08 1

.914

-2.961

92

.004

-

. 1 78

-.883

-. 1 74

-2.890

66.2
13

.005

-

.183

-.893

-. 1 63

4.282

92

.000

.827

. 1 93

.444

1 .2 1 1

4 . 1 69

65.7
22

.000

.827

.198

.43 1

1 .223

-3.536

92

.00 1

-

. 1 67

-.922

-.259

-3.236

53.9
49

.002

-

. 1 82

-.956

-.225

- 1 .982

92

.050

-

.207

-.820

.001

-2.052

79.2
99

.043

-

.200

-.807

-.0 12

-2.4 1 1

92

.0 1 8

-

. 1 79

-.787

-.076

-2.4 19

72.2

.01 8

-

. 1 78

-.787

-.076

-3.553

92

.00 1

-

. 1 55

-.861

-.243

-3.393

6 1 .7
51

.00 1

-

. 1 63

-.877

-.227

-2.5 1 7

92

.0 1 4

-

. 1 60

-.720

-.085

-2.6 1 9

80.3
70

.01 1

-

. 1 54

-.708

-.097

3.565

92

.00 1

.598

. 1 68

.265

.93 1

3.730

8 1 .6
12

.000

.598

. 1 60

.279

.91 7

2.641

92

.010

.403

. 1 53

. 100

.707

2.699

76.4
78

.009

.403

. 149

. 106

.701

2 .803

92

.006

.50 1

.179

.146

.856

2.763

68.3
52

.007

.50 1

.181

.139

.862

72

.755

.528
.528

.590
.590
.41 0
.41 0
.43 1
.43 1
.552
.552
.402
.402
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Q40 Narrow
Focus

Q43 Degrees
Good

Better
Q45
managers

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

2.8 13

3.797

1 .8 3 1

.097

.054

. 1 79

2.852

92

.005

.516

.181

. 1 57

.875

2.957

79.5
86

.004

.5 1 6

.174

. 1 69

.863

-2.560

92

.012

-

. 1 60

-.727

-.092

-2.740

86. 1
52

.007

-

. 149

-.706

-. 1 12

-2.350

92

.021

-

. 168

-.726

-.061

-2.53 1

87.2
35

.0 1 3

-

. 1 56

-.703

-.085

.409
.409
.394
.394

Table 1 1-7-33: Descriptive statistics for Likert scale questions which have been found to have
statistically significant differences in table between respondents who have a positive view of
.
de2rees and respondents WI" th a negative
.
.
.
tounsm
or IlllXed
VIew
1 1-13.
Q20_2 Impression N
Mean
Std.
Std.
Deviation
Error
Mean

Q2 1 Well Rounded

Q22 Easy Degrees
Q23 Good Academics
Q24 No advantage
Q26 Good Prep
Q27 Good relationship
Q29 Commitment
Q 3 2 Better Prepared
Q33 Business Aware
Q34 Vocational
Q35 Non T Grads
Q39 Everyone Else
Q40 Narrow Focus
Q43 Degrees Good
Q45 Better managers

Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
N egative/.Mixed
Positive
Negative/.Mixed
Positive
Negative/.Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive

59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59

2. 1 0
2.86
2.98
2.49
2_73
3 .26
3 .63
2.80
2. 1 5
2.74
2.85
3.26
2.25
2.69
2.3i1
2.86
2.7 1
3.1 1
3.17
2.57
3 .20
2.80
3.19
2.69
3 .3 7
2.86
3.31
3.71
2.95

.687
. 879
.9 1 9
1 .0 1 1
.806
. 886
.869
.964
.665
.950
1 .014
.886
. 843
.832
.676
.810
.789
.676
.834
.698
.738
.677
.819
. 867
.889
.772
.815
.622
.860

.089
. 1 49
. 1 20
.171
. 1 05
. 1 50
.113
. 1 63
.087
.161
. 1 32
. 1 50
.1 1 0
.141
.088
. 1 37
. 1 03
.1 14
. 1 09
.1 18
.096
. 1 14
. 1 07
. 1 47
.1 16
.131
. 1 06
. 1 05
.1 12
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Q46 Not Automatic
Q47 Develop Minds
Q48 Prepare Career

Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed

35
59
35
59
35
59
35

3 .34
1 .66
1 .60
1 .8 6
1 .80
2.47
2.60

.639
.605
.775
.629
.797
.878
.946

. 1 08
.079

.131

.082
. 1 35
.1 14
. 1 60

Job requirements and expectations of graduates' abilities
Table 11 -7-34 : Reqwrements to po tentiaI emp oyees
right the
right the
Type of the
right the
right
right the
personal
skills
s
et
work
knowledge
job
qualificatio
attributes
experience
ns
ENTRY
LEVEL
JOB S
WHICH
DO NOT
REQUIRE

DEGREE

a package

analytical
skills

common
sense
conscientiou

attention to
detail

s

hardworking
personality

business/cos
t awareness
communicati
on
customer
service

presentable

interpersonal
skills
right attitude IT/systems
literate
thinking on negotiation
skills
your feet
numerical
skills
organisation
al skills
presentation
skills
strategic
thinking
teamwork
verbal
communicati
on
written
communicati
on/writing

general
qualification
interest/back knowledge
not
in of
ground
the s
travel
necessary
business
geography
work
experience
languages

3 80
skills
47
4
3
ENTRY
the
right the
right the
right the
right
LEVEL
personal
skills set
work
knowledge
JOBS
attributes
experience
WHICH
creativity/in customer
hit
the
REQUIRE novation
service
ground
Count

DEGREE

20

motivation
drive
potential

running

4
the
right
qualificatio
ns
qualification
s

interpersonal
skills

management
skills
organisation
skills
presentation
skills
project
management
skills
risk
management
team
working
verbal
communicati
on
writing
skills
Count
10
1
6
HIGHER
The Right The Right The Right
LEVEL
Work
Personal
Skills set
JOBS
Experience
Attributes
WHICH
change
DO NOT adaptable/fie management
REQUIRE xible
DEGREE innovative
communicati
on skills
life skills
financial
management
motivation
interpersonal
skills
leadership
management
experience
quality
management

4
0
The Right The Right
Knowledge Qualificatio
ns
knowledge
the qualification
of
industry
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Count
HIGHER
LEVEL
JOBS
WHICH
REQUIRE
DEGREE

teamwork
15
6
The Right The Right
Personal
Skills set
Attributes
business
articulate
awareness
flexibility
graduate
calibre

Count
ALL
JOBS
COUNT

motivation/e
nthusiasm
personality
political
nous
right
attitude
strategic
approach
13
45

0
3
1
The Right The Right The Right
Work
Knowledge Qualificatio
Exverience
ns

1

knowledge
of
the qualification
industry
s

4

1

2

6

76

5

8

15

interpersonal
skills
negotiation
skills
writing
skills
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Non parametric tests comparing experiences of tourism graduates,
based on whether respondents have cooperated with universities in the
past
Table 11-7-35: Results of Non Parametric (Mann-Whlney U) test for Question 19f with
.
questions 1 9b,d and e

Q 1 9b
Students
Q 1 e9d
Grad

I

Q 1 9f Cooperated
N
with Universities
Worked Yes

No
Total
Employed Yes

Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
71

40.65

2886.00

26

7 1 .81

1 867.00

71

41 .53

2948.50

26

69.40

1 804.50

71

43.62

3097.00

26

63.69

1 656.00

97

No
Total
Q l 9e Worked Grad Yes
No
Total

97

97

Test Statistics(a)

Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W

z

Q 1 9b
Worked
Students

Q l 9d
Employed
Grad

Ql 9e Worked
Grad

330.000

392 .500

54 1 .000

2886.000

2948 .500

3097.000

-6.090

-5.002

-4.206

Asymp. Sig. (2.000
.000
tailed)
a Grouping Variable: Q 1 9f Cooperated with Universities

.000
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APPENDIX 12: Destination of Leavers from Higher
Education
Table 12-7-36: Tourism, Transport and Travel - main destinations (based on HESA, 2007)

JACS Principal Subject
(Standard Industrial Classification code)

(N8) Tourism, Percentage of
transport & total entering
travel
employment

(52) Retail trade, except of motor vehicles &
motorcycles; repair of personal & household goods

1 70

12%

(55) Hotels & restaurants
285
(62) Air transport
70
(63) Supporting & auxiliary transport activities; 1 80
activities of travel agencies

20%
5%
13%

(65) Financial activities, except insurance &
pension funding
(70) Property development
(7 4) Other business activities
(75) Public administration & defence; social
security
(80) Education
(85) Health & social work
(92) Recreational, cultural & sporting activities

50

4%

25
1 50
80

2%
1 1%
6%

60
40
1 00

4%
3%
7%

Total of these SIC codes
Total entering employment
These SIC codes as % of total

1 ,2 1 0
1 ,4 1 5

86%

3 84

Table 12-7-37: All UK domiciled leaves for subject of study (#9) and Standard Occupation
Classification 2004/2005 (HESA, 2006)
Obtained Postgraduate Obtained f'rrst degrees
qualifications
and and entered employment
entered employment
I 100.00%

Total

65

100.00%

1 150

Managers & senior officials

20

30.77%

200

I 17.39%

5

7.69%

0

0.00%

Production managers

0

0.00%

5

0.43%

Functional managers

5

7.69%

20

Quality & customer care managers

0

0.00%

5

1 .74%
0.43%

0

0.00%

10

0.87%

Managers in distribution, storage &
0
retailing

0.00%

25

2.17%

proprietors
&
Managers
hospitality & leisure services

0

0.00%

1 05

9.13%

Managers & proprietors in other
5
service industries

7.69%

25

2. 17%

Professional occupations

23.08%

35

3.04%

communication
&
Information
0
technology professionals

0.00%

5

0.43%

Teaching professionals

5

7.69%

20

1 .74%

Business & statistical professionals

5

7.69%

5

0.43%

30.77%

230

20.00%

0

0.00%

5

0.43%

Protective service occupations

0

0.00%

5

0.43%

Artistic & literary occupations

0

0.00%

5

0.43%

Media associate professionals

0

0 .00%

5

0.43%

Sport & fitness occupations

0

0.00%

10

0.87%

Transport associate professionals

5

7.69%

5

0.43%

5

7.69%

85

7.39%

Sales & related associate professionals 5

7.69%

60

5.22%

Public service & other associate
0
professionals

0.00%

45

3.91 %

5

7.69%

275

23.91%

occupations: 0

0.00%

15

1 .30%

Corporate
officials

Financial
managers

managers

institution

senior

&

office

&

15

Associate professional & technical
20
occupations

associate

welfare
Social
professionals

Business &
professionals

Administr a tive
occupations

Administrative

fmance

&

associate

secretarial

385
Government & related organisations
Administrative occup ations: Finance 0

0 .00%

50

4.35%

Administrative occupations: Records 0

0.00%

50

4.35%

Administrative occupations: General 0

0.00%

95

8 .26%

Secretarial & related occupations

0

0.00%

65

5 .65%

Skilled trades occupations

0

0.00 %

5

0.43%

Textiles, printing & other skilled
0
trades

0 .00%

5

0.43%

5

7.69%

155

13.48%

Leisure & other personal service
5
occupations

7.69%

140

12.17%

0

0.00%

1 70

14.78%

Sales occupations

0

0 .00%

1 00

8 .70%

Customer service occupations

0

0.00%

70

6.09%

Process, plant & machine operatives 0

0.00%

5

0.43%

Transport & mobile machine drivers
0
& operatives

0.00%

5

0 .43%

0

0.00%

80

6.96%

Elementary trades, plant & storage
0
related occupations

0.00%

5

0.43%

Elementary administration & service
0
occupations

0.00%

75

6.52%

Personal service occupations

&
Sales
occupations

customer

Elementary occupations

service

386

Table 12-7-38: Classification of graduate occupations Elias & Purcell (2004:6-7)

SOC(HE) category
1 . Traditional
graduate
occupations

2. Modern
graduate
occupations

3 . eNew
graduate
occupations

4. Niche
graduate
occupations

Description
The established professions,
for which, historically, the
normal route has been via an
undergraduate degree
programme.

The newer professions,
particularly in management,
IT and creative vocational
areas, which graduates have
been entering since
educational expansion in the
1 960s.

Areas of employment, many
in new or expanding
occupations, where the route
into the professional area has
recently changed such that it
is now via an undergraduate
degree programme.

Occupations where the
majority of incumbents are
not graduates, but within
which there are stable or
growing specialist niches
which require higher
education skills and
knowledge.

Examples
Solicitors

Medical practitioners
HE and secondary
education teachers
Biological
scientists/biochemists
Directors, chief
executives (major
organisations)
Software professionals,
computer programmers
Primary school and
nursery teachers
Authors/writers/journalists
Marketing & sales
managers
Physiotherapists,
occupational therapists
Management accountants
Welfare, housing,
probation officers,
Countryside/park rang:ers
Leisure and sports
managers
Hotel, accommodation
managers
Nurses,emidwives
Retail managers
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Travel and tourism graduates are facing challenges in securing
jobs within the travel and tourism industry, as their degrees have
low recognition among travel and tourism employers. Yet there
are growing numbers of tourism courses provided by
universities, and these are increasingly popular among students.
This paper attempts an informed discussion of the relevance of
travel and tourism degrees, comparing students' career
expectations and aspirations with industry needs and
perceptions of travel and tourism degrees and graduates.
Students' perceptions were investigated, using a questionnaire
survey, while the employers' perceptions and needs were
explored through semi-structured interviews. The results indicate
a desire and optimism amongst current travel and tourism
undergraduate students towards securing a job in the tourism
industry, while the industry is not convinced, or at best unaware,
of the benefits of tourism degrees and employing tourism
graduates.
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Introduction
Traditionally, bemg a graduate meant a secure
future as a manager and a guaranteed good salary
Gameson and Holden, 2000) . Unfortunately, for
the majority of students today, th.is is a thing of the
past. Today fewer graduates are able to secure
traditional graduate jobs (LaValle et al., 1 996) .
The graduate labour market is less predictable,
changing more rapidly and becoming more
competitive (Connor and Pollard, 1 996) .
These trends are believed to b e the result of two
factors: an uncertain economic environment and
an increase in graduate numbers Gameson and
Holden, 2000). The twofold increase between
1979 and 1 996 of the number graduate entrants to
the labour market outstrips the numbers of
traditional graduate job openings, according to the
Department for Education and Employment
( 1 998, as cited in Lee-Ross, 1 999) . If graduates
can not secure a traditional graduate job they are
forced to accept jobs that do not offer the fast-track
opportunities of a management-training scheme,
leading to the "graduatisation" of many jobs
previously filled by non-graduates (Lee-Ross,
1 9 99; Jameson and Holden, 2000) .
The consequences of employing graduates in
positions previously filled by non-graduates are
twofold (Mason, 1995; Jameson and Holden,
2000) . On the one hand, employers complain of
the lack of transferable skills offered by the
graduates. On the other hand, employers do not
modify these positions in sufficient way to take
advantage of the graduates' skills and knowledge,
and do not offer a salary premium on the basis of a
degree. This has led to the under-utilisation and
low morale of graduate employees.
Graduate follow-up studies have revealed a
substantial proportion of the (highly qualified
students leaving colleges and universities] new
entrants to the labour market feel over qualified
and under-rewarded for the jobs they have taken
(Purcell and Quinn, 1 996, p. 62) .
The negative impacts of "graduatisation" of jobs
extend further in the :financial services and, by
implication, to the service industries in general
(Ryan, 1 995) .
Within tourism the number of undergraduate
courses has grown from two in 1 97 2 to 77 in 1 9 97,
well beyond the rate of growth in the industry in
general and its needs (Ryan, 1 995; Airey and
Johnson, 1999; Kusluvan and Kusluvan, 2000) .
Three decades of rapid expansion of tourism
courses has resulted in a lack of uniformity and
standardisation of those courses (Airey and
Johnson, 1 999), which has contnbuted to
confusion among employers about what is on offer
(Evans, 1 993), and increased the obstacles facing
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tourism graduates in the labour market (Airey and
Johnson, 1 999) :
There appears to be a considerable gap between
what providers offer as management level tourism
education and the needs as expressed by the
industry (Amoha and Baum, 1997, p. 3).

speci:fi.cally the case of charter airline A, one of the
biggest charter airlines in the UK and the
University of Luton.
The research questions are as follows:
What are the characteristics of working in the
travel and tourism industry and are students
aware of them?
What are the human resource needs of the
employers and the requirements they pose to
potential employees? Are students aware of
them and can they meet these requirements?
Where do employers see the point of entry of
travel and tourism graduates in the industry?
Where do students see their career take off?
What is the value of travel and tourism degrees
to employers, and to students?

Tourism employers are not convinced tourism
graduates can meet their requirements, therefore
limiting the future career prospects of tourism
graduates (Baum, 1 99 5; Amoha and Baum, 1997;
Thomas and Long, 200 1 ) . Nevertheless, UK
universities are overwhelmingly promoting their
courses as vocational and leading to employment
(Airey and Johnson, 1 999) . This way of promotion
is proving successful - tourism courses are
increasingly popular among students (Airey and
Johnson, 1 999; Leslie and Richardson, 2000) .
Despite the above trends little has been done to
explore the differences and similarities in
perceptions and expectation of travel and tourism
students and employers. Research aimed at
establishing the perceived value of travel and
tourism degrees amongst tourism undergraduate
students, or to examine their attitudes, plans and
expectations for their future careers is limited
(Airey and Frontistis, 1 997; Ross, 1 99 7) .
Determining the tourism industry's needs in terms
of staff characteristics (skills, education, etc.) is
deemed important by both tourism industry and
academia (Churchward and Riley, 2002) . It is
believed that such knowledge may influence
vocational education in tourism, and possibly
improve the career prospects of tourism graduates.
Studies looking at travel and tourism employers'
requirements and perceptions of travel and
tourism degrees and graduates include Busby
et al.'s (1 997) investigation of the key skills
required in tourism sandwich placements and
Kelly's (1 998) study of the education and training
requirements for regional tourism operators in
Australia. However, there seems to be almost no
research into what tourism managers, in
particular, consider the most important skills and
personality characteristics of a prospective
employee or a tourism graduate, while the
requirements of hospitality employers, and their
perceptions ofhospitality degrees is well covered in
the literature (Baum, 1 995; Ineson and Kempa,
1996; Mayo, 1 9 97; Ross, 1 997; Ll and Kivela,
1998)e. Therefore within this paper, when
discussing tourism employment in this article the
term is to include travel and tourism, excluding
hospitality.
This paper discusses the relevance of travel and
tourism degrees, comparing students' career
expectations and aspirations with the travel and
tourism industry needs and perceptions of travel
and tourism degrees and graduates. It examines

Methodology
Most techniques for measuring attitudes rely
heavily on verbal material in the form of interviews
and questionnaires (Eiser and Pligt, 1 988, p. 3) .
Airey and Frontistis (1 997) researched the
attitudes to careers in tourism of English and
Gr!!ek secondary school pupils. They used
interviews with leading employers, followed by
focus groups with pupils, parents and teachers,
resulting in a subsequent questionnaire. Purcell
and Quinn (1 996) used a self-completion
questionnaire to explore alurnni's experiences and
perceptions and to determine "how well they
appear to be equipped to meet the needs of the
hospitality industry" (Purcell and Quinn, 1 996,
p. 5 1 ) . Two particularly important studies that
researched the attitudes of undergraduate students
were influential in this investigation. Kusluvan and
Kusluvan (2000) researched the perceptions and
attitudes of undergraduate tourism students
towards working in the tourism industry. They
developed a multi-dimensional and multi-item
attitude scale. Pitcher and Purcell ( 1 998)
examined the diversity of expectations and access
to opportunities in the graduate labour market,
using a survey and focus group follow-up sessions
of UK final year undergraduate students, from a
range of academic disciplines.
For the primary research discussed here, the
perceptions and attitudes of undergraduate
tourism students at the University of Luton were
investigated, using a questionnaire (Petrova,
200 1 ) . This presented the opporrunity to
"generalise from a sample to a population, so that
inferences can be made about some characteristics,
attitudes or behaviour of this population"
(Creswell, 1 994, p. 1 1 8) . The tourism degree
courses in the UK pursue very similar aims and
objectives (Airey and Johnson, 1 999). Thus it can
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be assumed that tourism students at the University
of Luton would have understanding and
knowledge of the tourism industry, similar to
tourism students at other UK universities. It was
therefore hoped that some generalisations of the
results could be made, not only to the population
of this research - students enrolled on travel and
tourism, and international tourism management
undergraduate courses at the University of Luton,
but also to tourism students at other universities in
the UK. Therefore the sampling was purposive,
made on a convenience basis, minimising cost and
maximising rates of return.
However, the questionnaire presents some
limitations, in particular if largely closed-ended
questions are used, there is a danger of "reducing
something that is rich and complex to a single
index that assumes an importance out of all
proportion to its meaning" (Eagly and Chaiken,
1993, p. 3) . This constraint was addressed by
introducing a number of open-ended questions,
enabling respondents to present their answers in
their own words. The results from the open-ended
and closed-ended responses were compared, as a
means of triangulation within the same research
instrument (Mason, 1 996).
The population for this study included all
students enrolled in 200 1 on undergraduate
tourism related courses at the University of Luton.
The size of the population was as follows:
75 level 1 students;
62 level 2 students; and
50 level 3 students .

employers' attitudes could indicate whether they
are likely to employ tourism graduates, and finding
the attitudes of students could indicate whether
they will pursue a career in tourism upon
graduation. In the case of employers, it was
considered important to look not only at their
attitudes, but also at the factors that may have
affected them. In this case, questionnaire studies
"leave out the dynamics of meaning-making, both
sense-making and sense-giving in a local context"
(Bartunek and Myeong-Gu, 2002, p. 239), while
qualitative research can be a source of ideas,
insights and new perspectives upon a problem
(Ryan, 1 995). Therefore, interviews presented the
opportunity to have an in-depth and focused
discussion into persons' past, educational
background and values, and experiences in their
career.
At the time of the study, six semi-structured
interviews had been conducted with
representatives of a particular sector of the
industry - former and current employees of
charter airline A, using a snowball technique
(Maykut and Morehouse, 1 994) (Table I).
All of the six interviewees gave unique
perspectives; however, the views of Ann, Betty and
Catherine were quite similar, despite the difference
in their careers and time of their employment
within charter airline A. Evelyn had worked for
two years in charter airline A, but the perspective
and examples she gave were largely from her
current employer tour operator A (charter airline
A and tour operator A are part of the same travel
group) . Her contribution was included, as it
provides an insight to the characteristics of
employment in a charter airline as compared to a
tour operator. Frank and George represented the
views of senior management within the business,
and therefore considered if and how tourism
degrees may contribute to their business.

The questionnaire was administered to students at
the beginning of their induction session for the first
semester, academic year 200 1-2002. Any possible
bias from lecturers influencing the expectations
and perceptions of first year students was
minimised by conducting the questionnaire before
the induction session had begun. Although the
survey captured students' attitudes at a particular
time, it is cross-sectional, looking at levels 1, 2 and
3. It can be argued that it gives indications of the
development of students' attitudes before and after
being exposed to university education. For this
purpose, the answers of level 2 and level 3 were
compared against the answers of level 1 students.
The respondents were distributed as follows:
level 1 - 50; and
level 2/3 - 40.
Tourism employers' experiences and perceptions
of tourism higher education, students and careers
are likely to inform and influence their
requirements and attitudes to employing tourism
graduates. "Attitudes are important in explaining
and predicting behaviour" (Kusluvan and
Kusluvan, 2000, p. 253), therefore finding

Results and discussion
In relation to the question why study tourism,
more than one third of the students chose to do a
Table I Key informants
Position
Pseudonym
Training
and development manager
Ann
Head of cabin services
Betty
Customer service officer
Catherine
Manager customer relations (currently
Evelyn

Status
Left 2002
Left 1 985
Left 2002
Left 1 998

Frank
George

Currently employed
Currently employed
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be assumed that tourism students at the University
of Luton would have understanding and
knowledge of the tourism industry, similar to
tourism students at other UK universities. It was
therefore hoped that some generalisations of the
results could be made, not only to the population
of this research - students enrolled on travel and
tourism, and international tourism management
undergraduate courses at the University of Luton,
but also to tourism students at other universities in
the UK Therefore the sampling was purposive,
made on a convenience basis, minimising cost and
maximising rates of return.
However, the questionnaire presents some
limitations, in particular if largely closed-ended
questions are used, there is a danger of "reducing
something that is rich and complex to a single
index that assumes an importance out of all
proportion to its meaning" (Eagly and Chaiken,
1 993, p. 3) . This constraint was addressed by
introducing a number of open-ended questions,
enabling respondents to present their answers in
their own words. The results from the open-ended
and closed-ended responses were compared, as a
means of triangulation within the same research
instrument (Mason, 1 996) .
The population for this study included all
students enrolled in 2001 on undergraduate
tourism related courses at the University of Luton.
The size of the population was as follows:
75 level 1 students;
62 level 2 students; and
50 level 3 students.
The questionnaire was administered to students at
the beginning of their induction session for the first
semester, academic year 200 1-2002. Any possible
bias from lecturers influencing the expectations
and perceptions of first year students was
minimised by conducting the questionnaire before
the induction session had begun. Although the
survey captured students' attitudes at a particular
time, it is cross-sectional, looking at levels 1, 2 and
3. It can be argued that it gives indications of the
development of students' attitudes before and after
being exposed to university education. For this
purpose, the answers of level 2 and level 3 were
compared against the answers of level 1 students .
The respondents were distributed as follows:
level 1 - 50; and
level 2/3 - 40.
Tourism employers' experiences and perceptions
of tourism higher education, students and careers
are likely to inform and influence their
requirements and attitudes to employing tourism
graduates. "Attitudes are important in explaining
and predicting behaviour" (Kusluvan and
Kusluvan, 2000, p. 253), therefore finding

employers' attitudes could indicate whether they
are likely to employ tourism graduates, and finding
the attitudes of students could indicate whether
they will pursue a career in tourism upon
graduation. In the case of employers, it was
considered important to look not only at their
attitudes, but also at the factors that may have
affected them. In this case, questionnaire studies
"leave out the dynamics of meaning-making, both
sense-making and sense-giving in a local conteJs"t"
(Bartunek and Myeong-Gu, 2002, p. 239), while
qualitative research can be a source of ideas,
insights and new perspectives upon a problem
(Ryan, 1 995). Therefore, interviews presented the
opportunity to have an in-depth and focused
discussion into persons' past, educational
background and values, and experiences in their
career.
At the time of the study, six semi-structured
interviews had been conducted with
representatives of a particular sector of the
industry - former and current employees of
charter airline A, using a snowball technique
(Maykut and Morehouse, 1994) (Table I).
All of the six interviewees gave unique
perspectives; however, the views of Ann, Betty and
Catherine were quite similar, despite the difference
in their careers and time of their employment
within charter airline A. Evelyn had worked for
two years in charter airline A, but the perspective
and examples she gave were largely from her
current employer tour operator A (charter airline
A and tour operator A are part of the same travel
group). Her contribution was included, as it
provides an insight to the characteristics of
employment in a charter airline as compared to a
tour operator. Frank and George represented the
views of senior management within the business,
and therefore considered if and how tourism
degrees may contribute to their business.

Results and discussion
In relation to the question why study tourism,
more than one third of the students chose to do a
Table I Key informants

Pseudonym
Ann
Betty
Catherine
Evelyn
Frank
George
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Position

Status

Training and development manager
Head of cabin services
Customer service officer
Manager customer relations (currently
change and control manager
at tour operator A)
Deputy managing director
HR director

Left 2002
Left 1 985
Left 2002
Left 1 998
Currently employed
Currently employed
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bachelor of arts' (BA) degree in tourism, because
they have enjoyed previously working in the
industry. Of those who worked in charter airline A,
and were interviewed, Ann, Betty, Catherine and
Evelyn referred to enjoying ones' work, e.g. : "I
enjoyed the work, I enjoyed the cabin crew" (Ann)r.
Other motivational factors for choosing a career in
tourism was "I just needed something different
from a nine-five job " . This Betty recognised as one
of the reasons why people in general choose to
work in tourism:
They want something different, they :find that they
want something that they think is going to be
exciting, adventurous and, whilst it was not always
exciting and adventurous, it is good fun.

airline A had degrees, most of the responses were
similar to Ann's:
No they did not have. In the main most cabin crew
became managers. No one was ever recruited
externally to come and be a manager of cabin crew
they were all people who would had cabin crew
experience. The majority would have limited
academic [background]r. It would be GCE, GCSE,
0 level, that sort of standard. Very few were there
who had already been to university, there were
some.

Within the top four reasons why students chose to
do a BA in tourism were "there is variety of tasks";
"there is opportunity to travelr"; "I like working
with people". These reasons are linked to the
students' future career plans and expectations.
Careers were an important factor in choosing to
study tourism. As many as 71 per cent chose to
study tourism, as they thought it would lead to a
good job in the tourism industry, and 40 per cent
would like to work in the industry, as they think
there are good career prospects.
The interviews with charter airline A employees
indicated that there are good career prospects
within the organisation. Promotion is a natural way
of career progression, as few people are employed
externally_ Phrases like "I was promoted", "rmy
manager asked me whether I would be interested"
were often used in describing career progression.
"Working your way up" is another concept that
came through during the interviews - all of the
interviewed (other than the HR director, whos e
background was not i n travel) have built their
career within charter airline A.
This way of carer progression may explain the
lack of degree level qualifications in charter airline
A. Out of the six people interviewed two were
current employees, three recent and one left
charter airline A years ago. They were from a
variety oflevels from customer service officer up to
deputy managing director, all but one (the
customer service officer) had management roles.
Their educational background was as follows two were educated to degree level (the HR director
- George, and Evelyn, currently employed at tour
operator A), two had alternative post A level
education, and two had O levels. According to
Kusluvan and Kusluvan (2000) the proportion of
managers with university level education in
tourism and hospitality is low, compared to other
industries. This was largely confirmed by the
interviewees to be the case in charter airline
A. When asked whether managers in charter

This is similar to Betty's response while referring
to her experience of ten years ago:
None of us had degrees . . .rnobody in the
management team had a degree.
However, Catherine, who left ther.company a
month before the interview, pointed out that
recently some employees at charter airline A do
have degrees. As she said:
Yes we have people now who have gone on and have
degrees.
Evelyn, when referring to the educational levels of
managers at tour operator A, said that "it is very
varied", whereas she herself has a degree. This
indicates that there may be differences in the
educational levels of employees within a charter
airline and a tour operator.
Students were generally unaware of this trend only 12 per cent were aware that "the majority of
tourism managers do not hold university degree",
while 64 per cent were undecided and 24 per cent
disagreed with the statement. Students were also
unaware of the low pay associated with the tourism
industry. When faced with the statement: "jobs in
tourism are poorly paid" 43 per cent ticked
"undecided", 24 per cent "disagreed" and only 33
per cent of the students "agreed" with this
statement. Describing the culture of low pay
within tourism, Evelyn said:
Most people realise with tourism - from different
careers that it is not going to be the one that brings
the highest rewards.
In addition, one in three students were also not
aware that "jobs in tourism involve working
unsociable hours" where 62 per cent agreed, 25
p er cent were uncertain and 1 3 per cent disagreed!
The lack of awareness among students of some
of the main characteristics of working in the
tourism industry - low pay and working
unsociable hours - can have a negative impact on
their job satisfaction and motivation, and may
force them to leave the industry (Parsons and
Care, 1 99 1 , p. 205) .
Issues relating to securing the first job in the
industry were also discussed with the students and
the interviewees. Students were asked which of
their skills, knowledge, experience and personality
characteristics they think would be beneficial in
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securing employment. The skill awareness varied
- customer service skills and communication skills
were referred to by 23 per cent of the students and
IT skills were referred to by 1 9 per cent of the
respondents. Interpersonal, communication,
problem solving and leadership skills generated a
minimum response of 3 per cent.
Although only 3 per cent of students considered
interpersonal skills important, students were
convinced that their personality characteristics
would benefit them in securing a job. Being
"friendly and outgoing" registered the highest
number of references of personality characteristics
that they thought would help them in securing a
job in the industry - 79. This outweighed the total
number of transferable skills mentioned by the
students.
When asked what they consider important in
new employees, the interviewees often referred to
personality. Frank, Catherine, Betty, and Ann also
referred to "people skills". Another requirement
linked to personality was having "a package,
because it is not any one thing" (Betty), and
similarly Ann referred to being an "all rounder" .
Ann and Betty, when referring to employing cabin
crew, had quite similar answers, although Betty
had left the industry more than ten years ago. They
both talked about being "presentable", the "ability
to talk to people", to be "quick on their feet",
"adaptable", and "resourceful". Evelyn's
requirements posed to potential employees in her
deparonent at tour operator A were more specific:
commercial awareness;
numerical;
analytical and negotiation skills;
to be system literate; and
also good communicators.

itself". Of all interviewees, holding a degree was
only clearly stated as an advantage by Evelyn,
referring to her current position at tour operator A:
I think that if anybody srudied an amount of time in
that subject and they still want a job in that
environment or industry, [that] demonstrates you
have got a passion for it, a commitment to it . . . So
that demonstrates they have and interest in that
area and also they have knowledge of it, and that is
very useful, people come in and know what to
expect.

Enthusiasm, dedication and commitment were
stated as very important characteristics of
prospective employees by all the interviewees.
Enthusiasm was important to Frank and George,
and "striving to improve" was important to Ann.
Students also referred to being "enthusiastic",
"willing to learn", "hardworking", "dedicated"
and "determined". These responses were grouped
as "determination", with 24 per cent of the
students referring to their "determination".
Students' dedication and commitment to the
industry may prove advantageous in securing a job.
The desire of tourism students at the University of
Luton to work within tourism was shown clearly.
Students were asked to complete the sentence:
y
"after I graduated from the universittI
would like
to", by choosing one statement from a list of eight.
Responses related to the tourism industry were as
high as 9 2 per cent, within this 24 per cent would
like to work in an airline, some referring
specifically to jobs in charter airlines, such as
check-in and cabin crew_ Nine out of ten of
tourism students at the University of Luton would
like a career in their related industry. This is a
considerably higher proportion than five out of ten
hospitality students in Purcell and Quinn's (1 996)
Transferable skills play an important role in the
study.
potential employability of graduates (Stewart and
According to the interviewees, the point of entry
Knowles, 2000) . However, in this case there
for a tourism graduate would be quite clearly an
appears to be limited influence from university
entry-level position. The interviewees suggest that
education on acquiring, or raising, awareness and students should expect to start their career at the
self-awareness of transferable skills.
bottom of the career ladder. Betty, when asked
What the majority of students perceived as very what advice would she give tourism graduates if
important in securing a job was "knowledge". As
they want to find work in charter airline A, said:
many as 68 per cent of the students consider that
They could not really go far wrong by trying to get
their knowledge will give them an advantage in
in and trying to just do anything . . . Well they can
securing a job. Yet in comparison to specific skills,
trY and become a stewardess, they could try and
work on the ground as a check-in at an airline or for
knowledge was regarded as of little importance
a handling agent, they could go and work in a
amongst the interviewees at charter airline A. This
marketing department, customer relations
is in line with Baum's ( 1 995) and Li and Kivelals
department.
(1998) observation of tourism and hospitality
employers. Further to this, holding a degree was
Talking about her experience and employment
not considered important at charter airline A. This within a charter airline, Catherine suggested
confirms Evans' (1 993, p. 243) claim that
gaining experience at a check-in desk because:
employers are "all supportive of 'general intellect,
That is where you are going to get really good
calibre, personality and fit' being the key criteria
customer service skills. In that terminal, dealing
with people, seeing all the problems.
for graduate selection and not the degree subject
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Ann, talking about where she has seen graduates
enter charter airline A noted:
They were coming at quite a low level because
presumably that is to get to know the business.
They would have their generic knowledge and they
would presumably would slot in and be recruited at
quite a low level I would think.

I would immediately think that s omeone who has
take°: the time to do a degree in tourism is pretty
certam that they are going to have a career in that
area . . . And I think probably as an employer [I
would] have more confidence that someone is
going to be more capable of doing the job, if they
have gone through a degree course and come out
with the qualification (Ann) .

This appears to be the way the interviewees
themselves have started their career - at the
bottom of the career ladder. Such positions in
general do not require degree level education.
There is clearly no graduate training at charter
airline A:
There is not a graduate training programme . . .
there is not a graduate career structure (George) .

Similarly, Frank stated that having done a tourism
degree demonstrates:
That these people have got a real interest in a
particular vocation, a particular area ensuring that
that person is more likely to stick to their job.
However, he added:
Where this [degree] gives the groundwork to
prepare somebody to come into a particular area.
Not so much in the airline terms, but in industry,
broader industry.

Tbis confirms that traditional graduate jobs in the
tourism industry are almost non-existent, with the
exception of larger tourism organisations, such as
national and multinational hotel chains
(McKercher et al., 1 995) .
The employers from charter airline A expect
students to start with an entry-level position and
work their way up.
You come in and do a job and if you do well there
might be the opportunity to do other things
(George) .
The problem is that whilst this may give them the
opportunity to "get to know the business" as Ann
suggested, such positions may not fully utilise the
skills taught during students' education (Kusluvan
and Kusluvan, 2000)a. These positions are also
characterised by poor employment conditions,
absence of motivating factors and low pay, factors
that could lead to low job satisfaction, and tourism
graduates may choose to leave the industry (Ross,
1 997; Kusluvan and Kusluvan, 2000; Lam et al.,
200 1 ) .
But how easy would it b e fo r the students to
secure this entry-level job and how likely are the
interviewees to employ tourism graduates?
Students chose to study tourism as they see their
careers in the industry, and believe that their
degrees will ensure that. They are clearly career
minded and dedicated to the industry. Students
are confident their degree will enable them to
secure a job upon graduation. As many as 7 4 per
cent thought they would be able to secure their
ideal job after graduation. The statement:"! expect
it will be easy to secure a job after graduation",
generated positive responses from 45 per cent of
students, with 33 per cent undecided and 2 1 per
cent negative. Similarly, as many as 92 per cent of
the students believed that their degree would give
them advantage when securing a job in tourism.
Employers believed that holding a tourism
degree demonstrates interest in and commitment
to the industry, giving tourism graduates an
advantage in securing a job:

The interviewees frequently referred to the fact
that tourism degrees are more tailored to the needs
of other parts of tourism such as tour operators
and travel agents. The reasons for that were clearly
stated by Frank:
It is a very specialist area - where would you come
in, if you have a degree in that [travel and tourism]a.
Most people [sic] will want to go into junior
management of some form, having had the benefit
of a degree. But in an airline you need either
experience or you do not need the particular skills
that they would teach in travel and tourism. The
area where we employ most people would be the
area where Betty used to run - cabin services,
which is much more about personality, and
experience and dealing with the public, more than
it is knowing about the complications and
complexities of the tourist industry. And we teach
all of that on the courses. So the skills that people
learn from that [travel and tourism degrees] aren't
really geared and I do not know how that can be
into aviation.
Frank also added that he could see no benefit for
his business from these degrees:
Travel and tourism [degree] in aviation really does
not contribute a great deal.
When asked "do you see any benefit from having a
tourism degree both for the students and for your
organisation?" after a long pause George
answered:
Not particularly, not in the airline business, not
from my own perspective.
But both Frank and George added that there might
be some relevance to other parts of the industry:
It is not related to the reality of the aviation. I think
it is far more the tourism side of it . . . Most of those
people are going into travel agencies and I think
you would find within tour operator A, a lot of
people in travel agency A and in tour operator A
(both part of the same travel group] have travel and
tourism degrees. But I do not think many of them
in aviation (Frank).
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Evelyn confirmed this when stating that:
Yes we [tour operator A] have a number of people
that work currently in change control and do have
those degrees.

after graduation. They felt confident of securing a
job in tourism, because they believe their degrees
would give them an advantage. However, the only
clear advantage of holding a tourism degree,
recognised by the employers, is that it shows that
tourism graduates have sustained interest and
higher awareness of what the industry is about and
therefore will be more likely to commit to it.
Students were unaware that their degree may not
provide advantage in securing employment.
Nevertheless, the students were aware of the
importance of work experience to prospective
employers. As many as 50 per cent of the students
indicated that to employers, work experience in the
industry would be more important than degree
qualifications of prospective employees. If students
engage in such work experience while in
education, this may enable them to secure a job in
the industry in the future.

While discussing the fact that they do not s ee any
relevance of tourism degrees to the charter airlines,
it became obvious that the interviewees had little
exposure to tourism degrees. George, the HR
director at charter airline A simply asked:
What does a degree in travel and leisure cover?
When asked what she knew about tourism
education at university, Ann responded:
You need to tell me about it.
Betty also indicated that:
I have not first-hand knowledge of what it [the
degree] actually achieves.
In addition, Catherine said that she did not know
much about tourism degrees, and she did not
know the details of the syllabus. Frank also
concurred that he did not know what the content
of tourism degree includes. As he stated:
I have not really come across them much.
While the employers were unaware of the content
of tourism degrees, they had some idea/experience
ofwhat to expect from the graduates. As Catherine
said:
I think they almost wanted to run before they could
walk, that they did not have the basic knowledge . . .
Frank's attitudes to tourism graduates was based
on students contacting him in the past for their
projects:
They really horrify me with the lack of
understanding that their tutors have got, in the
industry and the questions that they are asking. I
stopped seeing them many years ago, because I
have found that they really did not know what they
are talking about in aviation terms. And that their
tutors really did not know much about the business
either.
Evelyn, however, was positive when referring to a
number of her colleagues who have completed a
tourism degree, validating Frank and George's
point that tourism degrees may be better related to
the tour operator side of the business.
The interviews showed little recognition of the
value of tourism degrees among employees in
charter airline A, while at the same time they were
unaware of what tourism degrees involve and
achieve. Little recognition of the value of tourism
degrees among tourism managers were observed
by Baum (1995) and Thomas and Long (200 1 ) .
They believed that this might threaten the
prospects of tourism graduates ttying to secure a
job in the industry. However, students were not
aware of this trend. Students in general were
optimistic about the ease of securing employment

Conclusion
The results from the questionnaire survey present
a picture of high interest and commitment by the
University of Luton students to the tourism
industry, intertwined with little understanding of
the specifics of tourism careers and of the
importance of transferable skills. Students were
unable to show in a convincing manner that they
are aware of and possess the skills that may be
beneficial in securing employment upon
graduation. Students also held over optimistic
views of their future career prospects in the
tourism industry. The lack of awareness of the
realities of employment in the industry and the
high expectations of the students is likely to lead to
disillusionment about tourism careers (Ross,
1 9 97; Kusluvan and Kusluvan, 2000; Lam et al.,
200 1 ) .
The interviewees from charter airline A want
personality, skills, work experience, attitude, not
qualifications. They see little or no relevance of a
tourism degree to their business. Holding a degree
was not mentioned as a prerequisite, and was only
clearly stated as an advantage by one interviewee,
referring to her current position at tour operator
A. This finding confirms Evans' (1 993, p. 243)
view that "many employers do not consider a
degree in tourism to be a prerequisite for
employment." The low recognition of the value of
tourism degrees among managers in charter airline
A may threaten the prospects of tourism graduates
ttying to secure a job in that part of the industry.
The interviews with charter airline A
employees, suggest that they have created their
unfavourable perceptions of tourism degrees, with
little understanding of what a tourism degree
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Summ ary
I n 200 1 the U niversity of Luton
conducted a s u rvey a mongst its tou rism
underg raduate students, looking at
students' assessment of the skills,
knowledge
personality
and
characteristics that they believe wil l g ive
them a com petitive edge in securing
employment in tou rism. The resu lts
showed that we not o n ly need to develop
students' skil ls, but that we also need to
take steps to improve their ability to self
assess and be aware of their own skill
levels. Thi s case study p resents the
results from the original survey and the
subsequent steps taken to improve
and
students'
awareness
skills
developmen t in order to improve their
employability prospects within their
intended industry of tou rism.

Rationale
As a res u lt of government policy on
wideni ng participation in higher educatio n
(HE), the n u m ber of degree courses in
the UK has increased s ubstantially.
Government figures show that 40% of
young people g o to u n ive rsity (HM
Treasury, 2004). This trend is replicated
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in tou rism courses. The number of
u nderg raduate tourism courses has
increased d ramatically - from 2 in 1 972
(Ryan, 1 995) to 80 in 2001 (Busby and
Fiedel, 200 1 ). In tourism degree cou rses:
" . . . vocational, career and industry
issues stand out as the key
elements which are stressed in the
material that is g iven to
prospective students."
(Afrey and Johnson, 1 999, 233).
The i ncrease in the n umber of tourism
degrees indicates students' desire to
study a vocational course, leading to a
career in tourism. Tourism students
should therefore expect their degrees to
deliver exactly that - the opportunity to
acquire the skills needed to secure a job
i n the tourism industry. Furthermore,
changes in work patterns and a decrease
i n job security mean that graduates need
to acquire the skills required by
e mployers that enable them to transfer
from job to job with ease.
"Expectations are, increasingly,
built around mobility and change
and the anticipation that an
individual may move between
compan ies and sectors at a
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n umber of points withi n a working
life." (Baum, 1 995, 1 90/1 )
Transferable skills play a n i m po rtant rol e
i n t h e potential employability and mobility
of g raduates (Stewart a n d Knowles,
2000) and should therefore be an
i mportant part of the tou rism cou rses
p rovided by u n iversities.

Objectives
I n this case study, we present o u r
findings of the 2 0 0 1 survey and t h e steps
undertaken by the u n iversity to i m p rove
students' awareness of the skil l
require ments they ne e d to secure a jo b i n
tou rism, i n addition t o d eveloping those
skills withi n the curriculum. The survey
sough t
whether
establish
to
underg raduate stud ents were aware of
the importance of tran sferable skHls a n d
specifi cally whethe r they felt they
possessed such s kills. It was largely
based on P u rcel l and Quinn's ( 1 d9 96)
study, and addressed the following
issue s:
•

Why do stud ents e m b ark upon
h ig h er education?

•

Development of skills and
perceptions of employer demand.

•

What d o students expect to d o on
g raduation?

•

Employment expectations.

•

Are g raduates 'prepared' for today's
labour market?

This case study focuses only on the
'Development of skills and perceptions of
e m ployer de mand' . The population of the
survey i nclu d ed all students e n rolled on
underg raduate tou rism related cou rses at
Luton in 200 1 . The u niversity p rovides
u n derg raduate tou rism courses i n Travel
and Tou rism and I nternational Tou rism
Management.
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Context
Reasons for Studying Tourism
To be able to review the results of the
stu dy i n context we needed to
understand students' reasons for
studying tou rism and whether those
reasons reflected their career aspirations .
The students were offered a choice o f ten
statements based on Pitcher and Purcell
( 1 998) designed to indicate their reasons
for studying tourism. The statement that
generated the highest number of
responses (89%) was " I was i nterested i n
the tou rism industry." followed by " I
thought i t would lead t o a good job i n the
tourism industry." (71 %).
Ninety-one per cent of students were
convinced that they had chosen the rig ht
course. Reasons given for this included
general satisfaction with the cou rse itself
(44%), while 58% of students stated
reason s relating to the tourism industry
and careers. The importance of the
vocational/practical side of tou rism
degrees was also demonstrated by 37 %
of the respondents choosing "I wanted a
mixture of practical/academic course" .
Students had chosen to study tourism
because of their interest i n the subject
area and in working in tou rism. Yet the
career prospects for tourism g radu ates in
the industry are believed to be bl eak
(Formic a, 1 996; McKerch er et al, 1 995;
Parsons and Care, 1 99 1 ; Thomas an d
Long, 2001 ) . Employers do not bel i eve
tou rism g raduates have the necessa ry
skill s to work in the tourism in dustry
(Petrova and Mason, 2005a) . There have
also been suggestions that that as m a ny
as 50% of graduates will not succeed i n
finding a career in tourism (Evans , 1 993) .

Core Areas of Skill Deve lopment

The "skills which are required in al mo st
any job" , (DfEE as cited in Stewart an d
Knowle s, 2000: 68) are often des cri bed
as transferable skills. In 1 998 the DfE E
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listed the fol lowing as the most i m portant
transferable skills:
•

Basic literacy and numeracy

•

The ability to work well with others

•

Communication skills

•

Self-motivation

•

The ability to org a n ise one's work

•

A basic capability to use IT

The above skills are i mportant to any
employer. Kelly and Dorsma n ( 1 984, as
cited in I neson and Kempa, 1 996: 1 5)
listed the following transfe rable skills
most i mportant to g raduate employers i n
particular:
•

Self-motivatio n

•

E nthusiasm

•

Effective communicatio n ski l l s

•

P roblem-solvi n g ski l l s

•

Ability to work i n a team

•

Effectiveness i n m eeting deadlines

•

I nterpersonal s kills

Luton's skill descriptors identify six core
a reas of skill development in its gradu ate
program mes; comm u nicatio n , application
of number, IT, problem-solving, working
with others and improvi ng own learn ing,
w hich reflect to a larg e extent the above
list. However, there a re particular skill
needs associated with working in a
customer service e nviron ment. The skills
requ i rements specific to the hospital ity
industry (Mayo, 1 997: 97) are as foll ows:
•

Service attitude

•

Flexibility

•

E njoying serving people

•

Management and leade rship
qualities

•

E njoying what they d o
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•

Dedication and commitment

The tou rism and hospitality i ndustries
(Baum, 1 995: 1 91 } consider the fol lowing
graduate
competencies as
most
important to them:
•

Management of guest problems
with understanding

•

Effective communication i n both
written and oral form

•

Achievement of positive working
relationship with employees

•

Professional appearance and poise

•

Development of positive customer
relations

•

Motivation of employees to achieve
desired performance

These stud ies show similarities i n the
g roups of skills requirements and can be
g rouped (Petrova, 2001 } as follows:
•

Development of positive customer
relations/enjoying serving people/
management of guest p roblems
with understanding, service attitude
(Mayo, 1 997; Baum , 1 995).

•

Communication, effective
com m u nication skills i n both oral
and written form (Kell y and
Oarsman, 1 984; Baum, 1 995).

•

Enthusiasm, dedication and
commitment, enjoying what they do,
self-motivation (Kelly and Dorsman,
1 984; Mayo, 1 997).

•

Teamworking, achievement of
positive working relations (Kelly and
Oarsman 1 984; Baum, 1 995).

•

Problem-solving skills (Kelly and
Dorsman, 1 984).

•

Management and leadershi p
qualities, motivation o f employees
(Baum 1 995 and Mayo, 1 997}.

3
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•

I n te rpersonal skills (Kelly and
Dorsma n , 1 984) .

•

Effectiveness i n meeting deadlines
(Kelly and Oarsman , 1 984).

The discussion of a n d com pa rison
between e mployers' requ i rements of
tran sferable s kills a nd tou rism students'
awareness a n d possession of those skills
were conducted o n the basi s of thi s
g rouping.

Findings and D iscussion:
Students' Awareness of
Transferable Skills
The first aim of this analysis was to
d etermine students' awareness of which
of their s kills may prove important and/or
beneficial in the labou r market. The
questions posed did not u se the term
'transferable skills'; neither did they g ive
a list of s ki l ls . I n this way any possible
i nfluence on the a nswers was avoided ,
The questions referred to skills,
knowledge, experience and personality
characteristics beneficial in securing
employment. Table 1 p resents the
summary of res ponses:
Skills

% of total
respondents

Customer service skills
Communication skills
IT skills

23%
23%
1 9%

Language skills
Team working skills
Organisational skills

1 8%
9%

I nterpersonal skills
Marketing skills

8%

4%

Management skills

4%

Problem solving skills
Office skills
Leadership skills

3%
3%

' Decision making skills

8%

1%
1%

Table 1 : Skills Perceived Beneficial In Securing
Employment
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C ustomer Service, Communication
and IT

Communication and IT are two of the
s kills most commonly required by
employers (DfEE, 1 998) . Effective
comm u nication skills are amongst the
most important skills to tou rism and
hospitality employers (Kelly and Oarsman
1 984, Baum 1 995), These skills are also
regarded as important amongst Luton's
tou ri s m students; 23% and 1 9% of
students cited the importance of
comm unication and IT ski l ls respectively.
Development of positive customer
relations and service attitude (Mayo
1 997, Baum 1 995) are considered very
important to tourism and hospitality
employers; again this was reflected in
student res ponses at 23%,
While it was encouraging that the
stu de nts were aware of the importance of
the th ree areas cited, response rates to
other skill areas were low, highlighting
the n ecessity of raising awareness of the
i mportance of these skills.

Business

Skills important to working in a business
environ ment provided an even lower
n umber of responses. The five areas that
reg istered minimu m response amongst
students were decision-making, office,
marketing, organisation and problem
solving. Problem-solving is one of the
most important skills to g raduate
employers (Kelly and Dorsman 1 984, as
cited in Baum, 1 995). This indicated that
more emphasis on these skills was
required.

I nterpersonal

I nterpersonal skills are also rated highly
by employers but generated a low
response from the survey. Howev�r,
students were asked to list personality
characteristics that they thought would be
beneficial
to them
in
securing
employment, some of which do relate to

interpersonal skills. Table 2 groups these
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characteristics i nto two
'friendly' and 'outgoing'.

categories ;

Friendly

Outgoing

Polite
Helpful
Nice

Bubbly

Easy to get along
with
Kind

Approachable

U nderstanding
Caring
Patient

Good listener

Happy
Sociable

Enjoy working with
people
Enjoy meeting
people
Lively
Extrovert

Positive attitude

Cheerful

Smiley

Table 2: Friendly/Outgoing

These personality characteristics could
be perceived by students as an
advantage i n securing employment as
t hey are aware that the i r future careers
may invo lve h igh l evels of interaction with
customers.
Students' awareness of the importance of
skills and their own s ki l l levels indicate a
n umber of a reas for improvement.
Nevertheles s , it was encouraging to see
t h at
27%
cited
dedication
and
com m itment to their future tou rism
careers.
Perceived Importance of
Knowledge in Securing a Job
The m ajority of respondents (68%) stated
th at their special ised knowledge of the
tou rism
prove
would
industry
advantageous to them in securing
employment in the industry. Yet s u ch
knowledge is regarded by tourism and
hospitality employers as bein g much less
important i n comparison to other skills
(Baum 1 99 5; Li and Kivela 1 998; Petrova
and Mason 2005b). Further, Evans
(1 993) stated that employers are "al l
supportive
of 'general
intellect,
calibre, personality and fit' bei ng the
Hospitality, Leisure, Sport and Tourism Network, January 2006

key criteria for graduate selection and
not the degree su bject itself" . This
h ighlights the importance of raising
students' awareness to the fact that in
addition to the knowledge they a re
gaining, their degree courses are also
developing their skills, which will enable
them to secure employment.
Summary of Findings
The results discussed above show that
stud ents have l ittle awareness of the
importance of skills to their employability,
and that more needs to be done to
increase awareness of the skills they
h ave developed d uring their degree. In
the next section we describe the practical
steps that have been undertaken within
the tourism courses at Luton to achieve
this.

Approach to Teaching and
Curriculum Development
There are two undergraduate tourism
courses in the Department of Tou rism,
Leisure and H RM, based within the Luton
Business School, these are: BA (Hons)
I nternational Tourism Management and
BA (Hons) Travel and Tou rism. Both
courses offer a mixture of business and
tourism mod ules.
M ost of the business modules are taught
in Level 1 . Students are not always keen
on these, especially at the very beginning
of their studies. They d o not always
perceive the benefits of studr i ng
business and how it relates to tou rism,
and often find general business modules
more difficult than the tourism options.
However, as their studies progress some
comment favou rably on activities and
assessments in Marketing, Business
Environ ment, Business Analysis and
Finance for Business that they h ave
covered i n Level 1 .
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We recogn ise the i mportance of business
s kills to tou rism employers ( Petrova and
Mason , 2005a) and our tourism courses
are based aro u nd these skills. Business
mod u les g ive the students opportun ities
to enh ance their skills with regards to
problem-solvi n g ,
decision-making ,
marketin g and organisational ski l ls.
I nteresti ngly, students find i t hard to
make the link between these g ro u ps of
skills developed d uring the b usiness
modu les and their i m po rtan ce to
employabi l ity. We have therefore taken
steps to improve the ability of o ur
students to reflect on their skills, n a me ly
th rough the ' P ersonal Professional and
Academic Development in Tourism'
( P PAD) a n d 'Personal Development
Planning' ( PDP) modules which a re
d iscussed below.
As students move on to Levels 2 and 3
the n u mber of business modu les
d ecreases, l eaving more space for
tou ri sm and leisu re options. These can
be d ivi d ed i nto two g roups - practical and
theoretical.
Theoretical mod u les a re design ed to
develop general intellectual skills which
have a lways been associated with higher
edu cation. They enrich the students' way
of thi n king, a nalysis, discussion and
reflection. Research Methods in Tourism,
for example, develops research and
i nformation retrieval ski lls, as wel l as
a nalytical techn iques. It also teaches
students how to use different research
methods. S port Tourism i ntroduces
theorie s applicable to thi s rel atively n ew
a rea of research , so that stud ents can
make a l i n k between theory and their
own experience. Tourism Behaviour
introduces theories behi n d behavioura l
issues brought up b y tou rism. Sociology
of Sport and Leisu re is also curre ntly
being introduced.
Recently the cu rricul u m was further
e n riched with a number of new practical
tourism modules a n d i nitiatives d esigned
Hospitality, Leisure, Sport and Tourism Network, January 2006

to improve students' employability
prospects within the tourism industry.
Practical mod ules are very popular
amongst our students. These modules
i nclude Airport Services Management,
Information
eOestinations,
and
Communication Technology (ICT) i n
Tourism,
ICT Management, Work
Placements, Conference and Event
Management
and
Air
Transport
Management.

eDestinations

This is a new hands-on practical module
which trains students i n the use of the
'Tiscover' content management system.
Students develop a trial website for both
a destination marketing organisation and
an accommodation supplier in a fictitious
destination. It is taught in an
unconventional way, as a 'short and
thick' mod u le, comprising a n intensive
approach where stu dents attend 4 full
day sessions (9.00-1 7. 00), throughout
the semester, mirroring a traditional
workin g pattern. Students are then
required to work i ndependently on their
assessments i n order to develop their
self-reliance. As it is a module developing
IT skills, further assistance from the tutor
may be obtained via the virtual learning
environ ment, ' Blackboard' and email.
This mod u le is a result of cooperation
between the module coordinator and
Tiscover, the world's leading supplier of
d estination management systems. Luton
is the first university to deliver this
module in the U K. It was previously
introduced in Austria where it was
b randed as 'Tou rism Online Manager'.
This module equips students with
practical
knowledge
and
skills,
specifically technical training, h ow to use
content management systems and how
to u se best practice in the use of new
media s uch as search optimisation,
website design and email marketing.

Airport Services Management

This module was introduced se�er� I
years ago a nd i s based on the ServisAir
6
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tra i n i n g p rogramme, delivered by their
staff at Luton Ai rport. Students who
achieve g ood results o n the module are
offered
s ummer employment with
ServisAir at Luto n . Some of them get the
opportu nity to extend the period of their
placement to a ful l year. Students have
commented that this module g ives them
the cha nce to experience the realities of
worki ng i n the industry and to compare it
to their own expectations and aspirations.
As a resu lt, some choose an alternative
career path whi le for others it is an
opportunity to confi rm that their career
plans are suited to them.
Students who complete a ful l year's work
placement show g reater confidence and
self-esteem.
They
become
more
confident of thei r skills and abilities to
perfo rm i n a work enviro nment and gain
maturity as a result of their experience.

Personal Development Planning
To maximise the ben efits of our courses
we need to ensu re that students have the
ability to reflect on the skills they have
d eveloped d u ri n g their studies and work
experience. We h ave used the OAA's
P rogress File recommendation s to adopt
a curriculum model that integrates
personal development p lann ing (PDP)
with career management skills at all
levels of the u nderg raduate portfolio
(Ujma and Ku mar, 2005).
As previously mentioned, Luton now has
two modu les that deal specifica l ly with
reflectio n on skills developed 'PPAD' at
Level 1 a n d 'PDP' at Level 2. PPAD
concentrates o n the development of
academic ski lls of new students, with
PDP desig n ed to fol low o n . Level 2
students a re encouraged to take their
development a step further, to enhance
through
their
employability
skills
. .
interactive exercises, g roup act1v1t1es and
individual reflection. These processes
often pose problems; to facilitate them
we have worked closely with the
service
u niversity's
careers
Hospitality, Leisure, Sport and Tourism Network, January 2006

professionals. We believe this has
enhanced the quality of our delivery of
this mod ule and has improved the ability
of our students to re11ect on their own
skills.
We aim for a holistic approach to our
curriculum by combining efforts between
all of the modules mentioned.
Transferable/key skills are written into
each of the modules and play an
essential part to the outcomes.. In
addition , our students have the ability to
take work placements to further their
skills, work experience and ultimately
their employability prospects.

Conclusion
The re are indications from the literature
that tourism graduates face particular
industry-based challenges when looking
for employment. From our own research
we found that skills development and
self-awareness needed to be further
embedded within our curriculum.
In recent years we have undertaken a
number of measures to develop
comprehensive su bject-sp�ific support
.
for skills relevant to the tourism industry.
The range of modules we provide within
our tourism courses develop, or at least
provide, students with opportunities '.o
gain a n umber of skills, bot� academic
and p ractical. Examples of this are:
•

!CT in Tourism, eDestinations,
ICT Management raise the profile
of IT skills

•

PDP and PPAD evaluate
communications skills

•

work Placem ents, Conference
and Event Manag ement and Air
Trans port Manag ement aid
students' reflection aroun d
practi cal issues and learni ng 'by
doing'
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•

Further skills are developed
through activities such as
volunteering and mentorin g .

P D P aids students' ability to look at their
cou rse and skills development as a
whole. It teaches them how to assess
and apply their skills in a context This is
made possible by the way the module is
set up - it teaches students to reflect on
modules we offer as part of our tourism
courses. To enable this process the
Tourism PDP co-ordinators explore the
links with other modu les within the
tourism curriculum, particularly where
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there is an emphasis on the development
of practical skills and reflection on the
overall development of our students.
Finally, all through their studies and
particularly in the last year of thei r
degree, students are provided with
general careers support by the
u niversity's careers service.
Most of our students are 'non-traditional' ,
so there is a great need to empower all of
them with skills and experience that will
help them in their careers, in a
competitive and ever-changing market.

B
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Abstract
As a result of the UK government policy on higher education, the HE sector is expanding,
participation is widening and the number of graduates is growing. These developments are also
reflected in the growth in numbers of tourism undergraduate degrees. Yct, the increase in tourism
d eg rees outstrips the general trend in higher education. Furthermore, tourism degrees arc labelled as
vocational, and this assumes that they are geared towards the tourism industry . But is this indeed the
case? What docs a tourism employer think a degree in tourism should achieve? Where do they sec the
benefits of tourism degrees and what are the shortcomings? The answers to these questions are
expected to provide a better understanding of the value and relevance of tourism degrees to the
tourism industry, and c(mtributc to the ongoing discourse between tourism educators and the tourism
industry about the purpose of university education - the ·training' versus 'education · debate. The
research, on which the findings were based, was largely exploratory and is part of an on-going PhD
study. In depth, semi-structured interviews with tourism industry mangers/representatives were
conducted, using a snowball sampling strategy (Miles and Hubemrnn, 1 994). The preliminary findings
indicate a mixed perception of tourism degrees - a lowering of the standards in higher education was
referred to, indicating low recognition of vocational degrees, and tourism degrees in particular.
However, a number of interviewees did not consider tourism degrees to be sufficiently vocational and
industry focused. 111c paper provides explanations of these findings and implications, particularly for
those involved in delivering tourism degrees, arc further explored.
Keywords: Tourism Higher Education, Tourism Employment, Graduate Employment, Vocational
Education
Introduction
According to the Department for Education and Employment the twofold increase between 1 979 and
1996 of the number of graduate entrants to the labour market outstrips the numbers of traditional
graduate job openings ( 1 998, as cited in Lee-Ross 1 999). Within tourism, the number of
undergraduate courses has gro�n from two in 1 972 to 77 in 1 997, well beyond the rate of gro\?\th in
the industry in general and its needs (Ryan 1 995; Airey and Johnson 1 999; Kusluvan and Kusluvan
2000). In 2001 there were 80 institutions offering degrees with 'tourism' in their title, including eight
'old' (prc-1992) universities (Busby, 2001 ). UK universities arc overwhelmingly promoting their
tourism degree courses as vocational and leading to employment (Airey and Johnson 1 999) . It is
therefore not surprising that tourism courses arc increasingly popular among students (Aircy and
Johnson 1999; Leslie and Richardson 2000).
But despite the :ract that according to Stuart-Hoyle (2003:53) "the most common purpose of tourism
undergraduate programmes is to prepare students for worlc in the tourism industry (two-thirds of alJ
programmes)" a considerable percentage of the tourism graduates face difficulties in securing
employment upon graduation in their related industry. This trend contradicts the general
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developm ent/government policy in higher education. which is largely geared to employability and
economic benefits - both to the graduates and to the wider economy.
According to the Dearing report ( 1 997), a degree is largely aimed at employment and contributing to
the economy. So, if the purpose is to '•inspire and enable individuals ..., so that they grov..·
intellectually, and are well equipped for work, can contribute effectively to society and achieve
personal fulfilment" (HEPI 2003:32). has the above been achieved in the case of tourism degrees?
How can this be assessed? One approach is to ask tourism employers their views. According to them
has this been accomplished? What does a tourism employer think a degree in tourism should achieve?
Where do they see the benefits · of tourism degrees and what are the shortcomings? The answers to
these questions are expected to provide a better understanding of the value and relevance of tourism
degrees to the tourism industcy, and contribute to the ongoing discourse between tourism educators
and the tourism industry about the purpose of university education - the •training' versus 'education'
debate.
At present the following trends arc being reported in the literature regarding the employers•
perceptions of tourism degrees. The rapid expansion of tourism courses has resulted in a lack of
unifonnity and standardisation of those courses (A.irey and Johnson 1 999), which has contributed to
confusion among employers about what is on offer (Evans 1993), and increased the obstacles facing
tourism graduates in the labour market (Aircy and Johnson 1 999). Tourism employers are not
convinced tourism graduates can meet their requirements, therefore limiting the future career
prospects of tourism graduates (Baum 1 995; Amoha and Baum 1997; Thomas and Long 200 1).
Undeigraduate tourism degrees are "not used systematically by employers to regulate recruitment and.
although employment relevance is claimed for the curriculum, subsequent professional training does
not presuppose it." (Busby and Fiedel 200 1 :5 1 8). Yet there is little research aimed at discovering
employers' views on HE and Tourism Degrees in particular.

Method

As little research has been conducted into the value of tourism degrees to the tourism industry in the
UK, the research here is largely exploratory; hence an inductive approach was adopted, using
qualitative techniques. In such instances. qualitative research can be a source of ideas, insights and
new perspectives upon a problem, which is required to gain a better understanding of an issue that is
not widely researched (Ryan 1995). Peacock and Ladkin (2002:397) suggested specifically the use of
interviews as the method of data collection ''in order to understand the induso:y-education
relationship, in-depth qualitative research may be more appropriate than the survey approach. This
would support using interviews as the method of data collection." Therefore in this study (part of an
ongoing PhD research), interviews with tourism managers and employees were conducted to discover
the factors that may ultimately influence whether they will or will not choose to employ tourism
graduates.
As this study was exploratory, it was considered appropriate that semi-structured interviews would be
used. The first stage of the interviews was open-ended. It gave the opportunity for the interviewees to
talk in general about their career, their perception of how successful it was, and the factors affecting
their career progression over time. This allowed the interviews themselves and the issues they raised
to inform the direction of the study, addressing one of the major disadvantages of highly structured
studies - "fmding what is expected and/or settling upon an explanation too early." (Frankel and Devers
2000:268). The second part of the interviews ensured that the investigation covered a number of areas,
considered important in the literature, in understanding the graduate employment phenomena in
tourism industry, and relating to the objectives of this study.

Sampling

In this study, a combination of snowball (cascade) and purposive sampling ( Mi les and Hubcnnan,
1 994) ·was used. The original key infonnant identified potentially infonnation rich sources, and
facilitated with securing access. After those people were interviewed. they themselves suggested
further participants in the study. Two of them specifically suggested further contacts that could bring
100
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alternative views to the research, thus, addressing the common problem in snowball sampling of
representativeness, where respondents identify similar cases (Saunders, Lewis ct al. 1 997). However,
none of the intervie,vees from the snowball sample were involved in any cooperation with universities
providing tourism education. Therefore locating a case that could represent a different view of the
education-employment equation was considered. As a result Katy and Mark were contacted.
All the interviewees were presented with a ·confidentiality and anonymity' statement. To conform to
these arrangements, pseudonyms of names and organisations arc used in this research. Each intcrvkw
lasted between 40 minutes and 2 hours, generating large amounts of rich data. The interviews were
tape-recorded, to enable the researcher to re-examine this data at a later time. Prior consent was
secured, before the audio recordings began. It was therefore decided that the abilitv to re-examine the
data in detail much outweighed "the main disadvantage of audio-visual records" (Frankel and Devers,
2000: l l 7) - the overwhelming amount of material they contain and their potential intrusiveness. The
interviews were transcribed verbatim, saved and coded to ensure accessibility, confidentiality and
safety (Froggatt, 200 I ).
The sample included the following sources (sec Figure 1).

F.uru re 1 : Intcrv1ews
Pseu donym
Position
Ann
Training and Development Manager
Betty
Head of Cabin Services
Charlie
Customer Service Officer
Emma
Change and Control Manager
Frank
Deputy Managing Director
George
HR Director
Iva
Director of Human Resources

Organistion
Charter Airline A
Charter Airline A
Charter Airline A
Tour Operator A
Charter Airline A
Charter Airline A
Leisure Corporation A

Jenny
Katy
Mark

Leisure Corporation B
Ground Handling Agent A
Business Travel A.

HR Director - Rewards,
Training Manager
Associate Director of
Distribution Stmtcgics

(via e-mail)

1

Status
left 2002
left 1985
left 2002
Current
Current
Current
Curent
Current
Current
Current

Findings
Benefits from tourism degrees
The headings used in presenting of the results arc based either on the questions asked at the interviews
or arose from the data itself. I asked the interviewees what they thought a tourism degree teaches as
well as what they considered the benefits from studying tourism at degree level. To most interviewees
a degree in tourism should achieve an all-round knowledge of the industry. For example, according to
Betty - former Chief Stewardess at Charter Airline A, a degree should:
" . . . teach all aspects of the businesses, you know (sic) marketing, people's aspirations
as to where they want to go on holiday, the finance side, business plans . . . "
Marie also referred to knowledge of the tourism industry and reflected the above views:
'·I think Tourism is a little like Geography as a subject, it is a composite moving lots of
different things through. So I think what you are looking for, if it is at degree level, you
are looking for an understanding how the industry works, an understanding of the basic
trends of the industry, the main drivers, it is important- An understanding if you like of
the stages of development in the main market. That kind of awareness is probably most
important."
-A-s-so-c-J,· 1tio_n_�_o_
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Similarly, Ann expected that the benefits from a tourism degree to be: "I think the benefit for you� to
an employer, from someone with a degree ,,·ould have greater all-round knowledge. perhaps a
rounded knowledge of the industry." It was clear that knowledge of the industry was expected by the
employers to provide the major benefit from employing a tourism graduate. According to several
respondents (Ann, Catherine, Katy) another benefit from employing a tourism graduate is that they
are expected to have "good potential" and "good career prospects". However. Kate was the only one
who said that she would give a clear advantage to holding a tourism degree at an interview process:
"If I have somebody who has a degree in Mathematics. or a person that has done a degree in leisure
and tourism, and there was not much between them, I would take the leisure and tourism."

Toe most prominent advantage of a tourism graduate as seen by the employers i s their dedication.
commitment, and interest in the industry: "I would immediately think that someone who has taken
the time to do a degree i11 tourism is pretty certain that they are going to have a career in that area.''
(Ann). These views were also reiterated by George, Kate and Mark. For Emma holding a tourism
degree al so meant that:
•·1 think that if anybody studied an amount of time in that subject and they still want a job
in that environment or industiy. (that) demonstrates you have got a passion for i� a
commitment to it . . . So that demonstrates they have an interest in that area and also they
have knowledge of i� and that is very useful, people come in and know what to expect.''
Frank also spoke of the commitment of tourism graduates: "That these people have got a real interest
in a particular vocation, a particular area ensuring that that person is more likely to stick to their job. , .
Overall, the dedication and commitment to the industiy shown through dedicating years of ones life
studying tourism. was one of the major benefits of holding a tourism degree.

Toe commitment of the students, however, is outside of what a tourism degree entails. And to the
interviewees the actual content of a tourism degree seemed of little value. Frank for example, could
see no benefit for his business from tourism degrees: "lTourism (degree) in aviation really does not
contribute a great deal." When asked •do you see any benefit from having a tourism degree both for
the students and for your organisation?' after a Jong pause George answered: "Not particularly, not in
the airline business, not from my own perspective." But both Frank and George added that there
might be some relevance to other parts of the industry:
'·It is not related to the reality of the aviation. I think it is far more the tourism side of it . . .
Most of those people are going into travel agencies and I think you would fmd within
Tour Operator A, a lot of people in Travel Agency A and in Tour Operator A (both part
of the same travel group) have tourism degrees. But I do not think many of them in
aviation." (Frank)

Emma, confinned that: "Yes we (Tour Operator A) have a number of people that work currently in
r
Change Control and do have those degrees." Overall the employers considered that touism students
will have an all-around knowledge of the industry, ,\,ill be committed to working in the area and will
possible enjoy good career prospects. The employers, however, saw little benefit from employing a
tourism graduate, as they did not believe a tourism degrees can contribute to their particular busine ss.
There was an indication of sectoral differences, which is going to be furthe r explored in the later
stages of this PhD study.

Exposure to Tourism Degrees and Graduates

While discussing the fact that they do not see any relevance of tourism de grees, it became obvious
r
that the interviewees bad little exposue
to tourism degrees. For example, George. the HR Director at
Charter A s imply asked: "What does degree in leisure cover?" and when asked what about tourism
education at University. Ann responded: 'You need to tell me about it ." Betty also shared that "I
have no first-hand knowledge of what it (the degree) actually achieves.'' Catherine also said that she
does not know much about tourism degrees, and she does not know what the syllabus is. Frank also

a
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concurred that he does not know \Vhat the content of tourism degree includes: "I have not really come
across them much."
The employers also had limited exposure to tourism graduates. Catherine had worked with graduates,
but not tourism graduates. Her impression of graduates is that they "wanted to run before they could
walk". "Where I have worked a lot of the university students that come in they are very academic, but
they have not perhaps got the skills in a workplace - that comes with time and maturity isn't it?"
(Catherine). Frank also held unfavourable views of tourism students and graduates. He has never met
a tourism graduate, but gets loads of contacts from students doing their dissertations, which has given
him the impression that: '"They really horn�' me with the lack of understanding that their tutors have
got, in the industry and the questions that they arc asking. l stopped seeing them many years ago,
because I have found that they really did not know what they are talking about in aviation tem1s . And
that their tutors rcallv did not know much about the business e ither.'' He also believed that
'"Academia, academics· do not alwavs understand industrv", and further went on to comment "And I
think some of these placement people have sometimes .; funny vie,v of what the industry is ab out."
Mark also talked about the industry - education relationship: ''While I never quite understand why the
academic tourism industry is so separate from the tourism industry. It is completely separate. It is like
a ,vorld in its O\Vn. That I never quite understood, because it seems to me that tourism is essentially
you arc talking about kind of vocational type of study - tourism degree." hldccd, there was little
indication of any co-operation between the industry and the interviewees, with the exception of Kate
who was involved in such a co-operation with a local University . Therefore the views of the
interviewees, it appears, were not based on direct experience. TI1c data suggested that those views
may be based on external factors such as media, government policy in higher education, and the
debate about vocational degrees. The influence of the government policy in higher education on the
views of the employers was suggested by the fact that the interviewees clearly distinguished in their
r
mind between a 'traditiona or a 'vocational' degree.

Perception of Tourism Degrees and the Government Policy in Higher Education

There was a clear difference between employers' views of what a tourism degree should achieve, and
what degrees in general should achieve. 111e expectations of a tourism degree were very specific linked to skills, employability and detailed knowledge of the industry. The employers" ansv,:crs to the
question - 'What do you think a degree in general should achiever were different - they went beyond
the mere vocational aspects of education (see Table 2). The employers believed that a
gcneral/'traditional' degree should contribute to the development of the ' individual' . While tourism
degrees were not expected to contribute in this respect. At the same time the 'training of the mind'
was vvhat was desired for a graduate level position. "If you look at the graduates from Oxford and
Cambridge, they arc not vocational, but companies like to take them because the training of the mind
that they can do things well outside the particular degree specialisation they gave them." (George).
TI1is may indicate that tourism graduates may be less likely to secure a graduate training position
upon graduation compared to ' traditional' graduates. Furthermore, one respondent also commented
that businesses ,vould be basing their selection for a graduate training programme on the status of the
university. The results shov-m in Table 2 may mean that the employers want tourism degrees to be
more vocational, so that students can contribute to entry•lcvel p ositions, but they do not believe that
tourism graduates can contribute much to graduate training or line management positions. However as
shown above employers have had little contact with tourism graduates or degrees, so the reasons for
their perceptions may not be directly linked to the degrees themselves.
The different expectations put to tourism degrees, may be explained with the recent developments in
the government higher education policy - mainly the 50% target for those aged l 8-30 to benefit from
higher education by 20 I O. All of the interviewees welcomed the fact that university education is now
open to everybody. They all supported the fact that if one is of a good intellectual level s/he should be
allowed to study, regardless of their background, "You want the people who have the intellect. and for
whom an intellectual training is going to be beneficial. You want them to get through. whatever
background they come from."
Association for Tourism in Higher Ed11ca1 ion
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But in general they did not support the '50%' Ii George_ commented
that the trend to: "equate
th i s to that has lead to confusion . I think in th�ldcy.structure m the UK
of the O Levels, the GCSEs
and the degree was actually a very clear standard that p_eople understand. I mean
at the end ofthe daY
I think the A level and degree rocess is .::c:lmilc pkr?ce�s . It _is trying to tretch
and dcvcl�;
s
intellect and minds. And acquiri� businessl:
onal s 1 11 s 1s a different part ofthe equation."
Tablel2
A DEGREE SHOULD ACHIEVE
Indi\'idual related attributes
Devel oping a rounded indi\'idual
Developing the mind
Self discoven·
Developing social skills
Deyeloping political views
Developing social independence
Independent thinking
How to annlvil12 vomself
Work related attributes
Prepare them for the 'real world'
Transferable skills
Specialising in a subject
Background infonnation
Degree should be industry based
Teamwork
Degree should be for those who really want it

.

A TOURISM DEGREE SHOULD ACHIEVE
lndh•idual related attributes

Work related attributes
Understanding of how the indusl.ly works
Understanding of the main drivers in tourism
indusl.ly
Planning
Marketing
Every aspect of the tourism industry
Ability to bit tile ground running
Customer motivation
Finance side
History of the industry
Working knowledge of the industcy
Understanding the stages of development in the
marlcet.

Discussion
Empl oyers want tangible vocational benefits or real academic degrees and they believe the current
be
government policy in HE, especially the 50% pledge is not the best solution, but rather it should
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Conclusion

The data indicates a mixed perception of degrees indicating that in the eyes of emplovers there is
indeed a two-tier system. Some interviewees talk of lowering the standards in high�r education,
indicating low recognition of vocational degrees, and tourism degrees in particul ar, while others do
not consider tourism degrees to be sufficiently vocational and geared to the tourism industry. Despite
these trends there is still strong demand for tourism degrees and commitment among students to
pursue a job in their related industry (Petrova 200 1 ), compiling further the possible problems tourism
graduates face upon graduation. Therefore the author can conclude by adding to Hjalager's (2004:32)
suggestion that '·students should be told from the start that there is no such thing as a pre-programmed
'tourism career' "'. Students should also be told that at entry level their potential manager may not
attribute any advantage to their degree, as it is about personality and interpersonal skills. not
qualifications, while graduate lcvcJ jobs may be unattainable, as vocational degrees are at a
disadvantage when competing with highly recognised 'traditional' degrees.
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6 CHAPTER 6: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the analysis and discussion of results from both stages of the
primary research. The results from Stage 1 showed that the perceived value of
tourism degrees is based on a combination of their perceived employment value
and perceived education value. The employment value of tourism degrees was
itself based on ( 1 ) the opportunities for employment in tourism, and (2) the
perceived abilities for employment. Issues regarding the opportunities for
employment in tourism are directly linked to Objective 1 : 'Explore the range of
entry points for tourism graduates in the tourism industry' . The issues related to
the perceived abilities for employment are linked to Obj ective 2 : 'Investigate
whether there is a perceived skills match between the skills and knowledge taught
in tourism degrees, and those required by the tourism industry' , and Objective 3
' Investigate the perceived importance of tourism degrees in securing j obs in
tourism'a.
Opportunities for employment would be either in the form of first jobs available to
tourism graduates upon graduation, or such created by existing links with
universities. Stage 1 results suggested that characteristics of working in tourism,
and selection practices may affect the access to such opportunities. The
opportunity for employment was found to account for views on the employability
of graduates (Harvey et al. , 1 997)
Interviewees j udgement of the tourism graduates' perceived abilities for
employment was based on comparing ' the skills and knowledge requirements' for
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j obs which may be available to graduates upon graduation, and 'the skills and
knowledge expectations' that employers have of tourism graduates.
The perceived educational value of a tourism degree is largely related to
Obj ectives 3 of this study: ' Investigate the perceived importance of tourism
degrees in securing j obs in tourism' and Objective 4: 'Understand the tourism
industry' s perceptions of tourism degrees ' . The Stage 1 results indicated that the
educational value of tourism degrees was based on ( 1 ) interviewees ' personal
background, (2) their educational perspectives, and (3) their perceptions of
quality of tourism degrees.
Stage 1 results suggested that interviewees' personal background may have lead
to direct exposure to tourism degrees. This included their personal lives (relatives
with tourism degrees), career and educational background (whether they
themselves have studied tourism or worked with someone who has). Furthermore,
there appeared to be a potential for a person's own education and career
progression to affect a their view on education in general, and tourism degrees in
particular (e.g. if an employer does not hold a degree, and had reached high
management level, he or she may not value degrees).
Education perspectives were employers' own way of viewing the purpose of
higher education and tourism degrees. Furthermore, views on the purpose of HE,
and how tourism degrees are seen in relation to that, were suggested in Stage 1 to
also affect the perceived educational value of tourism degrees. Perceptions of the
quality of tourism degrees was often found to be linked to their perceptions of
"'
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HE, were often found to be informed by ones ' personal background and education
stance. These links are explored and analysed in detail below.

6.2 Employment value of tourism degrees
6.2.1 Opportunities for employment
Opportunities for employment in tourism were found in Stage 1 to be dependent
upon the following issues:
•

Points of entry - where graduates are expected to start their career in
tourism. A lack of such available jobs in tourism may negatively affect the
perceived value of tourism degrees, even if the academic value of tourism
degrees was perceived positively.

•

Existing links with universities - if an employer has good links with an
university, there may be two potential effects, first, there may be direct
entry points for graduates from those universities in the form of work
placement or graduate training programmes; second, employers will have
direct experience of tourism degrees and graduates. Below, it is
demonstrated that positive experiences are usually associated with positive
perceptions of tourism graduates.

•

Characteristics of working in tourism - such as low pay and seasonal work
may affect graduates ' entry in tourism.

•

Selection procedures and recruitment practices also appeared to affect the
employability of graduates ( and hence the employment value of the
degrees) . For example, if positions are not advertised externally, then that
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would have direct effect on graduates ' abilities to secure jobs in tourism,
regardless of their abilities for employment.

6.2.1.1 Points of entry
Responses indicating the kinds of j obs employers would expect new tourism
graduates to secure upon graduation were discussed in the results of Stage 1
(Chapter 4). All but four of the j obs suggested, were entry level jobs, which would
have been accessible to graduates b efore they had gone on to do their degrees.
Employers also suggested work placements, while at university, as a career start.
Moreover, nearly half of the interviewees in Stage 1 , explicitly referred to the
employers' views that they saw limited opportunities for recent tourism graduates.
There were specific references to the lack of opportunities in airlines and local
authorities, as well as more generally across the tourism industry. With regards to
the public sector specifically, Evans ( 1 993) observed that only a few tourism
graduates take up employment in the public sector of the tourism industry.
According to HESA (2007) 6% of tourism graduates are employed in the public
sector, however the tourism public sector may represent only a proportion of
these. Overall 20% of tourism graduates were employed in ' air transport' , 1 3% in
supporting transports activities such as travel agencies and 7% in recreation or
sports activities (HESA, 2007). These results may suggest that overall (when air
transport, support transport activities, and recreation and sports activities are
included) 40% of graduates are employed in tourism sectors, while a further 1 2%
are in the retail trade and 6% in public administration (HESA, 2007) . In 1 993 ,
Evans found that less than 50% of tourism graduates secure a job in tourism,
while over ten years later, Peoplel st statistics suggest that this percentage is
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currently only 12 % of travel and tourism graduates find jobs in travel or tourism,
compared to 60 % of hospitality students in areas related to their degree (Kent,
200 6). Considering the vocational appeal of tourism degrees, it can be assumed
that a considerable proportion of tourism graduates do not succeed in securing
employment in tourism related sectors or occupations.
Stage 2 found a more positive view of the opportunities for employment of
tourism graduates. A larger proportion of Stage 2 respondents (1 9%) had graduate
training programmes, compared to Stage 1. The questionnaire sample may have
included a bigger proportion of larger organisations, compared to that of the
tourism industry as a whole, which may account for the higher number of
respondents which offer graduate training-ships. Still, consistent with other
studies in the area (McKercher et al. 1995.; Lam et al. 200.1.; Ross 1997 ; Major
and Evans, 200 3 ), graduate training programmes were available in a minority of
organisations.
In the field research there was hardly any mention of other graduate occupations
such as 'modern graduate occupations' or 'new graduate occupations' according
to Elias and Purcell' s (200 3 ) classification, although in Stage 1 Betty did point to
IT as a good area to start ones career. The alternatives available to tourism
graduates were 'niche' graduate occupations and 'non-graduate occupations (Elias
and Purcell, 20 03). 'Niche graduate occupations'

are described as specialist

niches which require HE skills, such as sport and hotel management (Elias and
Purcell, 200 4). Indeed Jenny pointed out that a section manager in a sports club
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may be a goo d startin g point upo n gra du at ion. Th e overwh elm ing majority of
graduates w ere exp ecte d to start in ' non-gr aduate occup ations' i_ Custo mer service
j obs i n touri sm and low grad e adm ini strat iv e j obs ar e th e on es l ikely to fi t this
cat egor y. Stage 2 r esults show ed t hat junior mana ger j ob s were one of th e three
types of jo bs availab le to tou r ism gradu at es u pon graduat ion (30% ). The ot her two
w er e entr y- lev.el cu stomer fac in g, an d entry-l.ev el admini strativ e po sts (60% in
to.tal.). These resul ts are com parabl.e for touri.sm courses acro.ss the UK (BE SA,
2007.) , where 17% wer e i n man.agerial and senior offic ials qu alificatio ns, while
60% wer e in non-graduate occup atio ns such as ad mi nistrative and customer
serv ic e o ccupation s ( see App endix 12). E li as and Purcel l (2003) found that
gra du at es are least lik ely to use their subj ect know led ge and skill s dev elop ed
duri ng th eir degree in n on-gradua te j o bs. T hus it m ay be exp ec ted that tour ism
gra duates ma y not c hoo se to pursu e t hei r c areer in tourism. The o nly o th er
alternative to securi ng jobs in tour ism was if their u niversit ies have established
link s w ith p art icu lar tou rism o r gani sat ions, as these may l ead to som e
opp ortuniti es for employm ent.
6.2.1.2 Existing links with universities and jobs available through
links with universities

Both Stage 1 an d Stage 2 show ed that universiti.es coop er at ing w ith emplo.yers
imp rov ed the opportunities for emp.loym ent in part icular organis at ions. Firstly,

i

Elias and Purcell (2004) identified sales assistants and record clerks as an example of non

graduate jobs, which do not require degrees
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some of the interviewees from Stage 1 referred to past o r present links they have
had with universities. Those links appeared to provide direct points of entry for
students from particular universities. For example, employers who had close
relations with educational institutions would employ students from those
institutions as work placements or as graduate trainees. However, Study 1 results
also suggested that, as a result of tightening profit margins, and the economic
slow down experiences after 11/09/2001, only two of these links were still in
existence.
Stage 2 results showed that university-industry links are more common than
indicated in Stage 1 . Most of respondentsi (69%) of had at some point in time
cooperated with universities teaching tourism. Furthermore 65% have worked
with tourism work placement students, 75 % have worked with a tourism graduate,
and 51 % have employed a tourism graduates. Overall 5 5% of respondents had
positive exposure to tourism degrees, this percentage reaches 61 % for those who
have cooperated with universities at some point in time.
An analysis of Question 1 9 results from Stage 2 (Appendix 11., Table 11 -1 6) show
statistically significant differences between responses from those who have
experience of cooperating with a university delivering tourism degrees, and those
who have not. Showing that those who have cooperated with universities tend to
have also worked with tourism work placement students (Question 19b),
employed tourism graduates (Question 19e), and have worked with a tourism

i

For the purposes of analysing industry's perceptions on the link between universities and the

tourism industry, education providers were excluded from the sample (see Appendix 1 0)
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graduate (Question 1 9df Establishing good links between universities and the
tourism industry thus may be beneficial to tourism graduates opportunities for
employment upon graduation.
Stage 1 suggested that currently there is a lack of good relationship between
higher education institutions and the tourism industry. There were conflicting
views on who is responsible for this, for example, Patricia saw the education
providers to be at fault for failing to establish good working relationship with the
industry, while Stuart expressed the view that employers were the ones not easy to
engage with. The Stage 2 open ended responses also referred to the difficult
relationship between industry and academia (Appendix 6):
There seems to be such a divide benveen education sector and the industry that I
do not know if it will be ever remedied.

Similarly to Stage 1 , Stage 2 respondents held conflicting views on who 1s
responsible. There were two comments on either side of the divide:
Lecturers need more training in the industry as a whole, and also to keep up with
varying trends

While the other one suggested that:
Job sector should become more involved with the education sector to get the
skills requirements right.

Overall, nearly one third of Stage 2 respondents did not believe that there was a
good relationship between tourism degrees and the industry, a further 35% were

i Have lower mean ranks (1 - yes, 2 - no), compared to those who have not.
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i

unsuree. A lack of cooperation between the industry and universities was also
observed in the literature (Woodley and Brennan, 2000) .

6.2.1.3 Recruitment practices
Two key recruitment practices were seen to restrict tourism graduates entry in
tourism careers upon graduation - 'bottom-up careers' and internal recruitment.
The interviewees in Stage 1 often referred to the culture of career progression in
tourism, termed by the author as 'bottom-up careers ' . One of the open-ended
responses to Stage 2 also alluded to bottom-up career practices :
employers will want experience versus qualifications, therefore people will go
into a lesser paid/status job and will be able to work their way up - this is a great
strength of the industry
The industry gives the opportunity to start from the bottom of the career ladder
and rise to the top, regardless of qualifications held. Linked to bottom-up careers
in tourism is the practice of internal recruitment. If internal recruitment and
promotion are part of the recruitment practices in tourism, and if jobs are rarely
advertised externally, then the opportunities for employment would be limited
solely to entry-level jobs. The interviews indicated that, as a result of the
recruitment practices in tourism, such as internal recruitment, tourism graduates
may face barriers to entering work in the tourism industry. The interviewees in
Stage 1 indicated that the j obs available to tourism graduates upon graduation are
largely entry level customer services j obs, where a degree is not a requirement.

i

this percentage reaches 47% for education providers
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This in turn may decrease the employability prospects of tourism graduates, and
hence the perceived employment value of tourism degrees.
Stage 2 results showed that overall 46% of the respondents' j obs were not
advertised at all, this reaches 52% when education providers are excluded from
the sample (Appendix 8), and 65% for the private sector respondents.
Furthermore, nearly a third (32%) of respondents have worked for more than 1 9
years for their current employer.
The questionnaire survey indicated somewhat better career prospects for tourism
graduates, still most j obs available to tourism graduates were entry level non
graduate j obs.
The bottom-up careers structure did suggest however, that non graduate jobs were
seen by employers to provide a good developmental opportunity for graduates,
where they learn how the business is run. Graduates could later use this
knowledge and progress in their career. Nonetheless, if graduates are not able to
secure these entry-level j obs they may not be able to build any career in tourism.
Purcell et al. (2003 : 2) suggest that a "small but significant proportion of
graduates experience difficulties in accessing employment, which makes full use
of their potential". The results from the primary research indicate that a significant
proportion of tourism graduates may experience such problems upon graduation.
Similarly, the national statistics for graduate destinations suggest that around 60%
of tourism graduates will not find graduate level work upon graduation (HESA,
2007).
Entry level non-graduate jobs may not be appealing to tourism graduates as they
may have left university with a considerable student debts which could prove
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d iffi cul t to pay off o n a minimal w ag e (w hich is oft en the salary scal e fo r such
po siti ons). Furtherm or e the touri sm indu stry is w ell kn own for its b ad workin g
cond itio ns (Rile y et al. , 20 02; Sz iv as et al., 20 0 3). Char act eri stics such as low p ay
and unso ciabl e work ing hours wer e referred · to in Stage 1 of this resear ch. T he
Department of Cul ture M edia and Sp or t (DCMS) al so points to the po or
m an agem en t, restri.ctive recruitment practice, l ow rates of pay and unsoc iabl.e
wo.rking ours as l imiti ng the em ploym ent prosp.ects of n ew recruits in the touri sm
ind ustry.
Touri sm graduat es ma y al so face the som etim es diffi cul t experi ence o f bein g
managed b y someon e youn ger who ma y b e l ess qual ifi ed, but more ex perie nc ed.
In man y cases, thi s is som eon e wi th goo d customer servic e skill s, w ho perhaps
l eft school at 1 6 or 1 8 wo uld by the age of 21 be in a l ine- managem ent or
sup erviso ry p osition, often regar dl ess of manage men t abil itie s. The P eoplel st
surv ey show ed that t here is a short age of go od manag ement skill s in touri sm, as
peopl e are b ein g prom oted on the b asi s of op era tional , not managem ent abil ities
(P eopl el st, 2 0 06 ). The foll owing section expl or es, w heth er touri sm emplo yers
saw a m atch b etw een touris m gr ad uates' ab iliti es an d the requirements, fo r th e
kind s o f jo bs availabl e to them within tourism.

6.2.2 Abilities for employment
6.2.2.1 Employers' requirements and expectations

Harv ey (2003) suggest s that there are analytic, comm unicative and perceptual
pro bl ems in id en tifyin g skill s gap s. Holm es (2006) al so argues that ther e is no
an aly tic, m ethodolo gical c onsist ency i n id entifyin g skill s, as skill s ar e perceptual,
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the language of describing them varies, while the methods of identifying them
often include drop-down menus, which may introduce bias through language or
methods and tools used. Holmes (2006) would see studies such as Li and Kivela' s
( 1 998 ) , giving employers a list of skills that they respond to, as a flawed
methodology.

Regardless of views on methodological

consistency, the

inconsistency of requirements based on sector, size of organisation, or indeed if
the respondent is a graduate, pose additional difficulties in identifying skills
requirements (Harvey, 200 3) . Harvey (2003 ) argued that job requirements may be
meaningless, if they are not job specific. Thus, in the primary research, there was
an attempt to gauge whether employers from Stage 1 perceived tourism graduates
to meet the requirements for the kinds of job s available to them upon graduation.
For ease of analysis of Stage 1 and 2 results, the requirements for potential
employees emergent from Stage 1 were grouped in five areas, based on the Sector
Skills council ' s report (P eoplel st, 200 5 ) on recruitment practices in tourismi :
a. Having the right personal attributes
b. Having the right skills set
c. Having the right work experience
d. Having the right knowledge
e. Having the right qualifications
Overall, the right personal attributes and skills were the two groups most often
referred to in Stage I as a requirement to work in tourism (Appendix 6), while

; as shown in Appendix 5
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work experience, knowledge and qualifications generated a much smaller number
of references in Stage 1.
6.2.2.1.1

Having the right personal attributes

During the interview stage, requirements of personal attributes were related to
one's ' personality' , and were grouped together as conceptually similar. A second
group was formed b y requirements such as enthusiasm, dedication and
commitment. Both these groups appeared key when employers recruited for entry
level positions such as Customer Service Agents, Check-in, or Cabin Crew. And
although employers did note that holding a degree does not affect one' s
personality, they felt that having done a tourism degree showed an interest and
commitment to the industry, potentially giving tourism graduates an advantage in
securing a job. Similarly, in Stage 2 the majority of respondents (63 %) agreed that
having done a tourism degree shows commitment to the industry (Question 2 9).
The analysis of the Stage 2 results confirmed the overall importance of personal
attributes to securing a job in tourism (Appendix 6 ). Personal attributes are often
key when deciding to employ graduates (Stubbs and Keeping, 2 002 ), similarly
social or interpersonal skills were found to be the most important skills in hiring
front-office employees (Finegold et al., 2 000 ). Major and Evans (2 003 ) also found
that attitudes, flexibility and adaptability are key in making somebody suitable for
a tourism career, while Wang and Ryan (2 007) claimed that employers seek
friendly and outgoing employees, ab.le to think on ones feet. Busby and Fiedel
(2 00 1 ) suggest that employers tend to be more interested in individual attrib.utes
than the type of the degree when they recruit from an open job market. With
regards to graduates' ability to meet the required personal attributes, 44% of Stage
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2 respondents ( excluding education providers) did not believe that personal
attributes are affected by holding a tourism degree (Question 1 5), implying that
personality characteristics may not be seen as affected by completing a tourism
degree.
6.2.2.1.2

Having the right skills set

Requirements linked to having the right skills generated the highest number of
references in Stage 1 . The skills requ�ed for the two types of entry level jobs those which required degrees, and those which did not, were similar in type
(Appendix 1 1 ). Yet, after taking into account that only three interviewees referred
to entry level jobs which required a degree, it becomes apparent that customer
service and interpersonal skills were quoted as important more often for jobs
which did not require degrees, compared to jobs which did (Appendix 1 1 , Table
1 1 -i 1 5). This underlines the importance of interpersonal and customer service
skills for entry level jobs which do not require degrees. These findings reflect
those of Peacock and Ladkin (2002), Stuart and Knowles (2000) and Baum
( 1 997), who claimed that competencies relating to communication and customer
needs were identified as main areas of deficiency and need of the industry. Baum
( 1 997) also noted that, those attributes are generic to the sector and service
industries in general.
With regards to whether employers perceived tourism graduates to be able to meet
their skills requirements, Stage 1 interviewees expressed an expectation of poor
communication skills from tourism students, and a lack of a contribution of
tourism degrees to the development of customer service skills. Furthermore, in
some instances a tourism degree was perceived as a disadvantage (S ection 4.4.7).
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Some of the interviewees referred to the lack of relevance and business focus of
the degrees, and the fact that the graduates are not home grown. Graduates were
seen to lack grass root experience, and customer service skills. Thus Stage 1
indicated that tourism graduates may be perceived as unable to meet the skill
requirements posed to them.
Stage 2 responses showed more confidence in tourism graduates skills. Skills set
were the second most important requirement for employers in Stage 2 (after
personal attributes). As many as 90% of respondents thought that a tourism degree
improves their ability to meet these requirements (Question 1 5), indicating more
positive view compared to Stage 1 results.
6.2.2.1.3

Having the right knowledge

In Stage 1 there were only three requirements linked to having the right
knowledge for entry level jobs which did not require degrees (Section 4.4.6. 1 ).
There were also requirements of geography, language, IT and background in
travel. Some noted that the in-company training schemes addressed any
knowledge requirements that employers may have. Interestingly, there were no
references to knowledge requirements in entry level j obs which did require
degrees (Appendix 1 1 , Table 1 1 - 1 5). However, they did expect tourism graduates
to hold tourism related knowledge. Thus employers saw a positive impact from
tourism degrees on tourism related knowledge.
Stage 2 respondents ranked 'having the right knowledge' third in importance.
Similarly to Stage 1 (Section 4.4.7), tourism degrees were seen to have made a
positive contribution to graduates having the required knowledge. The results
showed that only 1 2% of employers (excluding education providers) saw that
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there is no impact from having done a tourism degree on having the required
knowledge (Question 1 5). Similarly only 1 3 .2% (excluding education providers)
disagreed with the statement (Question 2 1 ) ' Tourism degrees currently provide
students with a well rounded knowledge of the industry' (further 2 8 .9% were
unsure if that is the case). The results from Stage 2 concurred with those from
Stage 1 - although tourism degrees are seen to provide knowledge of the industry,
they are not seen as important when recruiting. This is comparable with many
employers putting more importance on personal attributes, compared to
knowledge (Stubbs and Keeping, 2002).
6.2.2.1.4

Having the right work experience

In Stage 1 , there were only five references to work experience as a requirement
for entry level jobs (see Appendix 1 1 ). There were no comments suggesting that
employers expect tourism graduates to have the required work experience. In
Stage 2 work experience was ranked by respondents as fourth from the five types
of requirements posed to potential employees. Similarly to results from Stage 1 , a
proportion of Stage 2 respondents (42%) also saw no impact on relevant work
experience from having done a tourism degree (Question 1 5). Work experience is
not a key requirement. but rather it demonstrates experience in customer service
and interpersonal skills (Finegold et al., 2000). Work experience is seen to
contribute to the employment prospects of graduates (Coopers and Lybrand, 1 998;
Cranmer, 2006; Knight, 2002), however the results from this study show that it is
not of key importance to employers. It is for example much less important than
some personality characteristics.
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6.2.2.1.5

Having the right qualifications

In Stage 1, fo r entry level no degree requir ed j obs , the maj ority of interview ees
pointed out th at " a degr ee is not a requir emen t" and " the degr ee s ubj ec t is not
important". Holding a degree was not s een of s ignifi.cance in recru iting by
respondents in Stage 1, even when ex ploring j obs beyond entry- level ex peri ence
and bac kground in th e in dustry was key. F or gr ad uate level j obs w here a degree
w as needed, th e emph as is w as on special is t bus iness stu dies s ubj ects s uch as HR,
accoun ting. There were n o ex plicit referenc es t o tourism degrees bein g per ceiv ed
as the ' rig ht qualific ation '.
H aving the right qualifi cation was th e leas t im por tant requirement in S tage 2 , w ith
a small proportion of res pon dents - 16% ( exc ludin g education pr oviders.) who s aw
no impact from tourism degr ees on having the right qualifications (Q ues tion 1 5 .) .
F urther more nearly half - 44.5% ( ex cluding edu cation p roviders.) of r es pondents
agreed that tourism gr aduates are overq ualified for mos t pos itions av ail able to
th em upon graduation (Q ues tio n 3 0 ), only 22% dis agreed. Indeed 6 0% of touris m
gr aduates do s ecu r e non graduate j obs u pon gr aduation (H ESA, 20 0 7).
Q ualifications or sp ecialis ed know ledge were fo und to b e of little imp or tance,
s upporting Jens en's (2 0 0 1 ) view that ther e is a tendency of not rega rd ing
qualifi cations as impor tant in touris m. T he find in gs suppor t Dal e and Robins on's
(2.0 01) view that tourism d egrees are n ot a prerequis.ite fo r employm ent and
touris.m em ployers often recruit non-graduates who demonstrate th e generic ski.lls
required to wor k in tourism. Th is contradic ts trends in the ec ono my as a whole,
which s ugges t that empl oyers oft en assum.e that gradu ates pres ent t he bes.t in s ki lls
and ab. ilities an d that th ey ar e p r eferable to non- grad uates ( As ton and B ekhradnia,
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2003) . Similarly, 3 0% of Stage 2 respondents felt that in tourism, it is better to
have vocational training than a tourism degree.
6.2.2.1.6

Summary of findings of perceived ability for employment

A number of key themes emerged from the analysis of the perceived abilities for
employment. Personal attributes are the most important requirements posed to
potential employees, having the right personality and being committed were key.
Tourism degrees are not seen to affect the 'right' personality, however, holding a
tourism degree was seen to show commitment. With regards to skills, the types of
skills requirements for entry level jobs are similar regardless of whether they
require degrees or not. Customer service and interpersonal skills are more
important for entry-level jobs which do not require degrees, than those which do.
Stage 1 results suggested that tourism degrees are not seen to develop customer
service skills, however 90% of Stage 2 respondents saw tourism degrees as
positively affecting graduates' skills attributes.
Tourism is a service industry and as such it is dependent on staff s personal,
interpersonal communication and customer service skills. Often in this study
employers shared the assumption that these skills are directly linked to one's
personality and that they can not be trained for. As a result, tourism degrees are
not seen to contribute to graduates having such skills. While tourism degrees are
seen to provide knowledge of the industry, however knowledge is not seen as
important when recruiting, Overall, qualifications were least important for
securing a job in tourism.
With regards to customer service jobs, the findings are similar to Fingold et al.
study (2000) which suggested that social or interpersonal skills were the most
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important skills which dete rm.ine employ ers' cho ice o n whom to hire fo r fro.nt
office pos.itions. F ine gol.d et al. (2000: 504) also foun d that employers s aw thes.e
"far mo.re diffi.cult to b uil.d thro.ugh trainin g t han the skil ls fo r par ticular wo.rk
t as ks o r knowled ge of the industry" . Th e fin dings also confirm E vans' (1993)
vie w that many touris m e mplo ye rs d o no t s ee a tourism degree as a "prerequ is it e
fo r employme nt." Si milarly to the fin dings of th e prim ary res earch, Peacock and
Ladkin (2002) fo und that e mploye rs pl ace transferable, people s kil ls abo ve
tou ris m knowl ed ge, wh ere tourism kno wle dge is just s ee n as a val ue added
(confirm ing B aurn' s 1990 fi ndings ) . I n addit ion, P eaco ck and Ladkin (2002.)
referre d to t ourism compani es preferring relevant experience, co mpared to degree
level qualificatio ns. Brown (20 03) p roposes that qual ific ations may b e
advantageous fo r j obs which require t hem, but can l imi t employme nt
oppo rtun ities for j obs that do not. As to n and Bekh radni a (2003) su gges t that the
growth in serv ice s ecto rs m ay abso rb s ome of the increase in numbers o f
gr aduates, yet the specifi c s kills needed in thes e s ecto rs are no t the ki nds of skills
gaine d in d egree le ve l e ducat ion.
The l iterature su gges ts that th e o verall importance o f the degre e is furthe r
dim.inishin g as a resul t o f the pe rce ive.d overs.uppl.y o f graduates (B ro wn et al.,
2003; Grant, 2002). G rant (20 02) n oted th at the inc reas ing numb er o f graduates
has resulte d in de cre as in g the imp ortance of qualifications in the labou r market,
while fl exib ility, team work and learni ng po tential had becom e more importan t.
Lad kin (2005 : 446 ) states that the o vers upply of to urism degr ees "is furthe r
c ompo unde d by the industry, whi ch too ofte n d oes not rate or recognise touris m
educatio n" .
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6.2.2.2 Conflicting views of tourism degrees
In analysing the results from both stages of the study, a number of contradicting
views emerged:
•

Tourism graduates have good knowledge of the industry versus tourism
graduates have no business awareness;

•

There is no particular advantage of tourism degrees versus tourism degrees
are a good preparation to work in the industry;

•

Tourism graduates are committed to a career in tourism versus tourism
graduates are likely to leave job;

•

Tourism graduates hare strong academically, versus tourism graduates are
weak academically.

Employers were asked in Stage 2 if they agreed that tourism degrees currently
provide students with a well rounded knowledge of the industry (Appendix 5).
The question was based on Stage 1 findings which suggest that knowledge of the
industry was one of the key advantages of tourism degrees. Over half (58%) of
Stage 2 respondents

agreed with this view (Question 2 1 ) . The responses to

Question 26 were also positive - 'Tourism degrees provide good preparation for
working in the tourism industry' showed that 64% of respondents agreed with this
statement. However, Question 33 showed that only 25% thought that tourism
graduates have good business awareness, while over half disagreed (57%). This
presents somewhat contradictory views - good preparation for the industry against
lack of business awareness. This may be because most entry level jobs in tourism
may not require good business awareness, or that employers naturally assume that
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tourism degrees provide rounded knowledge of the industry in general, but it may
not be seen as relevant to them.
Another set of apparently contradictory views was provided by the responses to
Questions 2 1 ,24 and 26 in Stage 2 . The responses to Question 24 raised
considerable concern of the value of tourism degrees, where only half of
respondents - 50%i disagreed with a statement suggesting that there is no
particular advantage from having done a tourism degree, contradicting responses
to Questions 21 and 26 (tourism degrees provide good knowledge, and tourism
degrees are good preparation for work in the industry). With regards to Question
2 1 , if knowledge of the industry is not seem as important, then tourism degrees,
which are seen to develop such knowledge may also be seen of little value. The
responses to Question 26 may relate to a mismatch of the jobs tourism graduates
are seen to be prepared for and the kinds of jobs available to them. In similar
terms to other apparent contradictions, the added advantage of tourism degrees
may not be seen as important to tourism employers. Harvey et al. ( 1 997) also
found that employers' perceptions of the employability of graduates depended on
the jobs available to them, rather than perceived abilities.
Further conflicting views of tourism degrees included the view that tourism
graduates were committed to a career in tourism and the view that one of the
perceived disadvantages of tourism degrees was the tendency of tourism graduates
to leave their jobs. For example, three of the perceived benefits of holding a
tourism degree (emerging from Stage 1 ) - having done a tourism degree shows a
dedication/commitment to the industry, and the perception that graduates have an
interest in the industry, and that graduates have more realistic expectations of
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working in the industry, are all contradicted by the two quotations which referred
to tourism graduates likely to leave their jobs, and two further quotations,
outlining similar concerns of graduates in general. See Figure 6 - 1 below for the
relevant quotes.
Tourism degrees

Hopefully the person is
always better for the learning,
however in some j ob roles a
degree could result in the
person being overqualified
and therefore could easily
become
dissatisfied
with
routine or repetitive work

As a disadvantage, I have
come across it myself when
applying for jobs, I have been
told I am too highly qualified,
I have got A levels so 'too
much experience' or 'too
highly qualified', I have been
told that.

Degrees

But people with degrees did not find it
stimulating enough. We had made
mistakes in the past by talcing people
like that on. And they found it very
difficult to work as a team, because they
were used to working, you know by
their own efforts when they were doing
their studying. They did not find it
stimulating enough, intellectually

they used not to put graduates in,
because they fmd that graduates just get
frustrated, it is not what they are in
business for . . . . They would always be
wary because graduates become fairly
desperate, if they just do reservations
the whole time.

Figure 6-1 : Graduates likely to leave their j obs

A fourth contradiction of views on the benefits and disadvantages of tourism
degrees also appeared in relation to tourism graduates' academic abilities. There
were six quotations from Stage 1 which referred to having graduate level skills
(Figure 6-2 ). These quotes refer to skills associated with completing a degree,
such as being a self-starter (number 1 ), good communicator (number 2 ), and
having good graduate skills (number 2, 3) proof of graduate skills (number 4), and
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awareness (number 5). However, there were also numerous references to poor
academic value of tourism degrees and academic skills of tourism graduates.
1. Yes, the benefit from tourism graduate to employer would be that you would know
their level of abilit;y to undertake certain tasks. You would know that th ey have got a
level of literacy and numeracy, because othe-rwise you aren 't going to do a degree, are
you. You have got a level of literacy and numeracy is adequate, more than adequate
for the job, for any job. You also know you have got somebody who is a self-starter, a
self-motivator, because when you do a degree you have got to be very motivated to do
the things yourself. (. . .) with degrees you have got a bit offlexibilit;y. You have got to
manage your own time, so to get a good level, a good qualification at degree level
means you have put the time and effort in, you have managed yourself, you have
managed your time, and in lots of cases you have also funded yourself as well to get
yourself through university and qualification.
2. But you know they also come in with sort of skills that they have needed to get into
that course in the first place - they are normally very good communicators, verbally
written. You know th ey have analytical skills because the course to get on to it and to
succeed in it has demanded that th ey do approach things analytically.
3. I think analytical skills, (. . .) presumably the types ofjobs that a travel and tourism
(graduate) might be getting, might involve(. . .) going into an environment they are not
familiar with, and analysing what are the issues and what needs to be done. So I
suppose an analytical mind really will enable you to digest a lot of information from
different sources. So quite a strategic mind I think, as well as just being able to do the
tactical things, but being able to absorb the bigger picture, and have a sense of
direction, and be clear about objectives really.
4. Anybody that gets to graduation, you either get into the course, you are probably
selectedfor the course because you have got some of those skills in the first place, and
on graduation you have honed them. And the people who have dropped out, probably
did not have the skills, they were in the wrong course anyway
5. What are the benefits ? Partly as I said before the main benefits are - it is an
indication that you want people to have certain skill level and awareness
Figure 6-2 : Typical quotations referring to academic skills as an advantage of tourism
degrees
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The responses to the following questions i from Stage 2 were indicative of some
employers' views of the lack of academic credentials of tourism graduates and
tourism degrees:
•

Question 22: ' It is easy to get a tourism degree' - 40% of respondents
agreed and a further 3 7% were unsure if it is easy to get a tourism degree.

•

Question 23a: nearly one quarter (25%) did not think that tourism graduates
are strong academically and a further 5 1 % were unsure.

•

Question 3 3 : 'Tourism graduates have good business awareness' saw 1 8%
disagreeing and 57% unsure, suggesting that majority of employers are not
convinced that tourism graduates have good business awareness.

•

Question 3 5 : 2 1 % agreed that employers prefer to employ non tourism
graduates in graduate positions, with 53% being unsure.

Similar contradictions are found in the literature where Baum et al. (1 997) suggest
that tourism employers found tourism graduates to perform ' generally better' in
their jobs, while Cranmer (2006) observed that graduates employers are more
satisfied with graduates from universities which have higher A-level requirements
(from elite institutions), which exclude the majority of tourism graduates (Busby
et al., 1 997; Morgan, 2004; Stuart-Hoyle, 2003). These results suggest that a

significant minority of respondents question tourism graduates' academic
credentials, with about half of respondents being unsure of the academic

i

excluding education provide�s
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credentials of tourism graduates. This suggests that tourism graduates may face
difficulties in securing graduate level occupations upon graduation.
Further to the contradictions in employers' views of the benefits and
disadvantages of tourism degrees, the results from Stages 1 and 2 indicated that
there is a lack of certainty amongst a significant proportion of employers as to
what a tourism degree involves. This was apparent in answers from the interview
stage such as 'you need to tell me about it' and that around 50% of respondents
consistently

chose 'neither agree or disagree' to statements addressing the

benefits and disadvantages of tourism degrees. Such lack of certainty was shown
in the interview stage to be sometimes as a result of interviewees being reluctant
to generalise, while in most cases it was due to the lack of real experience or
knowledge of what a degree involves. A way of breaking down such perceptions
is to expand cooperation opportunities between tourism degrees and the tourism
industry. The findings from both Stages 1 and 2 suggested that a link exists
between an employer having a history of cooperating with universities and of her
having experiences of working with or employing graduates (see below) .
Stage 1 findings pointed to tow key areas which inform the way tourism degrees
are viewed, firstly, the employment value of tourism degrees, discussed above,
and secondly, the academic value of tourism degrees. Having explored the
perceived employment value of tourism degrees, the discussion and analysis will
now move on to the perceived education value of tourism degrees.

Having

explored the perceived employment value of tourism degrees, the discussion and
analysis will now move on to the perceived educational value of tourism degrees.
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6.3 Educational value of tourism degrees
The Stage 1 results showed that, employers' perceptions of the value of tourism
degrees were intertwined with their perceptions of degrees and HE in general. For
example, where employers displayed perceptions of oversupply of degrees and
diluted academic standards, these appeared to reflect on the particular way
employers perceived the quality of tourism degrees. Stage 1 findings pointed to
two key areas which inform the way tourism degrees are viewed. Firstly, the
employment value of tourism degrees (discussed above), and secondly the
education value of tourism degrees.

6.3.1 Diluting academic standards
In relation to the theme of diluting academic standards, a considerable number of
Stage 1 interviewees shared the following concerns. First, there appeared to be a
clear link between perceptions of oversupply of degrees and the view that in
recent years the value of the degree has been diluted. Stage 1 participants felt that
the oversupply of degrees has resulted in studying for a degree becoming just 'a
thing to do' , which meant that less motivated and less able students took up
degrees, leading to the devaluing of the degree.
These views were reflected in Stage 2 results - 60% disagreed with Question 41
'There is a need for 5 0% of the population to go to university' (23% were unsure),
suggesting that the maj ority of employers do not agree with the Government' s
5 0% target, furthermore 65% felt that there is an oversupply of graduates ( only
5% disagreed). Evans ( 1 993) also suggested, as early as 1 993 that the supply of
graduates is outstripping demand. A Spearman' s correlation test was conducted
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between Question 41 'The expansion of university education has increased the
value of the degree' and the Lickert scale questions related to the issues outlined
above (see Appendix 1 1 , Table 1 1 - 1). A Spearman' s correlation test showed that
the views that academic standards are being diluted (those who disagreed with
Question 4 1 ) were correlated to the following views:
•

Universities should not be accessible to all (Question 3 8)

•

Not every one is cut out for a degree (Question 3 8)

•

Degrees are now just ' a thing to do' (Question 3 9)

•

There is an oversupply of graduates (Question 44)

•

There is no need for 50% of young people to go to university (Question
5 0)

The strongest correlation is between Question 4 1 and Question 44 with
Correlation Coefficient of 0.4i.
Stage 1 interviewees indicated that perception of oversupply of graduates, and of
devaluing the degree, reflect unfavourably on their views of tourism degrees
specifically. Some interviewees from Stage 1 were aware that tourism degrees are
cheap to run and attractive to students, and were adopted primarily by new
universities. Indeed the majority of tourism degrees are taught at such universities
(Busby, 200 1 ) . Such views in Stage 1 were linked to negative perceptions of the
academic value of tourism degrees, confirming Airey' s ( 1 997) view that there is a
suspicion of the academic rigour of tourism programmes. The interviewees would

i

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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either explicitly or implicitly point to a link between recent developments in
higher education, and perceptions of tourism degrees.
Similarly, 41 % of Stage 2 participants held the view that there is an oversupply of
tourism graduates, with a further 49% being undecided, while a higher proportion
of respondents agreed that ' currently there is an oversupply of graduates - 65%,
with 30% undecided. This suggests that a significant proportion of Stage 2
respondents were of the view that there is currently an oversupply of graduates in
general, and tourism graduates in particular.
The link between views of oversupply, of both degrees in general, and tourism
degrees in particular, and views that the value of the degree has been diluted was
very clearly shown in Stage 2 results. The following 4 views were strongly
correlated with each other (Appendix 1 1 , Table 1 1 -3):
•

There is an oversupply of tourism degrees (Question 28);

•

The expansion of HE has diluted academic standards (Question 4 1 ) ;

•

There is a need for 50% of young people to go to university (Question 42);

•

There is an oversupply of graduates (Question 44).

Thus both Stage 1 and Stage 2 results suggest that the negative views of
development in HE in general are closely linked to views of oversupply of
tourism degrees. The oversupply of tourism graduates, and degrees in general,
was raised as a point of concern by both the public and private sector in Stage 1 ,
and i s well documented in the literature (Brown et al. 2003; Lee-Ross 1 999).
Similarly to perceptions of HE, in general, the perception of oversupply of
tourism degrees was also linked to views of diluting academic standards of
tourism degrees. A proportion (24%) held the view that tourism graduates are
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weak academically (Question 23), and 40% of respondents agreed that it is easy to
get a tourism degree (Question 22).
A Spearman' s correlation test of Stage 2 results between Question 28 (there is an
oversupply of tourism degrees) and the Part 3 questions (2 1 -3 5) which addressed
perceptions of tourism degrees, show that there is a statistical correlation between
the view that there is an oversupply of tourism degrees (Question 28) and the
following views (Appendix 1 1 , Table 1 1 -3 ) :
•

Tourism degrees do not provide a well rounded knowledge of the industry
(Question 2 1 );

•

It is easy to get a tourism degree (Question 22);

•

There is no advantage to having done a tourism degree (Question 24);

•

Most tourism degrees are taught at former polytechnics (Question 25);

•

Tourism graduates are overqualified for most positions available to them
upon graduation (Question 30);

•

Tourism graduates have unrealistic expectations of the tourism industry
(Question 3 1 );

•

Employers prefer to employ non-tourism graduates in graduates position
(Question 3 5).

Stage 1 participants suggested that their perceptions of oversupply of tourism
degrees were linked to current changes in HE and the transformation of former
polytechnics into universities in the 1 990s. Some shared the view that the
expansion of higher education has led to a larger proportion of students with lower
grades entering HE. They expected that such students would be accepted in newer
universities. In Stage 1 , the oversupply of tourism graduates was seen to result in
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stu den ts with lesser academic abi lities b eing acc ep ted on t ourism degr ee courses,
which in i tself is asso ci ated w ith touri sm degre es being p erceived as an easier,
fun, thin g to do. B aum et al. (199 7) po inted that this h as in deed hap pen ed in
tourism degr ees, where the decrease in ap plican t to p laces ratio ( less students
comp etin g fo r a p la ce on a touri sm d egree cours e) has resu lted in l ower
recru itment stand a r ds, co mpared to o ther vo ca tional courses such as busi ness.
Thu s, view s of o ver sup ply of tourism degrees, and associatin g tourism degr ees
w ith fo rm er p oly technics, in Stage 1, were link ed w ith a te nd en cy to hol d n ega tive
v iew s o f academ ic crede ntial s o f touri sm degrees and gr adu a tes, an d of th eir
emp loym ent credentials. A key find ing o f S tag e 1 w a s the link betw een n ega tiv e
p ercep tions o f chan ges in H E, namely th e increased numb er o f gr adua tes and
dilut ing academic stand ards, an d assoc iating these changes with the e mergen ce of
to uri sm degrees. Stage 1 su ggested th at emp lo y ers wou ld in particular associate
tou ri sm degrees with form er p olytechnics, an d mak e criti cal comm en ts about the
qu ality of touri sm degrees and tourism stu dents. S tag e 2 results show ed that
ov eral l, 5 8% o f r espo ndents tho ugh t tha t mo st universiti es that teach to ur ism are
former po lytechnics, wi th o nly 10% d isagr eein g. Resul ts from Stag e 2, echoe d
som e of the views from Stage 1 that tou ri sm degrees are ' ea sier degrees' (40%),
and raised conc ern s th at so me o f th e stud ents accepted o nto tou rism co ur ses may
be w eaker a ca demic all y (24% ).
A Spe arman's corr el at io n test of St age 2 resu lts showed that there is a mod er a te
correlation (Ap pendix 11, Ta ble 4 ) b etwe en asso ciating to urism degr ees with
form er p olytechni cs (Questio n 25) , and the fo llo wing s tatemen ts related to
touri sm degrees:
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•

tourism degrees are seen as easy (Question 22);

•

tourism students are not seen as being strong academically (Question 23 );

•

there is no advantage in tourism degrees (Question 24);

•

there is an oversupply of tourism graduates (Question 28);

•

tourism graduates are overqualified (Question 3 0) ;

•

employers prefer non tourism graduates in graduate positions (Question
3 5) .

In both stages 1 and 2, the perceived link between the oversupply of graduates and
the transformation of former polytechnics to universities, appeared to be key to
unfavourable perceptions of tourism degrees.
The literature review showed a changing HE, where the expansion of HE has
changed the perceptions of the university as an elite institution (Brew 2006). Duke
(2003) and Tench (200 1 ) pointed that new universities are seen as inadequate.
Results from this thesis reflected such views, tourism degrees were associated
with new universities and tourism graduates were seen as less academic.
This thesis indicates that graduates, from tourism courses and new universities
may be perceived as weaker academically and less competitive in the labour
market, compared to 'traditional' graduates (graduates from old universities and
established subject areas). Observations that high calibre students tent to enrol to
old universities, higher up league tables were also noted by Wickens and Forbes
(2005). Airey (2004) does refer to the perceptions that sometimes exist that
tourism degrees are easy and that they easily lend themselves to the label ' Mickey
mouse degree' .
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This thesi.s fo und that som e to.urism emp lo.yers may p refe.r gra duat es from e li te
i nsti tutio.ns when recrui ti ng graduate trai. nees. Bro.wn et al. (2003: 2 ) describ.es
thi.s as job s b eing assigned to " soc.ial elites with app rop riate cu ltural cap.ital", and
sees ind ivi dual' s empl oyability b ei ng affected, not only by indiv idual'.s att ributes
b ut also on the emp lo. yabi li ty of oth ers. Thi s thesi.s i ndi cates that th e l ack of
recogniti on of tou ri sm degrees (B aum, 1 995; Tho mas and L on g, 200 1 .) m ay b e
exp lai ned b y emp loyers associatin g touri sm degrees wi th form er p olyt echni cs. A
numbe r of au thor s i n gra du ate employabi lit y ( Pi tch er and Pu rc ell, 1998; Woodley
an d Bren nan, 2000), an d i n tou rism highe r edu cati on ( Stuar t, 2 0 01; Baum, 1995;
Thom as and Long, 2001) a lso fou nd tha t e mp loyers n ot only p refe r gradu at es
from older u ni versi ti es, b ut also hold p reju di ces of p ost-92 i ns tituti ons.
Th es e findi ngs s ugg est th at t radi tiona l universiti es ar e enj oying an eli te status,
whil e new u ni versi ti es s uffer from p ercei ved defi ci enci es. Thus i t can b e argu ed,
the p oliti cal agenda b ehi nd th e expan si on of H E - gi vi ng oppo rtuni ti es to a wid er
secti on of soci et y (B rew 200 6; Wi lliams an d Ligh t 1999.) app ea rs to b e fail ing.
I ndeed the HM T reasu ry (2004) exp lici.tly s tates th at educ ation should enab le all
to b enefi.t fro m the g lobal ec.on om y, regar dless of th ei r b ackground or s ocial
status. How ever in Ju ly 200 7, the G uardian pub lished figures from th e HE
St atisti cs A gency sug gesti ng that state p upi ls still struggle to acc ess t op
unive rsiti es (M eikle 2007), an d that students fro m elite b ackgrounds hav e b etter
acc ess to eli te unive rsit ies. Thu s students who m ay not b e from eli te b ackg rou nds
and who enrol in a po st 1992 u ni vers it y m ay b e at a dis adv antage i n th e lab our
market. Ai rey ( 200 5 ) an d Stuart- Hoyle (2 00 3) sug gest that onl y 14% of
universit ies p rovi di ng touri sm degr ees ha d univ ers ity status b efo re 1 992. Th us th e
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links em ployers make b etween tourism degr ees and form er polytechnics are
largely accu.rate. H owev er, the implication s fro m this link, may be further
compound ed b y oth er issues such as those d iscussed above in relation to the
emp.loym ent value of touri sm degr ees ( Section 6.2) .

6.3.2 Personal background
The di scu ssion ab ov e showed emp loy er s' p er cept ion s o f t he academic and
em ploy m ent va lue of touri sm degree. T he link b etween emp loy ers' b ackgroun ds
and their p er cep tion s of tourism degrees, are explor ed here. Managers' own
edu catio nal levels were seen in Stage 1 to refl ect in the way tourism degrees ar e
p er ceived. Suggestions fr om the literature that if managers are less educated th ey
w ill b e l ess lik ely to put val ue i n H E qualifi cati ons (P eaco ck an d L adkin 2002 ),
were co nfirm ed in Stage 1 of this study. Man agers wh o did no t hold a degree,
w ere usu all y self m ade - hav e achi ev ed career su ccess without t he b enefi t o f a
d egr ee, and thu s though t a degree was no t necessary, o r of a particular v alue.
Som e in terv ie wees with degr ees, did also al lu de to ob servin g similar v iew s by
th ei r p eers wh o did not hav e degrees. H ow ever, Stage 2 results did not co nfirm
such a link b etween manag ers' education and their v iews (Ap pendix 1 1 , T abl e 1 17). Of the 1 7 q uestion s in Part 3 o f the qu estionnai re, only the respo nses to
Q uestio n 3 4 show ed statistically signifi cant differences between respo ns es of
gr aduat es an d n on gr adu ates. Con sideri ng th e numb er of q uestio ns in thi s part o f
the q uestionn aire, thi.s result is too insignifi cant to p oint to differen t perceptions o f
touri sm degrees b etw een gr aduates and n on-gradua tes emp loy ers.
H ow ever, a s ignifi cant difference of p ercep tions o f tourism degrees exi sted
b etween tho se gr aduat es, who h eld touri sm related degrees, an d tho se who did
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not. A Mann-Whitney test of responses according to whether a respondent has a
tourism related degree (Appendix 1 1 Table 1 1 -9) showed that tourism graduates
scored consistently lower ( 1 =strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree) in positively
worded questions in Part 3 of the questionnaire (Questions 2 1 , 23 , 3 2), and had a
higher mean score in negatively worded questions (Questions 30, 3 5) . Those
results were statistically significant at p<0.05. This indicates that tourism
graduates held more favourable views about both the academic and the
employment value of tourism degrees.
Stage 1 responses suggested that one ' s career and personal history may reflect on
interviewees perceptions of tourism degree. As discussed above, one kind of
expenence is holding a tourism degree, which appeared to link with a more
favourable views of tourism degrees. Other types of experiences of tourism
degrees appeared limited in Stage 1 . Only Wendy had worked with tourism
graduates, Nicole and Oscar were tourism graduates themselves, Patricia had
experience of tourism degrees, through her sibling, who was a tourism graduate,
and had build her views of tourism degrees, based on that. With the exception of
Katy and Uma, there was little indication of any co-operation between the
industry and the universities teaching tourism. Interestingly Stage l indicated that
in some cases employers' views of tourism degrees and tourism graduates'
attributes were formed either with limited exposure to tourism degrees or in some
cases despite a positive exposure to tourism degrees (section 4.3 . 1 .2).
Stage 2, however, showed a much clearer difference between respondents'
perceptions of tourism degrees, based on their exposure. For the purpose of
analysis, negative and mixed exposure respondents (Question 1 9) were grouped
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together and compared to those with positive experiences. Stage 2 results showed
the exposure of tourism degrees and graduates was predominantly positive (60%),
and those respondents with positive exposure had consistently lower scores to Part
3 of the questionnaire, and higher scores in negatively worded questions,
indicating more positive views to tourism degrees, compared to those who had
negative or mixed exposure of tourism degrees (Appendix 11 , Table: 11-13).
Similar findings were observed by Brindley and Ritchie's (2000) who looked at
changes in perception by tourism managers of tourism students at the end of their
work experience scheme. Their study suggested that employers have a more
favourable perception of graduates at the end of their work placement, supporting
one of the findings of this study which suggests that positive exposure to tourism
degrees is linked to positive expectations and views of tourism graduates.

6.3.3 Educational perspectives and the purpose of tourism degrees
The differences in perceptions of quality of tourism degrees were also reflected in
the differences in perceptions of the purpose of tourism degrees and degrees in
general. In Stage 1 , a clear difference emerged in the way the purpose of tourism
degrees is perceived compared to degrees in general. When asked what they think
a tourism degree should achieve, the answers showed that tourism degrees should
cater for vocational skills and sector-specific knowledge, while graduate/higher
level skills were seen as key for degrees in general. The expectations of tourism
degrees were mainly linked to knowledge and experience specific to the tourism
industry, while the purpose of ' a degree' was linked to developing of the mind,
the individual and academic, analytical skills - a more 'traditional' view of HE
(Appendix 12). This was consistent with the perceptions that most tourism
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degrees are taught at former polytechnics (see Section 6.3.1. above), and therefore
that tourism graduates compare unfavourably to those from older universities
(Baum, 1 995 ; Stuart, 2001; Thomas and Long, 200 1 ). This pointed to a two-tier
perception of university degree level education, where graduates from new
universities may be at a disadvantage in the labour market. As a consequence,
tourism graduates may be less likely to secure a graduate training position in the
tourism industry, upon graduation, compared to 'traditional' graduates, George' s
view clearly demonstrates this:
I fyou look at the graduates from Oxford and Cambridge, they are not vocational,
but companies like to take them because the training of the mind that they can do
things well outside the particular degree specialisation they gave them.

Similar results were generated in Stage 2 - a larger proportion of respondents 83%
(compared to 74%) saw the purpose of a degree to stretch intellects and minds,
compared to tourism degreesi (Appendix 8). With 30% of employers strongly
agreeing with the statement (Question 4 7) 'Tohe purpose of a degree is to stretch
intellects and minds' , compared to 1 0% with regards to the purpose of tourism
degrees (Table 6-1 ). Furthermore there was only 1 % which disagreed with this
statement regarding degrees, compared to 7% regarding tourism degrees.
When ' strongly agree ' and ' agree' responses are grouped together, as well as the
' strongly disagree' and ' disagree' . It appears that the maj ority of employers have a
'educationalist' view of tourism degrees and degrees in general, however fewer
employers see the purpose of tourism degrees as ' stretching intellects and minds',
compared to degrees in general.

i

excluding education providers
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Table 6-1 : Comparison of views of the purpose of degrees in general and tourism degrees

Purpose

Overall agreement

'strongly agree' responses

Tourism

Tourism

Degrees

degrees
Develop

Degrees

degrees

intellects 74%

83 %

10 %

30%

a 92%

55%

30%

1 2%

and minds
Develop

for

career

The vocational focus of tourism degrees is quite apparent with 9 1 % agreeing that
'The purpose of a tourism degree should be to give the groundwork to prepare
somebody to come into a career in tourism' , compared to 74% agreeing to 'The
purpose of a degree should be to prepare somebody to come into a particular
career. ' The results show that employers see tourism degrees as more vocational
in purpose, while the academic development is of less importance to them.
Employers appear to have generally liberal views of the purpose of HE, which
aims at ' intrinsically valued ends' (Lewis, 1 994), while they have expectations of
vocational outcomes of tourism HE.

6.4 Summary of Chapter 6
This thesis suggests that there were limited number in both traditional and new
graduate jobs (Purcell et al., 2004) in tourism. Thus tourism graduates would be
likely to be employed in jobs which do not take advantage of their abilities and
qualifications. This trend is observed also by Mora et al. (2007) and Smith (2005).
Furthermore, the results indicated that employers felt there is currently an
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oversupp ly of gra duates. A co. ns.equen ce of the ov ersuppl y of gradua tes, is t hat
gra duates are no.t abl e to secure th e t ra dit ional fast- track opportunities an d thu s fi ll
job.s previou sly fil led by no n-gr aduat es (Jam eso n an d Ho.lden 2 0 0 0; L ee-Ro.ss
1999). Where su ch fast- tra ck opportun iti es exi.st, t he pe rcei.ved ov ersuppl.y of
graduat es, resu ltin g fro.m t he expansio.n of high er edu cat ion an d the growth in
to urism grad ua te nu mb er s ma y make i t a diffi cu lt task to secure a place on a
gradua te trainin g sch eme. Furthermo re, th is th esis foun d that for a numb er of
manager s, tourism gra dua tes are seen as l ess cap abl e, whil e th eir d egre es w er e no t
seen to pro vid e the cha llenge and dev elopm en tal opportunit y a degr ee sho uld
p ro vid e. So me of the interv iew ees directly expres sed th e vi ew tha t they wou ld
p refe r to emp loy graduat es from traditio nal univers ities in grad uat e train ing
po sition s, wi thi n their co mpany. Such a t en den cy to choo se candi dates o n the
basi s of the st at us of the in stitu tio n has b een ob.served by o ther autho.rs (Harv ey,
2003). F urthermo re, i t is argu ed th at vo.cationa l edu cat io n has lesser long-term
u sefuln ess, an d emp loyers are more interested i n imm ed iat e return s (Lewi s, 1 994).
Ther e wa s no ev idence fro.m t he in terviews of grad.uates ' growing ' th eir j obs (if
th ese w ere formal ly fil led by no n graduat es) , som ething tha t Harv ey (2003) saw
a s a comp en sa tin g fa ctor for th e un deremp loym en t of gradu ates. For graduates
who s ecur e employm ent in non-gra duate o ccup atio ns, th e career pro mo tio n
opportuniti.es which exi.sted when the touri sm industry was boo min g no lon ger
ex.ist. No.w is the tim e for m ergers, redu cin g s taff numb ers, flat teni.ng o f
o rgan isa tional str uctur es ( Busb.y, 200 1 ) a nd co.mp.eti ng in a m ark et w ith tight
profit mar gins. Thu s emplo.yers are mo.re i nterest ed in r ea dy-tra ined emp.lo y ees,
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and see three years spent in a university course, where graduates leave without the
relevant hands on experience and cu stomer service skills as a wasted resource.
Despite the abovementioned obstacles to tourism graduates' career prospects,
there are also a number of perceived benefits of tourism degrees. As much as 62 %
of Stage 2 respondents thought that tourism degrees provide good preparation for
working in tourism (Question 26 ), and 55% agreed that compared to other
graduates, tourism graduates are better prepared to work in the industry (Question
3 2). This su ggested a more positive view of the benefits of tourism degrees, to
that showed in Stage 1 . Nonetheless, most of these benefits, such as knowledge of
the industry are not seen as important in the labour market. Harvey (2 003) also
notes that employers in general do not require subject specific knowledge, for
graduate level j obs:
"they want intelligent, rounded people who have a depth of understanding, can
apply themselves, take responsibility and develop their role in the organisation."
(Harvey, 2003: 5).
Other benefits such as dedication and commitment appeared of clear benefit when
securing a job in tourism both from Stage 1 and 2 results. Due to the reputed poor
working conditions in tourism, working in the industry is sometimes seen as a
vocation as the travel, variety and glamour associated with tourism careers is
sometimes seen to compensate the relatively low pay and long hours (Riley et al.,
2002.; Szivas et al. , 2003). As such, dedication and commitment to the industry,
fits within such work ethos. Committing three or four years to a degree in the area
of tourism appears to show such dedication and is perceived favourably by
employers. Dedication and commitment however, did not feature as prominently
as a job requirement, compared to having the right personality. If only the

I
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graduates ar e al so seen to hav e the right perso nality and ski lls the re coul d be l ittl e
diffic ul ty in them securin g th e w idely avail abl e en try- lev el c us to mer servic e j ob s.
These j o bs ( be it admin istrat ive o r c ustom er servic e job s) , woul d not requ ire a
deg ree and the "t ra di tional hig h l ev el academic abil it y o f analy si s, refl ect io n,
c ritiq ue and synthesis" (H arv ey, 2003.: 5). As Kate fro m S tag e 1 of this res earc h
no ted, she w ante d th e wo rk pl ac em ent stu dent s follo w h er instructio ns, no t to
question o r u nderstan d the reaso ns behi nd them. O thers such as F ran k, clai m ed
that w hat is requi red fo r the entry l evel jo bs is tr ai ned for in- ho us e. In cases where
recrui tm ent related co sts ar e high (high staff turno ver) , graduat es are seen as a
po ssib le co st as th ey m ay ge t bo red and leav e such j ob s.
So w hat i s th e perc eiv ed v al ue of to urism degr ees? Th e v al ue is in the dedicatio n,
com mi tm ent and kn owl edge of the indust r y. Ho w ev er, there are fe w and
apparentl y al mos t inac cessi bl e entry-l ev el gra dua te job s, whil e th e no n graduate
j ob s require skill s an d person al ity attrib utes no t often associated w ith degrees. The
resul ts al so sho w ed a cl ear link b etw een vi ews o n HE, incl udi ng o versupply of
d egrees and wi dening partic ip atio n, an d the w ay the v alue of tour ism degr ees is
p erc eive d.
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7 CHAPTER 7 : CONCLUSION
7.1 Introduction
Chapter 7 draws on the key findings of this research and considers their
implications. This is then followed by a discussion of the contribution to
knowledge, the limitations of the primary research, and recommendations for
future research.

7.2 Research objectives
The overall purpose of this study was to explore the perceived value of tourism
degrees on behalf of tourism employers. The obj ectives of this study were as
follows:
a)

To explore the range of entry points for tourism graduates in the tourism

industry
b)

To investigate whether there is a perceived match between the skills and

knowledge taught at university, and those required by the industry;
c)

To investigate the perceived importance of tourism degrees in securing

j obs in tourism;
d)

To understand the tourism industry' s perceptions of tourism degrees

7 .3 Recap of key literature
The literature review first positioned the topic of investigation within the context
of economic changes and their impact on HE policy in the UK. It examined the
impact on graduates' employment prospects and the graduate labour markets.
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Changes in this market have given rise to 'new graduate occupations' , and
decreased the likelihood of securing traditional graduate jobs and of a stable
career (Baum, 1 995). These trends led to claims of a diminishing of the value of
the tourism degree (Morgan, 2004).
The literature review then focused specifically on the tourism industry.
Productivity of the tourism industry is lower than key competitors such as France
and the USA, yet the increasing number of tourism degrees (the provision of
which was intended to respond to these challenges) has led to employers
questioning the value of tourism degrees (Ammoa and Baum, 1 997; Thomas and
Long, 200 1 ; Baum, 1 995). The diversity of the tourism industry and the broad
nature of the degree provision (Younell, 1 998) has also contributed to such views.
The importance of tourism as a major employer in the service economy, and the
vocational element of tourism higher education, were seen to necessitate the
examination of the relationship between the tourism industry and education
(Ladkin, 2005).
With regards to the tourism industry, its diversity presents difficulties in
establishing tourism industry needs. Requirements may vary according to the
kinds of j obs available to tourism graduates. Ladkin (2005) discusses in detail the
difficulties in identifying j ob requirements for specific job occupations in tourism.
This is firstly due to the size and diversity of the industry, it is not recognised as a
single entity in the standard industrial classification, the tourism industry sectors
overlap and have strong links, there is an inherent difficulty in trying to define
tourism, in addition to a diversity of levels of organisation and in job
classifications (Ladkin, 2005). Although studies such as that of Churchward and
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Riley (2002) looked to classify tourism occupations, it did not explore specifically
the types of occupations that tourism graduates are expected to enter upon
graduation.
The literature review then continued with a discussion of the tourism industry' s
characteristics - including recruitment practices. Barriers to employment may be
presented in the form of lack of a degree culture (Peacock and Ladkin, 2002), and
the smaller proportion of degree educated managers in tourism (DfES, 2002).
The author reviewed the literature around tourism higher education developments.
These were a reflection of HE developments, in particular the expansion of
tourism degrees (Dale and Robinson, 200 1 ). The link between tourism degrees
and ' new' universities was explored (Stuart-Hoyle, 2003 ; Morgan, 2004; Busby
et al., 1 999). It was suggested that these developments may influence employers'
perceptions of tourism degrees. This discussion was then followed by a review of
the nature and range of tourism degrees. In particular the existence of both
' academicist' and 'vocational ' degrees (Botteril and Tribe, 2000), or some along
this continuum (Stuart-Hoyle, 2003). The deb ate surrounding the pros and cons of
standardising tourism curriculum were also examined (Airey and Johnson, 1 999;
Tribe, 2004; Busby and Fiedel, 200 1 ) .
The literature review concluded with a review o f the literature surrounding
tourism graduates' employability - such as the importance of tourism degrees to
one' s career (Roberts, 2006), and the importance of vocational relevance and
intellectual attributes (Knight, 2002; Pitcher and Purcell, 1 998). Perceptions of the
tourism industry that tourism degrees do not reflect its requirements (Busby,
200 1 ; Kent, 2006; Stuart, 2002), and the link between tourism industry and
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universities teaching tourism were also reviewed (Stuart, 2002; Busby and Fiedel,
200 1 ). The literature review concluded with an investigation of the relationship
between tourism degree courses and employment. It reviewed the intrinsic and
extrinsic value of HE in general (Boack and Coolican, 200 1 ; Hackett, 200 1 ;
Williams, 1 98 5)\ and examined the types o f tourism courses, and the employment
relationship between the tourism industry and theses courses (Tribe, 2002b;
Stuart-Hoyle, 2003 ; Brennan, 1 984, Busby, 200 1 ).
Airey quotes several researchers about the needs of the industry such as Airey and
Nightingale ( 1 98 1 ) who analysed occupations, career profiles and knowledge,
Parsons ( 1 987) analysed j obs in tourism. Thus there appear to be a number studies
on the particular needs of the industry and although some of them look at mapping
occupational j ob titles and some look at the needs of employers. It does not appear
that anyone has examined both employers' views on the kinds of jobs graduates
would get upon graduation, as well as their expectations of whether graduates will
meet the skill requirements for these jobs.
The literature review included Ladkin (2005), who in reviewing tourism careers
and employment literature, found that surprisingly little is known about tourism
careers and the tourism industry, Information comes from 1 ) Government career
guidance literature and 2) research by the academic community. Ladkin' s (2005)
review of the literature, suggests that there is little in-depth exploration of
employers' perceptions of tourism degrees.

i

Intrinsic - academic value found in the subject area and knowledge itself, extrinsic - employment

value (Stubbs and Keeping, 2002)
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7.4 Summary of key results from the field research
Tribe (2005) in his overview of research around tourism education suggested two
main areas of research - the relationships between tourism education and the
industry and studies looking into industry needs.
This study does contribute to the existing literature in the field of requirements
posed by employers to potential employees in tourism. Its strength is that it asks
employers to make the judgement - whether they think tourism graduates can
meet these requirements, rather than simply generating a list of requirements. It
also contributes to knowledge in this field via an in-depth discussion of tourism
degrees, including both expected benefits and shortcomings of holding a tourism
degree. Similarly, findings with regards to existing opportunities for employment
and barriers to employment in tourism contribute to existing knowledge, not by
assuming the types of tourism careers which expect tourism graduates, but by
asking employers where they expect tourism graduates to fit within their
organisations.
In the literature review a classification of tourism degrees was discussed.
Classifying tourism degrees is difficult due to the variety of foci. The tourism
industry is varied and may adopt different approaches to recruitment in tourism.
This is both valid for different tourism industries, different sectors (private/public)
and different sizes of organisations, which may all adopt different employment
practices and may hold different views of the value of tourism degrees. Thus the
market relevance of tourism degrees may be confused, both in terms of what is
being provided, and what is required by the different tourism sectors. Here lies
one the difficulties in exploring the perceived value of tourism degrees.
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Results related to Objectives 1 , 2 and 3 are mostly relevant to the employment
value of tourism degrees. They showed that in the labour market, there was only a
marginal advantage from having done a tourism degree. This was as a result of the
perceived benefits of tourism degrees, appearing of little importance in the labour
market. Furthermore, there was a risk of being overqualified for positions which
do not require degrees, most employers did not think that tourism graduates have
good business awareness, and over a quarter of employers saw no particular
advantage to a tourism graduates having done a tourism degree. Overall, only a
minority of respondents were convinced of tourism graduates' academic
credentials.
Major and Evans (2 003 ) found that tourism graduates are better valued, compared
to other graduates. The primary research findings also suggested that tourism
graduates are seen as better prepared to work in the industry. However, the
benefits from doing a tourism degree were not seen as to add value to the
organisation (Harvey, 2 003 ). The research findings reflected those of Roberts
(2 006), who found that tourism graduates are prepared well for the sector, but a
degree is not essential for a career in tourism.
Little recognition of the value of tourism degrees among tourism managers, was
also observed by B aum ( 19 95) and Thomas and Long (20 01). This might threaten
the prospects of tourism graduates trying to secure a job in the industry. The
results from this thesis support the conclusions by Peacock and Lad.kin (2 00 2 ) that
qualifications are not required, and that employers were not well aware of tourism
degrees, and are often concerned about their relevance. The primary study also
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uncovered an inherent contradiction between tourism degrees seen of benefit, but
not of relevance.
This contradiction may be due to the views that there is an oversupply of
graduates generally, and tourism graduates in particular. Views of oversupply
were seen to have negative implications on the employability of tourism
graduates, both in Stages I and 2. For example, two open-ended responses in
Stage 2 referred specifically to the impact of oversupply on tourism graduates'
ability to secure graduate level j obs.
The first one stated that the tourism industry has:
too few graduate opportunities to retain graduates

The second one talked about how tourism graduates would compare to other
graduates for such j obs:
Tourism Degrees fair no higher and perhaps lower in the minds of industry
recruiters as compared with other degrees. The benefits of their focus on the
industry is outweighed by the issues in relation to their substance and credibility,
which may not be fair or well founded, but is the perception.

This indicated that holding a tourism degree is not seen to be of importance to
tourism employers, that there are some benefits of the degrees, but those benefits
do not relate closely to the key requirements of tourism employers.
Employability is often discussed from the view of what employers want and what
HE can offer (Harvey, 2003). However, in this research it became apparent fairly
early on that employers requirements are only one of the important factors in their
perceptions of the value of tourism degrees. Thus, an approach to graduate
employability which suggests that if graduates articulate their abilities well it may
lead to employment (Harvey, 2003), may fail to recognise the barriers that exist in
short-listing and screening techniques. For example, employers may screen
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app lican ts on the basis of thei r degree c lassificati on or uni versi ty, i n addi tio n to
i mparti ng pers ona l p rec onc ep tio ns and prejudic es wh en s electi ng app licants.
Such p reco nc ep ti ons may i nc lude new uni versi ti es bei ng s een as ina dequate, and
emp lo yers p referri ng gr aduates fro m old u nivers ities as they hav e negati ve
exp ec tati ons of gr aduat es from new uni versi ties (D uke, 2003 ; Tench, 2001). This
has b een observ ed i n th e wi der ec onom y (Pi tcher an d Purc el l 19 98; Wo odley and
B rennan 2000), an d i n other vocati onal c ours es s uch as j ourn alis m (Te nch 200 1),
as well as in tou rism sp ec ifically (Stuart 200 1 ), and in b oth stages of the p rimary
res earch.
Harvey (20 03) accus ed thos.e who c laim that there ar e too many grad.uates of
b eing eli.ti. st. Suc h a view may s ugges t that the overw helmin g maj.ori ty of the
intervi ewees fr om Stage 1, and a significant p rop ort ion of the questi.onn.aire
respo ndents in Stage 2 are eli tis t. This di d not app ear to b e the c as e. For examp le,
Patricia' m ai n c onc ern was wi th the disapp oint ment an d diffic ul ti es of graduates
i n the labou r market, par tic ularly i n vi ew of th e financi al inves tm ent th ey have
made i n c omp leti ng thei r degrees. F urthermore, the overwhelmi ng majori ty of
Stage 1 and 2 pa rticipan ts agreed that uni versi ti es sho uld b e op en to all who can
b enefi.t.
Key th emes eme rgi ng fo rm this study and rela ted to Objec ti ve 4 anal ysis are:
•

Th ere was an express ed link b etw een ass oci atin g tou ris m degrees wi th
p olytechnics an d the p erc eption that touris m degrees are easy and s tud ents
w ere not st rong academically.

•

Ther e was a link b etw een the ab ove p erc ep tions an d the view that th ere is
an oversupp.ly of gr adu.at es.

27 1

•

The emplo)Tilent value was dependent upon existing opportunities for
employment, and perceived abilities for emplo)Tilent.

•

Views about the academic value were gleaned as a result of employers'
personal background, educational perspectives, views about HE in general
and tourism degrees in particular.

Although studies such as Ammoha and Baum (1 997) and Gamble ( 1 992) discuss
tourism education policy issues, neither look at what tourism employers' see as
the implications from these policies. Airey (2005) noted that there have been
complaints of oversupply in the literature, and that the supply of tourism
graduates appears to outstrip demand. Ladkin (2005) suggest that the number of
tourism courses and tourism graduates searching for jobs in the industry is
increasing.
Airey (2005) also pointed to complaints of lack of academic rigour in tourism.
The primary research investigated what is behind such complaints. The results
suggested that they may not be based on direct experiences of tourism degrees and
graduates, but rather an overall view of developments in HE, including
perceptions of oversupply of graduates.

This may explain the contradiction

between complaints of lack of academic rigour, while the Quality Assurance
Agency has given positive verdict on tourism degrees (Airey, 2005). Ladkin
(2005) also talks about the ongoing debate about the relationship between tourism
education and tourism employment, and suggests that the oversupply of tourism
graduates is further compounded by an industry which does not rate and recognise
tourism education. The industry often criticises tourism education for not
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adequately preparing people for employment (Ladkin, 2005) and claim confusion
about what is on offer (Evans, 1 993).
Education before the first expansion of higher education in the 1 960s was
intended for about 1 0% of the young population (usually 1 8 year olds), whose
intellectual abilities were considered appropriate for preparing them for future
leadership roles (Barrett, 1 998). Following the expansion of the 1 960s and
changes in the labour market, a larger proportion of students entered HE, with an
increase of mature students and widening the subj ect areas, with a particular
expansion in business and management degrees (Barrett, 1 998). Wickens and
Forbes (2005) suggested that the Government Agenda in HE has forced
universities to compete against themselves, losing the strong academic
background of degrees or devaluing the degree. The traditional role of the pursuit
of knowledge for it's own sake has been replaced by the pursuit of useful
knowledge (Wickens and Forbes, 2005).
The primary research found that views on HE policy and developments did infonn
employers views of tourism degrees. It became apparent that participants in the
primary research believed that HE should be open to all who can benefit, while at
the same time expressing concerns of devaluing of the degree similar to those
expressed in Wickens and Forbes (2005) and Barrett ( 1 998). What the primary
research suggested was that employers referred to the traditional value of HE,
such as developing the individual in the context of graduate level j obs, in
particular graduate training schemes, while they use the language of skills in
relation to entry level j ob s where holding a degree is seen of little relevance. Thus
in the context of the debate about the purpose of tourism degrees (Busby, 200 1 ;
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Busby and Fiedel, 200 1 ; Tribe, 200 1 ; Tribe, 2002b) and the importance of
' liberal' HE (Tribe, 200 1 ; Tribe, 2002b), it appears that employers share some of
the traditional views of the purpose of HE. The conflict between HE and the
tourism industry is not that tourism employers do not value HE, but they do not
attribute the same level of academic value of tourism degrees.
This research identified six key ( and interrelated) influences on the perceived
value of tourism degrees - the first four (personal background, educational
perspectives, views on HE in general, and tourism degrees in particular) relate to
the perceived academic value of tourism degrees, while the last two (opportunities
for employment and perceived abilities for employment) relate to the emplo)'Tilent
value of tourism degrees.
The primary research here provided an insight into existing relationships between
academia and the industry, and into how industry needs have informed the
perceived employment value of tourism degrees. The difference between this
study and other studies which have investigated employers' needs and
expectations (both of graduates in general or tourism graduates in particular) is
that this study provides an in-depth exploration of the personal background and
experiences of tourism degrees which may have informed employers'
perceptions. It explicitly explores the tourism industry's perceptions of tourism
degrees - do employers think that tourism degrees are vocational, or too
theoretical, and what do they think tourism degrees should be about, compared to
the purpose of HE in general.
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7 .5 Limitations of the study
In the case of this research ( on a couple of occasions) the professional background
of the researcher, as a student who appeared to come from a 'new' university
appeared to be a consideration on behalf of the interviewees. For example, some
would apologise if they expressed negative or critical views of tourism degrees or
included compensating statements such as 'this is by no means getting at you ' .
This was counteracted b y probes, as well as b y asking them whether they
approved of the Government policy towards vocational education, which enabled
employers to aim their potential criticism away from the author or her university.
The author used the silent probe, remaining quiet and thus encouraging
elaboration; the echo probe - repeating statements back to them to encourage
elaboration; as well as using affirmative phrases and explicitly asking for further
information (Bernard, 2000) to compensate for this limitation
Voice recording of the interviews proved valuable in conducting Stage 1 research.
It provided the ability to re-examine, and reflect upon the data at a later time
(Frankel and Devers, 2000). Yet transcribing verbatim, as part of the organisation
and management of data (Bernardm 2000; Froggatt, 200 1), requires considerable
amount of time, which has an effect on the research progress, and the ability to
analyse the data on an ongoing basis. Furthermore, in some cases the interviewees
could have felt uncomfortable being recorded, however as participants were
informed in advance, no one expressed such concerns. In addition, all were
reassured of the confidentiality of their views. Interestingly, some explicitly
suggested that they have no concern regarding the confidentiality of their views.
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The snowball sample in Stage 1 also presented some limitations (as discussed in
the methodology chapter), however, during the interviews it became apparent that
using snowball sampling secured access to interviewees who would not have been
otherwise accessible. For example Frank underlined the number of requests he
gets from students writing dissertations, and that he does not usually accept those.
He subsequently pointed out that he agreed to the interview as it was requested by
Betty. He was also very helpful in securing an interview with the HR Manager George, as well as in the Stage 2 data collection.
The sample size from the interviews included largely airlines and public sector
companies (tourist boards, local authorities). In order to expand the sample, the
questionnaire survey deployed in Stage 2, aimed to reach a wider variety of
tourism sectors. However, once again, the sample had two key groups of
respondents which outnumbered the rest - consultancies and education providers.
Attempts were thus made to reach a more representative sample with some
success. Nonetheless, considering the multi-sectored nature of the industry (Maj or
and Evans, 2003), a larger sample which better reflects the variety of tourism
sectors and their distribution may be preferable.
With regards to the questionnaire survey, gatekeepers to online distribution lists
tended to have both a positive and negative impact on data collection. Positive - in
agreeing to send out the questionnaire to their distribution list contacts; and
negative - in withdrawing cooperation when asked to send reminders to these
contacts. As a result, the overall response rate was lower than anticipated. One of
the open ended responses to the questionnaire suggested that respondents were
uneasy of making sweeping generalisations regarding tourism degrees. Major and
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Evans (200.3) al. so n oted simi.lar vi.ews of re sp. ond en ts to th eir qu est ionn aire. Y et,
th is th esis looked at perceptions, which it w as ackn ow ledged may be bas ed on
di rect, in direct, or lack of exposure t o t ou rism degrees, an d as su ch, lack of
agreement or di sagreem en t t o some q ues ti on s may be indicativ e of a lack of
awareness ab out tou rism degree provisi on.

7 .6 Implications and recommendations
Th ere are impl icati ons fr om t his stu dy fo r stu dents, u n iversities and th e touri sm
industry. F irstly, the i mplic it voc ation al link b etw een touri sm degree s an d j obs in
t ouri sm sh ou ld n ot b e taken fo r granted by HE, an d this sh ould be clearly
comm un icated to stu dents. Secondly, th e touri sm in du stry is facin g an unc ert ain
global envir onm ent, an d may n ot be takin g full ad vantages of wh at tourism
gradu at es are ab le to offer. This may h ave affected the c om petitiven ess of the UK
touri sm in dustry in th e lon g term. Thir dly, a wid er i ssue with regards to th e
ex pan sion of HE is th at alth ough it w as des igned to meet th e needs of th e
economy, employers may n ot b e conv inc.ed of th e b en efits of thi.s expan sion. They
m ay qu estion th e qu.al ity of graduates from n ew universit ies an d take the view that
the in crease in the numb.er of graduates is imp.act in g n egatively up.on the valu e of
th e degree.
V ocati onal cours es su ch as touri sm, which th e G overnm ent w ould see as
c ontributin g t o the development of highly skil led gradu ates wh o will p rovide a
high level of skills an d c ompet itive adv antage t o th e UK tour ism in du stry, app ear
to be fail ing in their purpo se. This is not n ecessaril y because th e cour ses d o n ot
provi de graduate s with thos e high level s kil ls, but crucial ly because th ey are n ot
p erceived by th ei r related in du stry t o do so. I t app ear s t hat th e barriers touri sm
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graduat es fac e, in th e fo rm of pr eco nc ep ti ons and atti tud es, m ay b e a r esu lt of the
rapid exp ansi on of HE, and tour ism HE i n particu lar. It i s th er efo re not su rpri si ng
that " the gradu ate wage pr emiu m tends to vary con si derab ly acc or di ng to th e
subjec t i n whi ch the degree i s aw ard ed" (HM T reasury 2004: 22).
F ourth.ly, if graduate empl oyabi.li ty is seen as the potenti al of a stu. dent to gain a
graduat e l evel job upo.n gradu.ation, and if the maj.ori. ty o f first j ob s av. ai labl.e to
touri.sm graduates are not gradu. ate lev el j ob s, a tourism graduate may be at a
di sadvantage to graduates from older u ni versi ti es. Th e i mplicati.on m ay b e that
touri.sm graduat es are not employab.le accor di. ng to th.e defini.ti on u sed by HLSTN
(2004).
F or some emp.loyer s th er e i s stil l th e inher en t valu e in any educati on. How ever, if
the pur pose of touri.sm degrees i s sti ll wi.dely as.soc iated with preparin g graduates
for workin g i n the ind ustry and if i ndustry is ev er to take ful l adv antage of t he
avai labl e reso urc e of tourism gradu ates in the labou r mark et, a numb er of changes
n eed to occur, bo th from u niv ersi ty an d indu stry p ersp ectiv es.

7.6.1 From university perspectives
I t i s generally acknow ledg ed th at th ere i s a l ot mor e to educ ati on, than securi ng
emp loym ent (Bu sby, 20 0 1 ; B usby an d Fi edel, 200 1 ; Trib e, 200 1; Trib e, 2002b).
Howeve r the foc us of the UK Gov ernment' s educ ati onal p olicy has hith erto b een
on em ploy abili ty and ec onomic con tributi on. Tourism degrees are often
adver ti sed in th e c on tex t of good car eer prospec ts (Airey and J ohnson, 1 9 9 9). I t i s
acc epted that th e p ur po se o f H E shoul d not o nly be to p r ep are gr adu at es for their
first job s, but to devel op critical, cr eative individu als who can contrib ute to the
co nti nued deve lopm ent and chan ge of the tour ism indu stry, and wi der soci ety.
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However, in order to be able to achieve this, tourism graduates need to be given
an opportunity to access tourism employment. Possession of a tourism degrees
should be beneficial in securing suitable (or indeed any) job in tourism, while the
tourism industry should provide the career structure for graduates.
Where vocational outcomes are stated as a central part of a tourism degree, the
degrees would need to ensure that graduates possess not only the knowledge to
enable them to manage later on in their career, but that they also have the skills
which would enable them to secure their first entry-level job in the industry.
Otherwise they may never reach the management level jobs where their abilities
and knowledge could be more fully utilised.
When discussing the perceived abilities for employment in Stage 1 , some
interviewees expressed concern about the confusion amongst employers of what
tourism degrees entail. For example, over half considered tourism degrees as
vocational courses, some noted that tourism degrees do not address labour market
needs and others thought that tourism degrees are not vocational enough. The
results may support the argument of a need of core curriculum in tourism degree
courses, which will give confidence to employers of what those courses can offer
them in their business (Busby and Fiedel 2001 ; Stuart, 2002). Considering the
debate about what a tourism degree should involve, there are currently two types
of tourism curriculum 'vocational and designed around industry needs' , and an
' academicist' curriculum (Stuart 2002 : 1 4). It is not surprising that there is a state
of confusion and scepticism amongst employers of what a tourism degree entails.
Standardisation of tourism courses is a contentious subj ect, and the autonomy of
universities makes it almost certainly impossible to achieve (Busby, 200 1 ; Busby
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and Fiedel, 20 01 ; Tribe, 2 001.; Tribe, 2 002b). However, universities may need to
clearly identify a small number of discrete types of tourism degrees, with clear
and identifiable outcomes which the industry ( and students) can understand. The
tourism benchmark statement goes some way to address this issues (HLSTN,
2 000), but it must be produced in a language that both students and employers
understand. Such simplification my include Busby and Fiedel' s (200 1 ) three
domain model of HE, which includes generic, functional and market/product
based degrees. Such theming may encourage closer links with industry and foster
understanding. This recommendation is to a certain extent in agreement with
Airey (1 997.) and bis view of the importance of a core body of knowledge for the
recognition of tourism degree. In the context of this thesis such commonality may
go some way to address employers' mixed and somewhat contradictory
perceptions of tourism degrees.
The results from the primary research pointed to a two-tier system in the way
degrees are perceived by employers. Some interviewees talked of lowering the
standards in higher education indicating a low recognition of vocational degrees,
and tourism degrees in particular. Others did not consider tourism degrees to be
sufficiently vocational and geared to the tourism industry. Despite these trends,
there is still strong demand for tourism degrees and commitment among students
to pursue a job in their related industry (Petrova 2 001 ). Therefore, the author
supports Hjalager's (2 004:3 2 ) suggestion that "students should be told from the
start that there is no such thing as a pre-programmed 'tourism career' . Students
should also be told that in securing their first post-degree job, their potential
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tou rism man ager m ay no t attri but e an y advantage to thei r degree, and that
gra duat e lev el jo bs m ay be un attainable upo n gr aduat io n.
Th e importan ce o f relevant work exp eri enc e whe re ski ll s su ch as custom er- servi ce
can b e d ev eloped and demon strat ed sho uld thus not be overlook ed. Wo rk
experience schem es d evelop ed as a re sul t o f coop eratio n betw een univ ersiti es an d
the indu st ry coul d al so h ave a po sitive effec t on g raduates' emp loyabil ity , no t
only b y expan ding th eir wo rk exp eri ence, but al so because such cooperatio n w as
shown to be l inked w ith a mo.re po.siti.ve vi. ew of th e va lue o f tou rism degrees.
Th.ere is a re spo.nsibilit y whi.ch l ies with Uni.versiti.es to co. nvi nce th e indu stry o f
th e contri butio.n th at graduat.es can mak e. It i s r ecogni sed that an y coop.eratio.n i s a
balanci ng act betw.een academi.c auto.nom.y and vocatio.nal relevance. B usby and
F ied el (2 00 1 .) warn that mu ch o f t he coop.eration wi th th e touri.sm i nd ustry has
be en fo cu sed o n the to uri sm i ndus try' s i nfl uenc e o n HE. Howev er, b efore thi s i s
further al lo w ed to co ntin ue tourism HE may need to fi r st ensu re that tourism
in dus tr y part ners hav e a good a wareness o f what a tourism degree involv es. As
s een from this and o ther studi es (Chu rchwar d and Ril ey, 2002) the assu mption
tha t emplo yers know what they want an d w hat a tou r ism d egre e offers, may no t be
soun d.
Emplo.yers' vi.ews o n the purpo.se of edu cat ion app.eared to b e rather tr aditio nal.
Th ey saw th e purpo.se o f edu catio n i n d ev elop.ing th.e individual, in its intrinsi c
ends (Lewi.s, 1 994.). Furth ermo.re, the impo.rtan ce they app.ear to pu t i n such
educat io.n w hen they con si der tradi.tio.nal gr adu.ate j ob s, suggest s that assu mptions
about emp loy ers' p ersp ecti ves wh ich fo cus on vocatio nal co mpeten ce (Trib e,
2002b.) may be fal se assump tions, at least i n the cont ext of traditional graduat e
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jobs. Thus if the assumption is that employers want vocationally relevant skills,
and studies ask them what skills are needed, the results will not truly reflect
tourism industry's views and needs.
In this study employers were able to express their views of HE as they were asked
not only about their skills requirements, but also about their views on HE.
Employers in Stages 1 and 2 displayed a strong preference for liberal academic
degrees, when talking about the purpose of HE, contradicting assumptions of
employers pursuing a distinctly vocational agenda (Tribe, 20.02b). Stuart' s (2001 )
suggested that tourism lecturers appear t o adopt 'liberal vocationalism' when
delivering tourism courses contrary to their vocationally focused promotional
literature (Airey and Jonson, 1 9 97; Busby, 20 01 ) . Thus the practice of focusing on
the vocational in course documentation and promotional delivery, and focusing on
the academic when delivering the course, which Stuart (20 01 ) uncovered, may not
have the desired effect on the way employers perceive tourism degrees. Indeed,
the suggestion of Barrett (1.9 98) that degrees should be academic in focus while
vocational training should not be provided in universities may be a valid one.
Vocational training should be the one that caters for the range of tourism
industries and low level occupations, while tourism degrees provide a good
ground for an academicist liberal, traditional education (Tribe, 2 001 ) which
employers appear to value in graduate level occupations.
Furthermore, as this thesis is about perceptions, and the results show that
regardless of whether the tourism degrees provide good, sound academic base, if
employers associate them with former polytechnics and lower academic standards
they will still opt for graduates from elite institutions. Similarly, with regards to
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vocational training, employers want employees that step into a job and perform
well. Universities can deliver tourism degrees with high vocational relevance,
however university courses will never be training courses to provide for each
specific technical or knowledge components of the myriad of jobs, levels and
sectors within tourism. Thus it is not important how the argument of liberal
academic and vocational curriculum resolves itself, but rather whether employers
are aware or indeed onboard with whichever curriculum is adopted. So ultimately
it is all about perceptions - whether employers believe tourism graduates are
academically strong and prepared to work in the industry.

7.6.2 From an industry perspective
Recruitment practices in tourism need to be much more open. The high percentage
of respondents from the private sector who were in jobs which were never
advertised is a clear indicator that the industry is recruiting from a small pool of
applicants. Another issue the industry needs to consider is what makes tourism so
different that qualifications are not required? Why are qualifications seen as
unable to contribute? Arguably (and according to the UK Government) graduates
are better prepared to compete in the global world as well as to adjust to market
changes. Why is the industry not convinced of this? The most successful global
companies are also the keenest graduate employers that run graduate training
schemes and work placement schemes. They recognise the value of education, as
well as the value of 'new blood' to their company' s operations. Why don't the
majority of tourism companies share this view? These are questions which, in the
current climate of tough competition and narrow profit margins, are often left
unanswered, as graduate training schemes are left suspended. However, maybe a
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new approach to the industry is what is required to respond to the challenges of
the modem economy (climate change, high fuel prices, terrorism), and maybe
graduates would be better positioned to contribute to such innovations and
developments.

7.7 Future research
This research demonstrated that the perceived value of tourism degrees is
informed by a range of views and experiences, many outside of what tourism
degrees are about. Further in-depth exploration of employers' views on HE and
the impact on perceptions about tourism degrees and other vocational degrees may
contribute to the debate about the effect of the HE widening participation policy.
Studies looking specifically at perceptions of oversupply of degrees, and their
impact on perceptions of graduates may also offer a valuable contribution to the
field. A wider sample exploring opportunities for employment and perceived
abilities for employment within different tourism sectors may also contribute to a
better understanding about the difference between tourism sectors.
Issues surrounding vocational relevance, widening participation and the two-tier
system of UK HE are not specific to the tourism industry, similar discussions are
happing in fields such as public relations (Tench; 200 1 ), journalism (DeBurgh,
2003), town planning (Stubbs and Keeping, 2002), and law (Barrett, 1 998). Thus
the approach of exploring employers perceptions of tourism degrees may be
relevant to other degrees that are negotiating between their vocational and
academic aspects.
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APPENDIX 1 : Reports in the media related to graduate
employment 2002-2007
Date: 15 May 2002
Publication: http ://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/educationll 989956.stm
Headline: "Student job confidence falls"
This article states that: " Students are less confident about their job prospect than at
any time in the p ast decade. "
Date: 2 2 July 2002
Publication: Prospects Today: Graduate jobs, study and training
Headline: "Employers attack 'degree culture"'
This article states that "The institute of directors says people are leaving university
with useless degrees which could damage their job prospects, not improve them.
The employers' organisation wants the Government to scrap its target of getting
5 0% ofunder-30s to university by 20 1 0. "
Date: 8 August 2002
Publication: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk/21 80552.stm
Headline: "Life is hard when you're in your 20s"
This article discusses the stressful life of twenty-something's and graduate
employment and student debt.
Date: 26 October 2005
Publication: http://news.bbc.co.uk/l /hi/educationJ4379544.stm
Headline: 'Debt dogs poor graduates - study'
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Th is art icl e r efers t o stu dy in Scotlan d, wh ich su ggest s th at grad uates from poo r
b ackgroun d are likely t o take any job s aft er gradu at io n, as a result of deb t
concern s.
Date: 26 July 2005
Publication: http://news.bb c. co.uk/1/bi/b usiness/47172 39.stm
Headline: G r adu at e deb t 'i s underestim ated'
This stu dy su ggest that stu dent s un derestim at e th e debt they wil l mcur at
university.
Date: 9 August, 2004
Publication: http:// news. bb c.co. uk/1/hi/bu sine ss/354 9 096. stm
Headline: Graduate debt s climb by a third
T his pap er st ates t hat ' T he aver age debt of students l eav. ing u niv er sity in Englan d,
Scotl and an d W al es has ri sen by 3 3% on t he year. '
Date: 12 January 2007
Publication: http://new s.bb c. co.uk/1/hi/e du cati on/625281l .stm
Headline: G raduat es 'face t ough j ob market'
Where despit e recor d numbe rs of graduat e vacan.cies, as 265 ,0.0 0 graduates are
exp ect ed to gr aduate in 200 7, comp.et.it ion of graduat e vacancie s can reach 200300 app.licat ions fo r 1 graduat e j ob.
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APPENDIX

2:

Wage

premium

from

obtaining

qualifications
Source: (HM Treasury 2005 : 1 4)
Table 2 Wage premium (%) from obtaining qualifications
Academic Qualifications3
0 level/higher GCSEs

I

NQF Level

\ Men

I Women

2

21

First Degree

4

28

25

Level 1 -2 NVQs

1 -2

ns

ns

2

ns

ns

2

ns

12

4

15

A level

Vocational Qualification
Level 3 - 5 NVQs

BTEC First Certificate/Diploma

3

3-5

City and Guild Craft

2

ONC/OND or TEC/BEC national

3

RSA high4

HNCIHND or TEC/BEC higher
Professional qualifications

5

17

6

7

19

19

5

ns

10

8

35

41

9

Returns to Vocational Qualification compared to holding no qualifications

NVQ2

2

ns

3

BTEC First Diploma

2

2

13

19

5

2

9

NVQ2 via employer training
City and Guild Craft
RSA First Diploma

2

2

7

6

20

Ns - not significant
Table based on (1) The Returns to Academic, Vocational and Basic Skills in Britain, STF paper 20- Dearden et al., DtES
2000: (2) An In-dept Analysis of the Returns to National Vocational Qualifications Obtained at Level 2. Dearden et al
CEE 2004
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APPENDIX 3 : Issues arising from Stage 1, included in the
questionnaire survey
Questionnaire Part 1
For the purposes of this stage, a questionnaire was designed to investigate and
compare the views of a range of tourism sectors. The first question asked the
respondents if they were from a public, private, or a non governmental
organis ation. The second question asked respondents to identify the tourism sector
they belong to . To facilitate their responses, it gave a list of options, in addition,
an option ' other' was provided for sectors which were not included. It was hoped
that the detailed options will provide a good description of the type of
respondents.
The purpose of the third question 'How many employees work within your
organisation?' was to ensure that the questionnaire identifies responses from the
large number of small or medium enterprises, which represent 80% of the tourism
employers (DfES 2002). "For statistical purposes, the Department of Trade and
Industry usually uses the following definitions :
•

micro firm: 0 - 9 employees

•

small firm: 0 - 49 employees (includes micro)

•

medium firm: 50 - 249 employees

•

large firm: over 250 employees" (Small Business Service 2007)

These definitions are widely used in the industry, and were considered appropriate
for distinguishing the views of respondents representing organisations of different
sizes.
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Questionnaire Part 2
The Stage 1 analysis suggested that the employment value of tourism degrees is
dependant on the opportunities available for empl oyment and the perceived
abilities for employment. The following factors were seen to affect the
opportunities for employment (in no particular order) :
•

where graduates were expected/normally start their career in tourism;

•

existing links with universities - if for example there was a cooperation
with regards to work placements, that may provide future opportunity for
employment;

•

characteristics of working in tourism - may affect graduates ability to
enter into tourism employment;

•

managers educational levels - where managers holding degrees were seen
more likely to employ tourism graduates;

•

selection procedures and recruitment practices were also seen as limiting
or optimising the opportunities for employment.

The questions designed to explore these factors were as follows:
1. Where graduates are expected/normally start their career in tourism
The following questions explored the employment opportunities in the tourism
industry:

Question I 0.

Within your organisation, what job would you expect a

tourism graduate to secure straight after graduation?
Question 1 6. Is there currently a graduate training scheme within your
organisation ?
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2. Existing links with universities

Existing links with universities were a kind of exposure to tourism degrees. All
the questions regarding exposure were grouped in Question 1 9.
Question 19. Have you ever:
a. been contacted by tourism students regarding their
dissertations
b. worked with tourism students doing work placements
c. received speculative applications from tourism graduates
d. employed a tourism graduate
e. worked with a tourism graduate
f co-operated with universities delivering tourism courses
g. had other contacts/exposure to tourism graduates or
students

In Stage 1 the negative exposure to tourism graduates appeared to affect
employers' views of tourism degrees (Patricia) while in others (Wendy, Nicole)
positive exposure did not result in positive views of tourism degrees. Here the
employers were asked to evaluate their experiences with the following question:
Question 20. Overall, would you say you have had a positive or negative
impression of tourism graduates ?

The intent was to analyse the results and establish if type of exposure seems
relevant to employers' views of tourism degrees.
3. Characteristics of working in tourism

The interviewees referred to lack of areas in their organisation (Frank) suitable for
employing tourism graduates as well as recent redundancies (Victor) resulting in a
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freeze of external recruitment. To allow for such issues to be expressed, or indeed
for other issues to arise, an opportunity was provided in Question 49 :
Question 49. Ifyou have any further comments about the issues discussed
in this questionnaire, please write them here:

Specific recruitment practices are discussed bellow.
4. Managers' educational levels

The literature review suggested that a smaller proportion of tourism managers
hold degrees, compared to other industries, and that there is a lack of
qualifications culture in tourism. First of all, the questionnaire had to determine
the respondent' s managerial level:
Question 6.

Which of the following most accurately reflects your job

level?

And then ask for degree level qualifications:
Question 8. Are you a graduate (e.g. BA, MSc, MBA, PhD) ?

The following question was added to keep the flow of the questionnaire,
respondents would have expected to be asked of their degree level:
Question 8a. Your degree(s) is at what level?

While Question 9 was added for the purpose of keeping non graduates engaged
with the questionnaire.
Question 9. Please state your highest qualification.

Question 8b was designed to determine if employers had studied tourism or a
related subj ect. The purpose of this question was twofold - on one hand to
establish the exposure to tourism degrees, and second to establish if managers in
tourism have tourism related degrees, which in itself would suggest some
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employment value of tourism degrees. This is further explored with questions 8d
and 8e:
8d. In securing your current job, was your degree:
A considerable advantage/An advantage/Neither advantage, nor a
disadvantage/A disadvantage/A considerable disadvantage/Do not
know
Be. Was holding a degree a requirement for your current job?
Yes No Do not know

Both of these questions address the employment value of tourism degrees. The
importance of a degree level qualification in securing a job was also gauged
through the analysis of questions 1 2, 1 3 and 1 8 .
Question 12. Would holding a degree be a formal requirement for the job
referred to in question 9?
Question 13. In securing the job referred to in Question 9, do you expect
holding a tourism degree would be:
A considerable advantage /An advantage /Neither advantage, nor
disadvantage IA disadvantage/ A considerable disadvantage
Question 1 8. In securing a place on a graduate training scheme, do you
expect holding a tourism degree would be:
A considerable advantage /An advantage /Neither advantage, nor
disadvantage IA disadvantage IA considerable disadvantage
5. Selection procedures and recruitment practices
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The following questions were designed to establish whether the life-long/home
grown careers within one organisation where a common place in tourism, as these
may limit opportunities for new job entrants:

Question 4. Was your first job in tourism with your current organisation ?
Question 5. How long have you worked for your current organisation ?
Some interviewees suggested that the employment process is often informal and
jobs were rarely advertised externally. Looking at respondents' own career history
could give us idea of recruitment practices within tourism. The question was:

Question 7. Was your current job advertised?
While Question 1 1 referred to immediate recruitment practices that tourism
graduates are going to be faced with:

Question 11. Where would this job be advertised?
6. Perceived abilities for employment
Perceived abilities for employment were the second key factor contributing to the
employment value of tourism degrees. In this research it was initially expected
that perceived competency match may be the key to employers' views of tourism
degrees. However, contrary to indications from the literature, soon after the first
interviews it became apparent that this was only one of the key influencing
factors.
McDaniel and Gates (2004: 224) suggest using a direct questioning approach to
gauge respondents views of a product. In this case, the product of HE is a tourism
graduate. Questions 1 4 and 1 5 used a "dual questioning" approach. This approach
"involves asking two questions concerning each product attribute that might be
determinant. Consumers are first asked what factors they consider important in a
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purchasing decision and then asked how they perceive these factors as differing
among various products or brands." (McDaniel and Gates 2004: 224). Question
1 4 asks for key requirements, while question 1 5 gives the employer an
opportunity to give a value judgement on whether a degree will be of benefit to a
graduate meeting these requirements.
Identifying a list of criteria that a tourism graduates should meet to secure a job in
the industry is a difficult task. It would depend on the sector, type of position, type
of company and individual preferences. Nonetheless a number of references to
skills were made in the interviews and it became apparent that grouping those will
prove a difficult task. However, a recent survey conducted by the Peoplel st
(2005) used the following categories:
•

They have the right personal attributes

•

They have good basic literacy and numeracy skills

•

They have the relevant qualifications

•

They have the right attitude

•

That they have experience of the j ob

As these categories were considered an appropriate way to. group the variety of
requirements pos ed by employers, these were converted into Questions 1 4 and 1 5
( see Appendix 5).
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Questionnaire Part 3 and Part 4
The education value of tourism degrees, as well as their general educational views
were investigated in Parts 3 and 4 of the questionnaire. Questions were designed
around key themes identified in the qualitative stage, using a five point Likert
scale (see Chapter 4 Stage 1 results).
Two of the themes identified in Stage 1 were 'TD develop knowledge of the
industrye' and ' TD develop underpinning knowledgee'. Question 2 1 asked .if good

knowledge of the tourism industry were among the benefits of holding a tourism
degree:
Question 21. Tourism degrees currently provide students with a well
rounded knowledge of the tourism industry.

Some interviewees saw tourism degree as an easier degree. This was reflected in
the following question:
Question 22. It is easy to get a tourism degree

Tourism degrees were seen to provide good academic skills by some interviewees.
The question was worded as follows:
Question 23. Tourism graduates are strong academically.

Some interviewees saw no advantage to holding a tourism degree:
Question 24. There is no particular advantage to a graduate having done
a tourism degree.

Most interviewees associated tourism degrees with polytechnics, and indicated
that it had an effect on their views of tourism degrees:
Question 25. Most universities that teach tourism are former polytechnics.
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Some interviewees expressed concern that tourism degrees were not related to the
realities of the tourism industry:
Question 26. Tourism degrees provide good preparation for working in
tourism.
Many of the interviewees referred to a difficult relationship between tourism
degrees and the tourism industry:
Question 2 7. There is a good relationship between universities offering
tourism degrees and the tourism industry.
Many also expressed the concern that there is an oversupply of tourism degrees.
Question 28. There is an oversupply of tourism graduates.
Holding a tourism degrees was seen to show dedication and commitment to the
industry. This was seen as one of the key advantages of holding a towism degree:
Question 29. Doing a tourism degree shows commitment to having a
career in the tourism industry.
Some interviewees expressed concern that tourism graduates were overqualified
for most jobs available to them upon graduation:
Question 30. Tourism graduates are overqualified for most positions
available to them in the tourism industry.
Tourism graduates were seen by some to have more realistic expectations
compared to those who have had no exposure to the tourism industry, while at the
same time some interviewees were concerned that the tourism graduates have
unrealistic expectations of their career prospects in tourism:
Question 31. Tourism students have unrealistic expectations of the tourism
industry
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Question 32. Compared to other graduates, tourism graduates are better
preparedfo r working in tourism .

Interviewee s had a range of attitudes towards the business awareness of tourism
graduates:
Question 33. Tourism graduates have good business awareness.

Interviewees also expressed doubt whether tourism degrees are sufficiently
vocational and thought that tourism degrees are not related to the industry:
Question 34. In tourism, it is better to have vocational training than a
tourism degree.

Some interviewees expressed concerns that the quality of tourism students is not
very good:
Question 35. Employers prefer to employ non tourism graduates in
graduate position.

The last two statements in Part 3 of the questionnaire were included to identify
employers overall view on the purpose of higher education. The results from these
two statements were to be compared with similar statements regarding
HE/degrees in general. The purpose of this was to see to what extent employers
saw tourism degrees as vocational and to what extent they saw them as an
academic pursuit. The questions were worded as follows:
Question 3 6. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to stretch and
develop intellects and minds.
Question 3 7. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to give the
groundwork to prepare somebody to come into a career in tourism.
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Question 4 7. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to stretch and
develop intellects and minds.
Question 48. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to give the
groundwork to prepare somebody to come into a career in tourism.

The following questions were designed to identify employers view on higher
education in the UK. Stage 1 showed that these views were linked with the way
the employers view tourism degrees. Most interviewees were very clear that
degrees should be accessible to all who can benefit, while others thought that 'not
everyone is cut out for degree' :
Question 38. University degrees should be accessible for all who can
benefit.

S ome interviewees were concerned that students were taking up a degree because
their friends are doing them rather than from a desire to learn:
Question 39. Students choose to do degrees because eve1yone else is doing
one.

Some interviewees expressed concern over some degrees such as 'Golf Course
Management' as being with too narrower focus, which then limits students future
opportunities:
Question 40. Degrees nowadays tend to have too narrow a focus.

Some interviewees were concerned that the expansion of higher education has
diluted academic standards:
Question 41. The expansion of university education has increased the
value of the degree.
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Some interviewees expressed the view that there i s no real need for 50% o f the
population to go to university, as the market does not require it:
Question 42. There is a needfor 50% of the population to go to university.

Others dismissed concerns over the expansion of higher education by suggesting
that any education is positive:
Question 43. It is good that nowadays young people take up degrees
instead of vocational training.

There were a number of issues, raised in the interviews, referring to oversupply of
graduates 'Lack of statistic of graduate employment', 'Degrees do not address
specific labour shortages' and 'Oversupply of graduates' .
Question 44. Currently there is an oversupply ofgraduates.

S ome interviewees referred to positive experience of recent graduates, while
others thought that graduates make better managers than non-graduates :
Question 46. Just because you have a degree does not automatically mean
you will do a goodjob.

Questions 50, 5 1 and 52 were included to gain a better understanding of the types
of respondents:
Question 50. Your gender
Question 51. Which age group do you belong to ?
Question 52. Your organisation

M cDamiel and Gates (2004:27 1 ) suggest the following as a possible age grouping
1 8-24/25-3 4/3 5-44/45 and over. This age break down was used in the final
version of the questionnaire, in question 5 1 where employers were asked to
indicate their age.
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APPENDIX 4: Interview template
This interview template includes a number of questions which may have been
asked during an interview. The author sought to cover the particular areas of
interest, however the questions themselves varied, and in some cases omitted, for
example, if the interviewee has addressed the particular area within their previous
answers.

Part 1 :
Section 1 : Background - personal/professional/academic
1 . Tell me about yourself.
2. What is your educational background?
3 . How did you start in the industry?
4. What does your current job involve?

Part 2 :
Section 2 : Employability o f tourism graduates
1 . How do you feel about employing a tourism graduates?
2. Where/how would you advise/expect a tourism graduates to start their career?
3 . What requirements should graduates meet to secure those jobs; do you think
they do?
4. When a tourism student finishes his/her degree what do you expect their
qualities are/what do you expect they have learned? Do you think they do?
5. Have you encountered anyone with a tourism degree?
6. Would their degree be of dis/advantage to them?
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Section 3 : Travel and Tourism education
1 . What is your opinion of tourism degrees?
2 . What do you think are the benefits o f holding a tourism degree - for the
graduate and employer?
3 . Can you think of a situation where degrees would not contribute/make a
difference to its holder (in terms of skills and knowledge)?
4. Do people/managers in your office have university degrees?
5. Do you think that there are fewer managers in the tourism industry with a
degree level education?
6. Do you think that this hinders the industry in any way?
7. If you are leaving school now and have the opportunity to study for a tourism
degree would you consider/do it? \Vhy?
8 . Do you think in the long run the expansion o f tourism courses will benefit the
students?
9. Do you think in the long run the expansion of tourism courses will benefit the
industry?

Section 4: HE
1r. What do you think a university/BA degree should achieve? What do you think
higher education should be about?
2 . How do you feel about the government aiming for 50% of the adult population
to have a degree level education?
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APPENDIX 5 : Online Questionnaire
2007-06-12

https : //www. s urvey.bris .ac.uk/7manifestid=634l&op=preview

#l

A bout Onlln,e Surveys I Support I Contact Us

I ....
V

O n l l n e S urv11ys
Deveklp, launcn and analyse Web-based surveys

My surveys

Create survey

University of
Bedfordshire

My Details

The Survey
Part 1: WoridngafortheaTourlsm• Industry
• Please note that for the purposes of this questionnaire, the term tounsm refers to both travel and tourism.
l, lhe organisation you Wark for Is part af which sector?
C)aPrivatl! �) Pubic '.'."_1 Nat for profl: (e.g. Charty/NGO)
2, lhe organisation you work for Is a
(please select one ont;{):

D

;::1 Charter ai1he C°:) lour operator () Visitor attraction ::· ) Local Authority :_'�1 Scheduled aHne
Ground Handler (')
1r-avelagent C"J H�&B 0 Ground transport :'.".J Consul:ancy :'."J burist Board �-:) E�tk>n Provk:ler

I

�":> other (p(eese specify) :

3, HC>W many employees work wlltln your organisation?
C) O - 9 employees () 10a- 49 employees C) 50 - 249 empbyees () over 250 empbyees
4. was your fi5t Job n tourism with your airrenl: organlsallon7
. -) Yes �-:) No
5. How long have you wor1o!!d for your OJrrent organlsallon7
._-_; Less than l year
;'.")al - 2 y
aears
::-'.) 3a- s years
Cl 6 • 10 years
'.'°:l 11 - 20 years
·:") over 20 years
6, Vvtlidl of the folklwng most acwratet;,' reflect,; your job leve�
l Chief Executlte / owner ,-_, DlrectDr ,~1 Senior Manager : ·"_J Mi:idle Manager
Empbyee ()1rahee :'.") lemporary empbyee (°':1 Self employed/freelance
::~) Other (please specify):

'•

) Junior Manager / Supervisor

i

7. was your current Job advertlsed7
::-_) Internally :) Externally

0 Both hternaly and externally .-_:: Not at all

B. /lre you a graduate (e.g, BA. MSc, M BA. PhD)?
(If No please go to Question 9)

..

.1Yes :�) cunentty studyhg for a degree

'._-) No

a. Youradegree(s) ls at what level?
(select a// that apply)
7 eachelor i7 Masters

I Doctorate

b. Please ndlcate- f your degree(s) has any of the followr,g In ts title?
(select all that apply)
7 11-avel -lburism

--i Hospitaity

I Leisure

-I N one of these

(_.1 Do not mow
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c;. What is the ful tlle of your degree (e.g. BA Business Adminlstrati:>n)? (If more tnan one degree, please list them in
cm,nologlc:al order)

d. In securing your OJrrent job, was your degree:
:�) A considerable advantage
An .adVantage
:.°:l Neither advantage, nor a disadvantage
::-·, A disadvantage
:'.°"} A considerable disadvantage
,~ J Do not know

:.J

e,-Was holding a degree a requi"ement foryoor currentajobZ----------------------<
9. If you are not ii graduate, please state yoor hghest quallficati:,n,

PART 2: a.t.OYING TOURIS"" GRADUATES

10. \Mthln your organisation, what job would you expect a tourism graduate to seaire straght after graduation? If NO such job,
please go to QUestbn 15.
::- ) Entry-level customer facing ::~:i Entry-level admn1strat:1ve ;�) Junior man1>9er/SUpeivisor :_~; Manager

I

'.-) Other !please specify):
11. Where would this jab be advertised?
(Please select one only)
::~_) Internally

() Externally

Ciaeoth �.I Not at al

'.'°') Do not know

12. Would holding a degree be a foffllal requll'ement for the job referred tx, h Question 107
'.)aYes rl No ::-:; Do not l<now
13. In seOJring the job referred to n Questbn 10, do you expect holding a tourism degree would be:
(Please select one only)
:-) A considerable advantage
:�) An advantage
:�) Nether advantage, nor disadvantage
'.'.') A disadvantage
D A O'.ll'ISlderable dlsad\/antage
14. Keepo,g In mind the job n Question 10, please indicate how Important I: is for new employees to ha11e the folbwng
(l=most important, S=least important)
•· Ha11lng the rght personal
at:tnbutes
""
C) 1 �/ 2 C)a3 ( ) 4 O s
b. Having the right sldls set
1 1 :")a2 :'.')a3 () 4 () s
c. Havt,g the right work expe<ience
�; 1 ::-)a2 �":)a3 Cl 4 (� 5
d, Havng the right knoWledge
'.°'Jal :":1 2 (."") 3 (") 4

Os

e. Ha11i"lg the rght qualllicatbns
"."'1a1 :-)a2 C"":i 3 0 4

ns

15 . How d o you thhk a tourism degree affects the ability of graduates to meet the above (Question 14) requirements?
a. Ha11ng the rght personal attributes
::-:, Affects very positively C1 Affects posltt,,,ety

::-) No mpact
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b. Having the ri;Jht skills set
,~·,eAffects very positiVely

Ci Affects positively

·) No impact

c. Havilg the right work experience

~_:, Affects very positively C) Affects positively () No impact

d. Having the ri;Jht knowedge
·:-)eAffects very poslttvely
Affects posltively . -) N o Impact

C!

e. Having the n;iht qualif",catbns
:··., Affects very poslttvelf C) Affects posltively

:·_.1 N o Impact

16. Is there currently a graduate training sdieme wthh your organsatlon?
(If N o / Do oot know, go to Question 19)
,:-) Yes ;---:i No ::-; Do not know
l.7, If you answered Yes to Question 16, please indicate In wtlich a reals of your organisation (e.g. Markethg, HR, f>R. finance,
aa:ountlng, engineeri,g) the graduate b"ahlng scheme Is located.

18, In securilg a pece on a graduate trailing scheme, do you expect hok:li,g a tourism degree wou k:I be:
::)A oonslderable advantage
'.") An adVantage
·_') Nether adVantage, nor disadvantage
::-l A dlsadVantage
:-:--_) A consk:lerable dlsadVantage
19, Have you ever:
a. been contad:ed by tourism students regarding ther dissertations
Do not know
::-:iYes C)eNo

O

b. wori<ed with tourism students doing work placements
:'.":!eYes C) No
Do not know

O

c. recewed speculative applications from tourism graduates
'.::)Yes () No () Do not mow
d, employed a tourism graduate
:)Yes CleNo ("')eDoenatelcnow
e. wori<ed with a tourism graduate
:-) Yes C) No O oo not knoW
f, co-operated win untverstles delvering tourism courses
::-)Yes C) No () Do not knoW
g. had other cantactslexposure to tourism graduates or students
��)Yes :-:--,; No ("") Do not know
20. OveraD, would you say you have hacl a positive or negatllle impression of tour'sm gralilates?
(Please select one only)
'.") Positive C) Negative

~) Mbced

:'"") Not applicable

PART 3: TOURISM" DEGREES
21. lburlsm degrees a,rrently provide st:Lldents with a wel rounded knowledge of the tourism ndUstry.

Select an ans wer

' .., J'

I
i

22. It is easy to get a tourism degree.

Select an answer

#3
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23. Tourism graduates are strong academl:ally.
Select an answer

j�I

24. lhere Is no particular advantage to a graduate having done a tourism degree.
Select an answer

7 :;1

25, Most unlverstles that teach tourism are former po�ic:s.
Select an answer

;•I

26. Tourism degrees provide gOOd preparatbn for wortdng In tourism.
Select an answer

I·I

27. lhere Is a good relatbnship between universities offering tourism degrees and the tourism industry.
Select an answer

H

28. lhere is an oversupply of rourism graduates.
Select an answer

i•l

29, Doing a tourism degree shows commitment to having a career h the tourism hdustry.
Select an answer

H

30, Tourism graduates are overqualified for most postions available to them in the tourism hdustry.
Select an answer

H

31. Tourism students have unreallstk: expectatbns of the tourism hdustry.
Select an answer

H

32. Compared to other graduates, tourism graduates are better prepared for worldng In tourism.
Select an answer

! ·I

33. Tourism graduates have good business awareness.
Select an answer

I·I

34, In tourism, t Is betterto have vocatbnal tralnng than a tourism degree.
Select an answer

i·i

35. Employers prefer to employ non tourism graduates i1 graduate postlon.
S elect an answer

·F1

36. 1he purpose of a tourism degree should be to stretch and devebp intelec:ts and minds.
Select an answer

i •I

37. 1he purpose of a tourism degree shollld be to give the groundWor1< to prepare somebody to come Into a career i1 tourl5m.
Select an answe;:------�I

PA RT 4: DEGREE L£V EL El)IJCA TION

./14
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38- Unlversty degrees should be accesstile for an who can benefit.
Select an answer

i "' :

39. Students choose to do degrees because everyone else is doilg one.
Select an answer -- -

-�I

40. Degrees nowadays tend to have too nam,w a focus
Select an answer

1 .. 1

4J.. lhe expansbn of ur>lversty educatbn has naea.sed the va.ie of the degree.
Select an answer

i "' i

42. lhere is a need for 50% of the populatbn to go to university.
Select an answer

-rl

43. It Is good that nowadays young people take up degrees Instead of vocational training.
Select an answer

H

44. currently there Is an oversupply of graduates.
Select an answer

---:-,

1 ·1

45. Graduates make better managers than non-graduates.
Select an answer

I ·I

46. Just because you have a degree does not automatlcaly mean you wl do a good job.
Select an answer

1 .. 1
l I

47. lhe purpose of a degree should be to stTetch and develop intellects and minds.
Select an answer

! ..I

48. 1he purpose of a degree should be to prepare somebody to come nto a partb.llar career.
Select an answer

I ·l

49. If you have any further comments about the Issues discussed h this questionnare, please wrte them here:

I

�-i

;:·1i

PA RT S: DEMOGRAPHICS

50. Your gender

:- ) Male :~1 Female
51. Which age group do you belor,g to7
:-) l&-24 ::-.., :ZS-34 '.. _i 35-49 • .1 50-64
52. Your organlsatJon

1 65 and over

#S
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53. If you would like ta receive a summary of the fndlngs pease provide your e-mai address:

Continue >

Jlm I l.!!!l..mlt

I

Check Answers '- Continue >

#6
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APPENDIX 6 : Study 2 Results and Statistics
Section 1 : PART 1 : WORKING FOR THE TOURISM* INDUSTRY
. tion you wor or 1s part 0f whiCh sectori.?
1 . The orgarusa
Percentage
Rank Options
62.2%
Private:
1
26.5%
Public:
2
Not for profit (e.g. Charity/NGO):
1 1 .2%
3
Ranking Statistics:
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .5 I Variance: 0.5
2. The organisation you work for is a (please select one only):
Percentage
Rank Options
2.0%
Charter airline:
1
1 2.2%
operator:
Tour
2
4. 1 %
Visitor attraction:
3
6.1%
Local Authority:
4
2.0%
Scheduled airline:
5
1 .0%
Ground Handler:
6
1 .0%
Travel agent:
7
5.1%
Hotel!B&B :
8
0.0%
Ground transport:
9
25.5%
Consultancy:
10
8 .2%
Tourist Board:
11
1 5 .3%
Education Provider:
12
Ranking Statistics:
Median rank: 10 Mean rank: 6.6 Variance: 1 3 .5
):
1 7.3%
& Recruitment
Business supPort
Communications
economic development agency
Government agency
Hospitality, leisure and tourism consultants
Industry Association
Leisure airline with limited charter
Online Travel Company
Part attraction, partfarm
Tourism Area Partnership
trade association
Trade Association
travel customer satisfaction agency
travel publication
vertically integrated travel company
wildlife charity

Number
61

26
11

Number
2
12
4
6
2
1
1
5
0
25
8
15

17
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3 . How many emulovees work WI"thin your orgamsation.?
Percentage
Rank Options
0 -- 9 employees:
25 .5%
1
1
0
-49
employees:
1 3.3%
2
50 -- 249 employees:
1 5 .3%
3
Over 250 employees:
45 .9%
4
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 \ Mean rank: 2.8 \ Variance: 1 .6

Number
25
13
15
45

· m
· tounsm w1'th your current orgamsation ?.
4 . Was your fiirst .10b
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
Yes:
16
1 6.3%
1
82
83 .7%
No:
2
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 \ Mean rank: 1 .8 \ Variance: 0. 1
•

5. How on� have you worked tior your current orgamsation?.
Percentage
Rank Options
Less than 1 year:
1 9.4%
1
1 1 .2%
1 - 2 years:
2
3 - 5 years:
3
23.5%
6 - 1 0 years:
1 4.3%
4
20.4%
1 1 - 20 years:
5
1 1 .2%
Over 20 years:
6
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 Mean rank: 3 .4 I Variance: 2.7

Number
19
11
23
14
20
11

I

. b leveI?
6 WhiCh of
r the fiollowmg most accurately
l reflects your Jo
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
15
1
Chief Executive / Owner:
1 5 .3%
22
2
Director:
22.4%
15
3
Senior Manager:
1 5 .3%
4
19
1 9 .4%
Middle Manager:
6
5
6.1%
Junior Managerr/ Supervisor:
11
6
Employee:
1 1 .2%
1
7
Trainee:
1 .0%
0
8
Temporary employee:
0.0%
9
4
Self employed/freelance:
4. 1 %
Ranking Statistics
Medi
rank: 3.3 Variance: 3 . 8
5
business analyst
PA
Partnership Coordinator
Personal Assistant
tourism lecturer
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7 Was your current .10
. b advertise
Rank Options
Percenta2e
Internally:
1
6.1%
Externally:
2
1 9.4%
Both internally and externally:
3
25 .5%
Not at all:
4
45.9%
Do not know:
5
3.1%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 j Mean rank: 3 .2 1 Variance: 1 .0

Number
6
19
25
45
3

Rank
Yes:
1
Current!
2
3.1%
No:
3
20.4%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .4 I Variance: 0. 7
8.a. Your de2ree(s) is at what level?
Number
Options
Percenta2e
42
Bachelor:
n/a
41
Masters:
n/a
Doctorate:
7
n/a
8.b. Please indicate if your de2ree(s) has an v of the followin2: in its title?
Number
Options
Percenta2;e
2
Travel:
n/a
Tourism:
38
n/a
6
Hospitality:
n/a
2
Leisure:
n/a
35
None of these:
n/a
8.c. What is the full title of your degree (e.g. BA Business Administration)? (If
more than one degree, please list them in chronological order)
BA (Hons) Psychology
MBA Business Administration
BSc (Hons) Archaeology
BA (African History - SOAS)
PhD Nairobi - Management History and Pactice
BA (Hons) Geography
Master of Civic Design
MA (Econ)
BA (Hons) Hospitality Management and Related Services
Mphil Sustainable Tourism, Small Firms and Public Policy
BA (Hons) Humanities, Diploma in Marketing
BA (Hons) Politics and Journalism
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BA (Hons) Social Sciences & Technology
MSc in Tourism, Food & Hospitality Management
BA (Hons) Tourism Management
BA (Hons) Tourism Management
MSC Urban Regeneration
BA (Hons) Tourism Studies
MSc Tourism Management
BA (Hons) Tourism and Hospitality Management
BA Business Organisation
MA Marketing
MBA
BA Business Studies
MBA
PhD
BA Economics & Business Studies
BA Geography and Modern History
MA Landscape and Society
BA Geography and Statistics
BA Geography/History
MA Historical geography
BA (Hons) Business Studies
BA (Hons) French Studies
BA (Hons) in Geography
Master of Civic Design ie. Planning
BA (Hons) Tourism Studies
BA (Hons) Travel and Tourism
BA Hospitality and Tourism Mgt
BA International Hospitality Management
BA Modern Languages
MSc Tourism
BA Theatre Studies and French
MA Research and Consultancy
BA Tourism and Planning
BA Tourism Business Administration
BA Tourism Business Management
BA Tourism Management
BA Tourism Management
BA(Hons) Tourism Operations and Marketing
MSc Responsible Tourism Management
Bachelor ofArts
Master ofArts Tourism and Hospitality Management with Distinction
Doctor ofPhilosophy in Environmental Design specialization Tourism Planning
BSc Town Planning
MSc Recreation Management
PhD Recreation Resources Development
BSc Computer Science
MA Tourism Management
BSc Econo mics
BSc Geography with European studies and MSc Tourism manage ment
BSc Mechanical Engineering
BSc Tourism Management
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BSc Tourism Management (Hons)
MSc Business IT
BSc(Econ)Hons - University ofLondon (External)
Business Studies
Diploma in Town and Country Planning
Master ofArts
Doctor ofPhilosophy in Tourism
Geography MA
Applied Social Studies MSc
Geography Diploma in Marketing
Diploma in Management
HND Business and Finance
Certificate ofEducation
Hotel and Institutional Mgt BSc
Tourism Management BSc
MA Oxon, Politics, Philosophy and Economics
MA French and Philosophy
MA Hons Geography
MBA
MA in tourism management
MA Tourism and Sustainability
BA (Hons) Tourism Management and Physical
Geography
MA Tourism Environment and Development
MA Tourism Management
MA Tourism Management
MA Tourism Management
MA,iBA
Management Sciences BSc UMIST
Masters Degree in Business Administration
Masters in Business Administration
BA Geography and American Studies
Masters in Economics
Doctor ofPhilosophy
MBA
MBA
MA Modern and Medieval Languages
MSc Environmental Planning
MA Urban Planning
MSc in Tourism
MSc Tourism
MSc Tourism Policy and Management
BSc Hotel and Tourism Management
PGDip Tourism Leisure and Service Management
Post Graduate in Human Resources
Postgraduate Diploma in Tourism (Univ Wales)
Mphil Tourism Management (Univ Wales)
Postgraduate Diploma Tourism
Tourism
Tourism Management
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8 . d In secunng your current .1" 0b, was your degree:
Percentage
Rank Options
A considerable advantage:
1
34.7%
An
advantage:
37.3%
2
advantage,
nor
a 28 .0%
Neither
3
disadvantage:
A disadvantage:
0.0%
4
A
considerable
disadvantage:
0 .0%
5
Do not know:
6
0.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 1 .9 \ Variance: 0.6
8.e. Was holding a de2ree a reqmrement for "Our current .1ob ?.
Percenta2e
Rank Options
Yes:
54.7%
1
41i.3 %
2
No:
4.0%
Do not know:
3
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .5 I Variance: 0.3

Number
26
28
21
0
0
0

Number
41
31
3

9. If you are "not" a graduate, please state your highest qualification.
A LEVEL
a levels
A levels
Business Diploma
Certificate in Management Studies
Di Tech
Dip Travel Skills
Diploma in Management Studies
FRAeS, FCIT, FCILT, FCMI
GCSE
GCSE
Grade A - A Levels
HND
HND
OND + Fellowship ofthe Chartered Institute ofArbitrators
Royal Society ofArts
SCE Higher Level certificates
seconda ry
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Section 2: PART 2: EMPLOYING TOURISM GRADUATES
10. Within your organisation, what job would you expect a tourism graduate to
secure strah?:ht after 2raduation? If NO such job, please go to C)uestion 16.
Percenta2e
Number
Rank Options
Entry-level customer facing:
28 .9%
24
1
Entry-level administrative :
25
30. 1 %
2
Junior manager/supervisor:
30. 1 %
25
3
Manager:
1
1 .2%
4
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 Mean rank: 1 .8 Variance: 0 .7
9.6%
8
Junior Consultant
NO, one man consultancy
Plus other duties
Research, project delivery
Researcher/analyst
Technical/apprentice
Trainee or Intern
11. 'Where would this fob be advertised? [Please select one onl 1)
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
2
1
2.4%
Internally:
30
36. 1 %
2
Externally:
48
3
Both:
57.8%
2
4
· Not at all:
2.4%
1
5
Do not know:
1 .2%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 2.6 I Variance: 0.4
12. Would holding a degree be a formal requirement for the job referred to in
Question 10?
Number
Rank Options
Percenta2e
31
1
Yes:
37.3%
45
2
No:
54.2%
3
7
Do not know:
8.4%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 1 . 7 I Variance: 0 .4
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13. In securing the job referred to in Question 10, do you expect holding a tourism
degree would be: (Please select one only)
Percentage
Rank Options
Number
A
considerable
advantage:
26.5%
22
1
An advantage:
47
56.6%
2
Neither
advantage,
nor 1 6 .9%
3
14
disadvantage:
A disadvantage:
4
0
0.0%
A considerable disadvantage:
0.0%
0
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 1 .9 \ Variance: 0.4
14. Keeping in mind the job in Question 10, please indicate how important it is for
new employees to have the following (l=most important, 5=least important)
. ht oersonaI attr'b
1 utes
14.a. Havmg
. the TU?:
Number
Percenta2e
Rank Options
50
1:
60.2%
1
15
2:
2
1 8.1%
2
2.4%
3
3:
4
3 .6%
4:
3
13
5:
1 5 .7%
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 2.0 I Variance: 2.2

..

14 b H avmg
. therng
. ht sldlls s et
Rank Options
1
1:
2
2:
3
3:
4
4:
5
5:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2.2 I Variance:
14.c. Havmg
. th e right work experience
Rank Options
1
1:
2
2:
3
3:
4
4:
5
5:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3 . 0 I Variance:

Percenta2e
37.3%
3 1 .3%
1 3 .3%
12.0%
6.0%

Number
31
26
11
10
5

1 .5

Percentage
7.2%
26.5%
3 3 .7%
2 1 e.7%
10.8%

1 .2

Number
6
22

28
18
9
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.
1 4 . d. H aVIn2 the n2ht knowled12e
Rank Options
1:
1

Percenta 2 e
1 2.2%
32.9%
35 .4%
1 5 .9%
3 .7%

2:
3:
4:
4
5:
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 2.7a1 Variance: 1 .0
2
3

. the n2
. ht qual"fi
1 cations
14.e. HaVIn2
Percentage
Rank Options
1:
1
4.9%
23 .2%
2:
2
3
48.8%
3:
4:
1 8.3%
4
4.9%
5
5:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 3 .0 I Variance: 0.8

Number
10
27
29
13
3

Number
4
19
40
15
4

15. How do you think a tourism degree affects the ability of graduates to meet the
above (Question 14) requirements?
.
. ht persona 1 attn"butes
1 5.a. Havmg the ng.
Number
Percenta1?:e
Rank Options
12
14.3%
Affects very positively:
1
37
2
44.0%
Affects positively:
35
4 1 .7%
3
No impact:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 2.3 I Variance: 0.5

.

. the r12
. ht s kills set
15 b . HaVInl?
Rank Options
1
Affects very positively:
2
Affects positively:
3
No imp act:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 j Mean rank: 1 .9 I Variance:

Percentaee
24. 1 %
66.3%
9.6%

0.3

Number
20
55

8
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he rig
. ht work experience
15.c. Havm2et
.
Rank Options
Affects very positively:
1
Affects
positively:
2
No impact:
3
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 2.3 I Variance:

Rank
1
2
Affe

Percenta2e
7.2%
50.6%
42.2%
0.4

Percenta e
1 5.5%
73.8%
1 0.7%

Number
13
62
9

Percentage
22.9%
6 1 .4%
1 5 .7%

Number
19
51
13

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2.0 I Variance: 0.3
. ht quarfi
1 cations
15.e. Havm2
. the ng
Rank Options
Affects very positively:
1
2
Affects positively:
No impact:
3
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 1 .9 [ Variance:

Number
6
42
35

0.4

16eIs
. there currently a graduate training scheme within your organisation? (If No
/ Do not know, 20 to Question 19)
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
19
1
Yes:
1 9.4%
73
2
No:
74.5%
6
3
Do not know:
6. 1 %
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 [ Mean rank: 1 .9 [ Variance: 0.2
17. If you answered Yes to Question 16, please indicate in which area/s of your
organisation ( e.g. Marketing, BR, PR, finance, accounting, engineering) the
graduate training scheme is located.
Across the board
all - with movementOust beingformed)
All skill areas eg engineering, planning etc
customer service
Finance, Industry Affairs, Marketing
front office, HR, finance etc.
HR (StaffDevelopment)
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IT

Management + LA skills courses
Marketing & PR
Marketing I Product
Marketing and Product
Marketing, HR
Numerous - Marketing, PR, Finance, Engineering,JT
Planning and trading
retail, tour ops, e-commerce, airline
Sales and Contracting
Teaching/Lecturing
18. In securing a place on a graduate training scheme, do you expect holding a
. de2ree wo uld b e:
tounsm
Number
Rank Options
Percenta2e
A considerable advantage:
20
1
27.0%
2
An advantage:
37
50.0%
advantage,
Neither
nor 23.0%
17
3
disadvantage:
A disadvantage:
4
0
0.0%
5
A considerable disadvantage:
0
0.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2 .0 I Variance: 0.5
1 9. Have you ever:
.
1 9.a. been contacte d b>Y tounsm students re, ard'mg therr d'lSSertaflOilS
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
73
Yes:
1
74.5%
25
2
No:
25.5%
0
3
Do not know:
0.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .3o1 Variance: 0.2
19 . b . worked wit
. b tounsm stu dents dom
Rank Options
1
Yes :
2
No:
3
Do not know:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .3 I Variance:

work pIacements
Percentage
70.4%
29.6%
0.0%
0.2

Number
69

29
0
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. appr1cations from tourism gra duates
.
speculative
19.c. received
Rank Options
Percenta2e
Number
Yes:
No:
Do not know :
3
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 Mean rank: 1 . 3 Variance:

0.2

19 . d. emp Ioyed a tounsm graduate
Rank Options

Percentage

7 1 .4%
28.6%
0.0%

1
2

I

I

Yes :
1
No:
2
Do not know:
3
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 Mean rank: 1 .5 Variance:

I

I

19 . e. worked WI"th a tounsm graduate
Rank Options
Yes :
1
2
No :

54. 1 %
45 .9%
0 .0%

Number
53
45
0

0.3

Percenta2e
76.5%
20.4%
3.1 %

3
Do not know:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 Mean rank: 1 .3 Variance: 0 .3

I

70
28
0

Number
75
20
3

I

. h umvers1ties deliverm2 tounsm courses
19 .of. co-operated wit

Rank Options

1
Yes :
2
No:
3
Do not know:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 Mean rank: 1 .3 [ Variance:

I

Percentage

72.4%
26.5%
1 .0%

Number
71
26

1

0 .2

19 . 2. had other contacts Iexposure to tounsm graduates or stud ents
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
1
Yes:
2
No:
3
Do not know:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: l [ Mean rank: 1 .3 I Variance:

76.5%
2 1 .4%
2.0%

0.2

75
21

2
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20. Overall, would you say you have had a positive o r negative impression of
tourism graduates? (Please select one onl v)
Rank Options
Percentage
Number
Positive:
1
60.2%
59
Negative:
2
2.0%
2
Mixed:
3
33 .7%
33
Not applicable:
4
4. 1 %
4
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 . 8 J Variance: 1 . 1

Section 3 : PART 3 : TOURISM* DEGREES
21. Tourism degrees currently provide students with a well rounded knowledge of
. m
" dusot:ry .
the tounsm
Rank Options
Number
Percenta2e
Strongly Agree
11
1
1 1 .2%
Agree
2
50
5 1 e.0%
Neither agree nor disagree
3
26
26.5%
4
Disagree
1 0 .2%
10
Strongly disagree
5
1 .0%
1
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 2.4 \ Variance: 0.7
22. It 1s easy to get a tounsm degree.
Rank Options
1
Strongly Agree
2
Agree
3
Neither agree nor disagree
4
Disagree
5
Strongly disagree
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 2 . 8 J Variance:

Percentage
9.2%
28.6%
37.8%
2 1 .4%
3.1%

Number
9
28
37
21
3

1 .0

23 . T ounsm 2:raduates are strong academ1ca
. IILY•
Rank Options
Percentage
1
Strongly Agree
4.1 %
2
Agree
24.5%
3
Neither agree nor disagree
48.0%
4
Disagree
20.4%
5
Strongly disagree
3.1%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 J Mean rank: 2.9e1 Variance: 0.7

Number
4
24
47
20
3
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done a tourism d e ree.
Number
3

Rank 0
1

2
3

N

ee

22.4%
45 .9%
6. 1 %

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 4 1 Mean rank: 3 .3 \ Variance: 1 .0

22
22
45
6

25. Most universities that teach tourism are former polytechnics.
Percentage
Number
Rank Options
Strongly Agree
10
1 0 .2%
1
Agree
5 1 o.0%
50
2
Neither agree nor disagree
27 .6%
27
3
7
7.1%
Disagree
4
4
Strongly disagree
4. 1 %
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 2.4o1 Variance: 0.8
26. Touri
Rank 0
1
S
2
3
4
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 2.4o1 Variance:

1 1 .2%
52.0%
27.6%
8 .2%
1 .0%

in tourism .
Number
11
51
27
8
1

0.7

27. There is a good relationship between universities offering tourism degrees and
. m
the tounsm
" dusttry.
Number
Percentage
Rank Options
5
1
5.1%
Strongly Agree
27
2
27.6%
Agree
34
3
34.7%
Neither agree nor disagree
26
4
26.5%
Disagree
6
5
6. 1 %
Strongly disagree
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3 .0 \ Variance: 1 .0
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28. There is an oversu

Rank 0
1

2

I of tourism raduates.

Percenta e

S

ee

3

4. 1 %
36 .7%
46.9%
1 0 .2%
2.0%

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 1 Mean rank: 2.7 1 Variance: 0.6

Number
4
36
46

2

29. Doing a tourism degree shows commitment to having a career in the tourism
.
mdustry.
Rank Options
Number
Percentage
Strongly Agree
9
1
9.2%
2
53
54. 1 %
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
3
20
20.4%
4
Disagree
16
1 6 .3%
gr
g
Stron ly disa ee
5
0
0.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 2.4 1 Variance: 0 . 8

30. Tourism graduates are overqualified for most positions available to them in

· dust:ry.
the tour1sm
' m
Rank Ootions
1

Strongly Agree
2
Agree
3
Neither agree nor disagree
4
Disagree
5
Strongly disagree
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 Mean rank: 2.7r1 Variance:

I

Percenta2e
1 0.2%
36.7%
30.6%
2 1 .4%
1 .0%

Number
10
36
30
21
1

0.9

31 . Tounsm students have unreaJistic
' dusttry.
. expectations of the tounsm m
Rank Options
Number
Percentage
1
2

Strongly Agree
Agree
3
Neither agree nor disagree
4
Disagree
5
Strongly disagree
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2.2 Variance:

I

1 2 .2%
60.2%
1 9.4%
8 .2%
0.0%

0.6

12

59

19

8

0
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3 2 . Comp ared to other graduates , tourism graduates are better p repared for
. tour1sm
. .
workinlg m
Rank Options
Percentage
Number
Strongly Agree
1
5
5.1 %
Agree
2
50.0%
49
Neither agree nor disagree
3
34.7%
34
Disa!ITee
4
9 .2%
9
Strongly disagree
5
1 .0%
1
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2.5 I Variance: 0.6

.

33 Tounsm graduates have goo d b usmess awareness .
Rank O ptions
Percenta2e
Strongly Agree
1
2.0%
2
Agree
28 .6%
Neither agree nor disagree
3
50 .0%
4
Disagree
1 8 .4%
Strongly disagree
5
1 .0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 2 . 9 I Variance: 0.6

Number
2
28
49
18
1

. 1s
34. In tourism , 1t
. b etter to h ave vocationa1 trammg thanra tounsm degree.
Number
Rank Options
Percenta g e
gr
4
1
Strongly A ee
4. 1 %
22
2
22.4%
Agree
3
48
Neither agree nor disa!ITee
49.0%
21
4
Disagree
2 1 .4%
5
3
Strongly disagree
3.1%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 J Mean rank: 3.0 I Variance: 0.7

Rank
1
2
3

non tourism raduates in
Percenta 0e
2.0%
1 7.3%
55 . 1 %
ee

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3 . 1 I Variance: 0.5

osition .
Number
2
17
54
24
1
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36. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to stretch and develop intellects
and minds.
Rank Options
Percentage
Number
y
Strongl
Agree
1
12.2%
12
Agree
2
62.2%
61
Neither agree nor disa,gree
1 8 .4%
3
18
Disagree
4
7. 1 %
7
Strongly disagree
5
0.0%
0
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 I Mean rank: 2.2 I Variance: 0.6
37. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to give the groundwork to prepare
. to a career m
someb odtrY to come m
. tounsm
. .
Rank Options
Number
Percentae:e
Strongly Agree
1
26
26.5%
Agree
2
63
64.3%
Neither agree nor disa gree
3
6
6. 1 %
Disagree
4
2
2.0%
Strongly disagree
1
5
1 .0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 1 .9 I Variance: 0.5

Section 4: PART 4: DEGREE LEVEL EDUCATION
38. University degrees should be accessible for a.ll who can benefit.
Number
Rank Options
Percentage
y
1
35
Strongl Agree
35.7%
48 r.
2
Agree
49.0%
3
5
Neither agree nor disagree
5.1 %
gr
4
10
Disa ee
1 0.2%
5
0
Strongly disagree
0.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 1 .9 I Variance: 0.8
. domgr
39 Students choose to do degrees because everyone els e 1s
. oner.
Rank Options
Number
Percentae:e
1
4
Strongly Agree
4. 1 %
2
23
Agree
23.5%
gr
3
41
4 1 .8%
Neither agree nor disa ee
4
29
Disagree
29.6%
5
1
Strongly disagree
1 .0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3 .0 I Variance: 0.7
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40 . De 1rees nowa days tend t0 have too narrow a ocus
Rank Options
Percenta2e
Strongly Agree
1
2.0%
Agree
2
2 1 .4%
Neither
agree
nor
disagree
3
35 .7%
Disagree
4
37.8%
Strongly disagree
5
3.1%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3 .2 I Variance: 0 .8
41. The ex ansion of universi

1
2
3

Number
2
21
35
37
3

education has increased the value of the de ree.
Percenta e
Number
2
2.0%
11
1 1 .2%
20
ee
20.4%
49
50.0%
16
1 6.3%

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 4 1 Mean rank: 3 .7 ! Variance: 0.9

42. There is a need for 50% of the population to 20 to university.
Number
Percenta2e
Rank Options
4
1
Strongly Agree
4. 1 %
12
2
Agree
12.2%
22
3
Neither agree nor disagree
22.4%
41
4
Disagree
41 .8%
19
5
Strongly disagree
1 9 .4%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 4 I Mean rank: 3 .6 I Variance: 1 . 1
43. It is good that nowadays young people take up degrees instead of vocational
traimn2
. . .
Number
Rank Options
Percenta2e
1
0
Strongly Agree
0.0%
11
2
Agree
1 1 .2%
3
37
Neither agree nor disagree
37.8%
44
4
Disagree
44.9%
5
6
Strongly disagree
6. 1 %
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 4 1 Mean rank: 3 .5 j Variance: 0 . 6
/
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Rank 0
S
1
2
3

ee

raduates.
Percenta e
9 . 2%
54. 1 %
29.6%
7. 1 %
0.0%

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 2.3 I Variance: 0.6

45 . Graduates make better managers th an non-grad uates.
Percentage
Rank Options
Strongly Agree
1 .0%
1
23 .5%
Agree
2
Neither agree nor disagree
43 .9%
3
29.6%
Disagree
4
Strongly
disagree
2.0%
5
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3a.1 I Variance: 0.7
46. Just because you have a degree does not automatically
.r b•
goodr.10
Percentage
Rank Options
1
42 . 9%
Strongly Agree
54. 1 %
2
Agree
3
1 .0%
Neither agree nor disagree
4
Disagree
1 .0%
5
StronJ;iJY disagree
1 .0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 1 .6a1 Variance: 0.4

Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 1a.8 I Variance: 0.5

Number
9
53
29
7
0

Number
1
23
43
29
2

mean you will do a
Number
42
53
1
1
1

intellects and minds.
Number
33
51
13
1
0
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48. The purpose of a degree should be to prepare somebody to come into a
pa rticular career.
Rank Options
Percenta2e
Number
Strongly Agree
1
1 0.2%
10
Agree
2
45.9%
45
Neither agree nor disagree
27
3
27.6%
4
Disagree
1 4.3%
14
Strongly disagree
5
2
2.0%
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 2 1 Mean rank: 2.5 Variance: 0.9

I

49. If you have any further comments about the issues discussed in this
questionnaire, please write them here:
A degree does not teach common sense which is always necessary in ajob.
A degree in tourism should develop an appropriate skill set and subject knowledge to
enable
students
to
participate
fully
within
the
industry.
Degrees are not suitable for everyone but those that participate in Higher Education
benefit from the experience.
A degree is an enabler, and a demonstration of achievement and the ability to think
and analyse issues. There are excellent people without degrees, or with a wide range of
degrees who are successful in travel. The desire to work in the industry is key.
Specialisation is not too important. Having worked in Germany where everything and
everybody has to be trained and certificated, creativity is restricted.
A lot depends on the quality of degree and the teaching establishment that awards it.
Common sense and dedication is something you either have or do not have. A Degree
cannot teach you that. Would rather have someone with this and teach them the post
than to employ someone who knows the post but has no common sense and vocational
dedication.
For TIC Assistants, local product knowledge is far more important than a degree.
Some graduates have little practical experience and poor ''people sldlls ". Graduates do
not always see the need to start in LA tourism as a marketing/tourism assistant and
expect managerialjobs without the necessary experience ofproduct knowledge.
Having worked with several university and helps several students (both masters and
under grad) the understanding of the academic world to the current changes in the
tourism industry is exceptionally lacking. There is very little understanding of the need
to sh ift to offering more than the traditional package and we have found that a lot of
the students have very little business acumen. However just having a degree in a
subject that is theoretical does not mean that once you are placed in a certain situation
you will just be able to do a good job, it is very much dependant on the individual. As
fo r the 50% should go to uni, that was a figure picked out of the sky because it sounded
good for new labour. As a recent graduate and someone who still deals with student
debt nearly 4 years after graduating I see many of my friends who went to uni because
everyone else did and are working in jobs that do not need degrees. although they
wouldn 't change their decision to go to uni (mainly because of the social aspects and
the friends that have been made) many of the regret the level of debt they know find
themselves in.
I believe the tourism degree is very important to those wanting to go into the tourism
industry but this is a small percentage ofgraduates. The Tourism industry is typically
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too low paid and too few graduate opportunities to retain graduates. From my
undergraduate course of 85 pupils only 5 of us are still in the industry and we have not
advanced as far as those that have switched industry.
I have often had feedback on the poor quality of work experience offered through
university networks, kids are better offin the open market
If all the population gets a degree, who 's going to sweep the road?
Important to have a good mix between academic/theoretical and practical/vocational.
Project management, or similar type skills should be given a slot on the academic
schedule as this would benefit all students.
it is necessary to have uniform nomenclature/syllabi/industry participation & approval
for tourism and travel courses
Most vocational degree courses lack a conceptual.framework and component subjects
are therefore aggregated rather than integrated. A general perception of social science
courses is that th ey lack academic rigour, with the emphasis on high pass rates allied
to upward grade drift.
My greatest concern is the poor general level of education in graduates generally particularly English (spelling & grammar)
nla
Note that there is a difference between "Travel" and "Tourism " employers. There is
less need for degrees in the travel sector, except at head office level.
Please read my answers in the context that I own the firm. Outside ofyour questions so
much depends on personal attitude. The graduate who is above getting his or her
hands dirty on the job does not last very long. Similarly, maturity. If employees play
around th ey get P45s. It really is a combination of knowledge, applied skill and
attitude that makes a successful employee with a careerfuture
Some of the undergraduate degrees seem to be too narrowly focused - e.g. BA Tourism
(Adventure Travel)
The graduates I have met still seem to be completely lost in which area of tourism th ey
wish to establish a career in; this results in them taking low paid administration
positions, which are of no advantage to them, make them unhappy and the feeling that ·
they are over-qualified but under-experienced.
The organisation I work for is both a local authority and a visitor attraction.
As possession of a degree is now so widespread in society employers do need to look
for other means of differentiating between applicants for posts. I believe tourism
degrees are viewed as principally vocational rather than academic qualifications.
In museums they are more likely to qualify people for positions in marketing and
promotion than in other sectors, but holders of tourism degrees will always find
themselves in competition with holders of more specific subject specialist
qualifications, i. e. marketing degrees or in the case of museums academic subject
based degrees such as history or archaeology.
The reasons a lot ofthe time I have had to select neither is because in my experience is
mostly down to the individual. I think that the lecturers need more training in the
industry as a whole and also to keep up with varying trends. There is a need to have
Tourism education, and as a grad I do agree with degrees, however I do think that
there has to be an "iexpectation " set with regards to what worked and does not within
th is industry. Also of employers will want experience versus qualification (dependant
on the role) therefore people will go into a lesser paid/status job and will be able to
work their way up - this is a great strength of the industry - and it should be said
during a course in order to make the learning 11real". There have always been debates
about this however there seems to be such a divide between the education sector and
the industry that I doni't know if it will ever be remedied. Vocation qualifications are
too paper driven and doni't concentrate enough on the vocation - these should be
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specific, however in my opinion th ey arefar too generic .
To successfully develop a career within a tour operator, aptitude is the most important
skill. Exposure to the industry at grass roo ts level is extremely valuable - more so than
academic qualifications.
Tourism Degrees fair no higher and perhaps lower in the minds of industry recruiters
as compared with other degrees. The benefits of their focus on the industry is out
weighed by the issues in relation to their substance and credibility, which may not be
fair or well founded, but is the perception. I have been involved in Graduate
recruitment for many years. The most successful graduate recruitment, in my opinion,
targets the person and not the degree. The degree is of real value, but is secondary to
the erson.
Tourism degrees require both vocational and academic content and the job sector
should become more involved with the education sector to get the skills requirement
ri ht
Tourism degrees vary greatly in quality and focus. Some are far more business
focussed than others for example. Therefore it is very difficult to make generalisations
about all tourism degrees.
Tourism is such a varied career with so many varied paths to take that it is difficult to
answer this questionnaire entirely accurately. Many degrees are theory focused and
don 't seem to necessarily prepare people for the real world, hence employers might
prefer hands on experience to a piece ofpaper when it comes to employing managers
etc.
Travel and tourism is not rocket science. it is much better that those who work in it are
well educated on a general level (e.g. business, marketing, management, analysis,
writing etc) and then they can learn about the industry on the job. for specific skills,
specific courses are available.
Would prefer a potential recruit to have done an MBA or similar rather than a tourism
de ee

Section 5: PART 5: DEMOGRAPHIC S
. 50 Your gender
Rank Options
Percenta2:e
1
57. 1 %
Male:
2
42.9%
Female:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 1 I Mean rank: 1 .4 I Variance: 0 .2
51 WhiC h a2e 2roup dO YOU be Io n2 too?.
Rank Options
Percentage
1
2.0%
1 8-24:
2
27.6%
25-34:
3
30 .6%
35-49:
4
50-64:
3 8 .8%
5
1 .0%
65 and over:
Ranking Statistics
Median rank: 3 I Mean rank: 3 . 1 I Variance: 0.8

Number
56
42

Number

2
27

30
38
1
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APPENDIX 7 : Pilot Questionnaire Feedback
Hi,
I'm pleased to see you're still working on this.
I've filled the questionnaire in. The main problems I found are about routing for
questions 1 5 and 1 0 .
Both weren't relevant fo r me, yet it made m e complete questions 1 7, 1 8 and 14.
I also found myself answering 'neither agree/disagree' for many answers given that I
couldn't generalise. I wonder how many others would be in that position, so you may
end up with a high percentage of respondents not making a stab either way.
Hope that helps
I would be very keen to see the results or any interim results from this. The whole
notion of tourism degrees is moving up the policy agenda and I think this is important
research that can inform that discussion
Petia
I have completed the questionnaire and submitted it! I did not think it too long however found some of the questions rather difficult to answer due to lack of current
knowledge of ( . . . ), and the Tourism Industry, plus University subj ects, and degrees, so
my answers are based on my own current views opinions, also what I can remember of
( . . . ) and what my current experiences are and have been (if you understand that). Have
you sent this to ( . . . ), or ( . . . )? I can get his e-mail address and could also find someone
elses if necessary. Hope all is well with you.
Hi Petia
I have completed your questionnaire, but have a few suggestions as requested:
1) 8b = I could not select 'none'.
2) 1 1 - 1 5 :;::: depends what I am comparing a tourism degree to. If another degree or
having no degree - of course having a tourism degree will be better than having no
degree at all! But may not be beneficial over another degree. You need to make this
clear.
3) 1 8 = needs the option to say NIA
4) 38-39e:;::: You talk about a 'tourism degree's purpose is to .... ' - this is fine as long as
you are not interpreting the answers as the person agrees that this is actually being
achieved. As you will see from my text answers I agree the purpose of a tourism degree,
but believe that most are not accomplishing this. I would allow for more space for
people to have the option of clarifying their answers with some supporting text. All the
best

Q4 where was it?
Q8 Maybe give some more options if you are still studying? Perhaps identify are they
employed full or part time or on placement
Q 1 0 bit confusing, not exactly clear whether relates to my org or any
Q 1 4 and Q l 5 a little long winded
Q 1 6 maybe you could ask if there's any other training within the company maybe not
exactly graduate training schemes i.e. step up programmes etc
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Part 3 may give box to input explanations or comments In addition you may want to ask
the following . . Ask about salary expectations What made them study, made them choose
to study tourism degree? Maybe areas that they like or dislike on their course? A
questions about tutors? Are they feeling confident about getting a job when they finish a
degree? If you would like I can forward your previous email to one or two of my tutors
and friends that are currently on their placements. Please advise if hat's ok with you.
Hi Petia,
Lots of questions I cannot really answer (and therefore maybe a 'not applicable' category
would be most appropriate (for example Q l 5), but not essential), but I'm having a go:
Queries / comments:
Q 1 8 . "securing a place on a graduate training scheme, do you expect holding a tourism
degree would be" I don't know if we do graduate training, but I know that a degree is
essential for (Thomas Cook one for example) which are on offer - so I ticked the box, as
I didn't read the instructions carefully and cannot untick it
Q20. "a positive or negative impression of tourism graduates"
Difficult to answer clearly as dependent on a person rather than a degree?
Q22. "It is easy to get a tourism degree" - you mean to graduate with it or to get to study
it? Soz to be stupido .. .
Q37. "Employers prefer t o employ non tourism graduates in graduate position, as they
are better and brighter." Q implies that they are, therefore leading?
Q8. I was forced to I I indicate if your degree(s) has any of the following in its title" and
neither was applicable (not in the actual title)
Q 1 7 . Could skip, but actually was not allowed to, maybe because by error filled in O 1 8?
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APPENDIX 8: Online questionnaire covering letter

Dea r Mem ber,
Peti a Petrova , a member of the Soci ety a n d Resea rch Fellow at the U n i versity of
Bedfo rd sh i re , w o u l d l i ke to ask for yo u r vi ews on travel a n d to u rism d e g rees, a n d
tou rism g ra d u a tes' e m p l oyment pote n ti a l . Plea se ta ke a few m i n utes t o com p l ete th i s
electro n i c q uesti o n n a i re, j u st cl ick o n t h e l i n k below, fi l l i n you r a nswers a n d then cl i ck
SUBMIT.
http : //www . su rvey . b ri s . a c. u k/1 uto n/to u ri s m 2
The q u e sti o n n a i re i s co nfi d enti al a nd neith e r yo u nor you r o rg a n i sation wi l l be identifi ed
i n a ny way !
Many t h a n ks for you r time,
Best Rega rd s,

Flo Powe l l
Th e Tou ri s m Soci ety
ema i l : f1o@tou ri smsoci ety . o rg
phone : 020 866 1 4636
web : h ttp : //www . to u rismsociety. o rg
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APPENDIX 9 : Overview of Educational and Career
History
Table 9-7-1 : Anna
Education
history
Career
history

GCSEs; 8 0 levels; 3 A levels; a teaching certificate
Taught French in a school.
Worked in an Airline as a stewardess.
Promoted to a training job, responsible for putting together
training courses for new recruits.
After having her first child, she was offered a position as a
manager of around 1 00 cabin crew. It was a personnel type role,
including responsibilities for staff welfare, performance and
appraisals..
She was then promoted again to the role of Training and
Development Manage. She got involved in validating and
delivering a NVQ management progra'!7-me for managers. This
was her last job within the company. Overall she stayed with the
company or 24 ears.

Table 9-7-2 : Betty
Education
histo
Career
history

3 0 levels
Joined Airline A in her early twenties. She then became senior
cabin crew member, responsible for 3 people other cabin crew
members. She was a stewardess for 8 years
She then went on the training side, recruiting and training new
cabin crew. She was then promoted to Deputy Chief Stewardess.
She did this for about 6 months.
She was then promoted to Chief Stewardess. She was in this post
for several years.
She was then offered a more senior position which was Head of
Cabin Services, which meant she had Chief Stewardess and Chief
Training reporting to her. This was a responsibility which
encapsulated over 5 airports.
After she left, she went travelling, doing a range ofjobs. Upon
returnin in the UK she worked or a bi leisure com an .
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Table 9-7-3 : Catherine
Education
histo
Career
history

GCSEs; 6 0 Levels
She started her career in an airline as a secretary in the personnel
department. Then moved on to operations - Load Control. She then
worked as cabin crew for 18 months. Following that, she worked on
the checking desk, flight enquiries and in the duty room. She was
there for J O years.
She then became a full time mum, and engaged in occasional
employment. Following that, she went to work for Charter A as
secretary to the Customer Service Director. After a couple ofyears,
she went into administrating the cabin staff training school. Her
last job was in Passenger Relations as a Passenger Relations
0 zcer. She retired shortly before the interview.

Table 9-7-4: Emma
Education
histo
Career
history

Bachelors Degree
After graduating she became an overseas representative based in
Europe. Over the following 4 years she worked her way up from
Representative, to Team Leader, to Head R epresentative to Resort
Controller.
She returned back to the UK and got a position at Tour Operator A,
at a call centre. After a couple of months she was called for an
interview for the Charter A job - managing their passenger
relations department. She then worked for Charter A for about two .
years managing Customer Relations. Following that she returned
to Tour Operator A to do her current job.

Table 9-7-5: Frank
Education
histo
Career
history

RAF training College
Frank started his experienced with airlines through his compulsory
military service in the RAF. His work in the RAF included several
postings abroad. Following that he got headhunted and put in
charge of Customer Services, including onboard services, the cabin
crew and the ground handling, security and later on public
relations. He was then made responsible for Public Relations at
Charter A.
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Table 9-7-6: George
Education
histo
Career
history

Business Studies Degree; CIPD qualification
His first job was a graduate trainee in a big public company. He
started as a Roster Clerk and left as the Area Personnel Manager
for the engineering part of the business, four years later. He then
joined a milk processing company as a Personnel Officer, in a
training development role. He did this for less than 6 months before
taking over as a Group Personnel Manager.
He then moved to Charter A, and has been there for 4 years at the
time of the interview. He started as General Manager for Industrial
Relations and was later romoted to HR Director.

Table 9-7-7: Iva
Education
histo
Career
history

7 0 Levels; 2 A Levels; Business Studies HND; Member ofCIPD;
Member o British Ps cholo ical Socie
She has spent most of her career working for a hotel group (sic).
Her roles included Personnel and Training Manager, UK training
Co-ordinator and Regional Human Resources Manager.

Table 9-7-8: Jenny
Education
histo
Career
history

8 0 Levels; 3 A Levels; Diploma; MSc in Training and
Mana ement
She has been in HR for 15-1 6 years including working in civil
service, housing associations and manufacturing. Her job at the
time of the interview was HR Manager (Reward) at Leisure A. She
has been doin this 'ob or 6 months.

Table 9-7-9: Katy
Education
histo
Career
history

undergone training recently to gain qualifications
After school, she became full-time mother for about 15 years.
Following that, she worked as a part-time check-in agent for a
ground handler for over an year. Moved to work for an airline that
'went bust '. She then returned to the ground handler as a trainer.

Table 9-7-1 0: Mark

Education
histo
Career
history

Degree in History
After graduating, he embarked on a PhD for about three years.
Before completion he started working for large Government
tourism company. He worked there over a decade. His jobs
included working in the UK, as an Assistant Manager in continental
Europe for 4 years; Branch Manager in the USA for 4 years;
Marketin Director in Continental Euro e, or 3 ears.
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He then came back to the UK, and was offered a job in a
consultancy company. He worked for them for a couple of years.
Following that, he got a job with at a train company as a Marketing
and Sales manager. He did this for about 4 years. He then moved to
a tour operator, as their marketing Director. He worked for them
for about an year. He was then made redundant. Following that he
moved to Business Travel A, his current employer. He has been
with them or almost 6 ears.

Table 9-7-11 : Nicole
Education
histo
Career
history

Bachelors Degree
She started her work as a student placement in a tour operator,
including worldng and training in HR. She then moved to the public
sector as a Public Sector Tourism Assistant for 4 years, she then
became a Tourism Officer in a large city. Following that she moved
to her current town around two years before the interview. Overall,
she has worked in the tourism ublic sector or 12 ears.

Table 9-7-12: Oscar
Education
histo
Career
history

Degree in Interventional Hospitahty Management; MSc in
Or anisational Behaviour
He has been a researcher in his current company for 2 years. He
was interviewed in his capacity of a researcher exploring the
tourism sector education and trainin needs .

. Table 9-7-13: Patricia
Education
histo
Career
history

Degree in Rural Resource Management (with tourism electives)
Patricia was brought up in tourism and hospitality. Her first
'proper ' job in tourism was in a visitor attraction. There she
worked as a tour guide, in the gift sh op, and 'at the gatest'. She did
this as a student during the summer holidays for four years. After
graduating, she worked for an year 'on the management side '. She
then became a Regional HR Officer for a hotel group. Following
that, she moved to Regional Tourism A, where she has been for
around two years. She started worldng on projects and then moved
onto HR. She is currently the HR and Organisation Development
Manager, which is an HR role with some project management
res onsibilities.
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Table 9-7-14: Richard
Education
histo
Career
history

A Levels; Officer Training in Royal Navy; Trained Pilot
He joined the military after school, where he had training
responsibilities. After leaving the military, he became a sales
engineer. Following that he became a Sales Training Specialist at a
Motors company, and then the Management Training specialist, the
Manufacturing Training manager, and ended up as the Global
Training Manager for the division. After he left he went to work in
a commercial training company, running project management
training, and setting up skills development systems within
businesses. He then moved to his current job as the Regional
Project Manager for Tourism Skills Network A (TSN). The TSN is a
not for profit organisation, looking at the skills aspects of tourism
within the re ion.

Table 9-7-15: Stuart
Education
histo
Career
history

Charted Town Planner; Member of Institute of Economic
Develo ment O ices; Di Joma o Mana ement Studies
Stuart described himself as a town planner and an economist. His
current job is his first job with a tourism focus. However, he has
had tourism remits in his other jobs. In his last job he was a
manager of 28 staff in a local authority includingfour tourism staff.

Table 9-7-16: Tom
Education
histo
Career
history

Bachelors in Geography; Postgraduate degree in Tourism; Masters
o Philoso h
Following his Masters ofPhilosophy degree, he went to work for an
Development Board. He then moved to the tourist board where he
worked for 6 years. Afterwards, he moved to the Development
agency 'to look after the tourism effortst'. His job involves staff
training, making sure there are agreed tourism priorities for the
region, and to maintain good working relationships with other
government agencies and different industry bodies. He is
res onsible or a team o 3 eo le.

Table 9-7-17: Uma

Education Qualified Librarian
histo
Career
She has worked in the tourism sector for 7. 5 years, since her
history
graduation. Her jobs included working in a Tourism Information
Centre where she moved from customer service in a centre to
managing the main information centre. She then moved into the HR
field in Regional Tourism B. She has been in her job as Learning
and Develo ment Consultant for ·ust under a year.
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Table 9-7-18: Victor

Education
histo
Career
history

Bachelors in Film and Media

He started his career in an advertising agency. He then worked as a
press officer in a variety of different companies, including local
government. He has also worked for
a public relations
consultancy, andfor a large UKplc.
He then moved to his current employer - Scheduled Airline A. His
role started in media relations, and then moved into the area of
internal communications. In his current job as Communications
Manager, he is responsible for the internal communications, a
number of ad hoc projects affecting the airline, and for looking
a ter crisis communications.

Table 9-7-19: Wendy
Education
histo
Career
history

Chemistry Degree; Postgraduate Certificate of Education; Fellow
of the Tourism Socie ; Fellow o he institute of Travel and Tourism
She started her career as a Chemistry teacher. She then worked as
Research and Development Director in the industry sector; then
worked in Education and Training for two industry councils.
Following that, she moved to tourism public sector as Head of
Employment and Training. Fifteen years ago she started her
company 'Tourism Consultancy A ', which specialises in HR and
trainin in the Tourism, hos itality and leisure sectors.
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APPENDIX 1 0 : Stage 2 results, excluding education
providers
Section 1: PART 1: WORKING FOR THE TOURISM* INDUSTRY
. h sector?
1. The or2amsation you wor k for 1s part of whic
Percenta2e
Option
Private:
69.9%
1 9.3%
Public:
(e.g. 1 0.8%
profit
for
Not
Charity/NGO):

Number
58
16
9

2. The organisation you work for is a (please select one only):
Number
Percenta2e
Option
2
2.4%
Charter airline:
12
14.5%
Tour operator:
4
Visitor attraction:
4.8%
6
Local Authority:
7.2%
2
Scheduled airline:
2.4%
1
1 .2%
Ground Handler:
1
Travel agent:
1 .2%
5
HoteVB&B :
6.0%
0
0.0%
Ground transport:
25
3 0. 1 %
Consultancy:
8
Tourist Board:
9.6%
0
0.0%
Education Provider:
17
Other (please specify):
20.5%

.

. hin your orgarusa
. tion?.
3 How many empIoyees work wit
Option
Percentage
0 -- 9 employees:
28 .9%
1 0 -- 49 employees:
1 4.5%
50 -- 249 employees:
1 5 .7%
Over 250 employees:
41 .0%

Number
24
12
13
34

. tounsm with your current orgamsa
. bm
. ti on ?.
4 . Was your fiirst .10
Number
Ootions
Percenta2e
15
Yes:
1 8.1 %
68
No:
8 1 .9%
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.

•

5 How lon2 have you worked for your current orgamsation?.
Percentage
Number
Options
2 1 .7%
1 2.0%
24. 1 %
1 0.8%
2 1 .7%
9 .6%

Less than 1 year:
1 - 2 years:
3 - 5 years:
6 - 10 years:
1 1 - 20 years:
Over 20 years:

18
10
20
9
18
8

6. Wh.ICh of the fiollowmg most accurately reflects your job level?
Number
Percentage
Options

Chief Executive / Owner:
Director:
Senior Manager:
Middle Manager:
Junior Manager/Supervisor:
Employee:
Trainee:
Temporary employee:
Self employed/freelance:
Other (please specify):

1 6 .9%
24. 1 %
1 5 .7%
18.1%
4.8%
9.6%
1 .2%
0.0%
4.8%
4.8%

. b advertise
7 . Was your current .10
Percentage
Options
Internally:
Externally:
internally
Both
externally:
Not at all:
Do not know:

and

15
4
8
1
0
4
4

Number
5
14
18

5 1 .8%
3 .6%

43
3

Number

73 .5%
3 .6%

61
3

22.9%

19

8.a. Your degree(s) is at what level?
Options
Percenta2e

Bachelor:
Masters:
Doctorate:

13

6.0%
1 6 .9%
21 .7%

8. Are you a graduate (e.2. BA, MSc, MBA, PhD)?
Percenta2e
Options

Yes :
Currently studying for a
degree:
No :

14
20

n/a
n/a
n/a

Number
39
32
3
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8.b. Please indicate if your degree(s) has any of the following in its title?
Options
Percentage
Number
Travel:
n/a
2
n/a
Tourism:
28
n/a
Hospitality:
3
n/a
Leisure:
2
None of these:
n/a
31
8.c. What is the full title of your degree ( e.g. BA Business Administration)? (If
more than one degree, please list them in chronological order)

" b.• was your degree:
8 .d. In secunn2 your current 10

Options
A considerable advantage:
An advantage:
Neither advantage, nor a
disadvantage:
A disadvantage:
considerable
A
disadvantage:
Do not know:

Percenta2:e
31.1%
37.7%
31 .1%

Number
19

0.0%
0.0%

0
0

0.0%

0

8.e. Was h0Id.mgea de2ree a
Options
Yes:
No:
Do not know:

reQmrement or your current 10
Number
Percentage
31
50.8%
27
44.3%
3
4.9%

23

19

Section 2: PART 2: EMPLOYING TOURISM* GRADUATES
10. Within your organisation, what job would you expect a tourism graduate to
secure strai ht after raduation? If NO such ·ob, lease o to uestion 16.
0 tions
Percenta e
Number
21
Entry-level
customer 28.4%
facin :
22
29.7%
22
29.7%
1
1 .4%
8
1 0.8%
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1 1 . Where would this _j ob be advertised? (Please select one only)
Number
Percenta2e
Options
2
2.7%
Internally:
26
Externally:
34.7%
44
Both:
58.7%
2
2.7%
Not at all:
1
1 .3 %
Do not know:
12 . Would holding a degree be a formal requirement for the job referred to in
Question 10?
Number
Percentage
Options
27
36.0%
Yes:
41
54.7%
No:
7
D o not know:
9.3%
13. In securing the job referred to in Question 10, do you
degree would be: (Please select one only)
Percentage
Options
24.0%
A considerable advantage:
5 8 .7%
An advantage:
Neither advantage, nor 1 7.3%
disadvantage:
0.0%
A disadvantage:
A
considerable 0.0%
disadvantage:

expect holding a tourism
Number
18
44
13
0
0

14 . Keeping in mind the job in Question 1 0, please indicate how important it is for
new employees to have the following (1 =most important, 5=least important)
1 utes
. ht oersonaI attr"b
. th e ng
14 .a. HaVIlll?:
Percentage
Options
1:
5 8 .7%
2:
1 8.7%
3:
2.7%
4:
2.7%
5:
1 7 .3 %

Number
44
14
2
2
13

. ht s kills set
. th e r12
14 . b . HaVIng
Options
Percentage
1:
32.0%
2:
34.7%
3:
1 4.7%
4:
1 2.0%
5:
6 .7%

Number
24
26
11
9
5
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. ht work expenence
he ng,
.
14 .c. H avmgot
Percenta2:e
Options
5 .3%
1:
24.0%
2:
3:
36.0%
24.0%
4:
1 0.7%
5:
14.d. Having the right knowledge
Percentage
Options
9.5%
1:
32.4%
2:
37.8%
3:
1 6.2%
4:
4.1 %
5:
. ht qualifi1cations
. the ng
14.eo. Havmg
Percentage
Options
2.7%
1:
23.0%
2:
48.6%
3:
20.3%
4:
5 .4%
5:

Number
4
18
27
18
8

Number
7
24
28
12
3

Number
2
17
36
15

4

15. How do you think a tourism degree affects the ability of graduates to meet the
above (Question 14) requirements?
. ht persona attn utes
. the ng
15.a. Havmg
Percentage
Options
1 3 .3%
Affects very positively:
42.7%
Affects positively:
44.0%
No impact:

.

. ht s kills set
. the ng
15 .b Havmg
Percentage
Options
21o.6%
Affects very positively:
67.6%
Affects positively:
No impact:
1 0 .8%

Number
10
32
33

Number
16
50
8

I
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. the rig
. ht work experience
15 . c. Havmg
Percentage
Options
8. 1 %
Affects verv positively:
48 .6%
Affects positively:
43 .2%
No impact:

.

. the ng
. ht knowre
l dtge
15 d. Havmg
Percentage
Options
1 3 .3%
Affects very positively:
74.7%
Affects positively:
12.0%
No impact:
. the ru!
. ht qua rfi
1 1cations
15 .e . Havmg
Percentage
Options
1 8.7%
Affects very positively:
65.3%
Affects positively:
1 6.0%
No impact:

Number
6
36
32

Number
10
56

9

Number
14
49
12

1 6. Is there currently a graduate training scheme within your organisation? (If No
/ Do not know, go to Question 19)
Number
Percentage
Options
16
1 9.3%
Yes:
62
74.7%
No:
5
6.0%
Do not know:
18r In securing a place on
.
tounsm
. degreerwo uld b e:
Options
A considerable advantage:
An advantage:
Neither advantage, nor
disadvantage:
A disadvantage:
A
considerable
disadvantage:

a graduate training scheme, do you expect holding a
Percentage
27.3%
47.0%
25.8%

Number
18
31
17

0.0%
0.0%

0
0
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19. Have you ever:
t d b1y tounsm students regarding th eir
. d'1 ssertations
19.a. beenscontacse
Number
Percentage
Options
58
69.9%
Yes:
25
30.s1 %
No:
0
0.0%
Do not know:
' work pIacements
. h tounsm students dom2
1 9.sb . worked Wit
Number
Percenta2e
Options
54
65 . 1 %
Yes:
29
34.9%
No:
0
0.0%
Do not know:
19.c. receive
. d spec ulative a JPlications from tounsm gra duates
Number
Percentage
Options
61
7 3 .5 %
Yes:
22
26.5%
No:
0
0.0%
Do not know:
19 .sd . empI oye d a tounsm gra duate
Percentage
Options
50.6%
Yes :
49.4%
No:
0.0%
Do not know:

Number
42
41
0

19.e. worked WI"th a tourism graduat e
Percentage
Options
Yes:
74.7%
2 1 .7%
No:
3 .6%
Do not know:

Number
62
18
3

19 .f. co-operate d Wit
' h umvers1ties deIivenng tounsm courses
Number
Options
Percentage
57
Yes:
68 .7%
25
30. 1 %
No:
1
1 .2%
Do not know:
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19. g. had 0ther con tactsI eXl1osure to t ounsm gra d uat es or stu dents
Percenta2e
Options
Number
72. 3 %
Yes:
60
21
25 . 3 %
No:
2
2.4%
D o not know:
20 . Overall, would you say you have had a positive or negative impression of
tourism graduates? (Please select one only)
Number
Percenta2e
Ootions
46
Positive:
55.4%
2
Negative:
2.4%
31
Mixed:
37.3%
4
4.8%
Not applicable:

Section 3 : PART 3 : TOURISM* DEGREES
21 . Tourism degrees currently provide students with a well rounded knowledge of
the tourism indust
Number
0
Percenta e
s
6
7.2%
42
A
50.6%
24
ee
28 .9%
10
1 2 .0%
1
1 .2%

ee

A
Di
Str

37.3%
2 1 .7%
1 .2%

Number
8
25
31
18
1

50.6%
20.5%
3 .6%

Number
2
19
42
17
3
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. done a tourism degree.
24 There 1s no particuIar a dvantage to a gra duate havmg
Number
Percentage
Options
2
2.4%
Strongly Agree
21
25.3%
Agree
19
22.9%
Neither agree nor disagree
37
44.6%
Disagree
4
4.8%
Strongly disagree
25. Most universities that teach tourism are former ol echnics.
Number
7
41
49.4%
27
ee
32.5%
6
7.2%
2
2.4%
26. Tourism de
0
ee

25.3%
9.6%
1 .2%

aration for work.in in tourism.
Number
8
45
21
8
1

27. There is a good relationship between universities offering tourism degrees and
.
' dust:ry.
the tounsm m
Number
Percentage
Options
4
Strongly Agree
4.8%
25
Agree
3 0. 1 %
29
34.9%
Neither agree nor disagree
20
Disagree
24. 1 %
5
Strongly disagree
6.0%

•

�

�

l

28. There is an oversu
0

s

A

l of tourism raduates.
Percenta e
4.8%
3 6. 1 %
ee
49.4%
8 .4%
1 .2%

Number
4
30
41
1
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29. Doing a tourism degree shows commitment to having a career in the tourism
. dustcrv.
m
Number
Percenta2:e
Options
6
7.2%
Strongly Agree
44
53.0%
Agree
19
Neither agree nor disagree , 22.9%
14
1 6.9%
Disagree
0
0.0%
Strongly disagree
30. Tourism graduates are overqualified for most positions available to them in
the tourism indust
Number
Percenta e
7
8 .4%
30
3 6. 1 %
27
32.5%
ee
18
21 .7%
1
1 .2%
31. Tourism students have unrealistic ex ectations of the tourism indust

ee

5 6.6%
2 1 .7%
7.2%
0.0 %

47
18
6
0

32. Compared to other graduates, tourism graduates are better prepared for
.
workingam
. tounsm .
Number
Percentage
Options
3
Strongly Agree
3 .6%
39
47.0%
Agree
31
37.3%
Neither agree nor disagree
9
Disagree
1 0.8 %
1
1 .2%
Strongly disagree

ee

5 6 . 6%
1 6.9%
1 .2%

Number
1
20
47
14
1
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. better t0 have vocaf1ona I trammg than a tounsm degree.
34 . In tourism, 1'teIS
Number
Percentage
Options
4
4.8%
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

25 .3%
49 .4%
1 9 .3%
1 .2%

21

41

16
1

Number
1
ee

53 .0%
25 .3%
1 .2%

16
44
21

1

36. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to stretch and develop intellects
and minds.
Number
Percentage
Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

9.6%
63.9%
1 9.3%
7.2%
0.0%

8
53
16
6
0

37. The purpose of a tourism degree should be to give the groundwork to prepare
. tounsm.
a career m
somebo d1y to come mto
.
'
Number
Percentage
Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

30 . 1 %
6 1 .4%
4.8%
2.4%
1 .2%

25
51
4
2

1

Section 4: PART 4: DEGREE LEVEL EDUCATION
Percenta e
34.9%
50.6%

Number
29
42

5
7
0
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39 . Students choose t0 d0 degrees because everyone else is doing one.
Ootions
Percentage
Number
Stron12:ly Agree
2.4 %
2
Agree
26.5%
22
Neither agree nor disagree
43 .4%
36
Disagree
?7. 7%
I 23
Strongly disagree
0
0.0%
40 . Degrees nowadays tend to have too narrow a focus
Percenta2e
Ootions
Stronrrly Agree
1 .2%
24. 1 %
Agree
39.8%
Neither agree nor disagree
32.5%
Disagree
2.4%
Strongly disam-ee

4
0

21 .7%
48.2%
1 8.1%

42. There is a need for 50% of the

ee

20
33
27
2

on has increased the value of the de ree.
Number

nsion of univers·

ee

Number
1

22.9%
4 1 .0%
1 9.3%

8
18
40
15

o to universi ·.
Number
3
11
19
34
, 16

nal
take up degrees instead of vocatio
43. It i s good that nowadays young people
tr ·
Numb er
Percenta e
0
0
0.0%
s
7
8 .4%
A
31
ee

37.3%
48.2%
6.0%

40

5
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54.2%
30. 1 %
4.8%
0.0%

A!rree
Neither a!rree nor disa ee

Number
9
45
25
4
0

45 . Graduates make better mana2ers th an non-2raduates.
Number
Percenta2e
Options
0
0.0%
Strongly Agree
18
.7%
21
Agree
35
42.2%
Neither agree nor disagree
28
33.7%
Disagree
2
2.4%
Strongly disagree
46. Just because you have
200 d J" Ob •
Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

a degree does
Percenta2e
44.6%
5 1 .8%
1 .2%
1 .2%
1 .2%

not automatically mean you will do a
Number
37
43
1
1
1

ee should be to stretch and develo intellects and minds.
Number
Percenta e
25
30. 1 %
44
53.0%
13
1 5.7%
1
1 .2%
0
0.0%
48 . The purpose of a degree s hould be to prepare somebody to come into a
particuIar career.
Number
Percenta2e
Options
10
12.0%
Strongly Agree
36
Agree
43 .4%
24
Neither agree nor disagree
28 .9%
11
1 3 .3%
Disagree
2
Strongly disagree
2.4%
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Section 5: PART 5: DEMOGRAPHICS
50 . Y our gender
Options
Male:
Female:

Percentage
59.0%
4 1 .0%

Number
49
34

51. \Vhich age group do you belong to ?.
Percentage
Options
2.4%
1 8-24:
27.7%
25-34:
30. 1 %
35-49:
38.6%
50-64:
1 .2%
65 and over:

Number
2
23
25
32
1
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APPENDIX 11 : Statistical Analysis

"

Statistical Analysis Justification

�

The data was analysed using the software package SPSS Version 1 2.0. l (SPSS
Corp USA) running on a Microsoft Windows based Personal Computer. The
purpose of the analysis was twofold: 1 ) to determine differences in perceptions of
tourism degrees between groups - such as graduates and non-graduates; 2) to test
whether certain perceptions of tourism degrees are correlated.

Tests for Significant Difference
To test whether differences in perceptions between groups were statistically
significant, and not due to chance, tests of significance were used (Miller &
Salkind, 2002). Tests for significance can be parametric and non-parametric.
Parametric tests are considered to be more statistically robust, however, in order
to do parametric tests assumptions are made of the data: that it is normally
distributes, that there is homogeneity of variance, and that it is interval or scale
data. The Student' s t-test is a standard parametric test for comparing two
populations. An independent samples t-test is used in this thesis where there are
two independent samples or groups, such as graduates and non-graduates, and the
assumptions for parametric testing are not violated (Diamantopoulos &
Schlegelmilch, 2000).
Because of the possible violation of the rules for parametric testing, non
parametric tests were applied in this thesis, with parametric tests being used to
augment these results. The requirements for non-parametric tests are less
stringent, than for parametric tests. The non-parametric tests have the positive
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effect of being able to examine a larger number of variables, but with the
drawback of being less powerful (more prone to a type II error), as a parametric
test (Diamantopoulos & Schlegelmilch, 2000). Where the assumptions for
parametric testing may have been violated, non parametric tests such as the
Kruskal-Wallis test and the Mann-Whitney U test were used.
The Kruskal-Wallis test was used, in this thesis, to determine statistical
significance where there were multiple independent samples, e.g. where they were
multiple age groups. Mann-Whitney was used to test for significance with two
samples, e.g. graduates and non-graduates and as a post-hoc test to examine the
significant results of the Kruskal-Wallis test. The Mann-Whitney test is
considered to be a non-parametric alternative to the t-test (Longridge, 2004). A
post-hoc test was required b ecause while the Kruska1-Wallis test determines
whether there is statistical significance it does not indicate between which groups
that significance is to be found (Miller & Salkind, 2002).

Correlations
Correlations are non experimental tests that measure to what degree variables are
related and whether that relationship is positive or negative (Diamantopoulos and
Schlegelmilch, 2000). SPSS not only calculates the correlation co-efficient (r) but
also it' s statistical significance. In this thesis correlations were used to establish
links between particular perceptions of tourism degrees. Similarly to tests of
significance, there are parametric and non parametric tests for correlation.
Pearson's product moment correlation is a parametric test and Speannan' s rank.
order correlation (rho) is its non parametric equivalent (Diamantopoulos and
Schlegelmilch, 2000).
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In order to determine which type of test to use, the type of data to be collected was
examined. Correlation tests were applied in relation to Parts 3 and 4 of the
questionnaire survey. Likert scale questions are ordinal, they are not interval or
scale data and thus do not meet one the requirements for parametric testing.
However, Langdridge (2004) believes that Likert type scales should be treated as
interval. The scale consists of at least approximately equal intervals and are
meaningful measures of the phenomenon being studied, while unlike the interval
scales they have a true core point (Langdridge, 2004). Langdridge (2004) argues
that although. Likert scales are "strictly speaking measures of the ordinal level",
which suggests the use of non-parametric tests when analysing Likert and other
similar scales, it is "common practice to treat ordinal data such as Likert scales as
if they are interval level and subject to parametric tests" (Langdridge, 2004 : 1 70).
This is a view supported by tourism researchers such as Seakhoa-King (2007).
Furthermore, when using the same set of data, Pearson' s (parametric) and
Spearman' s (non-parametric) tests usually give similar results (Diamantopoulos
and Schlegelmilch, 2000). Langdridge (2004:23) suggests that if in doubt one
could run both non-parametric and parametric tests to check if the generate similar
results.
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Correlations between perceptions of devaluing of degrees and
perceptions of degrees.

-

Table 11 7- 20 : S,pearmen s test o f Q ues t"i on 41 , an d Part 3 questions

Spearman's rho

Q38 Universities should be accessible to all who
can benefit
Q39 Students are doing degrees because
everyone else is doing that
Q42 There is a need for 50% to go to University
Q43 It is good that young people tale
Q44 There is an oversupply of graduates
*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Q41 Expansion of universities has
increased degree value (N=98)
Sig.
(2Correlation
tailed)
Coefficient
0.340(**)

0.001

-0.256(*)

0.01 1

0 .47(**)
0.32(**)
-0.38(**)

0.00
0.00
0.00

**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Correlations between views of oversupply and devaluing of the degree

--

Table 11 7 21 : Interrelationship
. b etween auestions 28, 41 ' 42 and 44

Spearman
Correlations
(N=98)

Q28
There
is
Oversupply
of TG

Q41
Expansion of
Degrees,
Increased their
Value

Q28

-0.30
1
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig.
0 .00**
(2-tailed)
Q4 1
1 .0 0
-0 .29901
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig.
0.0028*
(2-tailed)
Q 42
0.47
Correlation
-0.2 1 75
Coefficient
Sig.
0 . 00**
0.03 1 5*
(2-tailed)
Q44
-0 .3 8
Correlation
0 .49243 8
Coefficient
Sig.
0.00**
0.00**
(2-tailed)
*Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1 level (2-tailed).

**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Q42
There is a
for
Need
50% to go to
University

Q44
There is
an
Oversuppl
of
y
Graduates

-0.22

0.49

0.03*

0.00**

0.47

-0.38

0.00**

0.00**

1 .00

-0.46
0.00**

-0.46
0.00**

1 .00
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Correlations between views of oversupply of tourism degrees and
perceptions of tourism degrees.
Table 11-7-22: The view that there is an oversupply of tourism graduates correlates with the
ioll owm2
. question:

Spearman's rho

Q21 Well Rounded
Q22 Easy Degrees
Q24 No advantage
Q25 Former Polytechnics
Q30 Overqualified
Q3 1 Unrealistic
Q35 Non T Grads
Q39 Everyone Else
Q40 Narrow Focus

028 Oversupply of TD (N=98)
Sig. (2-tailed)
Correlation Coefficient
0.01
-0.26(*)
0.00
0.33(**)
0.01
0.25(*)
0.02
0.24(*)
0.03
0.22(*)
0.04
0.2 1 (*)
0.05
0 .20(*)
0.01
0 .28(*)
0.02
0.24(*)

*Correlation is significant at the 0.Ql level (2-tailed).

**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Associating tourism degrees with polytechnics, and other views of
tourism degrees
Table 11-7-23: Correlation with 025 The New Universities are Former Polytechnics

Spearman's rho

Q22 Easy Degrees
Q23 Good Academics
Q24 No advantage
Q28 Oversupply
Q30 Overqualified
Q35 Non T Grads

Q25 Former Polys (N=98)
Correlation Coefficient
0.32(**)
-0.2 1 (*)
0.23(*)
0.24(*)
0.25(*)
0.22(*)

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.00
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.01
0 .03

**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Table 11-7-24: The view that there is an oversupply of graduates correlates with the
followin uestion:

Q5 1 Age Group

-0 .28(**)

*Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1 level (2-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

0.00
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Differences of perceptions, based on holding a degree
Table 1 1-7-25: Statistically significant results between graduates and non graduates using
the Mann-Whitney U Test
Q34 Vocational

Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W

z

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

447.000
657.000
-2 .985
.003

a Grouping Variable: Q8 Graduate

--

Table 11 7 26 : Mean Rank comparmg gra d uate to non graduate responses Mean
QS Graduate
N
Rank
Yes
Q34 Vocational
52.04
75
No
32.85
20
Total
95

Sum
Ranks
3903 .00
657.00

of

Table 1 1-7-27:
Descriptive statistics of graduates and non graduates answer to Question 34
.
. . b
.
.
devree"
"In tourism, 1t 1s
etter to have vocational
trainin1 than a tourism

Q34 Vocational

QS Graduate

N

Mean

Yes
No

75
20

3 .08
2.45

Std.
Deviati
on
.749
1 .050

Std.
Error
Mean
.086
.235

Parametric Comparing tourism to non-tourism graduates responses
Table 11-7-28: Results of parametric (Student's t-test) for Likert scale questions which have statistically significant differences between tourism and non

.
tounsm graduates.

Well Equal variances
Q21
assumed
Rounded
Equal variances
not assumed
Good Equal variances
Q23
assumed
Academics
Equal variances
not assumed
Q30
Equal variances
Overqualified assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Q33 Business Equal variances
assumed
Aware
Equal variances
not assumed

Levene's Test for t-test for Equality of Means
Equality of Variances
df
Sig.
Sig.
F
t
(2-tailed)

.969

8 .788

3 .5 33

3 .5 11

.328

.004

.064

.065

Mean
Difference

Std. Error 95%
Confidence
Difference Interval
the
of
Difference
Upper
Lower

-2.663

73

.0 1 0

-.496

. 1 86

-.868

-. 1 25

-2.659

7 1 .235

.0 1 0

-.496

. 1 87

-.869

-. 1 24

-2. 1 64

73

.034

-.41 4

.191

-.796

-.033

-2 .2 1 1

70.508

.030

-.4 1 4

. 1 87

-.788

-.04 1

-2.22 1

73

.029

-.486

.2 1 9

-.92 1

-.050

-2.263

7 1 .484

.027

-.486

.2 1 5

-.9 1 4

-.058

-2.276

73

.026

-.386

. 1 69

-.723

-.048

-2.304

72.835

.024

-.386

. 1 67

-.7 1 9

-.052
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Table 11-7-29: Descriptive statistics for Likert scale questions which have been found to have
1 erences between tourism and non tourism graduates in table 1 1-9.
. . llly s12ru
. "fi1cant d"ff
statistica
Q8b T Degree N
Mean
Std.
Std.
Deviation Error
Mean

Well Yes

40

2.08

.797

. 1 26

No
Good Yes
Q23
Academics
No
Yes
Q30
Overqualified
No
Business
Yes
33
Q
Aware
No
No

35
40

2.57
2.70

.815
.939

. 1 38
. 1 48

35
40

3.1 1
2.40

.676
1 .057

.1 14
. 1 67

35
40

2.89
2.70

.796
.79 1

. 1 35
. 1 25

35
35

3 .09
2.00

.658
.642

.111
. 1 08

Q21
Rounded

Independent Samples Test

Non Parametric Tests Comparing tourism to non-tourism graduates
responses
Table 11-7-30: Results of Non Parametric (Mann-Whiney U) test for Likert scale questions
.
. 2raduates.
which have statistically significant differences between tourism
. and non tourism

Q21

Mann

-

Whitn
ey U
Wilco
xon

w
z

Asym.
p. Sig.
(2 tailed)

Q23

Q30

Q32

Q33

Q3 4

Q3 5
Non

Prepa
red

Busin
ess
Awar
e

Vocat
ional

497 .5
00

5 1 6.0
00

5 1 3.0
00

6 17.5
00

535.0
00

1 35 1 .
000

1 3 1 7.
500

1 336.
000

1 333.
000

1 247.
500

-1 .929
.054

-2.257
.024

-2. 1 5 1
.03 1

-2. 1 63
.03 1

-.975
.330

Well
Ronn
ded

Good
Acad
emics

Over
qualif
ied

Bette

479.5
00

5 3 1 .0
00

1 299.
500
-2.5 5 8
.01 1

r

a Grouping Variable: Q8b TI Degree

T
Grad
s

Q3 6
T

Devel
op
Mind
s

Q37

Grou
ndwo

rk

522.0
00

527.5
00

1 1 65 .
000

1 1 52.
000

1 347.
5 00

-1 .998
.046

-2.234
.025

-2. 1 24
.034
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Table 1 1-7-3 1 : Mean rank data for Likert scale questions which have been found to have
statistically significant differences between tourism and non tourism graduates in table 1110.

N

QSb TT Degree

Mean
Rank
32.49

Sum of Ranks

Well Yes

40

No
Total
Good Yes

35
75
40

44.30

1 550.50

3 3 .78

1351 .00

No
Total
Yes

35
75
40

42.83

1499.00

32.94

1 3 1 7.50

No
Total
Business Yes

35
75
40

43.79

1532.50

33.33

1 333.00

No
Total
Q36 T Develop Yes
Minds
No
Total

35
75
40

43.34

1 5 1 7.00

42.45

1 698.00

32.91

1 1 52.00

Q2 1
Rounded
Q23
Academics

Q30
Overqualified
Q33
Aware

35
75

1 299.50

Comparing responses of those with positive impression of tourism
degrees and graduates, and those with mixed and negative impressions
Independent Samples Test
Table 11-7-32: Results of parametric (Student's t-test) for Likert scale questions which have
statistically significant differences between respondents who have a positive view of tourism
degrees and respondents with a negative or mixed view.
Levene's Test for Equality of
Variances
F

Sig.

t

df

t-test for Equality of Means
Sig. (2-

tailed)

Mean Std.
Differ Error
ence Differe

nee

Q21

Rounded

Well

Equal

variances
assumed

4.437

.03 8

-4.636

92

.000

-

.755

. 1 63

95%
Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower Upper
-1 .079

-.432
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Q22
Easy
Degrees

Good
Q23
Academics

No
Q24
advantage

Q26

Prep

Good

Good
Q27
relationship

Q29
Commitment

Q32
Better
Prepared

Q33 Business
Aware

Q34
Vocational

Q35 Non T

Grads

Q39 Everyone
Else

Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

2.734

.46 1

2.073

9.134

. 846

.758

. 1 02

.499

. 1 53

.003

.360

.386

-4.355

58.5
95

.000

-

. 1 73

- 1 . 1 03

-.408

2 .443

92

.01 6

.497

.204

.093

.902

2.384

66. 1
86

.020

.497

.209

.08 1

.914

-2.961

92

.004

-

. 1 78

-.883

-. 1 74

-2.890

66.2
13

.005

-

. 1 83

-.893

-. 163

4.282

92

.000

.827

. 1 93

.444

1 .2 1 1

4. 1 69

65.7
22

.000

.827

. 198

.43 1

1.223

-3.536

92

.001

-

. 1 67

-.922

-.259

-3 .236

53.9
49

.002

-

. 1 82

-.956

-.225

- 1 .982

92

.050

-

.207

-.820

.00 1

-2.052

79.2
99

.043

-

.200

-.807

-.0 12

-2.41 1

92

.01 8

-

. 179

-.787

-.076

72.2

.01 8

-

. 1 78

-.787

-.076

-3.553

92

.00 1

-

. 155

-.861

-.243

-3 .393

6 1 .7
51

.00 1

-

. 1 63

-.877

-.227

-2.5 1 7

92

.014

-

. 160

-.720

-.085

-2.6 1 9

80.3
70

.011

-

. 154

-.708

-.097

3.565

92

.001

.598

. 168

.265

.93 1

3 .730

8 1 .6
12

.000

.598

. 1 60

.279

.91 7

2.64 1

92

.010

.403

. 1 53

. 1 00

.707

2.699

76.4
78

.009

.403

. 1 49

. 106

.70 1

2.803

92

.006

.50 1

. 1 79

. 146

.856

2.7 63

68.3
52

.007

.50 1

.181

. 13 9

.862

-2.419
.237

5 .0 1 7

. 070

.390

.972

.628

.028

.792

.534

.327

72

.755

.528
.528

.590
.590
.41 0
.410
.4321
.43 1
.552
.552
.402
.402
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Q40 Narrow
Focus

Q43 Degrees
Good

Better
Q45
managers

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed
Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

2.8 1 3

3 .797

1 .831

.097

.054

. 179

2.852

92

.005

.516

.181

. 1 57

.875

2.957

79.5
86

.004

.5 1 6

.174

. 1 69

.863

-2.560

92

.012

-

. 1 60

-.727

-.092

-2.740

86. 1
52

.007

-

. 149

-.706

-. 1 12

-2.350

92

.021

-

.168

-.726

-.061

-2.53 1

87.2
35

.01 3

-

.156

-.703

-.085

.409

.409
.394
.394

Table 1 1-7-33: Descriptive statistics for Likert scale questions which have been found to have
statistically significant differences in table between respondents who have a positive view of
tounsm
. degrees and respond ents WI"th a ne�a tive or ooxed
VIew
'
. 1 1- 13
Q20_2 Impression N
Std.
Std.
Mean
Deviation Error
Q2 1 Well Rounded
Q22 Easy Degrees
Q23 Good Academics
Q24 No advantage
Q26 Good Prep
Q27 Good relationship
Q29 Commitment
Q32 Better Prepared
Q33 Business Aware
Q34 Vocational
Q35 Non T Grads
Q3 9 Everyone Else
Q40 Narrow Focus
Q43 Degrees Good
Q45 Better managers

Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive

59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59 .
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59
35
59

2. 1 0
2.86
2.98
2.49
2.73
3 .26
3 .63
2.80
2. 1 5
2.74
2.85
3 .26
2.25
2.69
2.3 1
2.86
2.7 1
3.1 1
3.17
2.57
3 .20
2.80
3.1 9
2.69
3 . 37
2.86
3.3 1
3.71
2.95

.687
.879
.9 1 9
1 .0 1 1
.806
.886
.869
.964
.665
.950
1 .0 1 4
.886
. 843
.832
.676
.8 1 0
.789
.676
.834
.698
.73 8
.677
.8 1 9
. 8 67
.889
.772
.815
.622
.860

Mean
.089
. 1 49
. 1 20
.171
. 1 05
. 1 50
.113
. 1 63
.087
.161
. 1 32
. 1 50
.1 10
.141
.088
. 1 37
. 1 03
.1 14
. 1 09
.1 1 8
.096
.1 14
. 1 07
. 1 47
.1 16
.131
. 1 06
. 1 05
.1 12
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Q46 Not Automatic
Q4 7 Develop Minds
Q48 Prepare Career

Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed
Positive
Negative/Mixed

35
59
35
59
35
59
35

3 .34

1 .66
1 .60
1 .86
1 .80
2.47
2.60

.639
.605
.775
.629
.797
.878
.946

. 1 08
.079

.131

.082
. 1 35
. 1 14
. 1 60

Job requirements and expectations of graduates' abilities
Table 11 - 7-34 : Reqwrements t o potenti aI employees
right the
right
Type of the
right the
personal
skills set
work
job
attributes
experience
a package
analytical
ENTRY
skills
LEVEL
interesVback
ground in
JOBS
travel
WHICH
DO NOT common
attention to work
REQUIRE sense
experience
detail
DEGREE conscientiou
business/cos
s
t awareness
hardworking
communicati
on
personality
customer
service
presentable
interpersonal
skills
right attitude IT/systems
literate
thinking on negotiation
your feet
skills
numerical
skills

organisation
al skills
presentation
skills
strategic
thinking
teamwork
verbal
communicati
on
written
communicati
on/writing

right the
the
right
knowledge
qualificatio
ns
general
quaHfication
knowledge
the s
not
of
necessary
business
geography

languages

3 80

20
right
ENTRY
the
LEVEL
personal
JOBS
attributes
WHICH
creativity/in
REQUJRE novation
Count

DEGREE

motivation
drive
potential

skills
47

4
3
the
right the
right the
right
skills set
work
knowledge
experience
customer
hit
the
service
ground
running

4

the
right
qualificatio
ns

qualification
s

interpersonal
skills

management
skills
organisation
skills
presentation
skills
project
management
skills
risk
management
team
working
verbal
communicati
on
writing
skills
Count
6
1
10
HIGHER The Right The Right The Right
LEVEL
Personal
Work
Skills set
JOBS
Attributes
Experience
WHICH
change
DO NOT adaptable/fie management
REQUIRE xible
DEGREE innovative
communicati
on skills
life skills
financial
management
motivation
interpersonal
skills
leadership
management
experience
quality
management

4
0
The Right The Right
Knowledge Qualificatio
ns
knowledge
the qualification
of
industrv

381

Count
HIGHER

LEVEL

JOB S
WHICH

REQUIRE
DEGREE

6

The Right
Personal
Attributes
articulate

flexibility

graduate
calibre

Count

ALL

JOBS
COUNT

motivation/e
nthusiasm
personality
political
nous
right
attitude
strategic
approach
13
45

teamwork
15
The Right
Skills set
business
awareness

0

The Right
Work
Experience
1

3

1

The Right The Right
Knowledge Qualificatio

ns

knowledge
of
the qualification
industry
s

interpersonal
skills
negotiation
skills
writing
skills

4

1

2

6

76

5

8

15
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Non parametric tests comparing experiences of tourism graduates,
based on whether respondents have cooperated with universities in the
past
Table 1 1-7-35: Results of Non Parametric (Mann-Whiney U) test for Question 19f with
.
Questions
19b ,d and e

Q l 9b
Students

I

Q 1 9f Cooperated
with Universities
N
Worked Yes

Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
71

40.65

2886.00

26

71 .81

1 867.00

No
Total
Employed Yes

97
71

41 .53

2948.50

No
Total
Q 1 9e Worked Grad Yes
No
Total

26
97
71
26
97

69.40

1 804.50

43.62
63.69

3097.00
1 656.00

Q l 9d
Grad

Test Statistics(a)
Q 1 9b
Worked
Students
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W

z

330.000
2886.000
-6.090

Q 1 9d
Employed
Grad

Q l 9e Worked
Grad
541 .000
3097.000
-4.206

392.500
2948.500
-5.002

(2Sig.
Asymp.
. 000
.000
tailed)
a Grouping Variable : Q 1 9f Cooperated with Umvers1ties

..

.000
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APPENDIX 12 : Destination of Leavers from Higher
Education
Table 12-7-36 : Tounsm, Ttansport and Trave

. tions (based on HESA , 2007)
. destina
- mam
JACS Principal Subject
(NS) Tourism, Percentage of
(Standard Industrial Classification code)
transport & total entering
employment
travel
1 70

1 2%

285
(55) Hotels & restaurants
70
(62) Air transport
(63) Supporting & auxiliary transport activities; 1 80
activities of travel agencies

20%
5%
13%

(52) Retail trade, except of motor vehicles &
motorcycles; repair of personal & household goods

(65) Financial activities, except insurance &
pension funding
(70) Property development
(74) Other business activities
(75) Public administration & defence; social
security
(80) Education
(85) Health & social work
(92) Recreational , cultural & sporting activities
Total of these SIC codes
Total entering employment
These SIC codes as % of total

50

4%

25
1 50
80

2%
11%
6%

60
40
100

4%
3%
7%

1 ,2 1 0
1 ,41 5

86%

3 84

Table 12-7-37: All UK domiciled leaves for subject of study (#9) and Standard Occupation
Classification 2004/2005 (HESA, 2006)
Obtained Postgraduate Obtained first degrees
and and entered employment
qualifications
entered employment
Total

65

100.00%

1150

100.00%

Managers & senior officials

20

30 . 77%

200

17 .39%

5

7 .69%

0

0.00%

Production managers

0

0 .00%

5

0.43%

Functional managers

5

7.69%

20

1 .74%

Quality & customer care managers

0

0.00%

5

0.43%

0

0.00%

10

0.87%

Managers in distribution, storage &
0
retailing

0.00%

25

2.17%

proprietors
Managers
&
hospitality & leisure services

0

0.00%

1 05

9. 1 3%

Managers & . proprietors in other
5
service industries

7.69%

25

2. 1 7%

23.08%

35

3.04%

communication
&
Information
0
technology professionals

0.00%

5

0.43%

Teaching professionals

5

7.69%

20

1 .74%

Business & statistical professionals

5

7.69%

5

0.43%

30.77%

230

20.00 %

0

0.00%

5

0 .43%

Protective service occupations

0

0.00%

5

0.43%

Artistic & literary occupations

0

0.00%

5

0 .43%

Media associate professionals

0

0.00%

5

0 .43 %

Sport & fitness occupations

0

0.00%

10

0.87%

Transport associate professionals

5

7.69%

5

0.43%

5

7.69%

85

7.39%

Sales & related associate professionals 5

7.69%

60

5.22%

0.00%

45

3 .9 1 %

5

7.69%

27 5

23.91%

occupations: 0

0.00%

Corporate
officials

Financial
managers

managers

institution

senior

&

office

&

15

Professional occupations

Associate professional & technical
20
occupations

associate

Social
welfare
professionals

Business &
professionals

finance

associate

Public service & other associate
0
professionals
Administrative
occupations

Administrative

&

secretarial

15

1 .30%

385
Government & related organisations
Administrative occupations: Finance 0

0.00%

50

4.35%

Administrative occupations: Records 0

1 0.00%

50

4.35%

Administrative occupations: General 0

0.00%

95

8 .26%

Secretarial & related occupations

0

0.00%

5.65%

Skilled trades occupations

0

0.00%

65

5

0.43%

Textiles, printing & other skilled
0
trades

0.00%

5

0.43%

5

7.69%

155

13.48%

7 .69%

1 40

12.17%

0.00%

1 70

14.78%

Personal service occupations

Leisure & other personal service
occupations
I 5
service
customer
&
Sales
0
occupations
S ales occupations

0

0.00%

1 00

8.70%

Customer service occupations

0

0.00%

70

6.09%

Process, plant & machine operatives

0

0 .00%

5

0.43%

Transport & mobile machine drivers
0
& operatives

0 .00%

5

0.43%

0

0.00%

80

6.96%

Elementary trades, plant & storage
0
related occupations

0 .00%

5

0.43 %

Elementary administration & service
occupations
IQ

0 . 00%

75

6.52%

Elementary occupations

386

T able 12 - 7-38 : Class1" flica fion of 2raduate occupations Elias & Purcell (2004:6-7)
SOC(HE) category
Description
Exampl es
1 . Traditional
The established professions,
Solicitors
graduate
for which, historically, the
normal route has been via an
occupations
Medical practitioners
undergraduate degree
programme.
HE and secondary
education teachers

2. Modern
graduate
occupations

3 . eNew
graduate
occupations

4. Niche
graduate
occupations

The newer professions,
particularly in management,
IT and creative vocational
areas, which graduates have
been entering since
educational expansion in the
1 960s.

Areas of employment, many
in new or expanding
occupations, where the route
into the professional area has
recently changed such that it
is now via an undergraduate
degree programme.

Occupations where the
majority of incumbents are
not graduates, but within
which there are stable or
growing specialist niches
which require higher
education skills and
knowledge.

Biological
scientists/biochemists
Directors, chief
executives (major
organisations)
Software professionals,
computer programmers
Pri.maryeschooleand
nursery teachers
Authors/writerszjournalists
Marketing & sales
managers
Physiotherapists,
occupational therapists
Management accountants
Welfare, housing,
probation officers,
Countrvside/park rangers
Leisure and sports
managers
Hotel, accommodation
managers
Nurses, midwives
Retail managers

3 87
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